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This work contains a verbatim account of the presentations and debates from the
plenary sessions and workshops that took place from 21th to 29th July 2014 at the
University of Đà Lạt on the topic of “A Glance at Sustainable Urban Development”. Four
main areas of reflection are prioritised in the framework of the thematic workshops:
(i) tools and models for urban and territorial planning; (ii) tools and models for
understanding and exploiting urban spatial dynamics; (iii) the city and socio-spatial
inequalities; (iv) training for field studies: practices, networks and strategies linked to
market gardening in peri-urban areas.

Conférences & Séminaires

The Vietnam Academy of Social Sciences (VASS), Agence Française de Développement (AFD), Institut de Recherche pour le Développement (IRD), University of Nantes,
École française d’Extrême-Orient (ÉFEO) and Agence Universitaire de la Francophonie
(AUF) have decided to give their support to the Regional Social Sciences Summer
University, referred to as “Tam Đảo Days”, in the framework of the 2014 and 2015
partnership agreement. This partnership has the objectives of developing a multidisciplinary training of excellence, creating a platform for debate, and attracting a
wide academic and non-academic audience from across Southeast Asia.
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Conférences et séminaires
AFD’s Research Department organises a large number of seminars and conferences which
provide a forum for exchanges of knowledge and experience between development
aid actors: researchers, experts, political leaders, NGOs, companies... These events may
address any of AFD’s fields of operation. The Conférences et séminaires collection aims to
provide readers concerned by these issues with the main outcomes and lessons-learned
from this research.
In the same collection:
t /¡Les exclusions paysannes : quels impacts sur le marché international du travail ?
t /¡The Rise of Asian Emerging Providers: New Approaches to Development Cooperation
in Asia?
t /¡  The Perception and Management of Risk - Applied Methodological Approaches
to Development
t /¡  L’évaluation en évolution - Pratiques et enjeux de l’évaluation dans le contexte
de l’efficacité du développement
t /¡Water and its Many Issues – Methods and Cross-cutting Analysis
t /¡Quartiers informels d’un monde arabe en transition : réflexions et perspectives pour
l’action urbaine
t /¡L’économie informelle dans les pays en développement
t /¡Evaluation and its Discontents: Do We Learn from Experience in Development?
t /¡ Social Differentiation and Inequalities – Methodological and Cross-cutting
Approaches to Questions of Gender and Ethnicity
t /¡Measure for Measure - How Well Do We Measure Development? – Proceedings of
UIFth"'%&6%/$POGFSFODF 
t /¡Transitions Decreed, Transitions Experienced – Regional social sciences summer
university “Tam Đảo Summer School Week”
t /¡Implementing Large-Scale Energy Efficiency Programs in Existing Buildings in China
– Conference in Wuhan (China)
All our publications are available at http://librairire.afd.fr

[ Disclaimer ]
The analyses and conclusions presented in this document are the responsibility of the
authors and do not necessarily reflect the position of AFD or its partner institutions.
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Foreword

&BDIZFBSTJODF UIF5BNå˽P4VNNFS4DIPPMJO4PDJBM4DJFODFT +5% IBTPòFSFEUSBJOJOH
in the methodologies to analyse social sciences – geography, economics, statistics, socioanthropology, history, etc. – to around one hundred Vietnamese participants (students, teachers,
SFTFBSDIFST DJWJMTFSWBOUT EFWFMPQNFOUQSBDUJUJPOFST 5IFUSBJOJOHUBLFTQMBDFCPUIJO)Ë/̘J
and in residence at Tam Đảo, a hill station close to the capital.
Since 2010: A Change on a Regional Scale
'PMMPXJOH UIF TVDDFTT PG UIF öSTU UISFF FEJUJPOT GSPN  UP   BOE JO PSEFS UP TVQQPSU
UIF̓ TVNNFS TDIPPMT EFWFMPQNFOU  UIF 7J̏U /BN "DBEFNZ PG 4PDJBM 4DJFODFT 7"44 
Agence Française de Développement (AFD), Institut de Recherche pour le Développement (IRD),
6OJWFSTJUZ PG̓ /BOUFT  École Française d’Extrême-Orient ²'&0  BOE Agence Universitaire de la
Francophonie "6' EFDJEFEUPDPOöSNUIFJSKPJOUDPNNJUNFOUXJUIJOUIFGSBNFXPSLPGBGPVS
ZFBS QBSUOFSTIJQ   BHSFFNFOU TJHOFE PO th "QSJM  BU UIF "'% IFBERVBSUFST
in Paris.
5IJTSFHJPOBMQSPKFDU XIJDICVJMETVQPOUIFFYQFSJFODFBDRVJSFEEVSJOHUIFöSTUUISFFZFBST 
TFUTPVUOFXPCKFDUJWFT
- A specific theme, covering a regional or international issue, is chosen each year and is then
CSPLFOEPXOBOEEFCBUFEVTJOHEJòFSFOUNFUIPEPMPHJDBMBOEDSPTTDVUUJOHBQQSPBDIFT
 "UUIF7"44 UIFöSTUUXPEBZTPGUSBJOJOHBOEFYDIBOHFTBSFDPODMVEFECZBXSBQVQTFTTJPO
UIBUBMMPXTVTUPBQQSPBDIPVSEFCBUFGSPNBOJOUFSEJTDJQMJOBSZBOHMF
- At Tam Đảo, in order to preserve a strong group dynamic and a broad and relevant academic
approach, the trainees are divided among four themed workshops lasting five days. At the end
of these workshops, trainees and trainers get together for a day to present the conclusions of
UIFBOBMZUJDBMXPSLPGFBDIXPSLTIPQ
 *OPSEFSUPFYUFOEJUTHFPHSBQIJDBMJOøVFODF UIF+5%SFDFJWFTUSBJOFFTGSPNUIF4PVUIFBTU
"TJBSFHJPO5IJTSFHJPOBMFYQBOTJPOSFJOGPSDFTUIFSFQVUBUJPOBOEWJTJCJMJUZPGUIFTDIPPMJOUIF
SFHJPOBOEBMMPXTJUUPXJEFOJUTOFUXPSLPGTDJFOUJöDFYDIBOHFTBOEDPMMBCPSBUJPO
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2013 and 2014: Geographical Opening Up And New Partnerships
5IFDIBOHFPGWFOVFPGUIF+5%UPUIF6OJWFSTJUZPGåË-˼UBJNTBUPQFOJOHVQUIFUSBJOJOH
to a panel of trainees with varying profiles, while broadening collaboration with the
JOTUJUVUJPOTPG̓$FOUSBM̓BOE4PVUI7J̏U/BN"OBMUFSOBUJPOCFUXFFOUIF5BNå˽PBOEåË̓-˼U
IJMM TUBUJPOT̓ XJMM VMUJNBUFMZ TUJLF B HFPHSBQIJDBM CBMBODF5IF MBCFMMJOH PG UIF +5% XJUIJO UIF
GSBNFXPSLPGUIF̓'SBODF7J̏U/BNFYDIBOHFZFBSHJWFT GPSJUTQBSU OFXJNQFUVT
to a scientific and educational system, while at the same time emphasising its reputation for
FYDFMMFODF
5IFFEJUJPOBMTPNBSLT BUUIFIFBSUPGUIF+5%QBSUOFSTIJQTDIFNF UIFBSSJWBMPGHéSam
Paris Nouveaux Mondes.<> 5IF öOBODJOH HSBOUFE NFFUT B OVNCFS PG TIBSFE PCKFDUJWFT
crosscutting scientific cooperation, the innovative character of the proposed platform and its
inclusion in the prospect of collaboration in terms of training programmes or research.
An Annual Scientific Publication
4JODFJUTDPODFQUJPO UIF+5%IBTCFFODPNNJUUFEUPQVCMJTIJOH JOUIFTBNFZFBS UIFDPNQMFUF
USBOTDSJQUTPGUIFUSBJOJOHEBZT5IF+5%IBTCFFOQVCMJTIFEJOUISFFMBOHVBHFT 7JFUOBNFTF 
'SFODIBOE&OHMJTI TJODF5IFTFQVCMJDBUJPOTGPSNQBSUPG"'%TConférences et Séminaires
DPMMFDUJPO  XIJDI JT DPFEJUFE CZ UIF ²'&0 BOE 5SJ 5I̠D ,OPXMFEHF 1VCMJTIJOE )PVTF  5IF
XPSLTBSFEPXOMPBEBCMF GSFFPGDIBSHF POUIFXFCTJUFTPG"'% UIF+5% XXXUBNEBPDPOG
DPN  BOE PG PUIFS BTTPDJBUFE QBSUOFST 5IF DVSSFOU QVCMJDBUJPO DPNQSJTFT UIF UFYUT PG UIF
USBJOFSTQSFTFOUBUJPOTEVSJOHUIFQMFOBSZ̓TFTTJPOT BTXFMMBTUIFUSBOTDSJQUTPGUIFGPVSUIFNBUJD
workshops and of the concluding seminar. The list of trainees is included in the publication in
PSEFSUPFODPVSBHFTDJFOUJöDOFUXPSLJOHJU̓BMTPJODMVEFTUIFCJPHSBQIZPGFBDIUSBJOFS'JOBMMZ 
SFBEJOH UFYUT BSF QSPQPTFE JO PSEFS UP DPNQMFUF BOE FMBCPSBUF UIF UIFNFT BOE EJTDJQMJOBSZ
fields dealt with.

“A Glance at Sustainable Urban Development.
Methodological, Crosscutting and Operational Approaches”
5IFDPNNPOUISFBEPGUIF+5%XBTUPFYBNJOFUIFJTTVFPGUIFDJUZUISPVHIUIFQSJTN
PG UIF TPDJBM  FDPOPNJD BOE IVNBO TDJFODFT JO EJòFSFOU NJMJFVT BOE PO EJòFSFOU TDBMFT PG
interpretation. In accordance with the logical framework, this eighth edition was organised
BDDPSEJOHUPDPNQMFNFOUBSZBYFT
 " UXPEBZ USBJOJOH TFTTJPO JO UIF GPSN PG QMFOBSZ TFTTJPOT UIF st BOE nd +VMZ 4JY
presentations introduced and developed, from a methodological and multidisciplinary

<>.FNCFSTPG)Ï4BN6OJWFSTJUZConservatoire national des arts et métiers $/". École des hautes études en sciences
sociales &)&44  École du Louvre &%-  École française d’Extrême-Orient ²'&0  École nationale d’administration
&/"  École nationale des chartes &/$  &/4$*Les Ateliers; École pratique des hautes études &1)&  École nationale
supérieure d’arts et métiers &/4". &4$1&VSPQFFondation maison des sciences de l’Homme '.4) Institut national
des sciences démographiques */&%  Institut national d’histoire de l’art */)"  Institut national du patrimoine */1 
6OJWFSTJUZ1BSJT1BOUIÏPO4PSCPOOF
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BOHMF RVFTUJPOTMJOLFEUPVSCBOEFWFMPQNFOUIJTUPSJDBM QPMJUJDBM HFPHSBQIJDBM FDPOPNJD 
PQFSBUJPOBMBQQSPBDIFTBOEDPNQMFYTZTUFNT5IFEPDVNFOUBSZithe Informal sector, workers
in the grey zone” was presented by one of its directors. The plenary sessions were wound up
XJUIBDPODMVEJOHTVNNBSZPGUIFUXPEBZT
 'PVSöWFEBZUIFNBUJDXPSLTIPQT GSPN5IVSTEBZthUP.POEBZth+VMZ*OUIFTFXPSLTIPQT
UIFGPMMPXJOHJTTVFTXFSFBEESFTTFEUIFUPPMTBOENFUIPETPGVSCBOBOEUFSSJUPSJBMQMBOOJOH
XPSLTIPQ   UIF UPPMT BOE NFUIPET UP VOEFSTUBOE BOE FYQMPSF VSCBO TQBUJBM EZOBNJDT
XPSLTIPQ   UIF DJUZ BOE TPDJPTQBUJBM JOFRVBMJUJFT XPSLTIPQ   QSBDUJDFT  OFUXPSLT̓ BOE
TUSBUFHJFTPGNBSLFUHBSEFOJOHJOQFSJVSCBOBSFBT XPSLTIPQ 5IFUSBJOJOHXBTXPVOEVQ
XJUIBTVNNBSZPGUIFXPSLTIPQTHJWFOCZUIFUSBJOFFTPO5VFTEBZth.
#Z XBZ PG BO JOUSPEVDUJPO  1IJMJQQF 1BQJO  B IJTUPSJBO GSPN UIF EFQBSUNFOU PG IJTUPSJDBM BOE
philological sciences at the École pratique des hautes études &1)&  TFU PVU UP EFöOF B GFX
DIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGDJUJFTJOBODJFOU7J̏U/BN#FGPSFUIFthDFOUVSZ UIFGFXDJUJFTUIBUFYJTUFE
were placed under the strict guardianship of the imperial citadel. They were very similar to
Mandarin seats and the big market villages that were located at important crossroads. The way
UIFZXFSF̓NBOBHFEXBTOPUBMMUIBUEJòFSFOUGSPNUIBUPGEJTUSJDUTBOEQSFGFDUVSFT)PXFWFS 
XJUI̓UIFSJTFUPQPXFSPGUIFGFVEBMMPSET BOEDPOTFRVFOUMZUIFMJGUJOHPGJNQFSJBMQSPIJCJUJPOT 
the cities affirmed themselves and developed under the combined influence of definitive
SVSBMNJHSBUJPOTBOEBOVOQSFDFEFOUFEEFWFMPQNFOUPGDPNNFSDJBMBDUJWJUJFT*O)Ë/̘J UIF
PóDJBMRVBSUFSTXFSFTVCEJWJEFEJOUPIVOESFETPGTUSFFUTUIBUTQFDJBMJTFEJODFSUBJOBDUJWJUJFT 
organised the arrival of migrants from the countryside who had come there to settle and
RVJDLMZ CFDBNF UIF GSBNFXPSL GPS B OFX VSCBO MJGF "U UIF CFHJOOJOH  JOGPSNBM VSCBO VOJUT 
which were still dependant on their source-villages located in the countryside – which made
UIFDBTFPG7J̏U̓/BNUIFPQQPTJUFPGXIBU&VSPQFFYQFSJFODFEBUUIFTBNFQFSJPE XIFSFUIF
DJUZQPTTFTTFEUIFDPVOUSZTJEFBOEDPOUSPMMFEJUGSPNBEJTUBODF)PXFWFS GSPNUIFTFDPOEIBMG
PGUIFthDFOUVSZ UIFTUSFFUT XIJDIXFSFEFOTFBOEFOSJDIFE CFDBNFBVUPOPNPVT BDRVJSFE
a notability, an architecture and places of worship that were specific to them alone. The territory
of the city was born of the countryside but urban space, in the historical and geographical
TFOTF XBTGPSNFEJOPQQPTJUJPOUPJU5IFDPMPOJBMQFSJPE XIJDIEJEBXBZXJUIRVBSUFSTUPUIF
CFOFöUPG̓TUSFFUTUIBUCFDBNFPóDJBMVOJUToBOEXIJDICZFYBNQMFFOEPXFE)Ë/̘JXJUIB
mayor and the streets with a chief – was fully in line with this assertion of independence. There
were now many urban centres and statistical tools allow them to be measured (population,
PDDVQJFETVSGBDFBSFB FYDIBOHFPGMBOEQMPUT 5IFTQFBLFSUIFOUBLFTBMPPLBUDPOUFNQPSBSZ
urban growth, its geographical distribution, the territorial network and the challenges it is facing.
Finally, by way of a conclusion, he then focuses his reflection on the notion of landscape.
"UUIFCFHJOOJOHPGUIFBGUFSOPPO BQSFTFOUBUJPOXBTNBEFCZ1BTDBM#PVSEFBVY BIJTUPSJBO
BOEUIFSFQSFTFOUBUJWFPGUIF²'&0JO)̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZ BCPVUUIFIJTUPSZPGUIFDJUZPGåË̓-˼U
)JT SFTFBSDI SFTVMUFE JO UIF PSHBOJTBUJPO PG BO FYIJCJUJPO BOE UIF QVCMJDBUJPO̓ PG B USJMJOHVBM
DBUBMPHVF 'SFODI7JFUOBNFTF&OHMJTI UIBUQSFTFOUFEOFBSMZ̓PSJHJOBMJNBHFT̓EBUJOHGSPN
UIFGPVOEBUJPOPGUIF-BOH#JBOTBOBUPSJVNBUUIFFOEPGUIFth century to the current and
QSPQPTFEUSBOTGPSNBUJPOTGPSBGVUVSFWJTJPOPGUIFDJUZJOBOE5IFIJTUPSJDBMBOBMZTJT
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PGUIFVSCBODSFBUJPOJTDBSUPHSBQIJDBMTPBTUPFYBNJOFIPXUIFEFWFMPQNFOUQMBOTTIBQFEUIF
DJUZBOEUPIJHIMJHIU DPOWFSTFMZ UIFEJTUPSUJPOTCFUXFFOUIFQMBOOJOHQSPKFDUTBOEUIFTPDJP
FDPOPNJDSFBMJUJFTBUEJòFSFOUQFSJPET
Following on from this second presentation, Emmanuel Cerise, Institut des métiers de la
Ville *.7  JO )Ë /̘J  BOE 'BOOZ 2VFSUBNQ  $FOUSF GPS 0VUMPPL BOE 6SCBO 4UVEJFT 1"%%*  JO
)̓̕$IÓ̓.JOI̓$JUZ QSPWJEFEVTXJUIBDIBOHFPGTDBMFXJUIBOFYQPTÏFOUJUMFEi.BLJOHUIFDJUZ
JO7J̏U̓/BN"̓DSPTTSFGFSFODFEBOBMZTJTPGUIFNFUIPETBOEUPPMTPGVSCBOJTBUJPOJO'SBODFBOE
JO7J̏U/BNw
*O7J̏U/BN VSCBOQMBOOJOHDPOTUJUVUFTPOFPGUIFTUSBUFHJDTUBHFTJOUIFVSCBOEFWFMPQNFOU
process. Under the leadership of the Central Committee of the Party, it aims to define the
scope, nature, functions and orientations of urban development. Today, the local authorities
TFFL UP NBLF VSCBO QMBOOJOH NPSF FóDJFOU " NPSF TUSBUFHJD BOE øFYJCMF VSCBO QMBOOJOH
XPVMEGBDFUIFDIBMMFOHFPGEFöOJOHNBKPSQSJPSJUJFT DPPSEJOBUJOHBDUJPOTCFUXFFOEJòFSFOU
departments and also reinforcing public contracting authority. The land issue also constitutes
BOPUIFS TUSBUFHJD WBSJBCMF PG UIF BDUJPO PG QVCMJD QPXFST GPS UIFN JU JT B RVFTUJPO PG CFJOH
DBQBCMFPGDPOTUJUVUJOHMBOESFTFSWFT HVBSBOUFFJOHMBOESJHIUTBOE̓öOBODJOHFRVJQNFOUBOE
infrastructures. The construction and integration of the future urban public transport networks
of the two metropolises – responses to the challenge of mobility in Vietnamese cities – will
BMTPQMBZBNBKPSQJWPUBMSPMFJOVSCBOEFWFMPQNFOUPWFSUIFOFYUUFOZFBST'VSUIFSNPSF JO
order to keep pace with the rhythm of urban growth, the authorities are confronted with the
OFDFTTJUZ̓ PG EJWFSTJGZJOH IPVTJOH TVQQMZ  OPUBCMZ UIF BòPSEBCMF IPVTJOH TUPDL *OTVóDJFOUMZ
controlled urbanisation also contributes to the destruction of cultural and historical spaces.
#PUIFYQFSUTBOEUIPTFSFTQPOTJCMFNVTUSJTFUPUIFDIBMMFOHFTQPTFECZUIFDPOTFSWBUJPOBOE
restoration of urban and architectural heritage, notably in cities with rich cultural identities, while
at the same time being careful to not hamper their development. The approach of the two
speakers was to propose operational tools and avenues for reflection through a crosscutting
vision of urban issues in the domains of urban planning, land management, public transport,
housing and heritage.
5IF TFDPOE EBZ CFHBO XJUI B QSFTFOUBUJPO CZ +FBO.JDIFM 8BDITCFSHFS  B TPDJPMPHJTU BOE
FDPOPNJTUXIPUFBDIFTBUUIF6OJWFSTJUZ-JMMFBOEJTBMTPBSFTFBSDIFSBUUIFKPJOUSFTFBSDI
DFOUSFPGUIF*3%%*"- JOUPUIFTVCKFDUPGTPDJPTQBUJBMGSBHNFOUBUJPOBOETFHSFHBUJPO
The phenomena of socio-spatial segregation and/or fragmentation that accompany urban
EFWFMPQNFOU IBWF  TJODF UIF CFHJOOJOH PG UIF th century, been a recurrent theme in
studies into the city. They are a source of concern for the stability of urban society and also
PGUFO DPOTUJUVUF POF PG UIF BYFT PG DPOUFNQPSBSZ QVCMJD QPMJDJFT DPODFSOJOH IPVTJOH BOE
VSCBO QMBOOJOH )PXFWFS ̓ UIFSF JT OP DPOTFOTVT BCPVU IPX UP EFöOF UIFTF QIFOPNFOB 
OPS BCPVU UIF QSPDFTTFT UIBU MFBE UP UIFN  OPS BCPVU UIFJS DPOTFRVFODFT5IF FYQPTÏ TFUT
PVUUPCSJOHJOUPRVFTUJPOUIF̓SFMFWBODFPGUIFTFDPODFQUTCZBTTFTTJOHUIFN*UTIPXTUIBU
FWFOUIPVHITUBUJTUJDBMJOEJDBUPSTNBLFBNBKPSDPOUSJCVUJPOUPTDJFOUJöDEFCBUFBCPVUTPDJP
spatial forms and processes, by obliging us to clearly define the studied phenomenon, they
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must nonetheless be in turn put to the test of sociological reasoning. Their construction
and interpretation indeed always depend on the way in which we define the phenomena
CFGPSFIBOE JNBHJOFUIFJSDBVTFTBOEBOUJDJQBUFUIFJSDPOTFRVFODFT*OUIJTTFOTF UIFZBSFOPU
an absolute proof but a stage in a specific reasoning.
5IFQSFTFOUBUJPOCZ*SÒOF4BMFOTPOo3FTFBSDI%FQBSUNFOUBUUIF"'%JO1BSJToUPPLBMPPL
BUUPNPSSPXTVSCBODIBMMFOHFTBOEUFSSJUPSJBMQMBOOJOH*OPSEFSUPVOEFSTUBOEUIFJTTVFTBOE
DIBMMFOHFTQPTFECZTUSPOHVSCBOHSPXUIJO4PVUIFSODPVOUSJFT *SÒOF4BMFOTPOöSTUFYBNJOFE
the geographical distribution of growth throughout the world, and then addressed the problem
PGEFöOJOHBiDJUZw8IBUBSFJUTDPOTUJUVUJWFFMFNFOUT "SFDJUJFTEFöOFEJOUIFTBNFXBZJO
FWFSZDPVOUSZJOUIFXPSME 5IFMBTUQBSUPGIFSQSFTFOUBUJPOEFBMUXJUIUIFWBSJPVTGPSNTPG
VSCBOTQSBXMBOEUIFEJòFSFOUiNPEFMTwPGDJUJFTBDDPSEJOHUPUIFJSNPSQIPMPHZBOEFDPOPNJD
QSPöMF"DDPNQBOZJOHTUSPOHVSCBOHSPXUISFRVJSFTDPOTJEFSBCMFöOBODJBMNFBOT XIJDIDJUJFT
PGUFOEPOPUIBWFUPEBZ5IFEJòFSFOUQPTTJCJMJUJFTPGSFTPVSDFTXFSFUIVTQSFTFOUFEBOEBGFX
BWFOVFTGPSJNQSPWFNFOUXFSFFYQMPSFE
5IF MBTU QSFTFOUBUJPO  NBEF CZ "SOBVE #BOPT  DVSSFOUMZ QPTUFE BU UIF Centre national de la
recherche scientifique $/34  BOE EJSFDUPS PG UIF KPJOU SFTFBSDI VOJU Géographie-cité $/34
1BSJT̓1BSJT DPODFSOFEUIFOFXJTTVFTDPODFSOJOHVSCBONPEFMMJOH
$JUJFT BSF PGUFO EFöOFE BT DPNQMFY TZTUFNT UIBU BSF NBEF VQ PG B HSFBU OVNCFS PG
IFUFSPHFOFPVT̓FOUJUJFTUIBUJOUFSBDUBVUPOPNPVTMZPOEJòFSFOUMFWFMT5IFTFFOUJUJFTEFQFOE
PO UIF MFWFM DPOTJEFSFE PO UIF NJDSPTDPQJD MFWFM  QFEFTUSJBOT  DZDMJTUT BOE ESJWFST BSF GPS
FYBNQMF FWJEFOU FOUJUJFT  CVU  QFSIBQT NPSF TVSQSJTJOHMZ  USBóD MJHIUT BOE UIF iJOUFMMJHFOUw
CVJMEJOHTUIBUXFTFFBQQFBSJOHJO4NBSUDJUJFTFYQFSJNFOUTBSFBMTPFOUJUJFT"TXFSJTFJOTDBMBS
levels, collective bodies (associations, enterprises, communities, etc.) may also be abstracted as
entities. Finally, on the macroscopic level of the urban network, each city may be considered
as an autonomous entity interacting with other cities. Urban dynamics can thus be said to be
largely part of a self-organisation process, while their structures emerge from these multiple
VOEFSMZJOHJOUFSBDUJPOT5IFBOBMPHZJTTPNFUJNFTFYUFOEFEUPUIFQPJOUPGDPNQBSJOHDJUJFTUP
living organisms with which they are believed to share certain properties.
5IF EPDVNFOUBSZi5IF JOGPSNBM TFDUPS  XPSLFST JO UIF HSFZ [POFw UIBU XBT öMNFE JO  JO
)̓̕ $IÓ̓ .JOI $JUZ CZ "YFM %FNFOFU 7JODFOU %PVCSÒSF BOE +FBO:WFT 3JDDJ  NJOVUFT  XBT
TIPXO̓ BU UIF FOE PG UIF EBZ 0WFS UIF MBTU UISFF EFDBEFT 7J̏U /BN IBT FYQFSJFODFE SBQJE
HSPXUI )PXFWFS  UIF NBKPSJUZ PG OPOBHSJDVMUVSBM XPSLFST FYFSDJTF WFSZ TNBMMTDBMF BDUJWJUJFT
within the informal sector. The latter is badly defined, little known and scarcely acknowledged.
Working conditions are difficult and informal workers are often vulnerable. This sector, which
JT DMPTFMZ MJOLFE UP OFX VSCBO QPWFSUZ  JT OPU  IPXFWFS  BMXBZT B EFGBVMU DIPJDF DFSUBJO
XPSLFSTöOEJOJUBGSFFEPNBOEøFYJCJMJUZUIBUUIFZXPVMEOPUöOEJOBGPSNBMTFDUPSKPC*UJT
BIFUFSPHFOPVT̓TFDUPSUIBUQPTFTDPNQMFYQSPCMFNTJONBOZUSBOTJUJPODJUJFT'JWFDIBSBDUFST
UFMM̓ UIF TUPSZ PG UIJT TJMFOU NBKPSJUZ BOE JMMVTUSBUF UIF SFBMJUZ FYQFSJFODFE CZ NJMMJPOT PG
7JFUOBNFTF̓JODJUJFT5IF̓GPMMPXJOHUIFNFTBSFBEESFTTFEXPSLJOHDPOEJUJPOT MJGFUSBKFDUPSJFT 
relations with the State and the city.
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Finally, Charles Goldblum, Professor Emeritus and associated researcher at the Institut Parisien
de Recherche, Architecture, Urbanistique, Société (IPRAUS) and at the Centre Asie du Sud-Est (CASE),
wound up these two days of presentations and debate with a critical conclusion.
5IF USBJOJOH DPOUJOVFE GSPN 5IVSTEBZ th UP .POEBZ th +VMZ XJUIJO UIF GSBNFXPSL PG
thematic workshops on the university campus.
5IF PCKFDUJWF PG XPSLTIPQ  i5PPMT BOE NFUIPET PG VSCBO BOE UFSSJUPSJBM QMBOOJOHw XBT UP
CPUI̓QSFTFOUFYBNQMFTPGVSCBOQMBOOJOHBOEUFSSJUPSJBMBQQSPBDIFTBOENFUIPETBOEUIFUPPMT
used by urban planners.
5IFXPSLTIPQCFHBOJOBOPSJHJOBMXBZXJUIBöFMEWJTJUUPUIFDJUZPGåË-˼U BDDPNQBOJFECZ
UXP7JFUOBNFTFVSCBOQMBOOFSTPOUIFNPSOJOHPG8FEOFTEBZrd. The recent growth of the
city was evoked and future challenges discussed. The workshop proceeded with a territorial
diagnostic through visual observations and interviews, which constitute the main tools of an
VSCBOQMBOOFS#BDLJOUIFDMBTTSPPN 5IVSTEBZth, the day was devoted to the graphic tools
and methods of spatial analysis and the conducting of a diagnostic. The trainees worked in
groups on the production of a territorial diagnostic using aerial photos and maps – an aerial
QIPUP̓ PG 'F[ .PSPDDP  B UPQPHSBQIJDBM NBQ PG )POH ,POH $IJOB  BOE (SFOPCMF 'SBODF 
The training continued with a session devoted to the challenges of mobility through the
BQQMJDBUJPOPGRVBOUJUBUJWFUPPMT TUBUJTUJDT DPNQBSFEUPHSBQIJDUPPMT NBQT 5IFDPNCJOBUJPO
allows us to determine home-work flows in a large city and deduce the economic and
residential dynamics that they illustrate as well as the needs they generate in terms of transport,
FNQMPZNFOU  IPVTJOH BOE QVCMJD GBDJMUJFT o TUVEZ PG UIF #VT 3BQJE 5SBOTJU #35  in situ of
)̓̕ $IÓ̓ .JOI $JUZ 5IF USBJOFFT FMBCPSBUFE B UFSSJUPSJBM EJBHOPTUJD  EJTDVTTFE EFWFMPQNFOU
challenges on diverse levels and debated the choice of route in order to propose the facilities
that will accompany the stations.
The rest of the workshop was devoted to the issues of spatial scales in planning processes, using
UXP FYBNQMFT GSPN7J̏U /BN UIF NFUIPEPMPHJDBM DIPJDFT TFMFDUFE GPS UIF FMBCPSBUJPO PG B
TUSBUFHJDQMBOGPS(SFBUFSåË-˼UBUSFHJPOBMMFWFMUIFDIBMMFOHFTPGEFWFMPQNFOUPOUIF̓TDBMF
PG B QFSJVSCBO RVBSUFS JO )Ë /̘J 'JOBMMZ  UIF VSCBO NBUSJY  XIJDI XBT EFWFMPQFE CZ̓ UIF
-PDBM"VUIPSJUJFTBOE6SCBO%FWFMPQNFOU%JWJTJPOBUUIF"'%XBTQSFTFOUFEJU̓DPOTUJUVUFTB
TZOUIFTJT PG UIF EJòFSFOU UPPMT BOE SFTPVSDFT VTFE CZ VSCBO QMBOOFST5IJT UPPM BMMPXT VT UP
DPMMFDUBOE̓DPNQBSFUIFEJòFSFOUEJNFOTJPOTOFDFTTBSZGPSUIFBOBMZTJTPGBOVSCBO̓UFSSJUPSZ
environmental, natural and topographical dimensions, economic and socio-democratic
dimensions, institutional and financial dimensions. The trainees were made aware of the
RVFTUJPOT BTLFE CZ B EPOPS TVDI BT UIF "'% EVSJOH UIF QSFQBSBUPSZ QIBTF PG JUT öOBODJOH
BDUJWJUJFTBOEUIFMJNJUTPGUIFUPPMJORVFTUJPOXFSFEJTDVTTFE
3FQSFTFOUJOHBSFBMTZTUFNJOBMMJUTDPNQMFYJUZJOPSEFSUPNFBTVSFUIFQPTTJCMFEFWFMPQNFOUTPS
conceive the planning solutions that are adapted to it is one of the challenges of current computer
NPEFMMJOHSFTFBSDI5IFTFBTQFDUTBSFDFOUSBMUPXPSLTIPQ  FOUJUMFEi5PPMTBOE̓NPEFMTGPSUIF
VOEFSTUBOEJOHBOEFYQMPSBUJPOPGVSCBOTQBUJBMEZOBNJDTw5IJTBQQSPBDI XIJDIDPNQMFNFOUT
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classical analytical methods, allows us to conceive models whose dynamic is the result of the
interactions between the computer representations of the entities in the modelled system
(players, institutions, environment, developments, etc.). These models then serve as a support
GPS BiWJSUVBMw FYQFSJNFOUBM QSPDFTT o VTJOH TJNVMBUJPOT o XIFSF UIF SFTVMUJOH EZOBNJDT NBZ
be studied with all the necessary details, and where interaction with the user is encouraged.
5IF̓PCKFDUJWFJTUPJOUSPEVDFUIFUSBJOFFTUPUIFNFUIPEPMPHJFTPGUIFDPNQVUFS̓NPEFMMJOHPG
VSCBOHSPXUIQIFOPNFOB#BTFEPOPOBDBTFTUVEZDPODFSOJOHUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGBQBSUPG
UIFDJUZPG$˿O5Iˌ .FLPOHEFMUB CFUXFFOBOE UIFUSBJOFFTBEESFTTFEUIFGPMMPXJOH
UIFNFT UIF EJòFSFOU GBNJMJFT PG VSCBO HSPXUI NPEFMT DFMMVMBS BVUPNBUB  WFDUPSJBM NPEFMT 
MPOHUFSN NPEFMT  TIPSUUFSN NPEFMT UIF NFUIPEPMPHJDBM BTQFDUT̓ GPS UIF DPOTUJUVUJPO PG B
corpus of data (geograpical, urban, social) necessary for all modelling (geographical information
TZTUFNT̓o̓(*4o TBUFMMJUFJNBHFT TVSWFZSFTVMUT UIFDPOTUSVDUJPOPGVSCBOHSPXUINPEFMTPO
UIF̓ ("." NPEFMMJOH QMBUGPSN BOE UIFJS FYQMPSBUJPO CZ TJNVMBUJPO JO GVODUJPO PG UIF JOJUJBM
RVFTUJPO5IFUSBJOFFTXFSFEJWJEFEJOUPöWFXPSLHSPVQT POFUSBJOFSGPSGPVSUSBJOFFT XIPTF
PCKFDUJWFXBTUPFOIBODFUXPPGUIFNPEFMTQSFTFOUFEoDFMMVMBSBVUPNBUBBOEBHFOUCBTFE
vectorial model – by incorporating new data and new rules. Each group was encouraged to
recapitulate the methodology presented during the first two sessions.
8PSLTIPQ   i5IF DJUZ BOE TPDJPTQBUJBM JOFRVBMJUJFT BDDFTT UP QVCMJD TFSWJDFT  XPSL BOE
housing” takes a deeper look at the presentation given in the plenary sessions about
socio-spatial segregation and fragmentation. Working, finding housing, gaining access to
public services in the city are everyday concerns of citydwellers which cannot be taken
JOUP BDDPVOU TFQBSBUFMZ 5IFZ BSF BMTP EPNBJOT PG TPDJBM SFTUSVDUVSJOHT XIFSF JOFRVBMJUJFT
NBZ MFBE UP TFHSFHBUJPO QIFOPNFOB UIBU NBZ UIFNTFMWFT SFTVMU JO OFX JOFRVBMJUJFT 5IJT
XPSLTIPQ GPDVTFT̓ PO UIF GPSNBUJPO PG JOFRVBMJUJFT JO UIF DJUZ BOE UIF XBZ JO XIJDI UIFTF
JOFRVBMJUJFT DPOUSJCVUF UP TIBQJOH UIF VSCBO MBOETDBQF5IF JEFB JT UP QSFTFOU BOE DPNQBSF
the methodological tools that result from several disciplines and issues, in order to show the
JOUFSBDUJPOTBOEUIFDPNQMFYJUZPGUIFQIFOPNFOBJOUIFVOJRVFOFTTPGUIFVSCBODPOUFYU5IF
USBJOFFTXPSLFEPOEJòFSFOUUZQFTPGNBUFSJBMToBSUJDMFT JOUFSWJFXT TUBUJTUJDBMEBUB FUDoBOE
XFSFJOWJUFEUPTUVEZBOEDPNNFOUPOUSBKFDUPSJFT DIBOHFTBOEUIFFòFDUTPGVSCBOQPMJDJFT
(SPVQ XPSL XBT EFWFMPQFE UISPVHIPVU UIF XFFL *U DPOTJTUFE JO DSFBUJOH B RVFTUJPOOBJSF
XJUI̓ UIF BJN PG HSBTQJOH UIF EJòFSFOU EJNFOTJPOT PG JOFRVBMJUJFT )PX EP UIFTF JORVBMJUJFT
manifest themselves in access to employment and in what way does economic activity
JO UVSO̓ HFOFSBUF JOFRVBMJUJFT  *O XIBU XBZ EPFT UIF BOBMZTJT PG IPVTJOH BOE SFTJEFOUJBM
QSBDUJDFT BMMPX VT UP BDDPVOU̓ GPS BOE FYQMBJO UIF QSPDFTTFT PG TFHSFHBUJPO BOE TPDJPTQBUJBM
EJòFSFOUJBUJPO̓ UIBU XF̓ PCTFSWF  XIJDI JT B GSFRVFOU DPSPMMBSZ PG VSCBO EFWFMPQNFOU 8IJDI
JOFRVBMJUJFT  OPUBCMZ̓ TQBUJBM̓ POFT  DPODFSO BDDFTT UP QVCMJD TFSWJDFT  BOE IPX BSF UIFZ
DPOTUJUVUFE 5IFJOUFSFTUJTUPTIPXIPXUIFTFRVBMJUBUJWFTVSWFZTFYQMBJOUIFMPHJDPGBDUPST 
BDDPVOUGPSUIFQSPDFTTFTPGDIPJDFBOEDPOTUSBJOUTUIBUBSFFYQSFTTFE BMMPXVTUPVOEFSTUBOE
the dynamics of segregation and, finally, throw light upon the perception of actors concerning
their action, their own situation and segregation in general.
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8PSLTIPQ  i5SBJOJOH GPS öFME TVSWFZT 1SBDUJDFT  OFUXPSLT BOE TUSBUFHJFT MJOLFE UP NBSLFU
HBSEFOJOHJOQFSJVSCBOBSFBTwIBTUIFEVBMPCKFDUJWFPGJOUSPEVDJOHUIFUPPMTBOENFUIPETPG
socio-economic and anthropological studies as well as their implementaion in real time in the
öFMEPWFSBUISFFEBZQFSJPE5XPTUVEZTJUFTXFSFEFöOFEUIFDPNNVOFPG-JÐO/HIǡB UIF
DBQJUBMPGUIFå̠D5S̒OHEJTUSJDUUIFWJMMBHFPG2V˽OH)J̏Q JOUIFDPNNVOFPG)J̏Q5I˼OI
The crosscutting theme of the workshop was a comparative study of two systems of market
HBSEFO QSPEVDUJPO B TQFDJBMJTFE BOE TFNJJOUFOTJWF GBNJMZ TZTUFN BO JOUFOTJWF TZTUFN
JOUFHSBUFEXJUIJOTJYGBSNTPGTFWFSBMIFDUBSFTUIBUBTTPDJBUFTNPEFTPGJOEVTUSJBMQSPEVDUJPO
5IFUSBJOFFT EJWJEFEJOUPHSPVQTBOEQBJST BQQSPBDIFEUIFUSBJOJOHBUEJòFSFOUTJUFTVTJOHUIF
GPMMPXJOHBYFT
 *O -JÐO /HIǡB TVSWFZT PG UIF NBOBHFNFOU  XPSLFST  USBEFST TVQQMZJOH UIF JOQVUT BOE
BHSJDVMUVSBMFRVJQNFOU NFNCFSTPGUIFøPXFSBOEWFHFUBCMFDPPQFSBUJWFNBSLFUJOHDIBJO
MJOLFEUPUIFEJTUSJDUTXIPMFTBMFBOETFNJXIPMFTBMFNBSLFUTJOUFSWFOUJPOBOESPMFPGQVCMJD
BVUIPSJUJFT BTTJTUBODF SFHVMBUJPOT DPOUSPM oJOUFSWJFXTXJUIMPDBMBVUIPSJUJFTBOEEJòFSFOU
BTTPDJBUJPOT
 *O2V˽OH)J̏QWJMMBHFTVSWFZTPGGBNJMZFDPOPNJFTFOUJSFMZEFWPUFEUPDPNNFSDJBMNBSLFU
HBSEFO QSPEVDUJPO o TNBMM GBSNFST IJTUPSZ BOE GBNJMZ USBKFDUPSZ  FDPOPNJD TJUVBUJPO PG
the holding, etc.), suppliers of agricultural inputs, collectors of market garden produce
going directly to producers, households having abandoned agricultural activities to
EFWPUF̓UIFNTFMWFTQBSUJBMMZPSFYDMVTJWFMZUPUIFTFSWJDFTFDUPSPSPUIFSTFDUPSTo TVSWFZTPG
the role and intervention of public authorities at the communal or village level.
5IFSFTVMUTGSPNUIFöFMEXFSFFYQMPJUFECZIBWJOHFBDIHSPVQJOUFSBDUJOPSEFSUPGBNJMJBSJTF
the trainees with a cumulative approach.
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Principal Characteristics of the Thematic Workshops of the JTD 2014
Workshops

Scales / level
of analysis

Disciplines

Tools / methods

Regional and urban
scale, urban transport
corridors

Urbanism and
development, urban
planning, geography

Visual observation
and interviews,
cartographical analyses,
territorial diagnostic,
statistical data base

-2Tools and methods for
understanding and
exploring urban spatial
dynamics

City

Modelling, geography,
development

Models of urban
growth, Gama
modelling platform,
case study

-3The city and sociospatial inequalities:
access to public
services, work and
housing

Macro and meso
scales, urban quarters,
household surveys

Sociology, economy,
geography

Analysis of indicators,
socio-spatial
analyses, case studies,
statistical data base,
questionnaires

-1Tools and methods of
urban and territorial
planning

-4Local scale:
Training for field
Communes and
surveys. Practices,
villages. Unit of analysis: Socio-anthropology,
networks and strategies
Surveys with
socio-economy, history
linked to market
households and
gardening in periindividuals
urban areas

Socio-economy,
qualitative interviews,
biographies

5IF GPVS XPSLTIPQT XFSF DPODFJWFE UP SFDFJWF QBSUJDJQBOUT GSPN EJòFSFOU EJTDJQMJOFT  UIF
priority being to allow all trainees to make use of the widest possible range of approaches and
UPPMT5IJTEFTJSFUPDPNQBSFQFSTQFDUJWFTGSPNBNVMUJEJTDJQMJOBSZBOHMFUPPLGPSNPOMBTUZFBST
TVNNJOHVQEBZ 5VFTEBZth+VMZ"TJTUIF+5%USBEJUJPO BDFSUJöDBUFPGQBSUJDJQBUJPOTJHOFE
CZ̓UIF7"44 "'% *3% ²'&0BOE6OJWFSTJUZPG/BOUFTXBTBXBSEFEUPFBDIUSBJOFFBUUIFFOEPG
the session.

Trainees’ Profiles
5IFUSBJOFFTFMFDUJPOQSPDFTTXBTQBSUJDVMBSMZTUSJOHFOUJO BTUIFSFXFSFDBOEJDBDJFT
 DBOEJEBUFT XFSF TFMFDUFE JODMVEJOH  JO DPNQBSJTPO UP QSFWJPVT ZFBST  B MBSHF OVNCFS PG
students attending as observers. This selection was deemed necessary in order to preserve a
strong group dynamic and a relevant educational approach during the workshops. In total,
BSPVOEQFPQMFBUUFOEFEUIFQMFOBSZTFTTJPOTBUUIFVOJWFSTJUZPGåË-˼U5IFSFHJTUSBUJPO
GPSNTTVCNJUUFEBMMPXVTUPPVUMJOFUIFGPMMPXJOHQSPöMF
¦"NBKPSJUZPGGFNBMFTPGUIFUSBJOFFT
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¦" NBUVSF QVCMJD  CFUXFFO  BOE  ZFBST PG BHF   CFUXFFO  BOE   
CFUXFFO̓BOEBOEPMEFSUIBO
¦"EJWFSTJUZPGTUBUVTFTBOEMFWFMTPGFEVDBUJPONBTUFST NBTUFSTBOEUFBDIJOH NBTUFSTBOE
development, doctoral student, doctor/doctoral student and teacher, researcher, researcher
BOEUFBDIFS UFBDIFSBOEEFWFMPQNFOU EFWFMPQNFOUQSBDUJUJPOFS
¦8JEFNVMUJEJTDJQMJOBSJUZTPDJPMPHZ BOUISPQPMPHZBOETPDJPBOUISPQPMPHZ FDPOPNZ öOBODF 
statistics/mathematics, demography, geography, history, political sciences, management,
EFWFMPQNFOUVSCBOQMBOOJOH MFHBMTDJFODFT DPNQVUFSTDJFODF
¦5IF MBSHFTU OVNCFS PG SFHJTUSBUJPOT XFSF GSPN UIF 4PVUI PG 7J̏U /BN )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ 
$˿O̓5Iˌ "O(JBOH #ÖOI%ˍˌOHUIFO)Ë/̘J åË-˼U åË/̆OH 5IÈJ/HVZÐO
¦3FHJPOBMPQFOJOHVQ$BNCPEJB -BPT
¦4UVEFOUT BUUFOEJOH BT PCTFSWFST GSPN7J̏U /BN EFWFMPQNFOU BOE JOWFTUNFOU GVOET GSPN
$˿O̓5Iˌ $FOUSFPG0VUMPPLBOE6SCBO4UVEJFT )̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZ 1"%%* 
¦*OTUJUVUJPOBMQMVSBMJTN
 t 7J̏U /BN 7"44 USBJOJOH JOTUJUVUF  6OJWFSTJUZ PG )Ë /̘J  école normale supérieure  )Ë /̘J 
)Ë̓ /̘J̓ 1PMZUFDIOJD JOTUJUVUF  6OJWFSTJUZ PG )ZESPMPHJDBM 3FTPVSDFT  *OTUJUVUF PG 4PVUIFBTU
"TJBO SFTFBSDI  *OTUJUVUF PG 4PDJPMPHZ  )JHIFS 4DIPPM PG 'PSFJHO 5SBEF  $FOUSF GPS "OBMZTJT
BOE 1SFWFOUJPO  /BUJPOBM 4BUFMMJUF $FOUSF PG7J̏U /BN 5IÈJ /HVZÐO 6OJWFSTJUZ PG &DPOPNZ
BOE.BOBHFNFOU -ËP$BJ%FQBSUNFOUPG$VMUVSF 4QPSUTBOE5PVSJTN *OUFSOBUJPOBM$FOUFS
GPS "EWBODFE 3FTFBSDI PO (MPCBM $IBOHFT  $FOUSBM 7J̏U /BN *OTUJUVUF PG 4PDJBM 4DJFODFT 
)JHIMBOET*OTUJUVUFPG4PDJBM4DJFODFT -BX'BDVMUZ 6OJWFSTJUZPG)V̋ 6OJWFSTJUZPGåË/̆OH 
åË̓/̆OH*OTUJUVUFPGSFTFBSDIJOUP&DPOPNJDEFWFMPQNFOU 6OJWFSTJUZPGåË-˼U )̕$IÓ.JOI
$JUZ6OJWFSTJUZPG4PDJBMBOE)VNBOTDJFODFT *OTUJUVUFGPS3FTFBSDIJOUPUIF%FWFMPQNFOUPG
)̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZ 4PVUIFSO7J̏U/BN*OTUJUVUFPG4PDJBM4DJFODFT )̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZ6OJWFSTJUZ
PG&DPOPNZ 6OJWFSTJUZPG3FTPVSDFTBOEUIF&OWJSPONFOU )PB4FO6OJWFSTJUZ )̕$IÓ.JOI
$JUZ0QFO6OJWFSTJUZ $FOUSFGPS3FTFBSDIJOUP6SCBOJTNBOE%FWFMPQNFOU  $&'63% )̕$IÓ
.JOI$JUZ 7JFUOBN(FSNBO6OJWFSTJUZ $FOUSFGPS0VUMPPLBOE6SCBO4UVEJFT 1"%%* )̕$IÓ
.JOI $JUZ *OTUJUVUF PG %FWFMPQNFOU 3FTFBSDI  "O (JBOH 6OJWFSTJUZ  #ÖOI %ˍˌOH 6OJWFSTJUZ 
$˿O̓5Iˌ ,IÈOI)ÛBBOE-ËP$BJ%FWFMPQNFOUBOE*OWFTUNFOU'VOET
t $BNCPEJB *OTUJUVUF PG 5FDIOPMPHZ  3PZBM 6OJWFSTJUZ PG -BX BOE &DPOPNJD 4DJFODFT 
EFMPDBMJTFE̓NBTUFSTJO)Ë/̘J
t -BPT.JOJTUSZPG+VTUJDF
Finally, at the moment I am writing these lines, we have the pleasure of announcing to our
SFBEFST UIF PQFOJOH PG B QBSUOFSTIJQ XJUI i(MPCBM %FWFMPQNFOU /FUXPSLw (%/  UIBU XJMM
BMMPX̓VT GPSUIFZFBSTBOE UPDPOTPMJEBUFUIFSFQVUBUJPOPGUIF+5%JO$BNCPEJBBOE
-BPTBTXFMMBTJUTFYUFOTJPOUP.ZBONBSBOE.BEBHBTDBSUIFOJOUIFEJUJPOPGUIF+5%XJMMCF
IFMEBU̓UIF6OJWFSTJUZPG%VZ5ÉOJOåË/̆OH $FOUSBM7J̏U/BN BOEJUTUIFNFXJMMCFi4IBSFE
DIBMMFOHFTGPSEFWFMPQNFOUXJUIJO"4&"/w
Stéphane Lagrée
)FBEPGUIF Cellule de
Coopération Francophone
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4VNNFS 4DIPPM 8FFL "SOBVE #BOPT  1BTDBM #PVSEFBVY  .BJ -JOI $BN  &NNBOVFM $FSJTF 
"YFM̓ %FNFOFU  "MFYJT %SPVHPVM  #FOPJU (BVEPV  $IBSMFT (PMECMVN  2VBOH /HIJ )VȅOI 
%BOJFMMF̓ -BCCÏ  $ISJTUJOF -BSPVTTF  1JFSSF:WFT -F .FVS  $MÏNFOU .VTJM  9BWJFS 0VEJO 
Emmanuel Pannier, Philippe Papin, Gwenn Pulliat, Fanny Quertamp, Mireille Razafindrakoto,
'SBOÎPJT 3PVCBVE  *SÒOF 4BMFOTPO  0MJWJFS5FTTJFS 5SˍˌOH $IÓ 2VBOH 5SˍˌOH )PËOH5SˍˌOH 
7Ü̓å̠D¬OBOE+FBO.JDIFM8BDITCFSHFS
The work involved in transcribing the sessions and workshops is a particularly long and arduous
UBTL BOEPVSUIBOLTHPUPUIPTFXIPNBEFUIFFòPSUUPQSPWJEFTVDIRVBMJUZUFYUT-ÏOB,ÏSBWFD 
8PSLTIPQ  HSBEVBUF PG UIF 6OJWFSTJUZ PG 3FOOFT ** BOE UIF Institut Régional du Patrimoine
o̓*31" ̓.BSJF'MPSJOF5IJFòSZ 8PSLTIPQ 6OJWFSTJUZPG)Ë/̘J 1JFSSF#VTTJÒSF 8PSLTIPQ
EPDUPSBMDBOEJEBUFJOVSCBOJTBUJPO 6OJWFSTJUZPG.POUSÏBM 1JFSSF.PSÒSF 8PSLTIPQ NBTUFS
of socio-anthopology, University of Strasbourg).
We would like to congratulate the interpreters and translators who have accompanied this
̓ +5%5S˿O5Ȋ 1IˍˌOH5I˽P  ,J̌V5Ȋ5IVâ 2VȅOI  6OJWFSTJUZ PG )Ë /̘J -Ð5IBOI .BJ 
7JFUOBNFTF .JOJTUSZ PG 'PSFJHO "òBJST /HVZ̎O 5Ȋ 5VZ̋U -BO  'SFODI &NCBTTZ JO 7J̏U /BN
/HÙ̓ )̕OH -BO  /BUJPOBM 6OJWFSTJUZ PG &DPOPNZ -ˍˌOH5Ȋ .BJ5SÉN  GSFFMBODF JOUFSQSFUFST
David Smith and Mary Glémot, freelance translators.
'JOBMMZ  UIF TVDDFTT PG UIF  FEJUJPO JT MBSHFMZ EVF UP UIF SFDFQUJPO DPOEJUJPOT PòFSFE CZ
UIF1FPQMFT$PNNJUUFFPG-ÉNå̕OH1SPWJODFBOEUIFEJSFDUPSTPGUIF6OJWFSTJUZPGåË-˼U 
.S̓/HVZ̎Oå̠D)ÛB 1SFTJEFOU .S/HVZ̎OåÖOI)˽P/HVZ̎O%VZ.̂V 7JDF1SFTJEFOU BOE
.S.BJ9VÉO5SVOH 7JDF1SFTJEFOU UPBMM XFFYUFOEPVSNPTUTJODFSFUIBOLT
Prof. Dr. ĐỖ Hoài Nam
President of the Administration Council
of the Graduate Academy of Social Sciences
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Opening Remarks
å̗)PËJ/BN
President of the Administrative Board of
the VASS Social Sciences Training Institute
Rémi Genevey
Director, AFD, Việt Nam
Olivier Tessier
Representative of ÉFEO in Việt Nam
+FBO1BTDBM5PSSÏUPO
Representative of IRD in Việt Nam
:WFT1FSSBVEFBV
Director of the *OTUJUVUE²DPOPNJFFUEF.BOBHFNFOU– IAE,
Head of Việt Nam and Southeast Asia Mission, University
of Nantes
Claude-Emmanuel Leroy
Principal Project Manager, AUF
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Opening Remarks by

å̗)PËJ/BN

President of the Administrative Board of
the VASS Social Sciences Training Institute
Ladies and Gentlemen,
On behalf of the VASS Social Sciences Training
*OTUJUVUF *TIPVMEMJLFUPFYUFOENZXBSNFTU
HSFFUJOHTUPUIFEJSFDUPSTPGåË-˼U6OJWFSTJUZ 
to the directors and representatives of all the
research institutes and universities present
today, as well as to all our institutional and
financial partners.
Welcome to all the trainers and participants
JO UIFTF +5%  5IJT th edition is being
organised for the second year running at the
6OJWFSTJUZ PG åË -˼U  B DFOUSF PG USBJOJOH GPS
UIFIJHIMBOEQSPWJODFTPG7J̏U/BN
The label of scientific and educational
RVBMJUZ PG UIF +5% JT CFDPNJOH NPSF BOE
more established every year. We are proud
to say today that our training has become
a much-awaited occasion for an everincreasing number of young researchers and
TDJFOUJTUTGSPN7J̏U/BNBOEPUIFSDPVOUSJFT
in Southeast Asia. Research networking is
being strengthened both in the region and
beyond.
The VASS training institute and its French
partners have confirmed their commitment
UP EFWFMPQJOH FWFO GVSUIFS UIF +5% XJUIJO
UIF̓ GSBNFXPSL PG B OFX 

partnership agreement. Please allow us to
FYQSFTTPVSXBSNFTUUIBOLTUPUIF"'% UIF
*3% UIF²'&0BOEUIF6OJWFSTJUZPG/BOUFTGPS
their confidence and the support they have
given us.
I should like to say a special thank you to the
AUF, and its regional Asia-Pacific office, for its
long-term support and its signing with the
7"44  JO %FDFNCFS   PG B DPPQFSBUJPO
agreement for the implementation of a
research capacity building programme in
human and social sciences. This four-year
 QSPHSBNNF QVUT UIF +5% BU UIF
IFBSU PG JUT QSPKFDU  XIJDI XJMM SFTVMU JO UIF
coming of even more participants from
neighbouring countries.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
This eighth edition takes a methodological,
crosscutting and operational approach
UP UIF̓ TVCKFDU PG TVTUBJOBCMF VSCBO
development.
$JUJFT PòFS B NVMUJUVEF PG PQQPSUVOJUJFT
for employment, health care, culture and
FEVDBUJPOUIFZBSFBUUSBDUJOHNPSFBOENPSF
SVSBM XPSLFST UP UIFJS DFOUSFT 4JODF  
NPSFUIBOPGUIFXPSMETQPQVMBUJPOIBT
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been living in cities and this trend is set to
increase in the years to come.
Urban growth is particularly big in developing
DPVOUSJFT  UIF RVBMJUZ PG MJGF PG DJUZ EXFMMFST
and environmental issues are currently
posing new challenges to administrators and
politicians.
'PS PWFS UXFOUZ ZFBST  7J̏U /BN IBT
CFFO FYQFSJFODJOH TUFBEZ HSPXUI 5IF
urbanisation process has notably accelerated
JO UIF DJUJFT PG̓ )̕ $IÓ .JOI  )Ë /̘J  BOE
åË̓ /̆OH 7J̏U̓ /BN NVTU CFOFöU GSPN
GPSFJHOFYQFSJFODFGPSUIFEFWFMPQNFOUBOE
management of its cities. That is why the
TDJFOUJöD DPVODJM PG UIF +5% IBT EFDJEFE UP
PSJFOUBUFJUTUSBJOJOHUPXBSETBSFøFDUJPO
on sustainable urban development.
More than ninety participants have been
selected this year. They come from research
institutes, universities, and the departments
BOETFSWJDFTPGEJòFSFOU7JFUOBNFTFQSPWJODFT
BOE DJUJFT 8F BMTP FYUFOE PVS XFMDPNF UP
trainees from Laos and Cambodia.
8F HSFBUMZ BQQSFDJBUF UIF FYQFSJFODF
brought by our international colleagues

GSPN 'SBODF  $BOBEB  BOE /FX $BMFEPOJB
5IJT LOPXMFEHF  XIJDI IBT CFFO BDRVJSFE
in the four corners of the world, is not only
of paramount importance for the opening
up of new methodological and crosscutting
methods applicable to teaching and research,
but also for political decision-making.
Finally, on behalf of the training institute and
as president of the administration board,
I should like to warmly thank the Popular
$PNNJUUFF PG UIF -ÉN å̕OH QSPWJODF 
the Department of International Relations,
the Popular Committee of the district of
å̠D̓5S̒OH  UIF 6OJWFSTJUZ PG åË -˼U BOE PVS
French partners who have helped us organise
UIFTF+5%
I should also like to thank the trainers, the
trainees, translators and interpreters as well
as the team from the Cellule de Coopération
Francophone at the VASS who have
developed and are conducting this ambitious
regional programme.
(PPE IFBMUI BOE TVDDFTT UP UIFTF +5% BOE
those participating in them.
Thank you for your attention.
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Opening Remarks by

Rémi Genevey

Director, AFD, Việt Nam
countries in this region and I am delighted to
find myself today among you to reflect upon,
with the help of the university teachers and
researchers who have been called upon to
help channel your ideas, “sustainable urban
development”.

Dear Mr. Đỗ Hoài Nam, President of
the Administrative Board of the VASS
Social Sciences Training Institute,
Dear Mr. Nguyễn Đức Hòa, Rector of
the University of Đà Lạt
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Dear friends,
"MMPX NF öSTU PG BMM UP FYQSFTT NZ QMFBTVSF
at being among you today for this eighth
FEJUJPO PG UIF +5%  XIJDI JT CFJOH IFME JO
åË̓ -˼U GPS UIF TFDPOE DPOTFDVUJWF ZFBS
and in whose organisation and financing
the Agence Française de Développement is
honoured to be participating. This summer
school has become a much-awaited occasion
for collective reflection on interesting topics
that primarily concern the part of the world
we find ourselves in today. I should like
UP FYUFOE NZ XBSNFTU UIBOLT UP BMM UIF
institutions taking part in this event for the
energy they have devoted to its organisation,
and I should like now to mention each of
UIFN KVTUJODBTF*GPSHFUUPMBUFSUIF7J̏U/BN
Academy of Social Sciences, the University
PG åË -˼U  UIF *3%  UIF ²'&0  UIF "6'  UIF
6OJWFSTJUZ PG /BOUFT BOE UIF "'% -FU NF
give a special mention to Stéphane Lagrée, as
I know that without his work and enthusiasm
this summer school would not be possible.
:PVSSFOFXFEFòPSUTIBWFBMMPXFEVT PODF
again this year, to bring together a wide
QVCMJD PG ZPVOH SFTFBSDIFST GSPN EJòFSFOU

" NBKPS QSPHSBNNF ZPV BSF DFSUBJOMZ
UIJOLJOH  BOE ZPV BSF SJHIU #VU JU JT JOEFFE
upon the worldwide scope of the challenge
of urbanisation and its multiple local
DPOTFRVFODFT UIBU ZPV BSF CFJOH JOWJUFE UP
reflect.
This theme encompasses all the social
science disciplines, and a number of these
are the so-called “hard” sciences whose
answers to the challenges of development
BSF TPNFUJNFT KVEHFE UP CF B MJUUMF UPP
TPGU #VU UIF DIBMMFOHF PG TVTUBJOBCMF VSCBO
development cannot only be addressed by
TDJFODF  BOE UIF̓ BOTXFST UP UIF RVFTUJPOT
JU SBJTFT ESBX KVTU BT NVDI PO ZPVS BSUJTUJD 
cultural and personal sensitivity, because
how and why can we live in a city that is
OPU B QMFBTBOU QMBDF UP CF  *O̓ B NPNFOU
*̓ TIBMM SFUVSO UP UIJT BTQFDU PG UIF RVFTUJPO
UIBUJTBMTPBGVOEBNFOUBMSFTFBSDIRVFTUJPO
BTTPDJBUFEXJUIUIFTVCKFDUZPVXJMMEFBMXJUI
"MMPXNFUPUBLFNZEFWFMPQNFOUCBOLFST
hat a moment to sketch a broad but uncertain
outline of the current urban development
JTTVF
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- Over the last few decades, urban areas
have undergone unprecedented developNFOU 5PEBZ  NPSF UIBO  PG UIF
world population is urban, and every
year, the urban population increases by
BCPVU ̓ NJMMJPO  UIBU JT UP TBZ CZ NPSF
than ten times the current population of
)̓̕$IÓ̓.JOI$JUZ5IJTQIFOPNFOPOUPEBZ
principally concerns countries of the South,
in Asia and in Sub-Saharan Africa where
PGUIFVSCBOQPQVMBUJPOTUJMMMJWFTJOBO
JOTBMVCSJPVTVSCBOFOWJSPONFOU
 5IJT USFOE JT HFOFSBMMZ KVEHFE UP CF
JSSFWFSTJCMF UPTVDIBOFYUFOUUIBUJUBQQFBST
to some to be useless to seek to contain the
SVSBMFYPEVT BOECFUUFSUPGPDVTFòPSUTPO
the intelligent accompaniment of urban
growth. It is indeed in the cities that the
creation of added value, of national wealth,
JT UPEBZ CJHHFTU BOE XIJDI KVTUJöFT UIFJS
BUUSBDUJWFOFTT GPS SVSBM QPQVMBUJPOT )PX
can we thus conceive cities of the future
so that they may welcome a further two
CJMMJPODJUJ[FOTCZUIFZFBS
 *O7J̏U/BN UIFVSCBOSBUJPJTTFUUPSFBDI
PGUIFQPQVMBUJPOCZ#VUJTUIJT
growth, which goes hand in hand with the
DPVOUSZT MPOHUFSN FDPOPNJD FYQBOTJPO 
TVTUBJOBCMF  "SF UIF IBSNGVM FòFDUT
of uncontrolled urban growth already
QFSDFQUJCMFBJSRVBMJUZ XBUFSQPMMVUJPO BOE
SVTIIPVS USBóD DPOHFTUJPO JO )Ë /̘J PS
)̓̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZ "OEXIBUXJMMJUCFMJLF
when economic growth permits two-wheel
ESJWFST UP UIJOL BCPVU DIBOHJOH UP GPVS 
Will the government and local authorities
be capable of rising to the challenge,
providing public utilities in cities and an
efficient and reasoned industrialisation
UIBU TBGFHVBSET KPCT  RVBMJUZ PG MJGF BOE B
protected and safe environment in the long
UFSN

- Urban development unites all forms of
development in general, by concentrating
UIF QPTJUJWF FòFDUT  TVDI BT FDPOPNJD
growth, or on the contrary, the adverse
IFBMUI FòFDUT *U BMTP JMMVTUSBUFT HMPCBM
disfunction at a local level, of which climate
change is the most perceptible. In this
SFTQFDU 7J̏U /BN QSPWJEFT NBOZ UBOHJCMF
FYBNQMFT JO UIF VSCBO NJMJFV PG UIJT
“world public scourge”, beginning with the
growing vulnerability of coastal cities in the
GBDFPGSJTJOHTFBMFWFMT
- Finally, how can we stop urban growth
from engendering the development gaps
UIBU  VOUJM OPX  7J̏U /BN IBT CFFO BCMF
to avoid and which creates a shantytown
QSPMFUBSJBU UIBU JT FYDMVEFE GSPN UIF QBUI
of development. Most researchers concur
there is no sustainable development that
is not inclusive, but which land, public
transport and development (notably)
policies must follow this word that lies at
the heart of the discourse of development
BJEEPOPST
The Agence Française de Développement
proposes, through its financing, some
BOTXFSTUPUIFTFRVFTUJPOT
- Answers in the form of the financing
of infrastructures that will lead to an
improvement of living conditions in the
city, through grants and long-term credit
HJWFOEJSFDUMZUPUIFQSPKFDUNBOBHFS BTJO
UIFDBTFPGUIF)Ë/̘JNFUSP MJOF PSUIF
financing of municipal investment funds
JO)̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZ JO$˿O5Iˌ åË/̆OH 
-ËP̓ $BJ PS ,IÈOI )ÛB GPS FYBNQMF  UIFTF
funds being themselves the funding body
of the investments of the municipalities
VOEFSXIPTFKVSJTEJDUJPOUIFZDPNF
- Answers which, by also drawing on the
financial capacity of the agency, are of a
more institutional nature and which are
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aimed at promoting the decentralisation
or empowerment of local authorities. The
AFD wishes to thus help the countries of
4PVUIFBTU "TJB QSPöU GSPN JUT FYQFSJFODF
gathered in overseas France and in other
regions of the world where we intervene
directly to the benefit of decentralised
authorities, through credit that is granted
to them without the guarantee of the state.
The AFD also figures among the founders
of the Partenariat Français pour la Ville et les
Territoires (PFVT) which makes democratic
urban governance a foundation stone for
the sustainable and inclusive development
of cities in which access to essential
services and employment contribute to the
fight against poverty and the reduction of
JOFRVBMJUJFT
- The AFD also relies upon the French
regional and local authorities which place
their know-how at the service of their
foreign counterparts, a know-how that
DPODFSOT KVTU BT NVDI UIF NBOBHFNFOU
of public services (transport, drinking
water, sanitation, waste disposal and
treatment, etc.) as it does the planning
and development of urban territories.
The Ile de France region and Greater Lyon,
GPS FYBNQMF  IBWF UIVT DBSSJFE PVU JO
7J̏U̓/BNNVDIBQQSFDJBUFEEFDFOUSBMJTFE
cooperation actions.
5IFDVSSFOUVSCBOFYQMPTJPOJTUIVTBNBKPS
challenge with which humanity is faced.
#Z̓ UIF ZFBS    PG UIJT HSPXUI XJMM
come from developing countries. The cities
of the South will be home to four billion
JOIBCJUBOUT UIBUJTUPTBZPGUIFXPSMET
city dwellers, of which two billion will
live in impoverished neighbourhoods or
shantytowns.

)PXFWFS  JNBHJOJOH UIF DJUZ PG UIF GVUVSF
does not only entail thinking about the
future, it also means contemplating the
past and drawing from there the seeds of
social consensus that will allow a population
that is heterogeneous in its origins and
standard of living to find unity in common
references, and welcome new inhabitants
XIPBSFKVTUBTIBQQZUPCFDJUZEXFMMFSTBT
those who have lived in the city for a long
time. These references are both tangible and
intangible, they are both the monuments
we inherit from past generations, and also
the history and memories linked to them,
which contribute to the “soul of place”, to the
perpetuation of the traditions and culture of
a city.
A sustainable city is one that preserves the
collective memory of the past, and the
material heritage that illustrates this past,
which is indispensable to the constitution of
a unifying urban identity, and it is also a city
UIBUDBOBEBQUJUTFMGUPUIFSFRVJSFNFOUTGPS
the improvement of public goods that are
UISFBUFOFECZUIFVOSFBTPOBCMFFYQMPJUBUJPO
of land and natural resources, as well as by
climate change.
It is common to hear in the West that our
DIJMESFOT GVUVSF XJMM CF MFTT QMFBTBOU UIBO
UIF QBTU PG UPEBZT BEVMUT  FWFO PVS PXO
past for those of my generation, because
PG NBOT JODBQBDJUZ UP SJTF UP UIF DIBMMFOHF
of sustainable development. Through your
reflection, I invite you to demonstrate that
this gloomy prediction is unfounded.
Thank you very much.
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Opening Remarks by

Olivier Tessier

Representative of ÉFEO in Việt Nam
I am very happy to be participating in this
th̓ FEJUJPO PG UIF +5% 0WFS UIF ZFBST UIJT
annual summer school has become a key
event of Franco-Vietnamese cooperation
in social sciences, to such a point that its
reputation has gone beyond the borders of
7J̏U/BNBOEJUJTOPXBUUSBDUJOHQBSUJDJQBOUT
from other countries in the region.
In a nutshell, what are the relationships that
MJOLUIF+5% UIF²'&0BOEPVSPUIFSQBSUOFST
 5IF ²'&0  UISPVHI JUT '41 QSPKFDU
“Support for Research into the Challenges
of Economic and Social Transition in Việt
NamwXBTCFIJOE̓UIFTF+5%UIBUXFSFöSTU
MBVODIFEJOCZUIFJSiGPVOEJOHGBUIFSw 
Stéphane Lagrée, a contract researcher at
UIFTDIPPM
 5IF ²'&0 QBSUJDJQBUFT XJUI UIF 7"44  UIF
AFD, the IRD, the AUF and the University
PG /BOUFT JO UIF TDJFOUJöD HVJEBODF PG
each edition and also provides financial
support. It is also necessary to underline
the fact that these partners have renewed
UIFJS DPOöEFODF JO UIF +5%  BT UIFZ IBWF
committed themselves to supporting
UIF FWFOU GPS UXP GVSUIFS ZFBST  BOE
 XJUIUIFBSSJWBMPGBOFXQBSUOFS UIF
13&4 )Ï4BN  XIJDI JT QSPWJEJOH öOBODJBM
BTTJTUBODFGPSUIFQVCMJDBUJPOPGUIJTZFBST
QSPDFFEJOHT
- Overall, we must congratulate Stéphane
GPS IJT DPOUJOVJOH FòPSUT UP EFWFMPQ

QBSUOFSTIJQT XJUI UIF 13&4 )Ï4BN CVU
BMTPXJUIUIF(MPCBM%FWFMPQNFOU/FUXPSL
BOE UIF "%# *OTUJUVUF *O TIPSU  UIF VOJU JT
QVSTVJOH JUT FòPSUT UP SFBDI PVU UP PUIFS
TUSVDUVSFT BT NFOUJPOFE JO UIF 
DPOWFOUJPO
- As a sign of the good health and growing
SFQVUBUJPOPGUIF+5% XFDBOPOMZSFKPJDF
in the increased commitment of the AUF,
as much for its financial investment as
GPS JUT JODMVTJPO PG UIF +5% JO UIFi)VNBO
BOE 4PDJBM 4DJFODFT %PDUPSBM /VSTFSZi
QSPHSBNNF 0O UIJT TVCKFDU  JO PSEFS UP
meet the growing number of candidacies
UPUIFöFMEXPSLTIPQ UIF²'&0DFOUSFIBT
WPMVOUFFSFEUPPSHBOJTFPWFSUIFOFYUUISFF
ZFBST   B TFSJFT PG UXP BOOVBM
training and research seminars in the field
within the framework of this programme.
5IJT QSPHSBNNF JT FYDMVTJWFMZ BJNFE BU
Vietnamese, Laotian and Cambodian
doctoral students (students and teachers).
The first two-week seminar will take place
BUUIFCFHJOOJOHPG0DUPCFS
 5IFBUUSBDUJPOPGUIF+5%DBOCFBCPWFBMM
measured by the number of candidates,
XIJDIIBTSFBDIFEUIJTZFBS UPXIJDI
NBZCFBEEFEBOFXEZOBNJDPGSFRVFTUT
to simply audit the debates (PADDI,
Vietnamese Investment Fund, partners of
the AFD).
 'JOBMMZ  BMM UIF NFNCFST PG UIF ²'&0
&1)& QPTUFE BU UIF )Ë /̘J DFOUSF IBWF
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been directly involved in the activities
BOE FWFOUT̓ QSPQPTFE CZ UIF +5% TJODF
JUT WFSZ öSTU FEJUJPO 1IJMJQQF 1BQJO XIP JT
CBDL BNPOH VT UIJT ZFBS  "OESFX )BSEZ 
1IJMJQQF -F 'BJMMFS  1BTDBM #PVSEFBVY XIP
JT̓ SFTQPOTJCMF GPS UIF ²'&0 PóDF JO UIF
South and myself.
As for myself, Stéphane describes me in a
friendly and somewhat ironic way as the
i+5%T MJWJOH NFNPSZw BOE FWFO BT BiGPTTJMw 
as I have participated in every edition of the
+5% XIFUIFSJUCFUISPVHINZJOUFSWFOUJPOT
in the plenary sessions or as co-organiser
for five years of the “Workshop about socioBOUISPQPMPHJDBM TVSWFZ NFUIPETw 
 "UUIJTMFWFM GSPNBOFUIOPMPHJDBMQPJOU
of view, we no longer speak about habits but
about secular traditions.
Furthermore, after my infidelity last year when
"MFYJT%SPHPVMTVDDFFEFEJODBUDIJOHNFJO
IJTOFUT PSSBUIFS/FUXPSL *BNEFMJHIUFEUP
SFUVSO UP NZ öSTU MPWFiUIF öFME XPSLTIPQw
In order to take a “rural glance” at the issue
of sustainable urban development which
MJFT BU UIF IFBSU PG UIJT th edition, we are
going to take an interest in the undeniable
vitality of the market garden sector that has
been driven by the đổi mới policy in the
EJTUSJDU PG å̠D 5S̒OH  XIJDI JT MPDBUFE OFYU
UP UIF DJUZ PG åË -˼U *U XJMM CF B RVFTUJPO
notably of comparing the intensification of
agricultural and commercial practices within

the framework of the maintaining of a family
economy system with the transformation of
certain areas of the territory into veritable
semi-industrial production units (farms).
5IF  QBSUJDJQBOUT JO UIF XPSLTIPQ XJMM CF
mentored and guided by four trainers, Pierre
:WFT-F.FVS BOiPMEIBOEw +5%4PDJBM
%JòFSFOUJBUJPO BOE *OFRVBMJUZ  &NNBOVFM
1BOJFS  BiGBNJMJBS GBDFw IFSF  +5% SBQQPSUFVS
    USBJOFSBUUIF+5%
i5SBOTJUJPOw  5SˍˌOH )PËOH 5SˍˌOH  iB̓ OFX
arrival”, and myself, the “fossil”. As for the
essential role of rapporteur, this will be done
CZ 1JFSSF .PSÒSF XIP JT BMTP BiOFX BSSJWBMw
but also a fine connoisseur of the realities
of the region after having worked here for
many years.
*O DPODMVTJPO  UIJT ZFBST UIFNF JT B OFX
EFNPOTUSBUJPO PG UIF +5%T EFTJSF UP GBWPVS
a crosscutting approach and be in tune with
the concerns of the world today, a change
of concept that began as far back as the
th̓FEJUJPO  
5IJTJTXIZ POCFIBMGPGUIF²'&0 *TJODFSFMZ
IPQF UIBU UIJT OPWFM FYQFSJNFOU  XIJDI
UIF +5% BSF  JOTQJSFT UISPVHIPVU UIF SFHJPO
new initiatives and forms of cooperation
that will work towards the development
of social sciences and towards a better
understanding of past and present Southeast
Asian societies.
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Opening Remarks by

+FBO1BTDBM5PSSÏUPO
Representative of IRD in Việt Nam
Dear Mr. Đỗ Hoài Nam, President of the
Administrative Board of the VASS Social
Sciences Training Institute,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Dear colleagues, organisers and participants,
The IRD has been contributing to this summer
TDIPPMTJODFJUTDSFBUJPOJOBOEJTIBQQZ
to be actively participating with its partners
JO̓ UIJT  FEJUJPO * TIBMM IFSF VOEFSMJOF B
few characteristics of this summer school,
which correspond to the reasons for the
support and involvement of the IRD. I have
JEFOUJöFEBUMFBTUTJY
t 5IJT QBSUOFSTIJQ XJUI UIF 7J̏U /BN
Academy of Social Sciences is maintained
by the annually renewed willingness of its
President. This co-construction converges
with the wish of the IRD to define and
achieve common targets with our partners
from the South with an ethical approach to
UIFQBSUOFSTIJQ
t 5IJT TVNNFS TDIPPM IBT POMZ CFFO NBEF
possible thanks to a long-term partnership
between the Social Sciences Academy, the
"'%  UIF ²'&0  UIF "6'  UIF *3% BOE UIF
6OJWFSTJUZPG/BOUFT4VDIBMPOHUFSNJOUFS
institutional partnership also corresponds
to the type of action desired by our Institute
GPSUIFCFOFöUPGPVSQBSUOFSTJOUIF4PVUI
t 5IJTTVNNFSTDIPPMPòFSTBQMBDFPGJOUFOTJWF
training for scientific managers, university
teachers and researchers whose analyses

will serve to define public policies that aim
to meet the challenges of development.
This transfer of scientific method and study
methodologies corresponds precisely to
POF PG UIF *3%T NJTTJPOT5IF QVCMJDBUJPO
in three languages of the proceedings,
XIJDI DBQJUBMJTF PO UIFTF USBJOJOH FòPSUT 
BMTP DPOTUJUVUF B RVBMJUZ GPS̓ XIJDI UIF
PSHBOJTJOHUFBNNBZUBLFDSFEJU
t 5IF *3% JT DPOWJODFE PG UIF JOUFSFTU JO
maintaining scientific networks of doctoral
students, young researchers and university
teachers. Indeed, besides their role of
USBJOJOH BOE USBOTGFS  UIF +5% BMTP GVMöM BO
important function of creating a network of
TPDJBMTDJFOUJTUT
t 5IF DSPTTDVUUJOH BOE JOUFSEJTDJQMJOBSZ
approach, which provides the necessary
conditions for rising to the challenge
of development, is also in line with IRD
NFUIPET :PV XJMM öOE BO FYBNQMF BHBJO
this year, with the participation of IRD
economists and modellers in the summer
TDIPPMTUIFNBUJDXPSLTIPQT
t 'JOBMMZ  UIF PQFOJOH PG UIF +5% UP
neighbouring countries that has been
PQFSBUJOH TJODF   CZ GBWPVSJOH
the development and management
of regional dynamics of research, also
corresponds here to the missions the IRD
has set itself in order to favour as much as
possible the regionalisation of its research,
training, and transfer activities. The theme
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chosen this year is “a methodological,
crosscutting and operational approach
UP UIF TVCKFDU PG̓ TVTUBJOBCMF VSCBO
development”.
*BNQBSUJDVMBSMZJMMJOGPSNFEPOUIJTTVCKFDU 
and indeed count on learning more about
the field of urban development during these
+5% CVUVSCBOUSBOTJUJPO XIJDIJTIBQQFOJOH
WFSZRVJDLMZJOEFWFMPQJOHDPVOUSJFT FWJEFOUMZ
raises numerous challenges that decisionmakers must face in order to deal with the
sustainability of this urban development.
This urban development is particularly
dynamic in Asia and the challenges are
not only limited to the megapoles that
generally first spring to mind. According
UP UIF 6OJUFE /BUJPOT  JO   DJUJFT PG MFTT
UIBO  ̓ JOIBCJUBOUT XJMM DPOTUJUVUF UIF
most common type of agglomerations in the
world and will be home to more than two
CJMMJPOQFPQMF UIBUJTUPTBZPGUIFUPUBM
number of city dwellers in the world.
The multiplicity and interdependence of
these challenges, in terms of supplies and
access to services, the environmental issues
they raise, their public health aspect, and
RVFTUJPOTPGTFDVSJUZJOUIFGBDFPGEJTBTUFST 
mean that research in this domain must more
than ever be multidisciplinary in order to
provide the answers, the tools, and methods
that will be useful to communities.
The multiplicity and diversity of the players
and the beneficiaries of this development
means that this research must also be the
TVCKFDU PG NVMUJJOTUJUVUJPOBM QBSUOFSTIJQT
that associate as much as possible public
authorities and decision-makers, citizens,
private enterprises, development players, and
university teachers and researchers.

This very broad area of research is included
JOUIFQSJPSJUZUIFNFTPGUIF*3%T
DPOUSBDU PG PCKFDUJWFT BNPOH XIJDI JU JT
QPTTJCMFUPNFOUJPO
t 6OEFSTUBOEJOH UIF MJOL CFUXFFO UIF
emergence of urban needs and their
developments, which are constrained by
economic stakes and the commodification
PGJOUFSOBUJPOBMFYDIBOHFT
t 6SCBO TBOJUBUJPO JTTVFT  XBTUFXBUFS
USFBUNFOUBOEVTFJO4PVUIFSONFHBQPMFT
t 5IF SFMBUJPOTIJQ CFUXFFO IFBMUI BOE
the environment that is still often
underestimated in Southern countries.
#FZPOEBTQFDUTEJSFDUMZMJOLFEUPTBOJUBUJPO 
infectious diseases or their vectors of
infections do not emerge or spread in
the same way in urban and rural areas, if
only for reasons of connectivity, human
concentration, or niches.
Indeed, two-thirds of the research units of
the Social Science Department at the IRD are
XPSLJOH UP EJòFSFOU EFHSFFT PO UIF VSCBO
TFDUPS UIFTF VOJUT JODMVEF HFPHSBQIFST 
historians, urban planners, demographers,
and economists.
*O UIF SFHJPO  UIFi6SCBO 5FSSJUPSJFTw QSPKFDU
  EFWFMPQFE CZ UIF 6.3 1"-0$
concerns the analysis of institutional changes,
methods of urban governance, and power
relationships, notably through the conditions
PGJOUFSOBUJPOBMDPPQFSBUJPOBOEUIFJSFòFDUT
on decentralisation in Laos.
5IF */7&34&4 QSPKFDU i*OGPSNBMJUZ  BENJOJT
tration and the hidden side of urban spaces”
carried out by the UMR URMIS and financed
CZUIF1BSJT5PXO)BMMBJNTUPTUVEZUIFGPSNT
PG HPWFSOBODF BOE VSCBO DPOUSPM JO +BLBSUB
and Manila, from a theoretical standpoint
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UIBU JT PGUFO OFHMFDUFE OPDUVSOBM BDUJWJUJFT
and occupation of space.
The UMR Développement et Sociétés is
studying, for its part, the “river-dwelling
QPQVMBUJPOTwJO)̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZBOE)Ë̓/̘J 
who slip under the radar of censuses and
increase de facto the urban population that
should be taken into account for urban
planning.
The UMR CEPED is working more on the
QFSJVSCBOJTBUJPOPG)Ë/̘JBOEJTQBSUJDVMBSMZ
analysing the challenges generated by the
implantation of industrial zones, which
principally employ migrant workers, in the
neighbourhood of clusters of craft villages.
The UMR DIAL that has been present in
7J̏U̓/BNTJODFIBT BTXFMMBTXPSLJOH
on other programmes, carried out research
into the labour market and particularly the
JOGPSNBM TFDUPS UIBU JT B NBKPS DPNQPOFOU
PG UIF VSCBO XPSLJOH QPQVMBUJPO *O )Ë /̘J
BOE )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ  TQFDJöD TVSWFZT JOUP
UIJT TFDUPS XFSF DBSSJFE PVU JO  BOE
 BOE̓ SFTVMUFE JO QVCMJTIFE XPSL5IFTF
surveys will resume in the near future and be
FYUFOEFEUPUIFXIPMFPGUIFDPVOUSZ
As well as these social sciences teams, other
IRD teams specialising in health or in the
environment and resources are working on
related issues.

5IF 6.3 .*7&(&$ JT XPSLJOH JO 7J̏U /BN
in the field of human epidemiology on the
phylogeography of the dengue virus in the
DJUZPG)Ë/̘JBOEUIFTZODISPOZPGEFOHVF
FQJEFNJDT JO EJòFSFOU DJUJFT JO 7J̏U̓ /BN
"TZODISPOPVT EZOBNJDT JO EJòFSFOU DJUJFT
might indeed give a new boost to the
epidemic from neighbouring populations
where there is high prevalence after a local
FYUJODUJPOPGUIFWJSVT
Finally, the UMI UMMISCO, among its other
QSPKFDUT NPEFMTBOETJNVMBUFTVSCBOHSPXUI
dynamics in Cần Thơ and Phnom Penh and
UIFJS JNQBDU PO UIF JODSFBTFE FYQPTVSF PG
populations to water-related risks and to the
epidemiological risks of vector-borne disease
closely linked to water, such as dengue.
5IJT RVJDL SFWJFX PG UIF RVBMJUJFT PG UIJT
summer school and IRD activities linked to
urban development demonstrates that the
PCKFDUJWFT  NFUIPE BOE DPOUFOU PG UIF +5%
“A Glance at Sustainable Urban Development”
is in close convergence with the missions of
our Institute.
In conclusion, I hope you have rewarding
XPSLTIPQT MJWFMZEFCBUFT BOESJDIFYDIBOHFT
GPSUIJTthFEJUJPOPGUIF+5%BOE*UIBOLZPV
for your attention.
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Opening Remarks by

:WFT1FSSBVEFBV
Director of the *OTUJUVUEÏDPOPNJF
et de management - IAE,
Head of Việt Nam and Southeast Asia
Mission, University of Nantes
Dear presidents,
Dear directors,
Dear doctoral students,
Dear colleagues,

MBTUZFBS UIF6OJWFSTJUZPG/BOUFTJTCFHJOOJOH
to reap the benefits of this collective work,
with new forms of cooperation or thesis
SFHJTUSBUJPOT JOKPJOUHVBSEJBOTIJQ

Once again I am very honoured to be
participating in this opening session of the
+5% XIJDIUIJTZFBSJTGPDVTJOHPOUIF
DJUZ"TQSPKFDUNBOBHFSGPSUIFQSFTJEFOUPG
UIF6OJWFSTJUZPG/BOUFTGPS$PPQFSBUJPOXJUI
7J̏U /BN BOE 4PVUIFBTU "TJB  CVU BMTP BU B
personal level, I thank you most sincerely.

Within the framework of its international
cooperation policy, our university is
participating in active partnerships in the
EPNBJOT PG NFEJDJOF )Ë /̘J BOE )̕ $IÓ
Minh City), pharmacy (Phú Thọ), dentistry
)Ë/̘J TDJFODFTBOEUFDIOJRVFT åË/̆OH
and Cần Thơ), economic sciences and
NBOBHFNFOU )Ë /̘J  1IOPN 1FOI  )̕ $IÓ
.JOI$JUZ BOETPPO /IB5SBOH 'VSUIFSNPSF 
having been one of the dynamic forces in
the reflection regarding the doctoral school
QSPKFDUJO7J̏U/BN UIF6OJWFSTJUZPG/BOUFT
JT̓ JOWPMWFE JO UIFi%PDUPSBM /VSTFSZw MFE CZ
the AUF and the VASS.

0O CFIBMG PG 0MJWJFS -BCPVY  UIF QSFTJEFOU
PG UIF 6OJWFSTJUZ PG /BOUFT  BOE IJT WJDF
president for international relations,
(XÏOBÑMMF 1SPVUJÒSF.BVMJPO  XF BSF WFSZ
happy to be here for this eighth edition.
5IF̓ QSFTFODF PG UIF 6OJWFSTJUZ PG /BOUFT BU
this event is proof of our willingness to pursue
this collective approach.
In our eyes, this way of working is favourable
to doctorate students, teachers, and
SFTFBSDIFST GSPN UIF "4&"/ BOE 'SFODI
speaking world. And, as it was announced

"T UIF EJSFDUPS PG UIF /BOUFT *OTUJUVUF PG
Economy and Management, I would like to
FNQIBTJTF PVS QSFTFODF JO 7J̏U /BN  XJUI
four masters in the domain of economy and
NBOBHFNFOU POF NBTUFST JO $BNCPEJB
and active participation in research.
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Commitments in multidisciplinary training
with law students and linguists are also
JO QSFQBSBUJPO 1SPKFDUT XJUI 5IBJMBOE BSF
progressing.

UBML BCPVU XIBU +BDRVFT .BSDBEPO SFGFST
to as “litturbanisation”, the concentration
of humans in big coastal cities that today
characterises the process of urbanisation.

'PSBOFDPOPNJTUUIFRVFTUJPOPGUIFDJUZJT
B CJH BOE WFSZ XJEF TVCKFDU NBOBHFNFOU
of space in the choice of various possible
utilisations (industrial, tertiary, recreation,
green space, dwellings with or without
access to the property, etc.), management
of networks, logistical organisation of urban
transport, but also all the problems linked to
employment and training.

Thank you to all our partners for accepting
UPCFXJUIVTJOUIJTQSPKFDU TPUIBOLZPVUP
7"44 ²'&0 "'% *3%BOE"6'5IBOLZPVUP
Stéphane Lagrée and his colleagues who,
through their daily commitment, allow these
+5%UPUBLFQMBDF5IBOLZPVUPUIF6OJWFSTJUZ
PGåË-˼UGPSIPTUJOHUIFFWFOU

It also includes the whole of the approach
to city networks and urban concentrations
that then leads to the issue of land use
and development. As an “economist and
FYQFSU JO TFB MBXw UP FTUBCMJTI B MJOL XJUI B
QSFDFEJOH +5% DPODFSOJOH XBUFS  XF DBO

0OCFIBMGPG0MJWJFS-BCPVY UIFQSFTJEFOUPG
UIF 6OJWFSTJUZ PG /BOUFT  * BHBJO UIBOL ZPV 
all of you, for your presence here today. I am
both happy and honoured to be among
ZPV  JO UIJT DPNNPO QSPKFDU * XJTI BMM UIF
participants good health and a successful
+5%
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Opening Remarks by

Claude-Emmanuel Leroy
Principal Project Manager, AUF
Dear President of the Administrative Board
of the VASS Social Sciences Training Institute,
Dear representatives of our partner institutions,
Dear colleagues and friends,

CF̓ VOSFBMJTUJD UP CFMJFWF UIBU BO FYQFSU  B
research centre, even an institution could
succeed alone in finding operational
solutions.

Allow me, dear President, to thank you for
those words of welcome, a thank you I should
like to share with all those who, working in
the French-speaking unit of your Institute,
gave us such a warm welcome.

5IJT JT CFDBVTF JU JT OPU POMZ B RVFTUJPO PG
producing a multi-disciplinary reflection
whose results set out to be relevant and
DPIFSFOU JO B HJWFO DPOUFYU  CVU CFDBVTF JU
JT BMTP  BOE BCPWF BMM  B RVFTUJPO PG DSFBUJOH
the methodological and educational
conditions for the transmission and
BDRVJTJUJPOPGUIJTLOPXMFEHF

My presence at this opening session is
above all proof of the interest the AUF has
in all types of reflection, and sharing of
information, which will help our societies
rise to new challenges. The theme of these
+5%  TVTUBJOBCMF EFWFMPQNFOU  DPOTUJUVUFT B
QFSGFDUFYBNQMFPGUIFTFDIBMMFOHFT
Let us think about the implementation
of urban public policies, and thus about
promoting a style of integrated governance.
Let us think about mastering urban densities,
and thus about diversifying means of
transport. Let us think about socio-spatial
FYDMVTJPO  BOE UIVT BCPVU UIF EZOBNJDT
linked to territorial development, and this list
JTCZOPNFBOTFYIBVTUJWF
In the face of the challenges posed by
urban spatial dynamics, which, in an
environmental perspective, is thought of
as being somewhere between economic
development and social cohesion, it would

Coming up with ideas, transmitting
LOPXMFEHF BDRVJSJOHDPNQFUFODFTo̓SFTFBS
chers, teachers, and students – a whole
community addressing the challenges
by which our societies are confronted. A
whole community conceived as the motor
of development of these same societies,
and this in keeping with the guidelines that
XJMM CF HJWFO BU UIF OFYU 8PSME $POGFSFODF
on Education in the drive towards
sustainable development, which is organised
CZ 6/&4$0  OFYU /PWFNCFS  JO /BHPZB
*O̓UIJTDPOUFYU UIF̓+5%JTBQSJWJMFHFEFWFOU
As well as being a simple sharing of human
resources, and thus of competences, but
also as well as being a simple sharing of
financial resources, however important these
may be for the continuity of this summer
school, for the Agence Universitaire de la
Francophonie, which is a partner in this event,
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JUJTBRVFTUJPOPGGBWPVSJOHUIFCVJMEJOHPGB
network within which a new generation of
young researchers and doctoral students will
be forged.
As a reminder, the regional Office of the
AUF is currently implementing it new fourZFBS 1SPHSBNNF PG XIJDI POF PG UIF NBKPS
QSPKFDUT BJNT UP BDDPNQBOZ JUT NFNCFS
establishments in the creation of doctoral
schools and training.
5IF +5% DPOTUJUVUFT BO JNQPSUBOU QBSU PG
UIJT̓ QSPKFDU UIBU JT CFJOH JNQMFNFOUFE
5IF QSPKFDU  JO JUT WFSZ FTTFODF  JT B NVMUJ
disciplinary one with a regional vocation.
'JOBMMZ  JU JT B QSPKFDU UIBU BTQJSFT UP CF B
real partnership through its development.

And it is indeed this spirit of partnership
that motivates more than ever the Agence
Universitaire de la Francophonie.
In conclusion,
My dear president,
Dear representatives of partner institutions,
Dear colleagues and friends,
* TIPVME MJLF UP FYQSFTT NZ XJTI UIBU ZPVS
XPSL UIBU CFHJOT UPEBZ XJMM CF TVDDFTTGVM
successful in the diversity of methodological
approaches proposed, successful in the
diversity of disciplinary fields to be mobilised,
and finally successful in the diversity of
BWFOVFTPGSFøFDUJPOUPCFFYQMPSFE
Thank you.
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Limits of provinces
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Source: Tomorrow Media.
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5IF0ME$JUZBOE*UT
Modern Day Echoes
Philippe Papin – ²DPMFQSBUJRVFEFTIBVUFTÏUVEFT,
Department of Historical and Philological Science

1.1.1. What the City is, What it is Not
8IFO TQFBLJOH BCPVU DJUJFT JO 7J̏U /BN 
we must begin by defining the notion, or
at least identify it as accurately as possible.
To describe it positively, let us bear in
mind that it constitutes a fundamentally
composite place that harbours on the one
hand a political space protected by walls
(thành  BOE̓ PO UIF PUIFS  XJUIJO PS OFYU
to the former, a market (thị) that serves to
DBUFSUPJUTOFFETBOEXIJDIJTDPOTFRVFOUMZ
both permanently active and composed of
PSEJOBSZ DJWJM̓ EXFMMJOHT " DJUZ  JO 7J̏U /BN
and in the whole of the Imperial Far East, is
first and foremost this combination of two
places, which are mutually dependent upon
FBDI PUIFS  IFODF UIF FYQSFTTJPO thànhthị (enclosure-market) that designates it.
This bipolarity is evidently not original. It
JT RVJUF FWJEFOUMZ XIBU XF öOE FMTFXIFSF 
TQFDJöDBMMZ JO BODJFOU (SFFDF  UIF NBUSJY PG
Western urbanity, where polis did not yet
mean “community of free inhabitants” but
“fortress, bulwark”, in opposition to the asti,
or astu, which designated the lower city,
a commercial dwelling place. This type of
partition, when one thinks about it, is much

FYQFDUFE JU XBT JOFWJUBCMF UIBU UIF UXP CF
MJOLFE  BOE FWFO SFMJOLFE UIF XBMM BOE UIF
market, the centre of command and centre of
supply, the political and the commercial, the
BSNZBOEGPPE QPXFSBOEHPPET)PXFWFS 
BT TVDI  UIJT EVFM CVU øFYJCMF DPOöHVSBUJPO 
depending on whether one attached more
or less importance to one of its components,
has provided the model for the notion of city,
its reality and its representations.
The negative definition, which is derived from
the former, is not any less useful. It allows us to
avoid certain confusions by eliminating from
the accepted definition of the word places
that, at first glance, might evoke the city, or at
least the first development of the city. Among
these places, there are firstly those that were
VOJRVFMZQPMJUJDBMUIF.BOEBSJOTFBUTPGUIF
provinces and districts – or indeed the more
BODJFOU FRVJWBMFOUT PG UIFTF EJWJTJPOT̓ o
inhabited by a handful of administrators and
soldiers who sought supplies far outside,
in the surrounding villages, without there
being any market dedicated to its needs
implanted on the site. Of course, this is the
structure from which evolved the current
VSCBOOFUXPSLJO7J̏U/BN BOEJOUIJTUIFTF
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Mandarin seats played a fundamental role.
)PXFWFS  POF NVTU FYDMVEF UIFN a priori
from the definition of the city, if one wishes
UP BUUSJCVUF BOZ VOJRVFOFTT UP UIF MBUUFS 
because the transformation happened later
BOE GPMMPXFE B EJòFSFOU MPHJD GSPN UIBU PG
B iOBUVSBMw EFWFMPQNFOU CFGPSF UIF th
century, they were only isolated points on a
map, and although some of them may have
been big, have had their own market and
functioned in a bipolar manner, we have, in
reality, no information and cannot be sure,
apart from maybe some strategic posts that
are indicated on the itineraries of embassies
(sứ trình). Whatever the case, it is ill advised
to infer, from a situation yet to come, that
the evolution towards the situation was
JOFYPSBCMF.BOEBSJOTFBUTCFDBNFDJUJFTCVU 
in the past, they were not.
5P UIF QMBDFT UIBU XFSF FYDMVTJWFMZ QPMJUJDBM
may be added, in what we must eliminate
from the definition, places that were
FYDMVTJWFMZ DPNNFSDJBM5IFSF XFSF o BOE JU
was even the norm – markets that were held
outside villages, outside inhabited areas, on
certain days only and without people living
there permanently. There was a calendar of
market days and people sometimes went to
POFQMBDF TPNFUJNFTPUIFST POMZGPSUIFEBZ
the only role played by the authorities was a
fiscal one. These temporary markets, which
were not villages, might have engendered
WFSJUBCMF DJUJFT CVU TVDI DBTFT BSF OPU POMZ
rare, but also here, happened at a later stage.
In the same vein, but this time one is not
TVSF XIFUIFS UP FYDMVEF UIFN PS OPU  XF
öOE DJUJFT UIBU XFSF FYDMVTJWFMZ DPNNFSDJBM 
and in this way comparable with Singapore,
TUVEJFE CZ $IBSMFT (PMECMVN  PS 4JSJWJKBZB
8F̓ BSF UBMLJOH BCPVU »D &P BOE 7ÉO å̕O
JOUIFQBTU PG'BJGPP )̘J"O BOE1I̔)J̋O

GSPN UIF th century. What leads us to not
take them into account here, as Vietnamese
cities, is the fact that they were, apart from
Óc Eo maybe, trading-post cities created
TVCTFRVFOUUPBQBSUJDVMBSIJTUPSJDBMFQJTPEF
UIBU JOBMMDBTFT XBTFYPHFOPVTUP7J̏U/BN
JUTFMG 0O UIJT TVCKFDU  XF NVTU OPU GPSHFU
UIBU 7J̏U /BN IPMET B TQFDJBM QMBDF JO UIF
IJTUPSZ PG 4PVUIFBTU̓ "TJB /PXIFSF BOE BU
no time do we see these “commercial cities”
that specialised in maritime trade and international commerce, which multiplied in
most of the countries of the region from
UIF th century, when the sea route of the
Indian Ocean became an essential trade
BYJT /P QMBDF JT DPNQBSBCMF UP XIBU XFSF 
GPS FYBNQMF  1BTBJ  1BMFNCBOH BOE "DFI
JO 4VNBUSB  #BOUBN BOE #BUBWJB GVUVSF
+BLBSUB  JO +BWB  PS FWFO .BMBDDB JO .BMBZB
What most resembles, although they are
TUJMMRVJUFEJòFSFOU BSFQSFDJTFMZUIFUISFFPS
four above-mentioned foreign trading posts.
It was when the Vietnamese city made its
mark, domestically, through the Vietnamese
themselves, that it took on classical
– imperial – characteristics borrowed from the
administrative city with a peripheral market
reserved for its own use. It was furthermore
UIJTDPOTFSWBUJTN XIPTFFòFDUXBTUPLFFQ
7J̏U/BNBUBEJTUBODFGSPNTUSPOHFDPOPNJD
growth, which had the advantage of keeping
intact the network of Mandarin seats that
UPEBZ  JOEFFE TJODF UIF th century, has
given the richness and originality of its urban
network.
Thus, from the four main types of city classified
above – the Imperial city, the Mandarin seat,
the rural market, the trade counter – only the
first may be likened, in the state in which it is
at the period we describe, to what we may
legitimately call a “city”. It is evidently Thăng
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Long that provides the model for a city, and
UIJT JO CPUI TFOTFT PG UIF XPSE B NPEFM
because the capital was typically a bipolar
city, but also a model because with the
passage of time, and especially in the South
PGUIF/HVZ̎O-PSET JUXBTDPQJFE

1.1.2. The Capital, A Unique Space?
In Thang Long, during the period of the
-â BOE 5S˿O EZOBTUJFT  JO UIF th UP th
centuries, the composite character began
to clearly appear. It was surrounded by walls
and dykes, the former fulfilling in places the
function of the latter, which marked, on the
one hand, the perimeter of the imperial
city (hoàng thành), which was home to the
political powers and its administrative bodies,
and on the other the civil city (kinh thành),
which was less well defined in principle
but was certainly inhabited and possessed
numerous markets. The whole constituted
B TJOHVMBS BENJOJTUSBUJWF VOJU VOMJLF UIF
provincial capitals that had no particular
status, the capital was a prefecture that
did not depend on any other district. This
autonomous prefecture, referred to as Phụng
5IJÐO i0òFSJOH GSPN )FBWFOw  JO UIF th
century, thus constituted a sort of anomaly
in official nomenclature. And, as a perfect
reflection of its bipolarity, it was divided into
UXPEJTUSJDUTo2V˽OHå̠D GVUVSF7ǡOI5IV̂O 
BOE7ǡOI9ˍˌOH GVUVSF5I̒9ˍˌOH oXIJDI
continued until the end of the monarchy, and
FWFOUPBDFSUBJOFYUFOUXFMMJOUPUIFDPMPOJBM
period, with the distinction between the city
PG)Ë/̘JBOEUIFiTVCVSCBOBSFBw
The internal division of the two districts
XBT FRVBMMZ JOUFSFTUJOH5IF DBQJUBM DJUZ XBT
EJWJEFE JOUP  OFJHICPVSIPPET phường)
GSPN UIF th UP UIF th centuries, then
 GSPN UIF th UP th centuries. For one

thousand years, the phường, understood
in the official sense of the word, defined
UIF TJOHVMBSJUZ PG UIF DBQJUBMT UFSSJUPSZ 5IF
latter, and only the latter, was divided into
phường, and these phường defined it. Let
us first observe that they have nothing in
common with the rural villages that bear the
TBNF OBNF  BOE FWFO MFTT XJUI UIF DSBGUT
guilds from which they originated. Let us
also observe that they were spread across all
the urban territory, and not only the current
DPNNFSDJBM DFOUSF UIF DPOGVTJPO  UIBU IBT
still not been clarified today, arose from
UIF GBDU UIF  phường PG )Ë /̘J UIVT  UIF
whole city) gave rise to, during the colonial
period, the mythical denomination of “the
UIJSUZTJY TUSFFUTw5XP̓ EJòFSFOU IJTUPSJFT IBE
become entangled, I shall come back to
UIJTCVUMFUVT̓CFBSJONJOEGPSUIFNPNFOU
that the phường were a subdivision of the
Imperial Prefecture (we might translate this
by “district”, which also included its peasant
outskirts).
We can thus see that the territorial and
administrative construction singled out the
capital, not only in relation to the countryside,
but also in relation to the hypothetical
provincial “cities” of the same period. It was
also distinguished by its administration.
*O̓ UIFDBQJUBMXBTHPWFSOFECZBi(SFBU
Envoy Responsible for Maintaining Order”
(đại an phủ sứ), whereas in the provinces there
XFSFTJNQMF&OWPZT*O UIFGVODUJPOPG
“Great Prefect of the Capital” (kinh sư đại doãn)
BQQFBSFE  XIJDI XBT SFQMBDFE JO UIF th
century by that of the “Prefect of the Capital”
(phủ doãn). This post was occupied by
very high-ranking Mandarins. The first was
/HVZ̎O5SVOH /H˼O XIP XBT CPSO JO 
JOUIFQSPWJODFPG/BNå̑OIBOETVDDFFEFE
JO QBTTJOH UIF .BOEBSJO FYBNJOBUJPO BU UIF
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BHF PG   CFDBNF B EJQMPNBU  UIFO MBUFS
became responsible for the “daily calendar”
of the court (the basis of historical annals),
a member of the Imperial Counsel, head of
EJòFSFOUQSPWJODFTBOEöOBMMZ JO BUUIF
BHFPG (SFBU1SFGFDUPGUIF$BQJUBM"OPUIFS
name that it is necessary to cite is that of
%ˍˌOH 5S̤D /HVZÐO  B EPDUPS XIP QBTTFE
UIFFYBNJOBUJPOJO XIPXBTBKVEJDJBM
Mandarin and became Prefect of the Capital
JOBOENFNCFSPGUIF"DBEFNZJO
The Mandarin in charge of the administration
of Thang Long thus had a special status.

1.1.3. The Turn of the 17th and
18th Centuries
*O UIF th BOE th centuries everything
changed in the Vietnamese cities. And if
everything changed, it was because the
head of the network, namely the capital itself,
XBTJOBTUBUFPGQSPGPVOEVQIFBWBM5IF-Ð
Dynasty was placed under the guardianship
PGUIF5S̑OI-PSET5IFMBUUFSXFSFUIFNBTUFST
of the north of the country. The legitimate
sovereigns remained on the throne, and
in their Purple City, but they were reduced
to puppet figures while the whole of the
administration was doubled, to the benefit
PGUIFTFJHOJPSJBMCPEJFT5IJTDPFYJTUFODFPG
two authorities, spatially, obliged the lords to
FTUBCMJTI UIFNTFMWFT FMTFXIFSF JO UIF DJUZ
in the district that is today, roughly, between
UIF MBLF )PËO ,J̋N  UIF DBUIFESBM BOE5S˿O
)ˍOH å˼P TUSFFU  BOE FWFSZUIJOH DFOUSFE
BSPVOE UIF OFXi1SJODFT 3FTJEFODFw vương
phủ). In a short time, fifty-two new edifices
XFSF CVJMU  BNPOH XIJDI UIF /H̒D̓ 4ˌO
QBHPEB *O TIPSU  UIF DJUZT DFOUSF PG HSBWJUZ
swung towards the side of trade, markets,
dwellings and the ordinary population. On
the map, and in reality, the political sphere

was linked to the civil sphere. Furthermore,
the loss of influence of the emperor signified
nothing less than the decline of authority
and loosening of the Confucian shackles.
*O UIF /PSUI  UIF FNQFSPS IBE MPTU IJT
QPXFS  BOE JO UIF 4PVUI IF EJE OPU FYJTU
Power now belonged to lords who were
soldiers, administrators, and planners of the
FDPOPNZPSDPORVFSPST'SPNUIJTNPNFOU
society was able to liberate itself from past
UBCPPT 'PS FYBNQMF  USBEF XBT OP MPOHFS
considered as the lowest of activities and
DPOTFRVFOUMZ UIF CBO PO DSBGU JOOPWBUJPO
was lifted, state monopolies were abolished,
the Mandarins got involved in business
and the villages, whose production was
specialised, began to sell on markets whose
OVNCFS XBT JODSFBTJOH̓ DPOTJEFSBCMZ DJUZ
traders prospered, flaunted their wealth and
built two-floor houses that had, until then,
been forbidden so that no one could ever rise
above the monarch.
One might suspect that what was the case
JO)Ë/̘JXBTBMTPUIFDBTFJOUIFQSPWJODJBM
towns. There, it was indeed a period of great
commercial frenzy, of the creation of places
PG USBEF  PG JODSFBTFE FYDIBOHF  BT NVDI
in the city and countryside as between
EJòFSFOUSFHJPOTPGSVSBM7J̏U/BN JUXBTBMTP
the period of improved communications,
the building of roads, the replacement of
wooden bridges by stone ones, the buying
and selling of land, a swing towards the
private system, the creation of markets on
plots of land belonging to pagodas (“Market
PG UIF 5ISFF +FXFMTw  BMM UIFTF UIJOHT XFSF
DMFBSMZJOTDSJCFEPOWJMMBHFTUFMFT GPSFYBNQMF
And it was at this period that one could
witness the implementation of the multifaceted liaison between the city and
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countryside, such as it lasted until the
contemporary period.

1.1.4. Urbanisation in Square
Format
.JHSBUJPOTUPXBSETUIFDJUJFTXFSFOPUFYBDUMZ
new. For a long time, village to city channels
IBE FYJTUFE *OEFFE  JO UIF PME TZTUFN UIF
city and its outskirts were constituted of
neighbourhoods, which were, all things
DPOTJEFSFE  POMZ UIF BOOFYFT PG WJMMBHFT
located at more than fifty kilometres away.
5IFSFXFSFSVSBMWJMMBHFT" # $ % FUD BOE 
JO UIF DJUZ  UIFJS BOOFYFT " # $ % FUD *O
other words, the city was possessed from
the outside. It was also managed from the
PVUTJEF XF öOE JO UIF MJTU PG OPUBCMFT GSPN
UIFVSCBOBOOFYUIFTBNFOBNFTUIBUBQQFBS
at the village of origin. Religious practices
were the same. The communal houses were
JEFOUJDBM4PNFUJNFTUIFOBNFPGUIFBOOFY
village was the same as the source village.
Circulation between one and the other was
permanent and at a rhythm that depended
on the distance. Such was the situation at this
period.
What began to happen from the second
IBMG PG UIF th century was that many
migrants stayed in the city, took root, got
established and no longer returned to the
village – seigniorial liberalisation allowed
this. They remained in the city, where things
were less controlled and business prospered.
And gradually they severed links with their
village in the country. An urban notability
UIFO BQQFBSFE UIBU XBT EJòFSFOU GSPN UIBU
of the source-village, this notability first
overtook it and then replaced it. It was also
evident that religious practices tended
UP EJòFS  UIF̓ VSCBO WJMMBHF XPSTIJQQJOH
divinities that were, either in phase with

UIF IJTUPSZ PG UIF DJUZ GPS FYBNQMF -JOI
-BOH JO )Ë /̘J  PS̓ JO QIBTF XJUI FWFSZEBZ
DPNNFSDJBM BDUJWJUJFT EJWJOJUJFT PG KFXFMMFSZ 
weaving, printing, etc.), in all cases divinities
that were not at all the same as those
XPSTIJQQFE JO UIF DPVOUSZTJEF 5IF BOOFY
village became independent and flaunted
this independence. It became detached,
became less rural, and tended to become a
neighbourhood of the city, and no longer an
outgrowth of the countryside in the city. Often
neighbouring urban villages united, as it was
necessary to solve road, security and public
order problems. They then built a communal
house together, which they shared, which
belonged to them alone, city dwellers living
side by side, no matter where they originated
from, for the town-dwelling community of
UIF OFJHICPVSIPPE JU XBT OPUIJOH MJLF UIF
old communal house, which had only been
BOBOOFYBOEXBTOPXJOSVJOT'VSUIFSNPSF 
it was linear, this communal house in the city,
BOEOPMPOHFSTRVBSFPSSFDUBOHVMBSJUMPPLFE
like an ordinary building, it blended in with
the surroundings, and mirrored the design
of the city, it pivoted, placing its smaller
side forwards, on the side of the street, and
it was through this side that people now
entered. Inside, when people gathered,
there were no longer places on the left and
POUIFSJHIUCVUQMBDFTJOGSPOUBOECFIJOE
the topography of honour had changed. The
HFOFSBM BTQFDU PG IPVTFT IBE DIBOHFE UPP
thatched wooden cottages were replaced
by constructions in bricks and mortar. The
city became architecturally stronger. And
UIFO TUJMMGSPNBSPVOE UIFTFEP[FOTPG
small enfranchised neighbourhoods began
to modify themselves, change their limits,
split up or even fuse together, organise
themselves according to the constraints of
the city, of its unavoidable narrowness, of its
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QSFFYJTUJOH QMPU EJTUSJCVUJPO QBUUFSO *U XBT
the urbanisation of the city, its urbanisation in
TRVBSFGPSNBU

1.1.5. Birth of the Street
The phường XFSF TUJMM UIFSF #VU UIFZ IBE
begun to disappear from references, even
official ones, and had become increasingly
rare, to the point that documentation no
longer mentions them. Somewhere between
UIF FOE PG UIF th and the beginning of
UIFthDFOUVSZ XIFO)Ë/̘JMPTUJUTTUBUVT
of capital city, they completely disappeared.

Table
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There only remained, on paper, on the ground,
their internal divisions, namely the collection
of a hundred or so units, very soon less, which
XFSF SFGFSSFE UP BT UIFiWJMMBHFT PG )Ë /̘Jw
5IFZ XFSF SFGFSSFE UP CZ EJòFSFOU OBNFT
(thôn mostly) but were always small sized.
"U UIF FOE PG UIF th century the average
XBT ̓ ŃV PS  IFDUBSFT  POF RVBSUFS PG
B TRVBSF LJMPNFUSF  PS UIF FRVJWBMFOU PG UIF
Jardin des Plantes in Paris. This was small,
even when compared to the villages in the
DPVOUSZTJEF BU UIJT QFSJPE MFTT UIBO  PG
UIFNNFBTVSFEŃVPSMFTT

Surface Area of Urban Units in Hà Nội in 1894

Categories

Number of Villages

>= 100 mẫu
50-100 mẫu
20-50 mẫu
< 20 mẫu
Total Hanoi
of which Thọ-Xương
of which Vĩnh-Thuận

13
10
18
21
63
32
31

Average Surface
(in mẫu)
238
65
28
9
72
43
102

Equivalents in Hectares
86
24
10
3
15
37

Source: ANV, Hanoi Town Hall, folder 5833.

5XPUIJSETPGUIFWJMMBHFTJO)Ë/̘JNFBTVSFE
MFTT UIBOIFDUBSFT5IFBWFSBHF WJMMBHFJO
the Mekong Delta would have held four or
five of these urban villages. The latter, in the
DFOUSF PG UIF DJUZ  JO UIF5I̒ 9ˍˌOH EJTUSJDU 
represented on average a space the size of
the Parc Montsouris in Paris, and there were
TPNF  XIJDI  NFBTVSJOH   N – the
FRVJWBMFOUPGUIFQMBDF%BVQIJOF XFSFUSVMZ
microscopic.

the city, may be seen clearly on a map that is
CPUIVOJRVFBOENZTUFSJPVT*UJTDPOTFSWFE
in the Fonds Pineau in the Centre d’Archives de
l’Institut Français d’Architecture. It is a detailed
record of the commercial city, between the
Red River and the Citadel, with the details of
the ponds and lakes, a plan of buildings, the
toponyms in Vietnamese and, something
that can be found nowhere else, the dotted
tracing of the village limits.

This confinement, which, because it did not
FYJTUJOUIFDPVOUSZTJEF CFDBNFBDSJUFSJPOPG

The villages that resulted from the great
political and commercial liberalisation of the
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th century were first and foremost those
along the sides of the river and canals, which
were well situated for trade, for the import of
goods from the countryside or, conversely,
GPSUIFFYQPSUPGHPPETGSPNUIFDJUZ*UXBT
for these, and only these, that the term phố
phường was then coined. It is necessary
to take it in its etymological sense. In the
demotic, phố designated a permanent market
with shops and dwellings, established around
a landing dock. In classical Chinese phường
refers to an administrative neighbourhood,
to the district of a city, about which we
have already spoken. Furthermore, what is
BEKPJOFE JO UIF FYQSFTTJPO phố phường is
not what its contemporary translation would
leave us to believe, namely “street + guild”,
with the idea that that there was a particular
craft in each street – which might have been
true, but not everywhere and, anyway, this
had no link with the vocabulary – but more
FYBDUMZiMBOEJOHEPDLNBSLFU EJTUSJDUwXJUI
the idea that it was a commercial urban place
inhabited by people who lived there and who

House

Organisation of Urban Villages

House

Neighbourhoods 1, street C

House

House

Neighbourhoods 1, street B

Neighbourhoods 1, street D

House

House

House
House

House

Neighbourhoods 1, street A

House

4P UIFSF JT UIF DJUZ PG )Ë /̘J TJOHMFE PVU JO
relation to the rest of the not only rural but also
QFSJVSCBOUFSSJUPSZ*UTTVCTFRVFOUFWPMVUJPO
XPVME GVSUIFS JODSFBTF UIJT VOJRVFOFTT BT
UIFWJMMBHFTJOJUTDFOUSFoUIFBRVBUJDWJMMBHFT
BMPOHUIF3FE3JWFS UIF5Ù-̑DI3JWFSBOEUIF
canals – would become even more linear
than they were so that whoever wanted to
could set up shop and benefit. In order to
distinguish themselves from neighbouring
villages, the one before and the one after in
the same line, they would erect posterns that
served as demarcations. The phố, which had
been only a commercial landing dock, now
UPPL PO JUT DVSSFOU NFBOJOH B TUSFFU  JO UIF
sense of a lane for traffic with rows of shops
BOE XBSFIPVTFT PO FBDI TJEF /PUJDF IPX
UIJOHTIBEFWPMWFEJOPOFTBNFNPWFNFOU 
the urban village dissolved its surroundings
into official neighbourhoods (phường) and,
from inside, it dissolved its old form inherited
from the countryside and cut itself into strips.

House

1
House

Diagram

EFWPUFEUIFNTFMWFTUPXJEFSBOHFFYDIBOHF
by profiting from the presence of a waterway.

Source: Author’s construction.
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Toponomy has recorded this triumph of
the street over the phường to which it was
attached. Everybody knows the streets
PG 4DBMFT  )BUT  4JML  )FNQ  $PUUPO  XIJDI
entered into popular songs and proverbs,
DSFBUJOH UIF NZUI PG UIF iUIJSUZTJY TUSFFUTw 
XIJDI TUJMM FYJTUT UPEBZ #VU XIP LOPXT
5IÈDI ,I̔J PS 7ǡOI̓ )˼OI  å˼J -̝J  5J̌O 5ÞD
PS̓)̣V̓/HIJ̏N A contrario, on the periphery
where the villages had not evolved in the
same way and had remained agricultural or
craft units in the old mode, notably because
they had no contact with the river and its
pontoons, the toponyms have remained
TJHOJöDBOUMZJEFOUJDBMSJHIUVQUPUPEBZ-JÐO 
2VȅOI -ÙJ  #˼DI .BJ 7ÜOH5Ȋ 5ÉZ )̕  -J̎V
(JBJ 5I̟-̏ FUD
We will not say that his evolution was
completely original. Singapore was created
in much the same way, a combination of
what Charles Goldblum refers to as the “order
PG FYDIBOHFw UIF BMJHOFE DPNQBSUNFOUT 
and the “customary social order” (regrouping
by streets and neighbourhoods), these
two principles reinforcing each other. The
TBNF UIJOH DBO CF PCTFSWFE JO #BOHLPL
BOE ,VBMB-VNQVS  XIJDI BSF SFDFOU DJUJFT 
MBUFS UIBO UIF̓ FOE PG UIF th century,
and were developed under the influence
of trade, in both cases through Chinese
NFSDIBOUT#VU̓XIBUJTJOUFSFTUJOHJO)Ë/̘J
is that it was an almost completely domestic,
Vietnamese phenomenon, prompted by
migrations that were not international but
local.

1.1.6. A Short Pause
At this point, it is time to make an initial
BTTFTTNFOU )JTUPSZ  PWFS B MPOH QFSJPE 
had caused the passage from a bipolar city,
with a dominant political centre supplied

by its surrounding markets, to a city that
was completely re-centred on its civil and
commercial component. Politics gave way
UP̓ USBEF  BOE  BT UIFZ XFSF JO UXP EJòFSFOU
places, the city went through geographic
upheaval. In other words, and this is very
WJTJCMF JO UIF DBTF PG )Ë /̘J  UIF QFSJQIFSZ
became the centre and the centre the
QFSJQIFSZ'SPN̓UIFth century, the heart of
)Ë/̘JCFBUJOUIFUSJBOHMFPGUIFDPNNFSDJBM
city, whereas it had previously beaten in the
imperial city where there were now paddy
öFMETBOECVòBMPFT*OUIFFYQSFTTJPOthành
thị, which means “city”, the thị had dominated
the thành.
Secondly, within this thị, and always because
of the loosening of state control and the
FYQMPTJPO PG DPNNFSDJBM BDUJWJUJFT  UIF
RVBSUFSTMPTUUIFJSBENJOJTUSBUJWFGPSNJOPSEFS
to pursue their own evolution. They became
increasingly independent from their rural
guardians. The necessities of trade and local
NBOBHFNFOUTVCTFRVFOUMZMFEUPBDPNQMFUF
reshaping of the perimeters, customs, powers,
and feelings of belonging, which even further
complicated the relationship between city
and country. In this sense, and this will be the
third point, the Vietnamese city, contrary to
what is said all too often, formed, organised
and affirmed itself against state policy and
againstUIFDPVOUSZTJEFOPUthrough nor with
them.

1.1.7. From City Markets to the Land
Market
The colonial period, which is a mine of
information, especially after the development
PGSFMJBCMFDFOTVTFTBUUIFFOEPGUIFT 
allows us for the first time to measure the
VSCBOTJUVBUJPOJOJUTUPUBMJUZ)FSFJTUIFEBUB
DPODFSOJOHUIF/PSUIPG7J̏U/BN
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Urban Situation in the North in 1936-1937

Global Tonkin
Urban Tonkin
Urban average
Cities/global Tonkin
Cities of the delta
Cities of the high and
middle region
Hà Nội

Surface area
in Hectares
11,798,800
8,666,42
249
0.07%
73%
27%

Population

1,235.9

145,442

8,700,000
379,154
12,231
4.36%
84%
16%

Density
(inhab./ha)
0.74
44
49

Urbanisation
Rate
4.36%

50
26

4.27%
4.93%

118

Sources: for the Surface areas: ANV, Cadastre et de la Topographie du Tonkin, dossier 46. For the population: Gourou, 1940.

8JUI MFTT UIBO  PG UIF QPQVMBUJPO PO
MFTT UIBO  PG UIF TVSGBDF BSFB  JU JT BO
understatement to say that cities counted for
WFSZ MJUUMF "U UIF TBNF QFSJPE  JO UIF T 
'SBODFBOE*UBMZIBEBOVSCBOSBUFPGBOE
UIF 6OJUFE ,JOHEPN 5IFZ XFSF TNBMM
TJ[FE  IB  BOE IBE TNBMM QPQVMBUJPOT
  JOIBCJUBOUT  "HBJO̓ UIJT JT POMZ BO
average because, if we take a closer look
"OOFY XF̓TFFUIBUUIFOFUXPSLPGDJUJFT
JTEPNJOBUFECZUXPPGUIFN )Ë/̘JBOE)˽J
1IÛOH XIJDIBMPOFSFQSFTFOUPOFUIJSEPGUIF
surface and two thirds of the population of
UIFXIPMFPGUIFVSCBOUFSSJUPSZPGUIF/PSUI
)PXFWFS  UIJT PCTFSWBUJPO  XIJDI öOBMMZ JT
not very surprising, is not enough. It might
even be misleading, as are today the urban
QFSJNFUFST PG 7J̏U /BN  XJUI NVOJDJQBMJUJFT
UIBU BSF  SVSBM 5IF DJUZ JT NPSF B
RVFTUJPO PG̓ RVBMJUZ UIBO RVBOUJUZ 6SCBO

centres included big pockets of rural life,
while, conversely, certain villages began to
behave like cities. I used the verb “behave”,
BOE  JOEFFE  UIJT JT UIF SJHIU XPSE IPX
can we compare city and country as far as
PSHBOJTBUJPOJTDPODFSOFE "UUIJTTUBHF JUJT
the right moment to put into play a series of
criteria that, in my opinion, connote urbanity.
The first of these are the nature of property
and the economic movement of plots of land.
The Vietnamese city is private, almost entirely
private, unlike the villages where there
TUJMM TVCTJTUFE  JO UIF th century, a good
RVBSUFS PG DPMMFDUJWF MBOE JO UIF /PSUI  CVU
OPU MFTT UIBO  JO UIF 4PVUI  *U XBT BMTP
characterised – distinguished – by a large
number of plots, caused by the division of the
property of many owners. From this point of
WJFX IFSFJTUIFTJUVBUJPOJO
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Number of Land Plots by Urban Centre in 1939

Bắc Ninh, Đáp Cầu, Gia Lâm
Hà Nội
Hải Phòng
Hoàn Long
Nam Định
Hải Dương
Đồ Sơn
Phát Diệm
Hà Ðông

15,998
8,885
7,860
4,851
3,251
2,433
2,321
1,412
1,320

Lạng Sơn
Sơn Tây
Ninh Bình
Móng Cái
Cao Bằng
Bắc Giang
Hưng Yên
Phú Thọ
Thái Bình

1,162
1,120
1,092
1,022
935
894
812
800
751

Source: ANV, Cadastre et Topographie, dossier 59.

8JUI UIF FYDFQUJPO PG #̃D /JOI  B TQFDJBM
case because several rural towns are
HBUIFSFEVOEFSUIJTOBNF )Ë/̘JEPNJOBUFT
indisputably, followed by its immediate
QFSJQIFSZ )PËO -POH  UIF GPSNFS EJTUSJDU PG
7ǡOI5IV̂O BOECZ)˽J1IÛOH5IFDBQJUBMPG
Indochina, even without its peri-urban district,
possessed twelve times as many properties as

Table
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BQSPWJODJBMDJUZTVDIBT5IÈJ#ÖOI BOEFWFO
TJY UJNFT BT NBOZ BT )V̋ BOE GPVS UJNFT BT
many as Phnom Penh. We do not know about
the situation in the past, the time before the
colonial period, but it is worth pointing out
that in terms of volume its parcels of land
NPSFUIBOEPVCMFEJOGPSUZZFBST

Number of Land Plots in Hà Nội
1902
1923
1934
1939
1942

4,200
6,678
8,544
8,885
9,334

Source: Papin, 2013.

)BWJOH TBJE UIBU  EPFT UXJDF BT NBOZ
QSPQFSUJFT TJHOJGZ UXJDF BT NBOZ PXOFST 
)BE̓ UIFSF CFFO EFOTJöDBUJPO PS  PO UIF
DPOUSBSZ  DBQUVSF PG BO FYUFOEJOH VSCBO
TQBDFCZUIPTFXIPBMSFBEZPXOFEQSPQFSUZ 

It is here where it is necessary to calculate the
number of plots per owner. We only possess
EBUB GPS UIF FOE PG UIF T  CVU EFUBJMFE
BOEFYIBVTUJWFEBUBGPSBMMUIFVSCBODFOUSFT
JO*OEPDIJOB FYDFQUGPS$PDIJO$IJOB 
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Tonkin
Annam
Laos
Cambodia

Properties and Owners in Urban Centres
in Indochina in 1939
Number of
Urban Centres
53
21
14
12

Number of
Owners
39,175
12,658
4,999
3,768

Number of
Properties
66,942
14,676
5,104
5,060

Ratio
(base 100)
171
115
102
134

Source: RST, dossier 15 254.

In urban Indochina, each owner possessed
PO BWFSBHF  QSPQFSUJFT "OOBN  -BPT
BOE $BNCPEJB  FYDFQU GPS 5POLJO XIFSF
each owner had almost two. We are thus
very far from multi-property ownership. The
single-family property is the usual form of
ownership in Vietnamese cities. And if the
BWFSBHFJO)Ë/̘JXBTBMJUUMFIJHIFSUIBOUIF
average elsewhere, it was because of, not
the Vietnamese, but the French who alone
QPTTFTTFEPGUIFDJUZ QVCMJDQPXFSTBOE
enterprises included).
'JOBMMZ  POF MBTU VSCBO DSJUFSJPO QSPQFSUZ
mobility. Property was sold, bought,
ownership changed, because there was a
market, unlike in rural areas where the market
was stable, more settled. The general tone
of the movement is well demonstrated by
B HMPCBM JOEJDBUPS UIF QSPQPSUJPO PG QMPUT
having changed hands out of the total of
FYJTUJOHQMPUT5IJTJTPOMZDBMDVMBCMFGPS)PËO
-POH UIFOFBSQFSJQIFSZPG)Ë/̘J JO 
UIBOLTUPEBUBGSPNUIBUZFBSTMBOESFHJTUFS
The change of ownership rate is established
BU  "U UIF TBNF EBUF  JU XBT  GPS UIF
XIPMFPG5POLJOBOEGSPNUPJO'SBODF
5IF PVUTLJSUT PG )Ë /̘J  XIFSF UIF DJUZ XBT
evolving, were thus marked by undeniable

QSPQFSUZNPCJMJUZMBOEBOEQSPQFSUZDIBOHFE
hands within a market that was twice as
open as in the countryside. Furthermore, we
can observe a marked trend for the division
PG QSPQFSUZ UIBU TBNF ZFBS   QMPUT XFSF
EJWJEFE XIFSFBTPOMZXFSFSFVOJUFE

1.1.8. Urbanisation and the
Contemporary Urban Network:
A Quick Glance
*O   7JFUOBNFTF DJUJFT PDDVQJFE 
PG UIF̓ UFSSJUPSZ BOE DPVOUFE  PG UIF
population. At this time there was only one
city with more than one million inhabitants
)̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ  BOPUIFS XJUI CFUXFFO
̓ NJMMJPO BOE POF NJMMJPO JOIBCJUBOUT
)Ë̓ /̘J  FJHIUFFO XJUI CFUXFFO  
BOE JOIBCJUBOUT UIFSFNBJOEFS UIBU
JTUPTBZDJUJFT DPVOUJOHMFTTUIBO 
inhabitants.
5XFOUZ ZFBST MBUFS  JO   UIF VSCBO
QPQVMBUJPO XBT FTUJNBUFE UP CF  PG UIF
total population. This figure is realistic, given
that the absence of undeclared migrants
 PG UIF JOIBCJUBOUT PG )̕ $IÓ .JOI
$JUZ  GPS FYBNQMF  BMNPTU DPNQFOTBUFT GPS
the integration into cities of outskirts that
are still perfectly rural. If this pace continues,
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taking into account the new socio-economic
DPOEJUJPOT  XF NVTU FYQFDU BO VSCBOJTBUJPO
SBUFPGBSPVOEJO5PQVUJUJONPSF
concrete terms, there will be, each year for
UIF̓ OFYU öWF ZFBST  POF NJMMJPO NPSF DJUZ
dwellers.
)̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZIBTNJMMJPOJOIBCJUBOUT
DPVOUSZ NBYJNVN  UIF NJOJNVN CFJOH
UIF QSPWJODF PG #̃D $˼O XJUI  
JOIBCJUBOUT  PG XIJDI  NJMMJPO BSF SVSBM
)Ë̓/̘J XIPTFQPQVMBUJPOEJTQSPQPSUJPOBUFMZ
and artificially increased at the time of the
SFDFOU BENJOJTUSBUJWF SFGPSN  IBT  NJMMJPO
JOIBCJUBOUT CVU  BNPOH UIFTF   NJMMJPO
are rural. In other words, the strictly towndwelling population of the two metropolises

Table

6

JTNJMMJPOJOUIF4PVUIBOENJMMJPOJO
UIF /PSUI  UIBU JT UP TBZ  NJMMJPO JO UPUBM 
thus one third of the urban population and
one tenth of the total population.
This means, and it should be stressed,
UIBU VSCBO HSPXUI BòFDUT BMM SFHJPOT JO B
proportionally homogeneous way, that is to
say that it does not unbalance, but on the
contrary strengthens, the proper geographic
distribution of city dwellers. In very rounded
numbers, we indeed find a fifth of city
dwellers in each of the two deltas, a third in
UIF 4PVUIFBTU  B RVBSUFS JO UIF $FOUSF  BOE
the others in the middle and high regions of
UIF/PSUI

Repartition of the Urban Population
by Large Regions (2009)
Regions
North – Middle and High Region
North – Red River Delta
Centre – Plains and Coast
Centre – Highlands
Sud – South-East Region
Sud – Mekong Delta
7J̏U/BN

%
7
23
18
6
31
15


Source: Author’s construction.

We can see that city dwellers are well
spread out, given the settlement and size
of each of these large statistical regions.

We will see this even more clearly in the
GPMMPXJOHUBCMF
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Urbanisation Rate by Large region (2009)

Regions
North – Middle and High Region
North – Red River Delta
Centre - Plains and Coast
Centre – Highlands
South – South-East Region
South – Mekong Delta
7J̏U/BN

1999
13.8
21.1
18.4
26.7
55.1
17.1
23.5

Urban Population (%)
2009
Growth 1999 to 2009
16.0
+ 16%
29.2
+ 38%
24.1
+ 31%
27.8
+ 4%
57.1
+ 4%
22.8
+ 33%
29.6
+ 26%

Source: Author’s construction.

5IFUXPTJUVBUJPOTJOBOEBSFOPU
WFSZ EJòFSFOU 5IFZ BSF FWFO TVSQSJTJOHMZ
stable. If we take a close interest in ten-year
growth, in order to understand where the
gains were made, then we notice on the
POF IBOE UIBU UIF $FOUSBM )JHIMBOET BOE
the South-East region have remained stable
and, on the other hand, that the two deltas
and the non-mountainous centre saw
UIFJS VSCBOJTBUJPO SBUF SJTF CZ  BOE
 )PXFWFS  UIFTF UISFF [POFT PG VSCBO
HSPXUI BSF FYBDUMZ UIPTF XIFSF UIFSF JT UIF
slowest global population growth (Cần Thơ
GPS FYBNQMF  UPXO EXFMMFST BSF NVMUJQMZJOH
while the population is hardly rising. The
FYQMBOBUJPOGPSUIJTBQQBSFOUQBSBEPYJTUIBU
urban growth is due to short radius rural
migrations, farmers establishing themselves
in cities nearby, which, in these of cities with
the status of district and lower, does not
modify the global volume of the provincial
QPQVMBUJPO*UJTHSPXUICZQSPYJNJUZTQJMMBHF
Indeed, short radius migrations are possible
because there is always a city nearby. The
SJDIOFTT PG UIF VSCBO OFUXPSL JO 7J̏U /BN
can never be emphasised enough, and can
CF TVNNBSJTFE CZ UIFTF TJNQMF SBUJPT POF

third of town dwellers lives in the two big
metropolises, another third lives in the one
hundred or so large and medium-sized cities
CFUXFFO   BOE  NJMMJPO JOIBCJUBOUT 
the last third in the more than one thousand
TNBMM DJUJFT MFTT UIBO   JOIBCJUBOUT 
When one wishes to go the city, it is never very
far. District and provincial cities are certainly
not always big, but they are everywhere and
the focus of their rural environment. On the
QMBJOTPGUIF/PSUI UIFSFJTBOVSCBODFOUSF
FWFSZLJMPNFUSFTJOUIF4PVUI UIFOFUXPSL
is a little weaker as a result of the big attraction
PGöSTUMZ)̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZ UIFOPG#BSJB7ǿOH
5ËVBOE$˿O5Iˌ CVUUIFHSJEJTOPOFUIFMFTT
solid and it is currently strengthening. In fact,
all medium-sized cities have become aware
of themselves and the role they could play to
UIFFYUFOUUIBUIBWFKPJOFEUPHFUIFSXJUIJO
an “Association of Vietnamese Provincial
Cities” (Hiệp hội các đô thị Việt Nam), which
XBTGPVOEFEJOPOUIFJOJUJBUJWFPGUIF
1SFTJEFOU PG UIF 1PQVMBS $PNNJUUFF JO )V̋
*OBOZDBTF UIJTOFUXPSL XIJDIJTFYDFQUJPOBM
JO "TJB  FYQMBJOT  CFDBVTF JU JT UIF UXP TJEFT
of the same coin, both short-radius rural
migrations and the globally homogeneous
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repartition of city dwellers over the whole of
the national territory.
0OFGVSUIFSDPOTFRVFODFJTUIBUUIFOFUXPSL
of modest cities has given rise to, in the
provinces, a way of life that is now clearly
urban or, at least, is no longer completely
farming-based. This can be seen everywhere.
Those who do not definitively migrate to
DJUJFT DBO OPOFUIFMFTT HP UIFSF GSFRVFOUMZ 
go there in the morning and return to the
village in the evening, or for a few nights
a week, which is the case for many young
people. In this way they make a first step
towards leaving home, without any great
SJTL5IFZPOMZNPWFJGUIFZBMSFBEZIBWFBKPC
– unlike what happens when people migrate
to the great megapoles, where adventure
is the rule – they get their bearings, make
friends, find a partner, and then decide to
stay or not. The small city has become a pole
of employment, modernity, new habits, a
certain freedom, a pole that radiates towards
its perimeter but which, at the same time,
keeps this perimeter alive.
This urban network is very dense and very
well spread out, the honeycomb network
that covers the whole of the inhabited
territory efficiently absorbs the shock of rural
migrations – or at least it did so until the last
DFOTVT  JO   JOEJDBUFE B TUSPOH USFOE
for long-range migrations, those who go
directly from village to metropolis without
passing through the intermediate stage.
One of the challenges of the coming years
– a period that will see the urban population
rise by one million people a year – consists
precisely in strengthening this stage in order
to find again that which, in demographic
BOEEFWFMPQNFOUUFSNT JTBNBKPSBTTFUGPS
7J̏U̓/BN

Medium-sized cities are rare in Asia, where
countries are usually dominated by one,
or sometimes two, megapoles. From this
point of view, it is therefore not insignificant
that metropolises can rely on satellite areas
that are not “suburbs” but veritable cities,
with their own identity, which participate
fully in the growth of the metropolis but
are also capable of developing independent
and complementary activities. And these
satellites have in turn at their disposal
suburbs that can play the same role.
5ISPVHI B LOPDLPO FòFDU GSPN DJUZ UP DJUZ 
all regions, including the countryside, might
thus benefit from the impulsion given by
UIFTF IVHF NFUSPQPMJTFT #VU UIJT SFWFSTBM
of movement means that the nodes in the
network must be well linked, if only to allow
SBQJE FDPOPNJD FYDIBOHFT BOE TMPX EPXO
EFöOJUJWFNJHSBUJPO)PXFWFS UIJTJTOPUUIF
DBTFUIFSPBEOFUXPSLTBSFTUJMMNFEJPDSFBOE 
HFOFSBMMZ USBOTQPSUDPOEJUJPOTJOBEFRVBUF
I should like to conclude with a few words
regarding the urban landscape, by taking
UIF FYQSFTTJPO MJUFSBMMZ *OEFFE  EFöOJUJPOT
of the city are multiple, we can manipulate
population thresholds, investigate its
origins, specify its forms, and perfect
increasingly complicated categories of
typology, nevertheless, in the end it is the
landscape that we see in front of us, at any
precise moment, which distinguishes the
city from the countryside. Furthermore,
it distinguishes them so well that we see
pieces of countryside hidden in the city and
fragments of the city in the countryside. Who
has never been surprised at the very rural
environment of such an urban district or the
VSCBOBTQFDUPGBWJMMBHFDFOUSF -BOETDBQF 
B OPUJPO UIBU IBT CFFO XFMM FYBNJOFE CZ
geographers, from whom historians would
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do well to inspire themselves, is a key to
understanding that opens many doors.
It scares us a little because it seems fibrous
and is difficult to take a measure of, to
RVBOUJGZ  JU JT OPU B NBUIFNBUJDBM TDJFODF 
but much rather perception, intuition,
immediacy, a mode of knowledge that has
much in common with the literary recording
of perceptible reality.
It would be almost necessary, to articulate
landscape, adopt the terms of these everyday
NZUIPMPHJFT PG XIJDI 3PMBOE #BSUIFT IBE
UIF TFDSFU UIF VSCBO JT TBJE UP CF ESZ  IBSE 
USBOTQBSFOU MJNJUFEBOEDMFBSUIFSVSBMIVNJE 
NPWJOH  PQBRVF  PQFO BOE TPNCSF )FSF
brick, glass and cement, there, brick, earth
BOE WFHFUBUJPO )BWF ZPV FWFS ESFBNFE PG
measuring, in a city, the proportion of earth
that you can pick up and hold in your hands,
and, in a village, the proportion of earth
UIBUDBOOPUCFSFNPWFE 8BTUIF)Ë/̘JPG

UIF  QFSJPE ZFU B DJUZ XJUI JUT EJSU
tracks, its brush, thatched cottages and pigs
JO BQBSUNFOUT  "OE JT JU TUJMM UIF DPVOUSZ 
this remote village in the province of Phú
:ÐOXJUIJUTTFXBHFOFUXPSL DFNFOUBMMFZT 
paved roadsides, grassy yards, and where
recently I spoke with hairdressers, karaoke
managers, photograph developers working
with computers, sellers of state-of-the-art
IJö FRVJQNFOU  EPDUPST  QFPQMF XIP USBWFM
everyday to the provincial capital, who are
JOGPSNFEBCPVUUIFMBUFTUDVSSFOUBòBJSTBOE
no longer perform agricultural tasks, shake
your hand and not your wrist, and who live
in brick houses whose balconies overflow
XJUI QMBTUJD øPXFST  "QQFBSBODFT BSF OPU
necessarily misleading. In this case, they
show how sometimes town and country are
inversed or indeed are contained within each
other.
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Annex
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Surface Area, Population and Density of Urban
Centres in 1936

Delta
Urban Centres Hectares Inhabitants
Hà Nội City
1,236 145,442
Hải-Phòng City 1,753
73,315
Nam-Định
445
25,347
Bắc-Ninh (Đáp
552
16,865
Cầu, Thị Cầu)
Hải Dương
198
9,649
Kiến An
605
7,599
Sơn Tây
178
5,865
Hà Đông
202
5,716
Thái Bình
Phủ Lý
Hưng Yên
Vĩnh Yên
Việt Trì
Ninh Bình
Phúc Yên
Gia Lâm
Hương Hoá
Kî Sở
Đồ Sơn
Đồng-Mô
Ninh Giang
Phương Lâm
Phả Lai (7 Pagodas)
TOTAL

94
158
87
313
99
164
62
142
78

Density
118
42
57
31
49
13
33
28

5,372
4,926
3,967
3,699
3,024
2,821
2,349
2,251
1,762
327

57
31
46
12
30
17
38
16
23

320,296

46

High and Middle Regions
Urban
Hect- InhabiDensity
Centres
ares
tants
Cao Bằng
182
8,929
49
Tuyên Quang 112
7,849
70
Lạng Sơn
766
6,458
8
Phú Thọ
221
5,325
24
Móng Cái
Lào Cái
Yên Bái
Phủ Lãng
Thương
Hoà Bình
Thái Nguyên
Hà Giang
Lai Châu
Quảng Yên
Bắc Cạn
Chapa
Thất Khê
Chợ Bờ

119
138
68
227

5,184
4,357
3,994
3,508

43
32
58
15

31
80
63
170
81
43

3,443
3,432
1,970
1,721
1,597
1,418
859

112
43
31
10
20
33

60,044

25

103
19

526
71
40
15
13
7,030

2,424

Sources: For the surface area: ANV, Cadastre et de la Topographie du Tonkin, dossier 46. For population: Gourou, 1940.
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åË-˼U"OEUIF.BQ
$SFBUFEUIF$JUZy
Pascal Bourdeaux – ²DPMFGSBOÎBJTFE&YUSÐNF0SJFOU,
Hồ Chí Minh City

This presentation was born from a dual
celebration, firstly that of the Franco7J̏U̓ /BN :FBS UIBU XBT TUSBEEMFE CFUXFFO
UIF TFDPOE TFNFTUFS PG  JO 7J̏U /BN
BOE UIF öSTU TFNFTUFS PG  JO 'SBODF *U
XBT JO UIJT̓ DPOUFYU UIBU UIF DVMUVSBM XFFL
JO åË -˼U thth %FDFNCFS   XBT
organised and its launch consisted notably
PG UIF JOBVHVSBUJPO  PO th %FDFNCFS  
BU UIF )ÛB #ÖOI (BMMFSZ JO åË -˼U  PG BO
FYIJCJUJPO FOUJUMFE iåË -˼U "OE UIF .BQ
$SFBUFEUIF$JUZywo5IFTFDPOEDFMFCSBUJPO
XBT UIBU PG UIF th anniversary of the
FYQMPSBUPSZ NJTTJPO PG %PDUPS:FSTJO PO UIF
-BOH #JBO QMBUFBV  XIJDI TQFDJöFE GPS UIF
colonial authorities of this period the natural
conditions of this site upon which would be
CVJMUUIFGVUVSFDJUZPGåË-˼U

*O PSEFS UP UIVT IPOPVS UIF  ZFBST PG
VSCBO̓ IJTUPSZ JO åË -˼U  PG XIJDI DFSUBJO
aspects still remain little-known, Olivier
5FTTJFS  SFQSFTFOUBUJWF PG UIF ²'&0 JO 7J̏U
/BN  BOE NZTFMG  XIP CPUI DPODFJWFE UIF
QSPKFDU EFDJEFEUPVTFIJTUPSJDBMDBSUPHSBQIZ
as an angle of approach. This approach rapidly
appeared to be both relevant and original for
throwing light upon a whole slice of regional
history and especially the current debates
concerning the challenges and methods of
preserving urban heritage. The documentary
research launched in four countries, with
the help of several colleagues, received
the support of numerous institutional
and private collaborators from whom we
gathered first-hand documentation and
whom we should like to thank here.
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Box

1

Institutional Collaborators in the Urban History of Đà Lạt

Institutional Collaborators in France
Archives nationales de l’Outre-mer
Institut Pasteur
Cité de l’architecture
Missions étrangères de Paris
Couvent des Oiseaux
Service historique de la Défense
Institut géographique national
Photothèque de l’École française d’Extrême-Orient
Other Institutional Collaborators
Congrès International de l’Architecture Moderne
(Zurich, Switzerland)
Rikkyo University (Tokyo, Japan)

The whole of this large volume of selected,
ordered and analysed documentation,
allowed us to identify and visualise all the
TVDDFTTJWF UPXOQMBOOJOH QSPKFDUT PO UIF
-BOH#JBOQMBUFBVBOEJOåË-˼UUISPVHIPVU
UIFth century and even up to now. Indeed,
a forward-looking Franco-Vietnamese study,
commissioned by the provincial authorities,
TVCNJUUFE JUT QSPKFDU BU UIF FOE PG 
GPS UIFi3FWJTJOH PG UIF åË -˼U NBTUFS QMBO
GPS̓   XJUI BO PVUMPPL GPS w XIJDI
was endorsed by the highest levels of
the State and validated in the middle of
"MM̓UIJT UP̓TBZ UIBUUIJTTUVEZPGVSCBO
IJTUPSZ IBT DPNF BU KVTU UIF SJHIU UJNF UP
both present in a new light the site that
is welcoming this Summer School for the
second consecutive year and to provide a
basis, through this specific case study, for the
process of reflection that we are collectively
initiating here on the theme of “sustainable
urban development”.

Institutional Collaborators in Việt Nam
State Archives Việt Nam (Centres n°1 in Hà Nội,
n°2 in Hồ Chí Minh City, n°4 in Đà Lạt)
Lâm Dông Museum
Construction Service of the City of Đà Lạt

Private Collaborators
Architecture Consultancy Interscène
Private Fund of the architect Veysseyre
New Association of the Friends of Old Huế
Eric Jennings (University of Toronto, author of
a work about the history of Đà Lạt)
Tam Thai, photographer

This presentation summarises the salient
GFBUVSFT PG UIF FYIJCJUJPO DBUBMPHVF UIBU
we published last December and to which
we refer you for more detailed information.
We should like to emphasise the multidisciplinary, methodological and crosscutting
dimension of our study in order to see how
a dialogue can be created between the
disciplines of history, cartography and urbanplanning as well as historical and forwardlooking approaches.

1.2.1. Introduction
The organisation of an urban space, its
division into singular, prioritised and
functional units (residential, commercial,
administrative, religious, etc.) reflects the
diversity of the relationship between power,
sociability and status that have fashioned the
city from its very beginnings. In other words,
CZ QSPKFDUJOH UIFTF TQBUJBM SFQSFTFOUBUJPOT
onto paper, cartography reveals the types
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of economic, political and social structures
that that were implemented, or intended
to be implemented, at a given period in
UJNF )PXFWFS  EFTQJUF DMBJNT PG DPOUSPMMFE
development made by the colonial
authorities and later by the Vietnamese, it
NVTUCFOPUFE̓UIBUåË-˼UUPEBZJTFWFSZUIJOH
but the result of a programmed and linear
development.
This recurring phenomenon of urban
history becomes obvious when one puts
into perspective the various development
QMBOT QSPQPTFE CFUXFFO  BOE 
*O̓SFUSPTQFDU UIFZBSFFWJEFODFPGUIFNBKPS
clash between perfectly ordered urban
planning and its more disordered and chaotic
implementation. This shows that human
beings do not allow themselves to be trapped
in predefined categories, activities or spaces
UIBUUIFZKVEHFUPCFUPPEJTUBOUGSPNUIFJS
everyday reality and from their individual
and/or collective aspirations.
åË -˼U QSFTFOUT UIF DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT PG BMM
hill stations. They are recent creations and
none is the development of a primitive
nucleus. They have not undergone the slow
development of cities nor the obligations
JOIFSFOUPGBOPMETUSVDUVSF/PUIJOHDPNQFMT
them to orient their building towards one
UZQF PG BSDIJUFDUVSBM FYQSFTTJPO  BOE B
complete freedom of composition must
be taken (Indochine hebdomadaire illustré,
  'VSUIFSNPSF  POF QSJODJQMF VOEFSMJFT
its urban development, the principle of
zoning that consists in subdividing urban
space according to the nature of use. The
planning thus sought to rationalise the
development of space by conciliating two
JOUSJOTJDDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGUIFDPMPOJBMTZTUFN

the cohabitation of civilians and military
personnel, and the segregation of European
and indigenous populations.
The city, which was a place where troops
were stationed and a place of rest according
UP UIF öSTU QSPKFDUJPOT  UIFO PTDJMMBUFE
between several destinies (sanatorium,
hill station, political centre). Then the
CFHJOOJOHPGUIFTNBSLFEJUTUSBOTJUJPO
towards a Vietnamese urbanisation as a
MPHJDBM DPOTFRVFODF PG UIF USBOTGFS PG
public services and a Vietnamesation of its
SFTJEFOUJBM [POFT 6OUJM   BMUIPVHI UIF
city still developed its tourist, educational and
SFMJHJPVTGVODUJPOT JU̓XBTBCPWFBMMRVFTUJPOT
of security and public utility that motivated
the initiatives taken in the city. The city also
affirmed its vocation for science and higher
education. After a decade in sleep mode,
the implementation of the renovation policy
(đổi mới o   MBVODIFE B OFX VSCBO
EZOBNJD/FXRVFTUJPOTXFSFOPXBTLFEBT
to what orientation the city should be given.
*O   B NBTUFS QMBO XBT BQQSPWFE BU UIF
highest state levels in order to redefine the
geography of the city and the region with
PCKFDUJWFT GPS UIF th century. The latest
recent revisions allow us to visualise these
future orientations.
If, for a certain time, the map undoubtedly
created the city by cultivating the image
PG B iMJUUMF USPQJDBM 'SBODFw -F #SVTR   
UIF̓ DPOUFYUVBMJTBUJPO PG UIF IJTUPSJDBM
cartography and its combination with a
prospective cartography might shed light
on the choices that are emerging today and
XIJDIXJMMMFBEUPUIFFWPMVUJPOPGåË-˼UJO
the near and more distant future.
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Photo 1

Lang Bian Plateau in 1925

Source: New Association of Friends of Old Huê.

1.2.2. The “Discovery” and the
Exploratory Missions (1881 -1905)
Aware of their ignorance about most of the
territory that had become a French colony
JO   UIF NJMJUBSZ BOE DJWJM BVUIPSJUJFT
in Cochin China launched a series of
FYQMPSBUPSZNJTTJPOTJOUIF$FOUSBM)JHIMBOET
BU UIF CFHJOOJOH PG UIF T 5IF öSTU PG
UIFTF  XIJDI XBT MFE CZ %PDUPS 1BVM /ÏJT
and lieutenant Albert Septans, reached
UIF -BOH̓ #JBO QMBUFBV JO  BGUFS IBWJOH
GPMMPXFE UIF̓ å̕OH /BJ 3JWFS UP JUT TPVSDF
XIFSF JO̓ )VNBOOFTUBCMJTIFEUIFöSTU
detailed map of the “Langa and Upper Donaï
Valleys”.

$POTFRVFOUMZ  :FSTJO XBT OPU UIF öSTU
&VSPQFBOUPTFUGPPUPOUIF-BOH#JBOQMBUFBV 
but his mission from February to October
  XIJDI BJNFE UP BTTFTT UIF SFHJPOT
SFTPVSDFTBOETUVEZBSPBEQSPKFDU TJHOBMMFE
UIFCJSUIPGUIFGVUVSFåË-˼U)JTiEJTDPWFSZw
PGUIF-BOH#JBOQMBUFBVPOUIFstPG+VOF
is to be relativised because there is proof of a
human presence there long before this date
-BU 4SF ./ÙOH$IJM#JI 
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Map

2

Darlac Region

Source: Archives, Institut Pasteur, 38341.

*O %PVNFS XIPXBOUFEUPFTUBCMJTIB
hill station for sanitary reasons, sounded out
:FSTJOGPSXIPNUIF-BOH#JBOQMBUFBVGVMöMMFE
BMM UIF DSJUFSJB isuitable altitude, sufficient
surface area, temperate climate, availability of
water, and accessible”. Furthermore, Doumer
installed a meteorological station and a
TUBUJPOGPSBHSJDVMUVSBMFYQFSJNFOUBUJPOOFBS
UIFTNBMMNJMJUBSZQPTUPG%BOH,JB
#FUXFFO  BOE   TFWFSBM UPQP
graphical, medical and meteorological
NJTTJPOT XFSF MFE UP BTTFTT UIF TJUFT
accessibility and healthiness. The conclusions
XFSF UIBU åË̓ -˼U XPVME SFRVJSF FOPSNPVT
IVNBO BOE öOBODJBM̓ FòPSUT  XIJDI HBWF
certain people reason to be critical of

UIF QSPKFDU " OFX TUVEZ NJTTJPO MFE CZ
%FCBZ  :FSTJOT SJWBM  XBT UIFO MBVODIFE JO
DFOUSBM "OOBN   UP #Ë̓ /Ë #VU JU DPVME
OPU QSFWFOU UIF QSPKFDU UIBU XBT BMSFBEZ
underway.
The first Development Work on Access Roads
to Đà Lạt
*O   CBMMBTUJOH XPSL PO UIF 1IBO 3BOH
o̓åË-˼USPBECFHBOBOEUIFSPBEXBTQBWFE
BOE ESJWBCMF PWFS  LN UIFO DPOUJOVFE
BT B NVMF QBUI 0OMZ #BMBDI #SJEHF BOE UIF
mule path needed to be strengthened and
widened. The route for a railway was also
studied from Thap Cham to the detriment of
/IB5SBOH#VUUIFöOBODJBMBOEIVNBODPTU
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of the enterprise was enormous. The human
cost is estimated at several thousand, a figure
)̕$IÓ.JOIVTFEUPDJUFUIFDPOTUSVDUJPOPG
SPBETUPåË-˼UBTBOFYBNQMFUPJMMVTUSBUFUIF
terrible colonial abuses.

1.2.3. The Premises of a Future City
*O  åË -˼U IBE POMZ B IBOEGVM PG
administrative buildings that were mostly still
under construction, a few military barracks as
well as a large wooden building that served
as a hotel.
#VUGSPNJUTWFSZPSJHJO UIFåË-˼UTBOBUPSJVN
was conceived to fulfil a dual military and
civil vocation, which determined the dual
organisation of the space.
The Champoudry Plan (1906)
Paul Champoudry, the first Résident-Maire
PG åË -˼U BQQPJOUFE JO   JOJUJBUFE UIF
öSTUVSCBOSFGFSFODFQMBOBQQSPWFEJO 
which defined a segregation between the
military (the part north of the plateau up to
.POU -BOH #JBO  BOE DJWJM TPVUIFSO QBSU PG
the plateau) areas then a second between
the European and indigenous residential
RVBSUFST 5IJT QMBO BMTP EFöOFE UIF [POJOH
principle in order to group together
central public institutions and services that
GVODUJPOFEGPSQBSUPGUIFZFBS
 *O UIF DFOUSF BOE UP UIF XFTU UIF
BENJOJTUSBUJWF RVBSUFS  B NJYFE IPTQJUBM
BOEDPNNFSDJBM[POF
 *OUIFFBTUUIFSBJMXBZTUBUJPOBOEBDPMMFHF
FYUFOEFEGSPNUIFSFTJEFOUJBM[POF
*O SFBMJUZ  åË -˼U TUBHOBUFE  CFDBVTF PG B
lack of financing, until the beginning of
UIF T "U UIJT QFSJPE UIF DJUZ POMZ IBE

a dozen wooden chalets and a few brick
buildings that constituted its administrative
centre.
The Turning Point of the Great War
5IF DPOKVODUJPO PG UXP GBDUPST CSPVHIU åË
-˼UCBDLUPMJGF
- The outbreak of World War I hampered
the periodic return of settlers to mainland
France, thus forcing them to remain in
*OEPDIJOB
- After multiple delays, certain infrastructure
QSPKFDUTXFSFDPNQMFUFE UIFXJEFOJOHPG
UIF 1IBO5IJ̋U o %KJSJOH o åË -˼U SPBE JO
 UIF DPNQMFUJPO PG UIF 5IÈQ $IËN
o̓9PN(POSBJMXBZMJOFJO 
5IF DSFBUJPO PG UIF DPNNVOF PG åË -˼U
BOE UIF QSPWJODF PG -BOH #JBO XFSF NBEF
PóDJBMCZUIFEFDSFFPGthPG+BOVBSZ
5IF 3PZBM̓ %FDSFF PG th "QSJM  SBUJöFE
UIJT EFDJTJPO 5IF VSCBO DFOUSF PG åË -˼U
thus became a French territory within the
protectorate of Annam.
The Emergence of the City
In response to the increase in the number
of the European tourists who had been
visiting, Ernest Roume ordered the building
PG̓ WJMMBT BOE B HSBOE IPUFM  UIF -BOH #JBO
1BMBDF UPEBZ LOPXO BT UIF åË -˼U 1BMBDF 
CVJMU̓ CFUXFFO  BOE   8IFO
he returned to Indochina, Albert Sarraut
organised conscription for public work
dedicated to the construction of a sanatorium
and its access roads.
It was also at this period that the artificial
lake was created in the centre of the city.
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Photo 2

View of Đà Lạt Lake (1919)

Source: New Association of Friends of Old Huê.

The O’Neill Plan (1919): A Rebalancing of
Territory in Favour of the Civilian Population
*O   +FBO 0/FJMM  QSPQPTFE B OFX UPXO
QMBODPODFJWFEBDDPSEJOHUPUISFFHVJEFMJOFT
- The land hold of the military camp was
largely reduced and relocated to the northXFTUBOETPVUIFBTUPGUIFVSCBOQFSJNFUFS
- Secondly, the territory that constituted
public land (state property), which was
thus freed up, was allotted in “for sale” and
iSFTFSWFEwQMPUT
- Downstream from the dam of the artificial
lake that was under construction, a space
was allotted for the implantation of an
“Annamese” village.
Although the initial dual purpose of the
city was maintained, land occupation
was rebalanced in favour of the civilian
population. The private or public demand for

temporary or definite concessions of state
land illustrated this evolution of the use of
space.
4VCTFRVFOU UP UIF 3PZBM %FDSFF PG
th̓ 0DUPCFS   XIJDI NBEF UIF -BOH
#JBO QMBUFBV BO BVUPOPNPVT EJTUSJDU XJUIJO
the eponymous province, the decree of
st October made the creation of the
DPNNVOF PG åË -˼U PóDJBM BOE TQFDJöFE
the nature of its administrative organisation.
The Hébrard Plan (1923) or the Idea of Đà Lạt
as a Capital City
)ÏCSBSET QMBO GPDVTFE PO UIF DSFBUJPO
of a political and administrative centre
of paramount importance, which would
also serve the functions of leisure and
DPOWBMFTDFODF)FFOEFEVQQSPQPTJOHUISFF
iDJUJFTwJOPOF
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 "USVF"OOBNFTFRVBSUFSUIBUIFQMBOOFE
UPFYUFOEUPUIFOPSUIPGUIFWJMMBHFUIBUIBE
CFFO QSFEFöOFECZ0/FJMM)FTVHHFTUFE
UIFDSFBUJPOPGBTFDPOE"OOBNFTFRVBSUFS
near the government centre if the first
TIPVMECFDSFBUFE
- A European residential city composed of
UISFFCJHBMMPUNFOUT
- An administrative centre that would
eventually be the summer capital of the
Indochinese Union.
Pursuing this logic, he planned the building
PG B IVHF iHPWFSONFOU DFOUSFw  IB  UP
the east of the city, which was supposed
to become the Indochinese administrative
capital.
5IJT QMBO PWFSMPPLFE UIF FTTFOUJBM RVFTUJPO
of the development of tourist infrastructures
BOE MBOETDBQJOH 5IJT QSPKFDU  XIJDI XBT
BQQSPWFEJO QSPWFEUPCFUPPBNCJUJPVT
Ultimately, only one of the three residential
developments and the path around the lake
were built.
"DDFTTSPBETJNQSPWFEBOEJOJUCFDBNF
QPTTJCMFUPESJWFGSPN4BJHPOUPåË-˼UJOPOF
EBZ *O   UIF 1IBO 3BOH o åË -˼U SPBE
became drivable from end to end.
The construction of a rack railway took longer
UIBO QMBOOFE JU XBT  CFGPSF UIF OFX
station was open for service.
The Craze for Đà Lạt and its Consequences
åË -˼U XBT BMTP B IPMJEBZ BOE MFJTVSF
destination. Everything was done to
BUUSBDU UPVSJTUT CZ PòFSJOH UIFN B QMFBTBOU
and functional urban framework that
corresponded to aesthetic criteria and
architectural coherence. One of its attractions
XBTCJHHBNFIVOUJOHåË-˼UPòFSFETFWFSBM

itineraries, especially on the plateau, for
XBMLJOH FYDVSTJPOT BSPVOE UIF DJUZ PS CZ
automobile.
*O PSEFS UP XFMDPNF B SJDI DMJFOUFMF  MVYVSZ
IPUFMT PQFOFE CFUXFFO  BOE 
UIF -BOH #JBO 1BMBDF  UIF %FTBOUJ )PUFM 
the Hotel du Parc, then a few years later the
)PUFM̓"OOBNBOEUIF)PUFM$IJD4IBOHIBJ
*O UIFDJUZXBTIPNFUP&VSPQFBOT
BOEBMNPTU 7JFUOBNFTF OPUJODMVEJOH
B TFBTPOBM QPQVMBUJPO PG    NBOZ PG
whom were from Saigon. This growth in
population confirmed the city as a tourist
destination and military constructions were
removed from the city centre.

1.2.5. The Contrasting Ambitions
of a Capital-City (1932-1940)
The Pineau Plans
5IF T XFSF B EFDBEF GVMM PG BNCJUJPO
GPS UIF DJUZ " OFX BOE FYUSFNFMZ QSFDJTF
master plan, drafted by the town planner
1JOFBV  QSPQFMMFE åË -˼U UPXBSET SFBM
urban development integrated into the
environment. A series of diagnostic plans and
QSPKFDUQMBOTTFUPVUUIFEFTJSFEPSJFOUBUJPOT
in a thematic manner. Pineau insisted on
enlarging the lake and the gardens, on
architectural diversity in order to create a
“hotel-city”, and on preserving sites and
natural spaces.
Access to and mastery of water were at the
IFBSU PG UIF DJUZT FYQBOTJPO QSPDFTT  BT
much for reasons of sanitation, wellness,
BOE CJPBHSPOPNJD FYQFSJNFOUBUJPO BT GPS
anticipated answers to future water and
FOFSHZ OFFET 5IF MBLFT UVSOFE åË -˼U JOUP
B HBSEFO DJUZ #VU JO .BZ   B UZQIPPO
DBVTFE øPPEJOH SFTVMUJOH JO  EFBUIT  BMM
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Vietnamese. The disaster encouraged city
EFWFMPQFST UP BEPQU NPSF FòFDUJWF SJTL
management and prevention policies. The
EBN CVSTU BMTP BDDFMFSBUFE UIF QSPKFDU GPS
the enlargement of the lake (dredging,
development of the lakeside, creation of the
nautical club “la Grenouillère”).
New Urban Functionalities and Landscaping
Extensions
*O   SFPSHBOJTFE åË -˼U XBT EJWJEFE
JOUP BO VSCBO BOE TVCVSCBO [POF 
marked the resurrection of ambitions to
CVJME BO BENJOJTUSBUJWF DJUZ åË -˼U CFDBNF
home to numerous public services and
representations of colonial power. Emperor
#˽P å˼J XFOU UIFSF SFHVMBSMZ /FX QVCMJD
TFSWJDFT EFWFMPQFE UIF CJH QVCMJD IPTQJUBM
XBTCVJMUJO UIFSBJMXBZTUBUJPOBOEUIF
market garden area were redeveloped, the
Grand Lycée was renamed Lycée Alexander
Yersin JO   BOE BO BOOFY UP UIF 1BTUFVS
*OTUJUVUFXBTJOBVHVSBUFEJO
"MUIPVHI åË -˼U IBE IBE BO "OOBNJUF
RVBSUFSGPSBMPOHUJNF UIJTEFDBEFXBTUIBU
of the first phase of its densification and
sustainable development. In addition to the
Vietnamese residential, commercial, and
market garden zones, a second indigenous
city was developed to the West, near the
railway station.
åË -˼U SFNBJOFE BCPWF BMM B DJUZ PG SFTU
and leisure. Tourism, social events, and
gastronomy were complemented by sports,
fitness, and the beginnings of a local cultural
life. On the one hand, “French” food products
that were severely lacking elsewhere could
be found there. On the other hand, sporting
infrastructures made it the main centre for
sports in the colony (tennis lessons, cycle
USBDLT IPSTFSJEJOHFRVJQNFOU OBVUJDBMDMVC 

eighteen hole golf course and a football
pitch). The green landscape that surrounded
åË -˼U XBT ZFU BOPUIFS QPJOU PG BUUSBDUJPO
One of the development orientations
consisted in conceiving a “landscape-city” on
UIF-BOH#JBOQMBUFBV JOPUIFSXPSETBDJUZ
in the forest. This involved the constitution
PGBDMFBSBODFBOHMFUIBUQSFTFSWFEUIFDJUZT
FYDFQUJPOBM QBOPSBNB PG UIF NPVOUBJOT
Inside the city, the enlargement of parks and
public places preserved his natural heritage.

1.2.6. Balance Sheets and Overruns
of Colonial Planning
5IF FBSMZ T XBT B QFSJPE PG OFX VSCBO
innovation. The colonial authorities launched
OFX QSPKFDUT UP FNCFMMJTI BOE FYQBOE
the city. The latter formed part of a more
general strategy for the rationalising of urban
planning throughout French Indochina.
*O %FDFNCFS   B DFOUSBM TFSWJDF PG
urban planning and architecture as well as
a high commission for the embellishment,
EFWFMPQNFOU BOE FYUFOTJPO PG DJUJFT XFSF
created for this purpose and began their
SFTQFDUJWFNJTTJPOTJO
5IF -BHJTRVFU QMBO PG  XBT UIF MBTU
attempt to structure future plans. Some
QFPQMFTBXåË-˼UBTBiTNBMMQBSUPG'SBODF
in the tropics” whose landscape and other
BFTUIFUJDBTTFUTOFFEFEUPCFQSFTFSWFE#VU
UIFQSPKFDUBMTPIBEUPBEESFTTEFNPHSBQIJD
challenges. The more regulated central
planning paid particular attention to
BHSJDVMUVSF BOE UIF BSNZ %FDPVY JOTJTUFE
particularly on educational and sporting
infrastructures for youth and implemented a
new social housing policy in the suburbs.
åË -˼U CFDBNF B QFSNBOFOU DBQJUBM VOEFS
%FDPVY 8IFO UIF åË -˼U $POGFSFODF XBT
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PSHBOJTFE JO   JU CFDBNF BO JMMVTPSZ
*OEPDIJOFTF GFEFSBM DBQJUBM 5IFO JO  
#˽P̓å˼JNBEFJUBQPJOUUPTFUUMFUIFSFXIFO
IFSFUVSOFEUPSFJHOPWFS7JFU/BN)FNBEF
it his non-official capital to rule the State of
7JFU /BN BOE UIF )JHIMBOE UFSSJUPSJFT UIBU
were under his direct authority.
*O /PWFNCFS   5S˿O åÖOI 2VÐ CFDBNF
the first Vietnamese mayor of the city.
The city became home to new military
infrastructures (School for the children of
Eurasian troops, École Interarmes founded
JO   BOE JOUFSQSPWJODJBM BOE OBUJPOBM
PSHBOJTBUJPOT 5IF̓ T NBSLFE UIF
USBOTJUJPOPGåË-˼UGSPNB DPMPOJBMDJUZUP B
Vietnamese municipality to which power was
gradually transferred.
Urban Embellishment and Landscape
Preservation
'SPN   JO   UIF QPQVMBUJPO USJQMFE
JO     UP SFBDI   JO 
#FUXFFO  BOE   B EP[FO PS TP
villages were created, often depending on
UIFNJHSBOUTQSPWJODFTPGPSJHJO
A certain architectural eclecticism can be
seen in the many religious buildings whose
DPOTUSVDUJPO CFHBO JO UIF T BOE
DPOUJOVFEJOUPUIFT"TXFMMBTUIFNBOZ
Catholic religious buildings, the city was
also home to small temples, an impressive
NBVTPMFVN EFWPUFE UP /HVZ̎O )̣V )ËP
BOEQBHPEBT*OUPUBMUIFSFXFSFQBHPEBT 
 DIBQFMT BOE DIVSDIFT BOE  $BUIPMJD
orders.
"TBDPOTFRVFODFPGUIFMBDLPGDPOTUSVDUJPO
QSPKFDUT UIFMBOETDBQFQFSTQFDUJWFT UIFnon
aedificandi zones) and vantage points could
be preserved. The gardens and horticultural
zones strengthened the harmony between

the architecture and the natural sites in the
city.
5IJT QFSJPE DFSUBJOMZ SFQSFTFOUT åË -˼UT
golden age of architecture and landscape.
5IF DJUZ PòFSFE B XJEF QBMFUUF PG TUZMFT *O
  UIFSF XFSF  WJMMBT BOE BT NBOZ
gardens. Public buildings were built in a
modernist style. Those built during this period
were above all functional. This architectural
heritage became an emblem of the city,
encapsulating a certain aesthetic maturity.

1.2.7 The Provincialising of Đà Lạt
(1955-1993)
The Modernity of Đà Lạt in the Middle
of the 1960s
%VSJOH UIF T  UIF 'SFODI DPMPOJBM DJUZ
was transformed under the influence of
a nationalisation of public services and a
Vietnamisation of its residential zones and
city services. Its development was naturally
SFTUSBJOFE CZ UIF DPOUFYU PG XBS "MUIPVHI
infrastructures were strengthened to make
åË-˼UBNVMUJQVSQPTFDJUZ UIFFòPSUTNBEF
UP MBVODI OFX UPXO QMBOOJOH QSPKFDUT MFE
UP OPUIJOH SFBMMZ FYDFQUJPOBM 5IF 
-BHJTRVFU 1MBO XBT FWFO SFVTFE VOEFS UIF
/HÙ åÖOI %J̏N HPWFSONFOU 8IBU XF
saw was more a “provincialising” of the city.
*O̓   BENJOJTUSBUJWF CPVOEBSZ DIBOHFT
MFE̓UPUIFDSFBUJPOPGUIFQSPWJODFPG5VZÐO
å̠DXJUIåË-˼UBTJUTBENJOJTUSBUJWFDBQJUBM
5IF T TBX UIF JNQMFNFOUBUJPO PG
QSFWJPVTMZ EFDJEFE NPEFSOJTBUJPO FòPSUT
in the city, but there was no real attempt to
add to them.
5IFQPQVMBUJPOPGåË-˼UIBESFBDIFE 
Agricultural activity intensified, the city centre
became more and more populated and new
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villas were built. In order to meet the demands
of commerce, a new and more spacious
and multi-level market was inaugurated in

*O BEEJUJPO UP BMM UIFTF TDIPPMT  åË -˼U BMTP
IBE  JO UIF T  B QPOUJöDBM DPMMFHF UIBU
became a faculty of theology, a French cultural
DFOUSF BOE B NVOJDJQBM MJCSBSZ 5IF DJUZT
scientific vocation was finally asserting itself
BHSPOPNJD BOE IPSUJDVMUVSBM FYQFSJNFOUBM

Photo 3

DFOUSF  UIF %B /IJN IZESPFMFDUSJD QMBOU
<>  UIF DFOUSF PG BUPNJD SFTFBSDI 
Institut Pasteur, Geography Institute, and local
Office of Statistics). A university, which had
been imagined at a much earlier date, opened
JO  JO B TQBDF UIBU IBE CFFO SFTFSWFE
for it to the north of the lake. Despite the
WBHBSJFT PG XBS  åË -˼U SFNBJOFE B NBKPS
UPVSJTU EFTUJOBUJPO JO 7J̏U /BN %VSJOH UIJT
period there was a re-appropriation of the
site and the emergence of a real local tourism.

General View of Đà Lạt (1966)

Source: Origin unknown, Interscène-Southern Institute of Urban Planning.
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Towards New Orientations (1980)
Reunification and the years that followed
XFSF̓ NBSLFE CZ B IJBUVT JO UIF DJUZT
EFWFMPQNFOU BOE BMM FYQBOTJPO QSPKFDUT
"GUFS̓   UIF FOUJSF VSCBO BSFB XBT
readapted as well as its French heritage,
which was put to new use or progressively
OFHMFDUFE åË -˼U XBT TVCKFDU UP UIF
development of the new surrounding
economic zones and placed under the direct
control of the Central State. The population
TUBCJMJTFE BU NPSF UIBO   JOIBCJUBOUT
"HSJDVMUVSF BOE UIF FYQMPJUBUJPO PG OBUVSBM
resources increased even more. The lakes
and dams were maintained. Despite this,
there was an impression of slow degradation.
The political reform for economic renewal
initiated a new dynamic and, at the same
time, put increased pressure on old buildings,
MBOE BOE UIF FOWJSPONFOU /FX RVFTUJPOT
arose about in which direction the city was
HPJOH 5IF  DFMFCSBUJPOT NBSLJOH UIF
centenary of the “discovery” of the Lang
#JBO QMBUFBV BOE UIF TJUF PG åË -˼U XFSF BO
opportunity to launch general reflection on
UIF DJUZT GVUVSF *O   B NBTUFS QMBO XBT
approved at the highest level of the State
JO PSEFS UP QSPQFM UIF DJUZ BOE UIF SFHJPOT
EFWFMPQNFOUUPXBSETUIFst century.

1.2.8. Projections for a Greater
Đà Lạt in the 21st Century
Đà Lạt at the Dawn of the 21st Century
" QSPKFDU BJNFE BU EFWFMPQJOH NVOJDJQBM
BOEQSPWJODJBMUPVSJTUJDBDUJWJUJFTJOXBT
EFöOFEJO"SFTPMVUJPOTQFDJöFE
UIF PCKFDUJWFT JO UFSNT PG JOGSBTUSVDUVSF 
services and environmental protection.
+VTU CFGPSF UIF ZFBS   åË -˼U PCUBJOFE
the classification of second rank city and it

XBT öOBMMZ PO .BZ th  UIBU UIF 1SJNF
Minister approved the orientation plan
PG åË̓ -˼U ̓ LN  BOE PG UIF -ÉN å̕OH
province for the following two decades.
Interurban and Interprovincial Diagnostics
The new orientations for spatial planning
GPSFTFFOJOUIFi(SFBUFSåË-˼UwTUVEZ XIJDI
focuses on the sustainable development,
IBWFUXPPCKFDUJWFT
 åË -˼U NVTU CFDPNF B öSTU DBUFHPSZ DJUZ
through a doubling of its population
QSPKFDUFEGPS  JOIBCJUBOUT 
 "T B SFTPSU DJUZ XJUI B VOJRVF DMJNBUF JO
7J̏U /BN  åË -˼U IBT öYFE GPS JUTFMG UIF
dual challenge of succeeding its touristic
EFWFMPQNFOU  FTUJNBUFE BU  NJMMJPO
visitors per year, while preserving its
remarkable characteristics of landscape and
JUT FYDFQUJPOBM IPSUJDVMUVSBM  øPSJDVMUVSBM
and agricultural activities.
The establishment of a diagnostic of the
entire territory allowing the re-evaluation of
the assets and weaknesses of the site must
enable the orientation of the necessary
choices for the development of Greater
åË̓ -˼U XJUIJO B OFX QFSJNFUFS UIBU OPX
DPWFST B UFSSJUPSZ PG   LN *U RVFTUJPOT
the role, the image, and the dynamic of
åË̓-˼UJO̓UIJTOFXUFSSJUPSZ XIJDIJODMVEFT JO
addition to the city, the municipalities of Đức
5S̒OH  åˌO̓ %ˍˌOH  -˼D %ˍˌOH BOE QBSU PG
UIBUPG-ÉN)Ë
5P BDIJFWF UIJT  UIF QSPWJODF PG -ÉN å̕OH
IBT QVU GPSXBSE DFSUBJO LFZ BYFT SFMBUJOH
to the potentials of this territory, such as
UPVSJTUJD EFWFMPQNFOU  QPMFT PG FYDFMMFODF
in the domain of education and research,
agricultural production and the development
of new technologies.
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Situation Map

Province of Lam Dong: 9,773 km2
Field Study: 3,355 km2
Commune of Da Lat: 393 km2

Source: Interscène-Southern Institute of Urban Planning.

These choices are thus based on a strategic
vision and spatial planning orientations
UIBU NVTU NFFU UIF FYQFDUBUJPOT PG UIF
sustainable development of the territory.
The potentials of this territory allow the
planning of a balanced development based
POGPVSDPNQMFNFOUBSZTUSBUFHJDQPMFT
5IF DJUZ PG åË -˼U XJMM CF SFPSHBOJTFE
within the limits of its plateau. The
prestigious resort will be characterised
by the protection and development of its
landscapes, heritage, views, wooded areas,
FUD
*UXJMMEFWFMPQUXPUPVSJTUJDDMVTUFSTBSPVOE
UIF%BOH,JBBOE5VZÐO-ÉNMBLFT
" OFX DJUZ UP UIF TPVUI -JÐO /HIǡB  XJMM
IPTU UIF NBKPSJUZ PG UIF OFX FDPOPNJD
BSFBTBOESFTJEFOUJBM[POFT

5XP FDPDJUJFT XJMM CF DFOUSFE BSPVOE UIF
SVSBMWJMMBHFTPG/BN#BOBOE2VBOH-BQUP
the east and west of the new city.

1.2.9. Conclusion
The Map Created the City. Will the City Recreate
the Map?
If the “map created the city”, will it play a
EFUFSNJOJOHSPMFJOUIFOFBSGVUVSF 3FBEJOH
UIFEFWFMPQNFOUQMBOT XFTFFUIBUEJòFSFOU
QSPKFDUT IBWF  UP EJòFSFOU EFHSFFT  IBE UIF
BNCJUJPO PG USBOTGPSNJOH åË -˼U JOUP B IJMM
station, sanatorium, burgeoning city, hotel
city, resort city, garden city, summer capital,
capital city, touristic city, city of agronomic
BOEIPSUJDVMUVSBMFYQFSJNFOUBUJPO VOJWFSTJUZ
and scientific city, and first category city.
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åË-˼UBOE-BOH#JBOBSFJOTFQBSBCMFBOE JO
the end, form one single entity. Successive
phases of urban development have, from
the beginning, sought to preserve the
surrounding nature.
These criteria are still at work to envision
a future city that will be conscious of
sustainable development, integrated into
and respectful of the environment, which,
NPSFUIBOBOZXIFSFFMTF NVTUNBLFåË-˼U
a first category city while at the same time
preserving its soul as an original “landscape
city”.
The history of this city naturally shows some
QBSUJDVMBSJUJFT  CVU åË -˼U  MJLF NBOZ PUIFS
cities around the world, must rise to a series
of demographic, economic, environmental
and heritage-related challenges that illustrate
its current urban transition.
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.BLJOHUIF$JUZ"$SPTT
Reading of the Methods
and Tools of Town Planning
JO'SBODFBOE7J̏U/BN
$BQJUBMJTJOHPOUIF&YQFSJFODFT
of Decentralised Cooperation
Fanny Quertamp – Urban Development
Management Support Centre (PADDI),
Emmanuel Cerise – Institut des Métiers de la Ville (IMV)

The Institut des Métiers de la Ville (IMV) and
UIF )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ 6SCBO %FWFMPQNFOU
Management Support Centre (PADDI)
XFSF DSFBUFE JO  BOE  SFTQFDUJWFMZ
within the framework of the decentralised
DPPQFSBUJPOBHSFFNFOUCFUXFFOUIF3IÙOF
Alpes Region and the Popular Committee of
)̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ5IFZ QSPQPTF XPSLTIPQT
GPS UIF UFDIOJDBM TFSWJDFT PG )Ë /̘J BOE
)̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ  XIJDI BSF GBDJMJUBUFE CZ
FYQFSUT GSPN UIF ·MFEF'SBODF BOE 3IÙOF
Alpes Regions and also support or organise
technical assistance missions (feasibility
TUVEJFT FYQFSUJTF FUD 
5IFCPPLi.BLJOHUIF$JUZ"$SPTT3FBEJOH
of the Methods and Tools of Town Planning
JO 'SBODF BOE7J̏U /BN $BQJUBMJTJOH PO UIF

&YQFSJFODFT PG %FDFOUSBMJTFE $PPQFSBUJPOw
XBT CPSO PG B EFTJSF UP TIBSF FYQFSJFODFT
of administrative organisation, methods
and tools of planning and even the socioeconomic mechanisms of the large urban
areas of which the IMV and PADDI facilitate
the partnership.

1.3.1. The Challenges of Urban
Planning in Việt Nam: How Can
Planning Be Made More Efficient?
With an estimated urbanisation rate of
̓ JO   7J̏U /BN JT POF PG UIF
least urbanised countries in the world.
8IJMF 7JFUOBNFTF DJUJFT SFQSFTFOU 
of the national production of wealth, the
Vietnamese government has opted for,
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TJODFUIFNJEEMFPGUIFT BOFDPOPNJD
development strategy based on accelerated
urbanisation.
The Urban Explosion and Planning Challenges
in Hồ Chí Minh City
In order to achieve its ambition of becoming
POFPG4PVUIFBTU"TJBTQSJODJQBMNFUSPQPMJTFT 
)̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ NVTU SJTF UP OVNFSPVT
DIBMMFOHFT *OEFFE  UIF VSCBO FYQMPTJPO 
which is being fed by migration towards
the cities, has led to an increase in informal
RVBSUFSTBOENPEFSODPOTUSVDUJPOTUIBUIBWF
to meet the needs of a very active property
NBSLFU5IF DPOUFYU PG TUSPOH EFNPHSBQIJD
growth has led to urban sprawl and land
and property speculation in the central
RVBSUFST̓ BOE PO UIF QFSJQIFSZ PG UIF DJUZ
'VSUIFSNPSF  )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ  XIJDI JT
FYQPTFEUPUIFSJTLPGNBKPSøPPEJOH JTPOF
of the most vulnerable cities in the world.
Even though protection work including
the construction of dykes and a drainage
system is underway, this vulnerability calls for
serious urban preservation measures for the
MBOE FYQPTFE UP øPPEJOH BOE UIF CBOLT PG
waterways.
5IVT  UIF NBKPS DIBMMFOHF  BT GBS BT
infrastructure and urban services are
concerned, consists in building new housing
and eliminating substandard dwellings,
desaturating road networks and developing
public transport, connecting the population
to water supplies, constructing systems for
the treatment of waste water and organising
waste processing.
Transition Towards a More Strategic Planning
*O7J̏U/BN VSCBOQMBOOJOHNFUIPETSFNBJO
deeply marked by a normative approach
CBTFE PO EFNPHSBQIJD QSPKFDUJPOT UIBU

struggle to integrate the socio-economic
and spatial dynamics linked to the increase
in foreign direct investment (FDI) and the
private investment that appeared with
FDPOPNJD PQFOJOH )PXFWFS  TJODF UIF
NJEEMF PG UIF T  UIF QSPKFDUT GPS OFX
cities, the framework of mass transport
QSPKFDUT BOE UIF NPSF SFDFOU JOUFHSBUJPO PG
climate change into urban development
strategy are contributing to the modification
of this normative approach to planning.
Over the last ten years, the evolution in the
way of conceiving and drafting planning
documents has resulted in the production
of master plans that propose a more
TUSBUFHJD WJTJPO PG UFSSJUPSJFT 5IF NBKPS
challenge consists in developing efficient,
øFYJCMF BOE TUSBUFHJD QMBOOJOH UIBU JOWPMWFT
the coordination of sectorial policies and
interprovincial coordination.
Planning Implementation and the
Fragmentation of Competences and
Responsibilities
One of the main constraints concerns
the difficulty in implementing planning
documents. The ratio method imposes
stringent planning that forces detailed
QMBOT UP̓ öY  BU B EJTUSJDU MFWFM  MBOE VTF
rights, the land on which infrastructures
XJMM CF CVJMU  QPQVMBUJPO PCKFDUJWFT BOE
the level of cover in urban services and
facilities. Sociological and economic reality
and economic cycles mean that these
plans are difficult to implement in the field.
'VSUIFSNPSF  UIF EJWFSTJöDBUJPO PG QMBZFST
local communities (provinces, districts),
urban planning players (developers, public
BOE GPSFJHO FOUFSQSJTFT  KPJOU WFOUVSFT 
etc.), institutions (ministries) make urban
management cumbersome and slow to
SFBDUUPMPDBMOFFET$POTFRVFOUMZ SFHVMBUPSZ
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urban planning, because it has difficulty
keeping pace with the rapid evolution
of the property market, is in fact rarely
implemented.
5IF PCKFDUJWFT PG UIF NBTUFS QMBO NVTU
be clear and easy to read for all the public
players and private partners. The long process
of metropolitan dialogue, from drafting in
consultation to implementation (shared
QSPKFDU  BEKVTUNFOUT  JT BT JNQPSUBOU BT UIF
NBTUFS QMBO EPDVNFOU JUTFMG *UT PCKFDUJWFT
NVTU CF TVCKFDU UP B DPNNVOJDBUJPO
campaign aimed at those who are going to
implement it.
The Transport-Town Planning Link in Hà Nội
4JODF   )Ë /̘J  XIJDI GPS B MPOHUJNF
was contained within its central districts, has
FYQFSJFODFEMBSHFVSCBOHSPXUI6SCBOBOE
JOEVTUSJBM QSPKFDUT IBWF NVMUJQMJFE  XIJDI
IBT DPOUSJCVUFE UP FYUFOTJWF VSCBO TQSBXM
BU UIF FYQFOTF PG JUT EFOTFMZ QPQVMBUFE
SVSBM PVUTLJSUT 5IF NFSHFS JO  PG UIF
QSPWJODFT PG )Ë /̘J BOE )Ë 5ÉZ UIVT IBE
UIF PCKFDUJWF PG CFUUFS DPOUSPMMJOH VSCBO
development and serving the metropolitan
ambitions of the capital. The new master
QMBO XIJDIXBTESBXOVQTVCTFRVFOUUPUIF
merger of the two provinces and approved
JO   GPSFTFFT BNPOH PUIFS UIJOHT UIF
development of five satellite cities situated
JO B SBEJVT PG  LN TVSSPVOEJOH )Ë /̘J
The urban planning of the capital will involve
its regional integration, its public transport
network and the development of its open
spaces. In this spreading agglomeration,
whose development commitment is thus
of a polycentric structure, it is important to
implement dense and clearly limited town
planning that is supported by an efficient
public transport network. The development

of the latter constitutes a priority for the
linking of the new urban areas with each other
and the centre of the agglomeration. The
new urban plans will follow the principles of
“Transit Oriented Development”, by favouring
development around stations.

1.3.2. Urban Land: A Development
Tool that is Part of a Complex
System
5IF DJUJFT PG )Ë /̘J BOE )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ
are among the most densely populated
DJUJFT JO UIF XPSME XJUI  JOIBCIB JO
UIF 0ME 2VBSUFS PG )Ë /̘J BOE  JOIBC
IB JO UIF̓ $I̝ -̙O EJTUSJDU PG )̕ $IÓ .JOI
$JUZ 4JODF̓ UIF NJET  UIF DJUZ PG
)Ë̓ /̘J  XIJDI̓ IBE CFFO̓ DPOUBJOFE XJUIJO
JUT BENJOJTUSBUJWF MJNJUT  IBT FYQFSJFODFE
FYUFOTJWF VSCBO TQSBXM "T̓ GPS )̕ $IÓ .JOI
City, this agglomeration is characterised by
FYUFOTJWF VSCBO TQSBXM  XIJDI TUSFUDIFT
GSPN UIF OFJHICPVSJOH QSPWJODFT PG å̕OH
/BJBOE-POH"O BOECZBEFWFMPQNFOUPO
JUT NBSTIMBOET UP UIF TPVUI $POTFRVFOUMZ 
the two Vietnamese metropolises are faced
with both a shortage of land and urban
sprawl that necessitate more optimal land
planning and management.
Land Shortage and Urban Sprawl
Land is now considered by the state and
local authorities as a development tool
to be used for the industrialisation and
urbanisation of the country. Since Đổi Mới,
increasing demand and the opening up
of the country to foreign investment have
contributed to the increase in construction
BOE UIF QSJDF PG MBOE  QBSUJDVMBSMZ JO )Ë /̘J
where there is less supply. Land has thus
become one of the most sought after and
profitable investments and has generated
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multiple speculative strategies. Even though
land remains the collective property of the
state, leases of land use rights represent
a substantial source of income for local
DPNNVOJUJFT -BOE DPOUSPM  UIF UBY SFWFOVF
that accompanies it and the financing of
FRVJQNFOUDPOTUJUVUFJOUIJTEPNBJOUIFCJH
challenges to which the public authorities
NVTU SJTF 4FWFSBM RVFTUJPOT BSJTF )PX DBO
MBOESFTFSWFTCFDPOTUJUVUFEGPSCJHQSPKFDUT 
)PXDBOMBOESJHIUTCFHVBSBOUFFE )PXDBO
land be efficiently used for the financing of
JOGSBTUSVDUVSFTBOEVSCBOEFWFMPQNFOU
Land Use and Construction, Two Different Types
of Planning
5IF TZTUFN PG MBOE VTF SFNBJOT DPNQMFY
because of compartmentalised planning
(land plan/constructions plan), a dual price
system and complicated procedures for land
recuperation. Land and urban planning are
kept separate both in practice and in time.
The land plan elaborated by the Department
PG /BUVSBM 3FTPVSDFT BOE UIF &OWJSPONFOU
%P/3&  FTUBCMJTIFT MBOE VTF GPS UFO ZFBST
and must be compatible with the master
plan of constructions established by other
organisms. It is then broken down into
EFUBJMFE QMBOT CZ UIF EJTUSJDUT )PXFWFS  UIF
mobilisation of land resources by the public
QPXFSTGPSUIFDPOTUSVDUJPOPGFRVJQNFOUPS
JOGSBTUSVDUVSFT GPMMPXT DPNQMFY QSPDFEVSFT
that prolong operations and increase their
cost.
The Coexistence of an Official Price Grid
and a Market One
The Vietnamese system is marked by the
DPFYJTUFODF PG BO PóDJBM QSJDF HSJE BOE B
NBSLFU POF -BOE QSPDFEVSFT BDRVJTJUJPO 
compensation, etc.) between the state

and the population are based upon the
official price grid established with the aim
of regulating prices. The latter are defined
by the services at the Ministry of Finance at
a national level and by the Departments of
Finance (DoF) at a provincial level, however,
they tend to progressively fall in line with
NBSLFU QSJDFT 5IJT DPFYJTUFODF  JO TQJUF PG
UIF BEKVTUNFOU PG UIF UXP HSJET  DSFBUFT
vagueness and feeds speculation.
Improvement in Land Security and Respect
of Plans
Improvement in land security and the
SFTQFDUPGQMBOTBSFQSFSFRVJTJUFT&WFOUVBMMZ 
a better identification of plot usages,
the strengthening of rights attached to
transaction acts and the creation of a register
that regroups all legal acts for all property
and all owners will result in security of land
tenure.
Furthermore, the multiplication of players
NBLFT MBOE NBOBHFNFOU NPSF DPNQMFY
"MUIPVHI UIF .P/3& FTUBCMJTIFT UIF
MBOE QMBO BU B OBUJPOBM MFWFM  UIF %P/3& JT
responsible for mortgages, the land registry
plan, official transactions, the attribution
and lease of plots, the establishing of the
land plan and the issuing of certificates
for land usage rights. The Department of
Construction (DoC) is responsible for issuing
CVJMEJOH QFSNJUT GPS̓ MBSHF QSPKFDUT BOE UIF
districts for private ones as well as for land
recuperation procedures and the rehousing
of citizens. Alongside these institutional
players, the liberalisation of land transactions
has led to the emergence of new private or
TFNJQVCMJD QMBZFST SFBM FTUBUF BHFOUT  SFBM
estate subsidiaries of banks, consultancy
firms for land evaluation and semi-public
enterprises.
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The Emergence of New Players and New Tools
*O PSEFS UP EFWFMPQ B MBOE BDRVJTJUJPO
policy, cities have created competent
TUSVDUVSFT -BOE %FWFMPQNFOU $FOUSFT
(LDCs), which are public establishments
with an industrial and commercial character
or public enterprises. Their mission is to
recuperate land and constitute land reserves
for public authorities or private investors.
5IF PCKFDUJWF JT UP PòFS B iTJOHMF XJOEPXw
for land obtainment and authorisation
to invest procedures, which, in the past,
DPODFSOFE UIF VSCBO TFSWJDFT %P/3& 
DoC and the Departments of Planning
BOE *OWFTUNFOU %1*  $POTFRVFOUMZ  QPPS
public control of land use is weakening
the implementation of the urban policies
defined in the master plans and land
recuperation seems to be the only lever
available to local communities to carry out
MBOE̓ QSPKFDUT )PXFWFS  UIFTF DPNNVOJUJFT
seem to see this more as a source of
revenue than a tool at the service of the
urban development of the agglomeration.
5IJT JT XIZ UIF %P/3& JO )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ
is currently reflecting on the desirability
of implementing tools similar to French
pre-emptive rights by adapting them to
UIF 7JFUOBNFTF DPOUFYU "U̓ UIF TBNF UJNF 
it is working on the creation of an urban
observatory that will make it easier to
elaborate land policies and land use plans.

1.3.3. Urban Public Transport:
Fighting Congestion and
Developing an Attractive and
Diversified Network of Public
Transport
5IF KPJOU FòFDUT PG B MBSHF EFNPHSBQIJD
increase, of an increase in purchasing power
and the more rapid motorisation of urban

households is leading to an increasingly
problematic congestion phenomenon
CPUI JO )Ë /̘J BOE )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ 5IF
trend is to replace the bicycle, the preferred
NFBOT PG USBOTQPSU JO UIF T BOE FBSMZ
T  CZ̓ TDPPUFST BOE NPUPSCJLFT  PG
NPWFNFOUTJO)Ë/̘JBOE)̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZ 
"MUIPVHIUIFDBSJTTUJMMMJNJUFEUPPGVSCBO
NPWFNFOU  JU JT FYQFSJFODJOH B CJH JODSFBTF
in modal share in relation to other modes of
transport.
Renovation of Public Transport in Hà Nội and its
Rapid Growth in Hồ Chí Minh City
*OUIFNJEEMFPGUIFT UIFQVCMJDUSBOTQPSU
DPNQBOZ JO )Ë /̘J  5SBOTFSDP  XBT DSFBUFE
from five former state-owned companies.
The service responsible for the management
of bus networks, the “Transport Management
and Operation Centre” (Tramoc), was created
JO  "SPVOE   OFX MJOFT XFSF
awarded to other public or private operators
in order to introduce competition in the
attribution of operating contracts. During
UIJTQFSJPE )Ë/̘JQVCMJDUSBOTQPSUCFDBNF
modernised, notably thanks to cooperation
QSPKFDUTXJUIUIF·MFEF'SBODF3FHJPO XIJDI
JODMVEFE UIF DSFBUJPO PG FYDIBOHF IVCT  B
NBJOUFOBODF EFQPU  UIF FYUFOTJPO PG UIF
OFUXPSL  CVT SPVUFT JO   BT XFMM BT
UIF USBJOJOH PG FYQFSUT JO QVCMJD USBOTQPSU
$POTFRVFOUMZ UIFOVNCFSPGVTFSTSPTFGSPN
NJMMJPOJOUPNJMMJPOJO5IF
·MFEF'SBODF3FHJPO via the IMV and Tramoc,
JOUSPEVDFEUIFöSTUFYDMVTJWFCVTMBOFJO
BOEJTFYBNJOJOHUIFQPTTJCJMJUZPGSFQMJDBUJOH
UIJTQJMPUQSPKFDUPOBMBSHFSTDBMF
*O)̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZ TJODFUIFJODSFBTFJOPòFS
(number of lines, regularity, accessibility),
there has been an increase in bus use, rising
GSPN  NJMMJPO JO  UP  NJMMJPO
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JO̓  5IJT QSPHSFTTJPO DBO CF FYQMBJOFE
CZ̓UIFFYUFOTJPOPGUIFOFUXPSLUPUIFXIPMF
PG UIF DJUZT UFSSJUPSZ  MJOFT JO   BT
XFMMBTBCFUUFSRVBMJUZTFSWJDFMPOHFSTFSWJDF
IPVST  IJHIFS GSFRVFODZ  BòPSEBCMF QSJDJOH
policy and even air-conditioning. In spite
of this manifest progress, the multitude of
small operators makes management difficult
PXJOH UP WFIJDMF RVBMJUZ BOE TUBò USBJOJOH
Furthermore, the lack of land reserves is acting
as an additional obstacle to the building or
NPEFSOJTJOHPGFYDIBOHFIVCTBOEFYDMVTJWF
CVT MBOFT $POTFRVFOUMZ  JNQSPWJOH UIF
RVBMJUZPGUIFTFSWJDFBOEBDDFTTJCJMJUZSFNBJOT
a challenge.
Ambitious Public Transport Policies
5IF NBTUFS QMBO PG USBOTQPSU JO )Ë /̘J
GPSFDBTUTUIBUPGNPWFNFOUTXJMMCFCZ
QVCMJDUSBOTQPSUJO&JHIUVOEFSHSPVOE
lines, of which four are currently financed, are
JODMVEFEJOUIFUSBOTQPSUQSPKFDUBOENBTUFS
plan. International Official Development
Assistance is financing four lines. A study for
a public/private partnership financing on
MJOF O¡ JT VOEFSXBZ "NPOH UIF QMBOOFE
network, four lines have no financing. The
8PSME #BOL JT TVQQPSUJOH B #35 #VT 3BQJE
5SBOTJU  MJOF QSPKFDU *O )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ 
UIF PCKFDUJWF öYFE CZ UIF USBOTQPSU NBTUFS
QMBO UIBU XBT NPEJöFE JO  JT UP SFBDI
UIF UBSHFU PG CFUXFFO  BOE  PG
NPWFNFOUTCZQVCMJDUSBOTQPSUJO*UJT
QSPQPTJOH UIF DSFBUJPO PG TJY VOEFSHSPVOE
lines, of which three are currently financed
CZEPOPST5IF̓8PSME#BOLIBTTFUVQB#35
MJOF QSPKFDU PO UIF 7P 7BO ,JFU #PVMFWBSE
5XP TNBMMFS NPOPSBJM QSPKFDUT BSF CFJOH
developed at the same time by two private
Malaysian groups.

The Challenge of Sustainable Mobility
*O TQJUF PG CJH JOWFTUNFOU QSPKFDUT GPS UIF
EFWFMPQNFOUPGUIF)Ë/̘JBOE)̕$IÓ.JOI
City undergrounds, the bus still remains
UPEBZ̓ UIF POMZ NPEF PG QVCMJD USBOTQPSU
XJUI̓ B MJUUMF MFTT UIBO  PG NPWFNFOUT JO
)̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ BOE NPSF UIBO  JO
)Ë̓ /̘J &WFO UIPVHI UIFSF BSF NBOZ UBYJT
BOE̓NPUPSCJLFUBYJTPXJOHUPUIFXFBLOFTTFT
PG UIF FYJTUJOH TZTUFN  UIF JNQMFNFOUBUJPO
of an efficient and interconnected public
transport system remains necessary, much
awaited by the population and a priority for
the local authorities. The number of serious,
and even fatal, road accidents is also an
argument in favour of the strengthening
of public transport. Movements are closely
linked to the challenges of urban sprawl and
UIF FYJTUFODF PG SBQJE NPEFT PG USBOTQPSU 
either public or individual, ensures the success
PGSFBMFTUBUFPQFSBUJPOTBOEQSPKFDUTPOUIF
urban periphery where the future of the
big Vietnamese cities lies. There is still not
enough space devoted to road networks,
particularly in the historical centres, but also
JO BMM VSCBO TFDUPST  JO )Ë /̘J BOE̓ )̕ $IÓ
Minh City where the road network represents
POMZPGUIFBHHMPNFSBUJPOTTVSGBDFBSFB
This lack of space for movements gives rise
to conflicts between modes of transport in
which the pedestrian is the loser.
The Missions of the Regulatory Authorities
(Autorité Organisatrice des Transports - AOT)
Transport management is an essentially
QSPWJODJBM DPNQFUFODF UIF %FQBSUNFOUT
of Transport (DoT) are also in charge
of the financing of infrastructures and
the regulation of public transports. The
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regulatory authorities plan the network (lines,
timetables), which are then validated by
the DoTs and the Popular Committees, and
establish contracts with the operators who
sell transport documents (tickets, books of
tickets, subscriptions) then return the revenue
to the AOTs.
Financing: A Largely Subsidised System
As the bus networks run at a loss, they
necessitate a large balancing subsidy from
UIF DJUJFT PG )Ë /̘J BOE )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ
5IJT̓ SFQSFTFOUT BQQSPYJNBUFMZ  PG
PQFSBUJOH  DPTUT 'VSUIFSNPSF  JO )̕ $IÓ
Minh City, the city places infrastructures
(hangers, terminals) at the disposal of
PQFSBUPST BOE PòFST UIFN JOUFSFTU SBUF
subsidies for the renewal of the rolling stock
they own. Ticket pricing is decided by the
Popular Committee, at the suggestion of
AOTs. The amount of remuneration given
to the operators for each kilometre covered
JT EFöOFE CZ 5SBNPD JO )Ë /̘J PS CZ UIF
departments of Transport, of Finance and
PG *OWFTUNFOU JO )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ  BOE
then validated by the Popular Committee.
This operating system is currently posing
problems owing to the increasing number of
passengers and the decision of the Popular
Committees of the two cities, for political
reasons, to increase neither the amount of
TVCTJEJFTOPSUIFQSJDFPGBUJDLFU*O)̕$IÓ
Minh City, this system, which is based on
subsidies and short-term operating contracts
(from one to four years), discourages
investment and is not very attractive for
companies.

1.3.4. Housing: Providing Housing
to Low-Income Households and
Rehousing Inhabitants Affected by
Land Recuperation
#FUXFFO  BOE   UIF QPQVMBUJPOT
PG )Ë /̘J BOE )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ SPTF CZ BO
BWFSBHF PG   XIJDI SFTVMUFE JO FYUFOTJWF
VSCBO TQSBXM )PVTJOH IBT UIVT CFDPNF B
TVCKFDU PG NBKPS DPODFSO GPS JOIBCJUBOUT 
JOWFTUPST BOE UIF BVUIPSJUJFT /FX VSCBO
areas have seen the development of
BQBSUNFOU CMPDLT OFYU UP̓ JOEJWJEVBM IPVTFT
5IFRVBMJUZPGIPVTJOHIBTHMPCBMMZJNQSPWFE
thanks to policies reducing slum dwellings,
notably along the canals.
National Housing Strategy and Housing
Conditions in Hà Nội and Hồ Chí Minh City
Today
In spite of a dynamic private housing
CVJMEJOH NBSLFU  UIF IPVTJOH PòFS SFNBJOT
JOGFSJPS UP SFBM OFFET JO )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ
BOE)Ë/̘J QBSUJDVMBSMZGPSUIFXPSLJOHBOE
middle classes. The new real estate is mainly
dominated by housing for accession to
ownership, even though public authorities
BSF DVSSFOUMZ̓ TFFLJOH UP EFWFMPQ BòPSEBCMF
rented housing. Assisted housing operations
BSF TUJMM DMPTFMZ MJOLFE UP MBOE FYQSPQSJBUJPOT
TVCTFRVFOU UP UIF DPOTUSVDUJPO PG
JOGSBTUSVDUVSFTPSSFBMFTUBUFQSPKFDUT*OTQJUF
of the improvement in compensation and
rehousing procedures, these operations
remain the source of conflicts between
the inhabitants, investors and public
authorities.
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*O7J̏U/BN BWFSBHFMJWJOHTQBDFQFSQFSTPO
SPTF BDDPSEJOHUPTUBUJTUJDT GSPNN¤JOIBC
JOUPN¤JO:FU JO 
PGUIFQPQVMBUJPOXBTMJWJOHJOMFTTUIBON
per person, a figure that can be as low as
N¤JO)Ë/̘JT0ME2VBSUFS"SPVOEPG
housing is considered by the government to
be beneath acceptable standards of comfort
or only capable of being included in the
temporary housing category. This housing
precariousness is linked to do-it-yourself
building, but also to fragile land tenure
TZTUFNT JMMFHBMNJHSBOUTJO)̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZ 
absence of land and/or house ownership
certificates) or, furthermore, a lack of basic
urban infrastructures (sanitation, etc.).
The Search for Available Land and Financing
Mechanisms
The development of social housing must
SFTQFDU UIF PSJFOUBUJPOT öYFE JO UIF UPXO
QMBOOJOH EPDVNFOUT :FU  DVSSFOUMZ  öOEJOH
land for the construction of public housing
and mobilising the necessary financing
GPS JUT̓ BDRVJTJUJPO DPOTUJUVUF UXP NBKPS
difficulties for the public authorities. A series
of schemes nevertheless allows private
JOWFTUPST UP DPOUSJCVUF $POTFRVFOUMZ 
DPNNFSDJBMCVJMEJOHQSPKFDUTBOEOFXVSCBO
RVBSUFST NVTU DFEF  PG MBOE GPS TPDJBM
housing and make it viable. The city may
also reserve a plot of land for a real estate
developer who, in return, commits himself to
CVJMEJOHBTPDJBMIPVTJOHQSPKFDUPOBOPUIFS
site. Likewise, an investor who buys a plot
of land may benefit from favourable fiscal
conditions if he develops housing that is sold
at prices decided by the public authorities.
Investors who carry out developments on
large plots of land may also be obliged to
build social housing on their plot. Finally,

CVJMEJOH SJHIUT  TVDI BT FYUSB øPPST  NBZ
only be granted on condition that a part of
these apartments be reserved for the public
BVUIPSJUJFT #FDBVTF PG UIFTF QSPDFEVSFT 
public housing and rehousing sites are
often located on the periphery, are not well
FRVJQQFE BOE BSF CBEMZ TFSWFE CZ QVCMJD
transport. Part of these buildings, which
contain both dwellings that are sold at market
price and others that are managed by public
DPNQBOJFT  FYQFSJFODF TIBSFEPXOFSTIJQ
QSPCMFNT CFDBVTF PG UIF NJYFE TUBUVTFT PG
the occupiers.
Renovation of Housing and Slum Quarters
Over the last few years, urban renovation
IBT CFDPNF B NBKPS DIBMMFOHF CFDBVTF PG
the obsolescence of housing built in the
T BOE T *NQSPWFNFOU QSPKFDUT
for slum dwellings are also funded by
JOUFSOBUJPOBM EPOPST 5IF 8PSME #BOLT
i7JÐU̓ /BN 6SCBO 6QHSBEJOHw QSPHSBNNF 
XIJDI XBT MBVODIFE JO   GPSFTFFT  GPS
FYBNQMF  UIF JNQMBOUBUJPO JO TMVN BSFBT PG
pubic facilities (schools, clinics), basic urban
infrastructures (water, sanitation, etc.), the
granting of loans to improve housing, and
even aid for households in obtaining land
planning certificates.
Land Recuperations: Compensating and
Rehousing
As the number of large-scale real estate
QSPKFDUT JODSFBTFT  UIF DIBMMFOHFT PG
rehousing and compensating households,
TVCTFRVFOU UP UIF FYQSPQSJBUJPO PG UIFJS
MBOE ̓ BSF JODSFBTJOHMZ JNQPSUBOU *O )̕ $IÓ
.JOI $JUZ  CFUXFFO  BOE   UIFSF
XFSF̓QSPKFDUTDPODFSOJOHDPNQFOTBUJPO
BOE SFIPVTJOH   JOIBCJUBOUT IBWF
CFFO  PS BSF UP CF  SFIPVTFE CFUXFFO 
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BOE*O̓)Ë̓/̘J JUJTFTUJNBUFEUIBUUIFSF
BSF   IPVTFIPMET UP CF SFIPVTFE JO
the Old Quarter. Three solutions have been
QSPQPTFE SFIPVTJOH PO TJUF  SFIPVTJOH Pò
site or financial compensation.

rapidly sold by the beneficiaries to a richer
population, although the rehoused owner is
only legally allowed to sell his property after
living in it for ten years. An informal sub-letting
NBSLFUPGUFOFNFSHFTJOUIFTFRVBSUFST

5IF BNPVOU PG DPNQFOTBUJPO JT öYFE
according to milestone dates, notably that
of the first census of occupants carried out
EVSJOH UIF QSFMJNJOBSZ QIBTF PG UIF QSPKFDU
or the date of its official announcement.
The legislation applied for compensation
is that which corresponds to the year the
QSPKFDU XBT WBMJEBUFE )PXFWFS  BT UIF MBOE
is freed up several years after the validation,
the value of the property will have increased
in the meantime owing to inflation.
Inhabitants often demand the application of
more recent laws that include supplementary
methods of assessing compensation, which
are generally more favourable to inhabitants.
The amount of compensation for public
QSPKFDUT JT DBMDVMBUFE PO UIF CBTJT PG UIF
PóDJBMMBOEQSJDF XIJDIJTCFUXFFOBOE
PGJUTNBSLFUWBMVF5PUBMDPNQFOTBUJPO
also takes into account the prices of the real
estate, grants and rehousing assistance. There
JTUIVTBDFSUBJOøFYJCJMJUZJOUIFDBMDVMBUJPOPG
the amount of compensation.

1.3.5. Urban Heritage: Cities on
the Move, Developing Identities

Inhabitants generally wish to be rehoused
OFBS̓ UIFJS PME OFJHICPVSIPPE )PXFWFS 
the sites provided for this purpose are
TJUVBUFE PO UIF QFSJQIFSJFT PG )Ë /̘J BOE
)̓̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ "T UIFZ BSF OPU BEBQUFE
UP UIF QPQVMBUJPOT XBZ PG MJGF  NBOZ
dwellings remain vacant in these relocation
zones. The rise in rent prices and transport
DPTUT GSFRVFOUMZ MFBE UP B QIFOPOFNPO
of impoverishment and the resale of the
property. These subsidised apartments
provided by the authorities tend to be

The Richness of Hanoian Heritage
)Ë /̘J JT POF PG UIF SBSF DJUJFT JO 4PVUIFBTU
Asia that possesses a more than onethousand-year-old historical, cultural and
urban heritage. In the surroundings of
)Ë̓ /̘J UIFSF BSF NPSF UIBO öWF IVOESFE
craft villages specialising in the fabrication
PGPCKFDUTPGBSU UFYUJMFTBOECBTLFUXFBWJOH
that are typical of the Red River Delta culture.
"T GPS UIF DJUZ JUTFMG  JU CPBTUT UISFF NBKPS
IFSJUBHF TJUFT UIF 5IJSUZ4JY 4USFFUT BOE
HVJMET RVBSUFS PS UIF 0ME 2VBSUFS Phố Cổ),
the former French Colonial Quarter, and the
whole of the citadel. The urban fabric of the
Old Quarter reflects its former organisation
in specialised villages (Silk, Cotton, Sugar
Streets, etc.). It is characterised by the density
of its buildings and population, its intensive
commercial and craft activity, and its great
architectural heritage (private dwellings,
communal houses, temples, pagodas). The
early twentieth century French Quarter, a
“garden city”, which forms an orthogonal grid,
is constituted of colonial public monuments
and villas (of regional, neo-classical, Art Deco
PSNPEFSOJTUEFTJHO 5IFGPSNFSDJUBEFMPG)Ë
/̘J XIJDIXBTUIFTFBUPG7JFUOBNFTFSPZBMUZ
GSPNUIFth century, includes, among other
things, an archaeological site that has great
historical value. This site became part of
6/&4$0TXPSMEIFSJUBHFJO
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A Varied Heritage for a Modern City
in Hồ Chí Minh City
5IF VSCBO IFSJUBHF PG )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ JT
characterised by the diversity of its historical
monuments, remarkable buildings and
urban townscapes. The main buildings in
%JTUSJDU  TVDI BT UIF IFBERVBSUFST PG UIF
1PQVMBS $PNNJUUFF  UIF 0QFSB )PVTF PS
the Post Office have been restored and
highlighted by the City of Lyon and are
classed as historical monuments. This same
EJTUSJDUBMTPIBTTJUFTTVDIBTUIF#̋O5IËOI
.BSLFU BOE UIF 1PSU PG #B 4PO *O %JTUSJDU  
we can find numerous French colonial villas.
"T GPS %JTUSJDU   UIF GPSNFS $IJOFTF DJUZ PG
$I̝̓-̙O JUJTSJDIJOUFNQMFTBOEQBHPEBTBOE
QSFTFOUT TFWFSBM VSCBO DPNQMFYFT #JOI5BZ
market, Chinese tube houses) and ancient
warehouses along the canals. The southern
metropolis is nowadays focused on a “culture
PG NPEFSOJUZw DPOUFNQPSBSZ 7JFUOBNFTF
architecture and the emergence of highrise buildings and symbolic towers, such as
UIF#JUFYDP5PXFS HJWFOFXMJGFUPUIFVSCBO
MBOETDBQF BOE SBJTF RVFTUJPOT JO UIFJS PXO
way about the notion of heritage.
Land Shortage that Threatens Heritage
The shortage of land and real estate
speculation, to which we can add the
necessity of modernising the city by enlarging
JUT BYFT̓ BOE FSBEJDBUJOH TMVN EXFMMJOHT 
make the conservation of these buildings
difficult in the short term. The plots on
which the villas of the former French Quarter
PG )Ë̓ /̘J BSF CVJMU BOE %JTUSJDUT  BOE  JO
)̓̕ $IÓ̓ .JOI $JUZ iHPMEFO SFBM FTUBUFw PòFS
FYDFMMFOUPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSUIFEFWFMPQNFOU
of towers thanks to their central location,

UIFJS MBSHF QMPUT  UP  ̓ N) and their
BDDFTTJCJMJUZ *O UIF 0ME̓ 2VBSUFS PG )Ë /̘J 
the huge increase in the price of land has
led to a densification of buildings through
the adding of floors and the construction
of buildings a lot higher than traditional
houses.
Buildings and Deteriorating Living Conditions
The desire to preserve and develop
Vietnamese urban heritage is also confronted
by the degradation of buildings and the
overpopulation of villas and old tube
IPVTFT 5IJT TJUVBUJPO BMTP BòFDUT UIF WJMMBT
that belong to the public authorities and
which have been attributed to certain
families. The low rents paid do not permit
investment in the renovation of these
buildings and the precarious renting
conditions of the inhabitants do not incite
them to carry out maintenance work. The
villas are often home to several owners,
which gives rise to physical subdivisions of
the plot and building as well as management
EJóDVMUJFT EVSJOH USBOTBDUJPOT *O )Ë /̘J 
the most well conserved and maintained villas
are those attributed to foreign diplomatic
representations.
More Protective Regulation
on a Neighbourhood Scale
The historical and cultural buildings are
UIF PCKFDU PG B SFOPWBUJPO QPMJDZ JO UIF
GSBNFXPSL PG UIF st .BSDI  EFDSFF
concerning the “conservation of historical
and cultural vestiges and attractive sites”.
"T GPS UIF  MBX DPODFSOJOH DVMUVSBM
heritage, it concerns immaterial heritage and
NPOVNFOUT  TJUFT  MBOETDBQFT BOE PCKFDUT
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recognised for their beauty, their historical
WBMVF BOE UIFJS VOJRVFOFTT5IJT MBX DSFBUFT
protection tools for the surroundings of the
QSPUFDUFETJUFT5IFVSCBOQMBOOJOHMBX
provides for the inscription of historical sites
in town planning documents. Vietnamese
cities have taken up these legislative changes
and began studying protection perimeters
POBOVSCBOTDBMFJOUIFT
Heritage Renovation in Hà Nội
*O)Ë/̘J VSCBONVUBUJPOJOUIFTXBT
accompanied by a growing awareness of the
necessity of preserving its architectural and
VSCBOIFSJUBHF)PËO,J̋N-BLFXBTBEPQUFE
This notably resulted in the annulling of two
QSPKFDUTUPCVJMEUPXFSTUIBUXPVMEIBWFIBE
a significant impact on the urban landscape
PG UIJT MBLF UIBU JT FNCMFNBUJD PG )Ë /̘J
*O̓ VOEFSUIFBVUIPSJUZPGUIF)PËO,J̋N
district, a management office was created for
the Old Quarter responsible for the control of
building and respect of protection rules. The
Old Quarter was classified a national historical
TJUFJOCZUIF.JOJTUSZGPS$VMUVSF 4QPSUT
and Tourism. Furthermore, the city of Toulouse
IFMQFE)BOPJSFOPWBUFTFWFSBMUZQJDBMIPVTFT
JO UIJT RVBSUFS BOE JT XPSLJOH GPS JUT UPVSJTU
development. Finally, thanks to the technical
BTTJTUBODF PG UIF ·MFEF'SBODF 3FHJPO  UIF
sector of the citadel was recognised as a
8PSME)FSJUBHF4JUFCZ6/&4$0JOBOE
protection regulations are awaiting approval
for the French Quarter. The heritage issue is
being taken into account in the master plan,
notably as far as the preservation of the Old
Quarter and the craft village network are
concerned.

A Broader Notion of Heritage for Public Spaces
in Hồ Chí Minh City
A heritage inventory that was carried
PVU JO   CBTFE VQPO XPSL GSPN UIF
decentralised cooperation with the Urban
Community of Lyon, has allowed us to
FTUBCMJTIBMJTUPGCVJMEJOHTSFRVJSJOHBTUVEZ
with regard to their conservation, as well as
to to determine the part of responsibility of
each organism in this conservation. Since this
EBUF  )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ IBT CFFO SFøFDUJOH
VQPO B EFWFMPQNFOU QMBO "  DJSDVMBS
classified the villas in three categories of
protection level involving more or less
constraining management. Furthermore, any
EFNPMJUJPO NVTU CF BQQSPWFE CZ UIF DJUZT
Popular Committee. There is currently no
overall and precise regulation about ordinary
heritage, but the attention that is paid to
UIFTFRVFTUJPOT XIJDIJTTUJMMOPUFOPVHI JT
beginning to take shape, notably for botanical
and industrial heritage and public spaces.
5IVT UIFCVJMEJOHTJOUIFGPSNFS#B4POQPSU 
JO%JTUSJDU IBWFCFFOUIFTVCKFDUPGEFCBUF
SFHBSEJOH UIFJS DPOTFSWBUJPO  B DPOUFYU PG
ever-increasing land shortage, real estate
speculation and canal bank development
QSPKFDUT'VSUIFSNPSF UIFDBOBMSFIBCJMJUBUJPO
QSPKFDUT QMBO UIFJS ESFEHJOH  UIF DMFBOJOH
of the banks and the development of new
public pathways.
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3FWFBMJOH .FBTVSJOH
BOE&YQMBJOJOH4PDJP4QBUJBM
%JòFSFOUJBUJPOT
Jean-Michel Wachsberger – University of Lille 3, IRD DIAL

5PEBZ  OFBSMZ  PG UIF XPSMET QPQVMBUJPO
MJWFTJODJUJFT XIFSFBTJUXBTPOMZJOUIF
NJEEMFPGUIFth century. This reversal of a
TJUVBUJPO  XIJDI IBE FYJTUFE GPS UIPVTBOET
of years and where the rural population had
BMXBZTCFFOMBSHFS QSJNBSJMZBòFDUT8FTUFSO
countries but most third-world countries
are following closely in their wake. Although
7J̏U̓/BNTUJMMIBTBMPXMFWFMPGVSCBOJTBUJPO
KVTUMJLFNPTU4PVUIFBTU"TJBODPVOUSJFT JUJT
OPUFYFNQUGSPNUIJTDIBOHF%VSJOHUIFMBTU
EFDBEF JUTVSCBOJTBUJPOSBUFSPTFGSPN
JOUPJO
Although urbanisation most often goes hand
in hand with the economic development
PG B DPVOUSZ BOE UIVT IBT B QPTJUJWF FòFDU 
the rapid transformations that it imposes
in its forms of social organisation are also
sometimes sources of concern regarding
UIFJSTUBCJMJUZBOETVTUBJOBCJMJUZ#BTFEPOUIF
XJEF JOFRVBMJUJFT BOE TPDJBM EJòFSFOUJBUJPOT
apparent within the same urban territories,
research into cities has thus, since its

EFWFMPQNFOUBUUIFFOEPGUIFth century,
SFHVMBSMZ RVFTUJPOFE UIFJS DBVTFT BOE
DPOTFRVFODFT'PSNBOZPGUIFTFSFTFBSDIFST 
RVFTUJPOTSFGFSSFEoBOETUJMMEPoUPUIFNPSF
fundamental problem of the capacity of cities
to “create a society”, which is attested by the
often negative connotation of generic terms
such as “segregation” and, more recently,
“fragmentation”, which are often used to
EFTJHOBUFTPDJPTQBUJBMEJòFSFOUJBUJPOT
This presentation aims to throw light upon
this debate using a methodological approach,
by helping us to reflect upon the way in
XIJDIEJòFSFOUJOFRVBMJUJFTBOETPDJPTQBUJBM
EJòFSFOUJBUJPOT BSF IJHIMJHIUFE "OTXFSJOH
UIFTFRVFTUJPOTBCPVUXIBUDBVTFTUIFMBUUFS
BOE UIF DPOTFRVFODFT UIFZ IBWF JOEFFE
makes it necessary for us to characterise
UIFN öSTU )PXFWFS  UIF DPOTVMUBUJPO PG
OVNFSPVTTUVEJFTPOUIFTVCKFDUTIPXTUIBU
this characterisation depends all too often on
what is observed, on the level at which it is
observed, on the society in which they are
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carried out and on the period in which they
were performed. We can furthermore note a
MBSHFRVBOUJUZPGOPUJPOTVTFEUPEFTDSJCFUIF
QIFOPNFOPO 7BTDPODFMPT  *UJTöOBMMZ
the case that, because they are often linked
UP EJòFSFOU QBSBEJHNT  UIFZ BMTP EFBM XJUI
EJòFSFOUSFBMUJFT
This is what we propose to show here,
by first reviewing what attempts at the
representation and modelling of socio-spatial
EJòFSFOUJBUJPOT IBWF BMSFBEZ CFFO NBEF 
BOEUIFO JOUIFTFDPOEQBSU FYBNJOJOHUIF
measures involved.

1.4.1. Representing-Modelling
The first analyses of socio-spatial segregation
phenomena in sociology resulted in, at
UIF CFHJOOJOH PG UIF th century, the
production of ecological organisation
and urban development models. These
models describe the city as a system
that links individuals to their environment
and mechanically – even naturally –
QSPEVDFT TPDJPTQBUJBM EJòFSFOUJBUJPOT
These models were produced in the United
States by using as a point of departure
UIF PCTFSWBUJPO PG UIF̓ SBQJE FYQBOTJPO PG
American cities, among which Chicago
XBT PGUFO BO FNCMFNBUJD DBTF #FZPOE
this common ecological perspective, we
XJMM TFF  IPXFWFS  UIBU UIFTF NPEFMT EJòFS
JO UIFJS SFQSFTFOUBUJPO̓ BOE FYQMBOBUJPO PG
the mechanisms that lead to socio-spatial
EJòFSFOUJBUJPOT 8F XJMM BMTP TFF UIBU UIFTF
models were elaborated for the analysis of
industrial cities and that the development of
tertiary cities necessitates proposing a new
urban model.

Three Urban Models
The first and most famous urban model
is the concentric model developed by
&SOFTU #VSHFTT JO UIF T *U JT BMTP UIF
model that popularised the notion of sociospatial segregation, which later became the
generic term to describe the separation in
urban space of populations with specific
socio-demographic characteristics. In this
analysis, the city is organised and develops
concentrically from its business centre
UIF̓ MPPQ  PS $FOUSBM #VTJOFTT %JTUSJDU 
XIJDIJTTFFOBTUIFIFBSUPGUIFDJUZTTPDJBM
and economic life. This area, which does
not contain any living spaces, is however
the place where “hobos” (the homeless
who go from city to city) and a few artists
temporarily settle. A transition area develops
at the edge of this business centre, a place
of establishment for new businesses and
light industries, an agglomeration where
new immigrants group according to
ethnicity, and where a zone of trafficking
and prostitution forms. It is a deteriorating
TQBDF NBSLFE CZ JUT TRVBUT  JUT QMBDFT PG
debauchery, and insecurity. Outside this zone
we then find the residential zone of stabilised
workers who have fled the transition zone
while remaining near their place of work,
and further out, a residential area composed
PG MVYVSZ CVJMEJOHT PS JOEJWJEVBM IPVTFT 
occupied by the wealthier population. Finally,
on the periphery is located the pendulum
migration zone, a vast suburban space
occupied by families who do not have the
means to live in the residential zone and
of which one or two members commute
FBDI EBZ UP UIF DFOUSF UP FYFSDJTF UIFJS
professional activity. In this model, socio-
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TQBUJBMEJòFSFOUJBUJPOJTUIVTBDPOTFRVFODF
of the location of revenue generating
activities and individual choices of dwelling
place, choices that are conditioned by
their financial means, their “ethnic” group,
and the size of their household. It is the result
PG B RVBTJOBUVSBM QSPDFTT UIBU IBQQFOT BT
the city develops and each urban area then
adopts a socially specific organisation of
space. It is necessary to observe, however,
that the black neighbourhood, “with its
independent and disordered life”, does not
conform to this radio-centric organisation as
it constitutes an enclave (black belt) within
UIF XPSLFST [POF BOE UIF BSFB PG SFTJEFODF
#BDRVÏBOE-ÏWZ  
This first model of growing cities was
TVDDFFEFE  BU UIF FOE PG UIF T  CZ
)PNFS̓ )PZUT NPEFM  XIJDI EFTDSJCFE
cities as ordered, no longer in concentric
DJSDMFT  CVU̓ JO SBEJBUJOH TFDUPST #Z NBQQJOH
the housing data collected block by
CMPDL JO ̓ "NFSJDBO DJUJFT BOE PCTFSWJOH
their evolution with the passage of time,
the economist from the federal housing
administration demonstrated that the
residential structure of cities depended on
the variation in rent prices, which always
followed the same type of radial distribution.
)JHISFOU TFDUPST UIVT UFOEFE UP TQSFBE
out from commercial retail and office areas,
along the most rapid transport routes,
the unused waterfronts and those in the
direction of the areas where there was a

CFUUFSRVBMJUZPGMJGF HMPCBMMZTUSFUDIJOHGSPN
UIF DFOUSF UP UIF QFSJQIFSZ 3BDJOF   
The intermediate sectors in terms of value
developed on the edges of these zones while
the low-value sectors occupied the rest of the
urban space. In this model, which only takes
residential spaces into account, it is thus the
behaviour of the inhabitants of the highest
social status that determines the repartition
PG IPVTJOH QSJDFT BOE DPOTFRVFOUMZ UIF
spatial distribution of the sectors.
*O   UXP HFPHSBQIFST  $IBVODZ )BSSJT
and Edward Ullman, proposed a third model,
SFGFSSFE UP BT UIF .VMUJQMF/VDMFJ -BOE
Organisation Model. Their analysis shows
that, even though many cities gained
their original organisation from a single core
QPSU  TUBUJPO  GBDUPSZ  FUD  KVTU MJLF XIBU
was described in the two preceding models,
PUIFS DPSFT NBZ CF TVCTFRVFOUMZ GPSNFE
and condition in turn the organisation of
their surrounding space. For these authors,
the forming of these cores may result from
the tendency of certain activities of the
same type to group together, from the
tendency of others to push away from each
other, from spatial constraints that weigh
upon the development of certain activities
SBJMXBZ USBOTQPSU  TUPSBHF  GPS FYBNQMF 
or the environmental characteristics that
condition the choice of housing of the
richest individuals. The combination of these
organising factors thus gives the city its
multiple-nuclei aspect (Racine, op. cit.).
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Diagram
2 Structural
Three Structural
Models Cities
of American Cities
Diagram
/ Three
Models of American

Source:
http://fr.slideshare.net/ecumene/5-urban-models
Source:
http://fr.slideshare.net/ecumene/5-urban-models
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What Can Be Learned from Factorial Ecology
5IF UISFF QSFDFEJOH NPEFMT EJòFS HSFBUMZ 
as much from the socio-spatial point of
view that they show (concentric, radial, multipolar) as from the underlying mechanisms
that are supposed to lead to them. Their
EJòFSFODF TUFNT GSPN UIF GBDU UIBU UIFJS
BVUIPSTDPNFGSPNEJòFSFOUEJTDJQMJOFTBOE 
DPOTFRVFOUMZ EPOPUVTFUIFTBNFNFUIPET
and do not observe the same elements
(individuals, housing, activities, physical
DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT  5IFTF EJòFSFODFT BSF OPU
in fact incompatible and we can indeed
consider their three spatial structures as the
additive and independent components of
the global socio-economic structure of a city
$JDFSJ  
This is what led to the appearance of factorial
FDPMPHZ JO UIF NJEEMF PG UIF T #Z
proceeding with a factorial analysis̓ <> using
seven census variables (education, profession,
rent, fertility, feminine work, type of housing
and ethnic origin), two urban sociologists,
#FMM BOE̓ 4IFWLZ   öSTU FTUBCMJTIFE

that the links between these variables could
CF FYQMBJOFE CZ UISFF MBSHF JOEFQFOEFOU
EJNFOTJPOT FDPOPNJD MFWFM  GBNJMZ TUBUVT
BOE̓ FUIOJDJUZ #BTFE PO UIJT PCTFSWBUJPO 
but by then proceeding with a spatial
distribution analysis of these dimensions
in four big American cities, Anderson and
&HFMBOE   OFYU TIPXFE UIBU FDPOPNJD
levels principally varied according to a
TFDUPSBMQBUUFSOGBNJMZTUBUVTFT BOEQPTJUJPO
in the life cycle) were organised in concentric
rings while ethnicity occupied distinct spaces
in certain parts of the city. It is thus the
superposition of these three forms of spatial
organisation that ultimately marks out social
space. We can now understand what made
the preceding models incompatible and,
we will later see, what makes it difficult to
NFBTVSFTPDJBMJOFRVBMJUJFT*GTFWFSBMGBDUPST 
of which certain ones are independent of
each other, determine (without factorial
analyses telling us how) the spatial repartition
PGIPVTFIPMET UIFDBSUPHSBQIZPGJOFRVBMJUZ
NBZ CF EJòFSFOU BDDPSEJOH UP XIFUIFS XF
focus on one aspect or another.

<> Mathematical method used to identify, among a group of relationships between many variables, some fundamental
and independent dimensions.
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The Components of the Socio-Economic Structure
of a City
Business Center

Ethnic Group

Family Type

Social Space

Diagram

Level of
Income

Physical space

Source: Mansuy and Marpsat (1991).

From Chicago to Los Angeles
The preceding models were established
during the study of “industrial” cities. They
present organic cities within which the
TPDJBMMZ EJòFSFOUJBUFE QBSUT BSF OFWFSUIFMFTT
all mostly functionally linked to each other.
)PXFWFS  QPTUJOEVTUSJBM DJUJFT BQQFBS
SBEJDBMMZ̓ EJòFSFOU JO UIF FZFT PG DFSUBJO
PCTFSWFST UP UIF FYUFOU UIBU UIF UFSN
fragmentation tends to replace that of
segregation in order to characterise socioTQBUJBM JOFRVBMJUJFT 5IFSF̓ XIFSF UIF UFSN
segregation referred rather to a separation

in the interdependence of geographic
zones and their inhabitants, fragmentation
refers more, in its spatial dimension, to
a situation of the dispersion, and even
scattering, of the urban fabric marked by
the absence of continuity and physical
DPOUJHVJUZ CFUXFFO̓ UIF EJòFSFOU VSCBO
zones and their weak articulation between
each other (limitation of inter-fragment
FYDIBOHFT  BOE̓ JUT TPDJBM EJNFOTJPO  BOE
to a tendency of social, cultural, political
BOEPS JTPMBUJPOJTU̓ SFUSFBU PG UIFTF EJòFSFOU
GSBHNFOUT̓ JOUP UIFNTFMWFT
/BWF[
#PVDIBOJOF  
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For a great many authors, current urban
dynamics profoundly modify the sociospatial organisation of post-Fordist cities
of which the American prototype is no
MPOHFS$IJDBHPCVU-PT"OHFMFT 4PKB ̓ 
B QFSJVSCBO FYQBOTJPO UIBU JT NPSF
FDDFOUSJD UIBO DPODFOUSJD .BOHJO   
B TQFDJBMJTBUJPO BOE EJTKVODUJPO PG EJòFSFOU
TQBDFT %FBS ̓   TPDJBM BOE TPDJPTQBUJBM
QPMBSJTBUJPO 4BTTFO    QSJWBUJTBUJPO
of public spaces and appearance of new

QIZTJDBM̓ GSPOUJFST %BWJT ̓   5IFTF
dynamics thus lead us to relativise the
validity of graphic models. The latter are
BMXBZT DPOTUSVDUFE JO TQFDJöD DPOUFYUT BOE
in response to particular problems. They
are very useful for throwing light upon the
contemplation of socio-spatial processes
that are at work in certain cities and at certain
moments, but their scope is evidently neither
universal, nor timeless.

Diagram / From Chicago to Los Angeles
Diagram
4 From Chicago to Los Angeles

Since…

Before the 1970s
Gated communities
“rich ghettos”

Suburbanisation

Poorer territories
“poor ghettos”

Slum
areas

Old
frontiers

New frontiers
and limits

Source: Jacquier (2007).
Source: Jacquier (2007).

1.4.2. Measuring-Explaining
Geographical models highlight socio-spatial
JOFRVBMJUJFT BOE TVHHFTU UIF QSPDFTTFT
UIBU MFBE UP UIFN )PXFWFS  UIFZ EP OPU
account for their importance. It is to answer
UIJT RVFTUJPO UIBU NBOZ SFTFBSDIFST IBWF
sought to produce a measure of it. It is
these attempts that we will present in this
TFDPOE QBSU 8F XJMM TFF UIBU UIF RVFTUJPO
of the measure of these phenomena raises

the same problems as those linked to their
representation, and for the same reasons
their multi-dimensional and multi-factorial
character prevents us from producing one
single measure. We will first reflect upon the
QSFSFRVJTJUFT GPS UIF NFBTVSF 8F XJMM UIFO
present, by discussing their scope, some of
the usual indicators of segregation. We will
then look at the possibility or impossibility of
measuring fragmentation.
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Prerequisites for the Measure
#FGPSF UIF JNQMFNFOUBUJPO PG B TFHSFHBUJPO
measure, it is indispensable to ask two
RVFTUJPOT 8IJDI EJNFOTJPO PG UIF
segregation do we wish to observe and on
XIJDITDBMFEPXFXJTIUPEPTP 
As we have already seen, several
factors are likely to determine socioTQBUJBM̓ EJòFSFOUJBUJPOT 5IF EJTUSJCVUJPO
of inhabitants according to “ethnic” origin
NBZ  GPS FYBNQMF  HJWF B TQBUJBM TUSVDUVSF
EJòFSFOU UP UIF POF BDDPSEJOH UP GBNJMZ
TUBUVT "T̓ B DPOTFRVFODF  UIF NFBTVSF PG
FUIOJDTFHSFHBUJPONBZHJWFEJòFSFOUSFTVMUT
from that of socio-demographic segregation.
5IF̓ EJòFSFOU EJNFOTJPOT PG TFHSFHBUJPO
are not, however, necessarily totally
independent. It is thus sometimes possible
to construct either a synthetic indicator from
the dimensions that appear to be linked to
each other or to calculate segregation for
the dimension that seems the most strongly
linked to the others. In France, having an
JODPNFMPXFSUIBOUIFNFEJBOJODPNF
BQQFBST  GPS FYBNQMF  UP CF TUSPOHMZ MJOLFE
to other characteristics such as immigration
status, position on the labour market or
household type, which sometimes leads
urban policies to choose their intervention
territories according to this single criterion.
The choice of scale is not insignificant either.
0O UIF POF IBOE  JU JT B RVFTUJPO PG öYJOH
the spatial limits within which we wish to
QSPDFFE XJUI UIF NFBTVSF RVBSUFS  DJUZ 
agglomeration, department, region, country,
etc.), and on the other, the level of precision
at which the observation will be carried out
IPVTFT  CMPDLT  OFJHICPVSIPPET  RVBSUFST 

constituencies, districts, etc.). These choices
do not fall within the domain of technical
statistics but involve from the outset a
sociological point of view. As Préteceille
 JOEJDBUFT UIJTJOGBDUNFBOTEFDJEJOH
about “everything we suppose makes or
should make ‘society’, and for which sociospatial differentiations are likely to compromise
the cohesionw )PXFWFS  UIFTF DIPJDFT BMTP
evidently condition the results obtained.
When studying the segregation of
immigrant populations in France, Mirna Safi
 TIPXT GPSFYBNQMF UIBUJUBQQFBSTBMM
the more weaker when the global level of
PCTFSWBUJPO JT SFEVDFE #Z POMZ DPOTJEFSJOH
the City of Paris, segregation is weaker
than when the inner suburbs are added,
and even weaker than when we consider
the whole of the Paris agglomeration, and
clearly weaker than when the observation
BSFBJTUIFXIPMFPGUIF·MFEF'SBODFSFHJPO
5IF̓RVFTUJPOJTUPUIFOEJTDPWFSJOXIJDIBSFB
BO VOFRVBM EJTUSJCVUJPO PG JNNJHSBOUT DBO
CF̓ KVEHFEiBCOPSNBMw XIJDI JNQMJFT BTLJOH
for what reason and according to which logic
JNNJHSBOUT iTIPVMEw CF FRVBMMZ EJTUSJCVUFE
PO̓UIJTUFSSJUPSZ 8BDITCFSHFS  
The level of precision of the analysis also
has an influence on how the segregation
is perceived. When it is studied at the
MFWFM PG̓ TNBMM OFJHICPVSIPPET  UP
 BEKBDFOU̓ EXFMMJOHT  BT JO UIF XPSL
PG .BVSJO̓
  TPDJPQSPGFTTJPOBM
TFHSFHBUJPO̓ BQQFBST  GPS̓ FYBNQMF  UP CF
greater than when larger subdivisions are
compared, such as the blocks regrouped
for statistical information (IRIS) (about
 ̓ QFPQMF <> BT 1SÏUFDFJMMF   EPFT

<>*3*4BSFRVBSUFSTXJUIBQQSPYJNBUFMZ JOIBCJUBOUT5IFZDPSSFTQPOEUPUFSSJUPSJBMEJWJTJPOTFTUBCMJTIFECZ*/4&&
GPSUIFDFOTVT
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Favouring one level of observation rather than
another, even though this choice is in fact
often dictated by the constraints of the survey
used, always then involves a specific point of
view about the segregation or fragmentation.
Studying small neighbourhoods means,
GPS̓ FYBNQMF  PCTFSWJOH UIF TPDJBM
composition of apartment blocks. The latter
appear more socially homogenous than
UIF̓ RVBSUFS JO XIJDI UIFZ BSF MPDBUFE #VU
for this to indicate social segregation, it
is necessary to construct a large number
of hypotheses about the causes and
DPOTFRVFODFT PG UIJT TPDJBM IPNPHFOFJUZ
PG UIF BQBSUNFOU CMPDLT %PFT UIJT QIFOP
menon reflect a voluntary or imposed
FYDMVTJPO PG DFSUBJO TPDJBM DBUFHPSJFT  %PFT
JUQSFWFOUJOUFSBDUJPOCFUXFFOTPDJBMHSPVQT 

Does it have an influence on the chances of
UIPTFDPODFSOFEHBJOJOHBDDFTTUPEJòFSFOU
HPPET BOE TFSWJDFT 5IFTF BSF BMM RVFTUJPOT
that do not find an answer in statistical
analysis but in sociological reflection.
The level of precision of the observation is
furthermore also likely to modify the scope
and/or distribution of political intervention
JOUIFöHIUBHBJOTUTFHSFHBUJPO#ZBQQMZJOH
a grid – a precise division of national territory
JOUPNTRVBSFToUPUIFDJUZPG"NJFOT 
UIFFYQFSUT JO UIFOFX QPMJDZ PGUIF'SFODI
city have produced a new, more precise
geography of poverty, which encourages
policy makers to greatly reduce the former
perimeter of priority interventions while
targeting new areas.

Map
4 Grid et
and
Policydeoflathe
of Amiens
Carte / Carroyage
politique
villeCity
à Amiens

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

Note
: les
points
(1)that
sont
leszones
carreaux
identifiant
les zones of
depoverty.
forte concentration de la
Note: The
yellow
points
(1) arejaunes
the squares
identify
where there
is a high concentration
Source:
http://www.ville.gouv.fr/IMG/pdf/reforme-geographique-prioritaire-130729-bd-2.pdf
pauvreté.
Source : http://www.ville.gouv.fr/IMG/pdf/reforme-geographique-prioritaire-130729-bd-2.pdf
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The Indicators
Once the choice of territory and the scale of
analysis have been made, it is then necessary
to construct one (or more) statistical
indicator(s) that are apt to demonstrate
the more or less large spatial segregation
or fragmentation in a given population.
)FSF BHBJO  UIF SFTFBSDIFS̓ IBT UIF DIPJDF
of several possibilities. We can thus identify,
GPMMPXJOHUIFFYBNQMFPG.BTTFZBOE%FOUPO
  öWF UZQFT PG TQBUJBM TFHSFHBUJPO
JOEJDBUPST FWFOOFTT JOEFYFT  FYQPTVSF
JOEFYFT  DPODFOUSBUJPO JOEFYFT  DMVTUFSJOH
JOEFYFT BOEDFOUSBMJTBUJPOJOEFYFT)PXFWFS 
while these types of indicators partly
FYQSFTT EJòFSFOU GBDFUT PG TFHSFHBUJPO  UIFZ
BMTP SFøFDU̓ BO FYQMJDJU PS JNQMJDJU QPJOU PG
view about its nature, about the processes
that engender it, and even about the
DPOTFRVFODFT JU DBVTFT5IJT JT XIBU XF BSF
going to point out here by presenting some
of these indicators, the uses to which they
have been put and to which the debates that
these usages have given rise.
&RVBMJUZ JOEFYFT XFSF  IJTUPSJDBMMZ  UIF öSTU
TFHSFHBUJPO JOEFYFT EFWFMPQFE BOE BSF TUJMM
UIFNPTUGSFRVFOUMZVTFE 3IFJO  5IFZ
measure the regularity or irregularity of the
EJTUSJCVUJPO PG B QPQVMBUJPO JO UIF EJòFSFOU
considered areas, in comparison with the
distribution of the rest of the population
TFHSFHBUJPOJOEFY PSBSFGFSFODFQPQVMBUJPO
EJTTJNJMBSJUZJOEFY 5IFZBSFDPOTUSVDUFEPO
the statistical principles deduced from the
Lorentz curve and may appear to be “neutral”
vis-à-vis sociological theory. The segregation
PSEJTTJNJMBSJUZJOEFY EFWFMPQFECZ%VODBO
BOE %VODBO   NFBTVSFT  GPS FYBNQMF 

the deviation between the observed
distribution in a considered population in
UIFEJòFSFOUBSFBTBOEUIBUPGUIFSFTUPGUIF
QPQVMBUJPO PS PG UIF SFGFSFODF QPQVMBUJPO 
when this deviation is zero, distribution is
QFSGFDUMZFRVBMXIFOUIJTEFWJBUJPOFRVBMT 
TFHSFHBUJPOJT POUIFDPOUSBSZ NBYJNBM<>
*U JT OFDFTTBSZ  IPXFWFS  UP BTL RVFTUJPOT
BCPVU̓ UIF TPDJPMPHJDBM TFOTF PG BO FRVJ
distribution of the population on a given
territory and, at the same time, on the
usage that can be made of this indicator in
TPDJPMPHJDBM BOBMZTJT 5IF EJTTJNJMBSJUZ JOEFY
indeed implicitly poses the hypothesis
that a distribution of the same specific
population similar to that with which we wish
to compare it is a “normal” social situation
and that any deviation from this regularity
indicates either a social pathology or at
MFBTU B QIFOPNFOPO UIBU OFFET FYBNJOJOH
The use of such an indicator thus only has
sociological interest if we are capable of
KVTUJGZJOH JO XIBU XBZ JU TIPVME CFiOPSNBMw
that the considered population (immigrants,
XPSLFST .VTMJNT FUD CFFRVBMMZEJWJEFEPO
the observed territory, and, at the same time,
of formulating hypotheses about the factors
UIBUNBZMFBEUPJUTVOFRVBMEJTUSJCVUJPO
&YQPTVSF JOEFYFT NFBTVSF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ
of a member of a given group sharing their
housing unit with a member of another
HSPVQ JOUFSBDUJPO JOEFY  PS PG UIFJS PXO
HSPVQ JTPMBUJPO JOEFY  "T GPS UIF FRVBMJUZ
JOEFYFT UIFZWBSZCFUXFFO JOUFSBDUJPOPS
JTPMBUJPO[FSP BOE JOUFSBDUJPOPSJTPMBUJPO
NBYJNBM  5IFZ BSF UIVT CBTFE VQPO UIF
idea that sharing the same residential area
makes social interactions easier, which has

<>'PSUIFNBUIFNBUJDBMGPSNVMBTPGUIFJOEJDBUPST TFF8BDITCFSHFS  
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bearing upon, in one way or another, the
possibilities of integrating or assimilating and
on ethnic or social conflict. These interactions
are, however, purely probabilistic. In reality,
TQBUJBM̓QSPYJNJUZ EPFTOPUBMXBZTFOHFOEFS 
BOE UIJT XF LOPX  B SJTF JO FYDIBOHFT
$IBNCPSFEPO -FNBJSF 0CFSUJ  
'VSUIFSNPSF  JOUFSHSPVQ FYDIBOHFT NBZ
of course also occur outside the selected
IBCJUBUJPO BSFBT  XIJDI UIF FYQPTVSF
JOEFYFT<> do not measure.
$PODFOUSBUJPO JOEFYFT BSF B UIJSE UZQF PG
TFHSFHBUJPO JOEFY CBTFE PO ZFU BOPUIFS
EJòFSFOU MPHJD 5IFZ FòFDUJWFMZ TFFL UP
account only for the degree of regrouping
PG B̓ HJWFO QPQVMBUJPO JO DFSUBJO RVBSUFST
Emphasis is not therefore placed on the
probabilities of interactions but only on
the physical sharing of a territory, without
FYQMJDJUMZ FYQSFTTJOH BOZ IZQPUIFTFT  FJUIFS
BCPVU UIFJS DBVTFT PS UIFJS FòFDUT PO UIJT
regrouping. Thus, even if the concentration
BOE FYQPTVSF JOEFY WBMVFT BSF OPU
independent (a high concentration goes
hand in hand with high isolation), the latter
may appear more descriptive, thus more
neutral. And yet, they are also based upon
a specific vision of segregation, in as much
as they are linked to a ghetto issue. They
indeed account for the part of the population
DPOTJEFSFE UP CF MJWJOH JO UIF RVBSUFST
PS QFSJNFUFS XIFSF JU FYDFFET B DFSUBJO
QFSDFOUBHF PG UIF QPQVMBUJPO RVBSUFST PS
areas with a high density of poor, foreigners,
workers, etc.). They thus tend to give greater
weight to these highly concentrated
RVBSUFST PS BSFBT UISPVHI B SFMBUJWF OFHMFDU

of individuals in the considered group who
BSFEJTTFNJOBUFEJOPUIFSRVBSUFST5IFZNBZ
furthermore involve determining, arbitrarily, a
threshold concentration. In his research into
HIFUUPT  +BSHPXTLZ   UIVT DBMDVMBUFT B
concentration of poor as being the number of
poor people (beneath the poverty line) living
JOBRVBSUFSXIFSFPGUIFJOEJWJEVBMTBSF
themselves poor.
5IFMBTUTFHSFHBUJPOJOEFYFTUIBUXFQSFTFOU
IFSF BSF HSPVQJOH JOEFYFT  XIJDI HJWF BO
account not only of the concentration of
the members of the considered population
XJUIJO UIF RVBSUFST  CVU BMTP PG UIF
HFPHSBQIJDBM QSPYJNJUZ PG UIF TFHSFHBUFE
RVBSUFST 5IFZ UIVT JOEJDBUF UIF EFHSFF
to which a given population constitutes
an enclave in the considered geographic
perimeter. Concentration and grouping
UIVT̓HJWFEJòFSFOUJOGPSNBUJPO"QPQVMBUJPO
may indeed appear very concentrated
B̓ NBKPSJUZ PG JUT NFNCFST MPEHJOH JO B GFX
geographical zones where they constitute
a large part of the population) while at the
same time not being tightly grouped, if
these areas are far from each other. This is
what comes out very clearly in the analysis
PG 4Bö   DPODFSOJOH UIF SFQBSUJUJPO PG
immigrant populations in the communes
of the Paris region. It indicates that Asians
constitute important pockets of occupation
in some specific communes that are spaced
apart from each other, whereas the African
populations are highly concentrated in a
group of stigmatised poor communes that
are near to each other. The taking into account
of the grouping or absence of grouping of

<>5IFJOUFSBDUJPOTNBZUBLFQMBDFJOUIFXPSLQMBDFPSJODPNNFSDJBM[POFT GPSFYBNQMF'VSUIFSNPSF UIFZNBZUBLF
place between individuals in a contiguous geographical zone, (Checkerboard Problem), which brings us to the
EJóDVMUZPGEFUFSNJOJOHUIFHFPHSBQIJDBMTVCEJWJTJPOTUIBUBSFVTFEGPSDBMDVMBUJOHJOEJDBUPST .PSSJM  
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SFTJEFOUJBMRVBSUFSTUIVTHJWFTTPNFBWFOVFT
for the interpretation of the mechanisms
leading to the concentration of populations
in segregated neighbourhoods.
'PS "TJBOT  UIJT NJHIU  GPS FYBNQMF  ireflect
a strategy for the forming of a network in
certain communes rather than exclusion
mechanisms in a disadvantaged geographical
zone”.
5IF QSFDFEJOH JOEFYFT  CFDBVTF UIFJS
DPOTUSVDUJPO JT CBTFE PO EJòFSFOU MPHJDT 
each provide a specific point of view about
the scope of the segregation. Further analysis
shows that we can also consider that they
are in some way “a-spatial” as they do not
UBLF JOUP̓ BDDPVOU UIF TQBUJBM QSPYJNJUZ PG

the units and how they are composed.
$POTFRVFOUMZ  UIFZ JNQMJDJUMZ DPOTJEFS
that the frontiers between the areas are
XBUFSUJHIU BOE BT B SFTVMU UIF EJòFSFOU
QPQVMBUJPO HSPVQT JO UIF BEKBDFOU VOJUT
are not supposed to interact. Furthermore,
they supply a summary of segregation for
the whole urban area, but do not indicate
which are the most segregated zones. In
response to this criticism, a certain number
of authors have proposed reformulations
of the calculation of the indicators that
will allow us to organise them in space, by
taking into account the characteristics of
the geographical distribution of the units
(number of neighbours, size of the frontiers,
distance between neighbours).<>

Map / Local Dissimilarity Indexes in Île-de-France

Map

5

Local Dissimilarity Indexes in Île-de-France

Dissimilarities for Western Europeans
in Île-de-France in 1999

Dissimilarities for the Turkish in
Île-de-France in 1999

Note: The colour shading goes from white for a highly negative dissimilarity (very low
presence)
blackgoes
for from
a highly
dissimilarity
(very big
presence).
Note:
The colour to
shading
whitepositive
for a highly
negative dissimilarity
(very
low presence) to black for a highly positive dissimilarity
(very large presence).
Source:
Safi (2009).
Source:
Safi (2009).

<>'PSUIFGPSNVMBT (BTDIFUBOE-F(BMMP  
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Measuring Fragmentation
5IF QSFWJPVTMZ QSFTFOUFE JOEFYFT XFSF
FMBCPSBUFE UP TIPX TFHSFHBUJPO )PXFWFS 
we have seen that post–industrial
societies seem to produce socio-spatial
EJòFSFOUJBUJPOT̓ UIBU MPPL NPSF MJLF
fragmentation than segregation. In order
to accurately measure this phenomenon, it
thus seems necessary to construct specific
JOEJDBUPST )PXFWFS ̓ XIJMF UIF XJTI UP
highlight segregation has engendered
a multitude of indicators of measure,
sociologists and geographers have hardly
been, until now, greatly tempted to put their
analyses to the measuring test.
Let us suggest here a few outlines for the
development of such indicators. They
TIPVME EJSFDUMZ EFNPOTUSBUF UIF EJòFSFOU
facets that distinguish fragmentation from
TFHSFHBUJPO TQBUJBM EJTDPOUJOVJUZ BOE QPPS
coordination between urban perimeters.
These two criteria, although linked, cannot
be, a priori, condensed into the same
measure. Furthermore, they are themselves
multidimensional, which makes the
construction of a synthetic indicator even
more difficult. Tackling fragmentation by
measure thus implies, here again, favouring
one angle of approach and thus a specific
JTTVF*XJMMHJWFIFSF UPSPVOEVQ KVTUBGFX
illustrations of this.
#Z UBLJOH B QVSFMZ HFPHSBQIJDBM JOUFSFTU JO
territorial discontinuity, we could use, for
FYBNQMF  EJòFSFODFT PG IVNBO EFOTJUZ CZ
RVBSUFS UP DPOTUSVDU B SFMBUJWF EJTQFSTJPO
indicator, such as the coefficient of variation
of human densities. A high value, which
signifies alternating “holes” in the city and
overpopulated zones, would then indicate

the greatness of the fragmentation. This
indicator would not demonstrate, however,
UIF QPTJUJPOT PG UIF EJòFSFOU [POFT PG
density in relation to each other (Are they
truly alternate or are they polarised, some,
GPSFYBNQMF JOUIFDJUZDFOUSF PUIFSTPOUIF
QFSJQIFSZ  *U XPVME UFMM VT OPUIJOH FJUIFS
about the nature of the spaces that are not
WFSZEFOTFBOEUIFSFBTPOTUIBUFYQMBJOUIF
EJòFSFODFT JO EFOTJUZ "SF UIF TQBUJBM VOJUT
that are not very dense residential areas
reserved for a few privileged people, parks
that are accessible to everyone, commercial
or industrial zones, or areas unsuitable for
construction because of the characteristics
PG UIF MBOE  'VSUIFSNPSF  JU XPVME OPU POMZ
reflect one possible dimension of territorial
discontinuity in so far as it may also be
characterised, and this we know, by the
FYJTUFODF PG EJóDVMU UP QFOFUSBUF XBMMT PS
frontiers. A low dispersion of densities in a
RVBSUFS JT UIFSFGPSF OPU JODPNQBUJCMF  GSPN
this standpoint, with high fragmentation.
It can also be argued that fragmentation is
POMZ FòFDUJWF JG UIF EJòFSFOU TVCEJWJTJPOT
are not, or are badly, linked to each other.
It would then be necessary to be able to
show, in our measure, communication
failures between these areas. These barriers,
uncrossable motorways, walls, fences are
often made visible by a mapping of the
thoroughfares in the considered urban zone.
It might then be decided to construct, in
the continuation of what has already been
done in bio-geographical research (Romano,
  BO VSCBO GSBHNFOUBUJPO JOEJDBUPS
that shows the size of these urban barriers.
For such an indicator to be used regularly,
it would be necessary to, on the one hand,
establish a list of possible types of urban
barrier (railways, motorways, rivers, walls,
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fences, etc.) and, on the other hand, attribute
a coefficient of obstruction to each one of
them (a railway line is not always uncrossable
if the lines are not protected by fencing, a
four-lane highway is also not necessarily
uncrossable if traffic is not dense, etc.). The
FYFSDJTF  BT̓ XF DBO̓ TFF  JT EJóDVMU BT DBTFT
NBZ EJòFS HSFBUMZ GSPN POF VSCBO [POF UP
UIF OFYU *U̓ NBZ UIFSFGPSF CF QSFGFSBCMF UP
construct an indicator from the average
UJNF TQFOU CZ̓ JOEJWJEVBMT JO UIFJS̓ RVBSUFS
PS HFPHSBQIJDBM [POF *G B NBKPSJUZ PG
inhabitants in each urban zone spent a
NBKPSJUZ PG JUT UJNF JO UIJT [POF  UIJT̓ XPVME
evidently indicate a certain form of closing
PòPGUIFTFTQBDFTUPFBDIPUIFS*U̓SFNBJOT 
however, true that communications
CFUXFFO̓ RVBSUFST DBOOPU CF SFEVDFE
to the circulation of people. Can we,
GPS̓ FYBNQMF  TUJMM UBML BCPVU GSBHNFOUBUJPO JG
UIF EJòFSFOU TVCEJWJTJPOT BSF̓ FDPOPNJDBMMZ
linked to each other (through the
FYDIBOHF PG NFSDIBOEJTF  XJUIPVU UIJT
DBVTJOH HSFBU NPCJMJUZ PG JOIBCJUBOUT 
Can we speak about fragmentation if it
turns out that because of an absence of
physical communication the members of
EJòFSFOU [POFT BSF MJOLFE UP FBDI PUIFS CZ
immaterial communication (telephone,
UFMFWJTJPO  SBEJP  JOUFSOFU  $POWFSTFMZ  HSFBU
mobility is not in itself compatible with a
fragmentation trend, in this case a social one,
JG UIF USBKFDUPSJFT̓ BOE NPEFT PG USBOTQPSU
BSF EJòFSFOUJBUFE BDDPSEJOH UP DBUFHPSJFT PG
individuals, as that might be the case in big
#SB[JMJBODJUJFT

Conclusion
Urban models and then statistical indicators
NBLF B NBKPS DPOUSJCVUJPO UP TDJFOUJöD

debate about socio-spatial forms and
processes. Their construction makes it
necessary to define very accurately the
QIFOPNFOPO TUVEJFE BOE DPOTFRVFOUMZ
leads to the clarification of notions. As for the
results they yield, they strongly support the
BVUIPST EFNPOTUSBUJPOT BOE PCMJHF UIPTF
who contradict them to, in turn, fine-tune
their analyses.
This interest in models and indicators
must not, however, hide the fact that
their construction and interpretation always
depend on the way the phenomenon is
defined beforehand, and how its causes
BOE DPOTFRVFODFT BSF BOUJDJQBUFE
This is why statistical indicators are not
distinguishable from other elements of
scientific argumentation in social sciences,
BOE DPOTFRVFOUMZ EP OPU IBWF B HSFBUFS
value. They are not absolute proof, but the
stage of a particular reasoning. Thus, when
TFWFSBM̓JOEJDBUPSTBQQBSFOUMZHJWFBEJòFSFOU
response, it is not necessarily because
certain ones are false, but rather that they
are attached to concepts that were defined
in a non identical fashion and that they
UIFSFGPSF SFTQPOE UP TQFDJöD RVFTUJPOT
"SF̓ XF EFBMJOH XJUI B TUBUF PS B QSPDFTT 
Is it a natural phenomenon or the result
PG TUSBUFHJD CFIBWJPVST  *T JU EJTQFSTFE PS
PSHBOJTFE  *T JU WPMVOUBSZ PS JNQPTFE  *T JU
UFNQPSBSZPSQFSNBOFOU &BDIXBZPGBTLJOH
B RVFTUJPO BOE EFöOJOH TFHSFHBUJPO PS
fragmentation thus leads to the construction
of a specific measure that will finally
produce a specific response. The difficulty
of accurately measuring segregation or
fragmentation is therefore less a statistical
one than a semantic one.
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5PNPSSPXT6SCBO
Challenges and Territorial
Planning
Irène Salenson – AFD

5IFPCKFDUJWFPGUIJTQSFTFOUBUJPOJTUPSFWJFX
UIFNBKPSBTQFDUTPGDVSSFOUBOEGVUVSFVSCBO
HSPXUI JOPSEFSUPDPOUFNQMBUFUPNPSSPXT
big challenges of urban development,
which must be recognised prior to the
adoption of urban and territorial planning
methods.
The first part will review the historical
evolution of urban growth and its
geographical repartition and then will discuss
the various definitions of the concept of the
iDJUZwBOEUIFEJòFSFOUNPSQIPMPHJDBMNPEFMT
of cities. It will take a look at the opportunities
and risks associated with this growth, which
are part of the stakes and challenges of
UPNPSSPXTVSCBOEFWFMPQNFOU
The second part will present some
important conditions for defining a territorial
TUSBUFHZ BOE XJMM FYQMBJO UIF QVSQPTFT PG
urban planning, which will be more closely
analysed in the workshop devoted to the
“tools and methods of urban planning” over
UIFGPMMPXJOHEBZT8FXJMMUBLFBRVJDLMPPL
at some ideas for financing the immense
OFFETUIBUXJMMCFHFOFSBUFECZUPNPSSPXT
urban development.

1.5.1. Urban Growth and
Tomorrow’s Challenges
Tomorrow’s Urban Growth Principally Concerns
Developing Countries
"U UIF CFHJOOJOH PG UIF st century, the
global number of people living in cities
overtook the number of those living in
UIF DPVOUSZTJEF *O   UISPVHIPVU
UIF XPSME  POMZ  PG UIF QPQVMBUJPO
MJWFE JO DJUJFT 5IJT DIBOHF UP B NBKPSJUZ
PG UIF XPSMET QPQVMBUJPO MJWJOH JO DJUJFT
first concerned the countries from the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) and Latin America,
which encouraged first industrialisation and
UIFO UIF FYQBOTJPO PG UIF UFSUJBSZ TFDUPS
of its economy. Today, Latin America is the
most urbanised continent in the world, with
BO BWFSBHF VSCBO QPQVMBUJPO PG  6/
)BCJUBU    "TJB̓ BOE 4VC4BIBSBO "GSJDB
remain dominantly rural, even though there
BSF TUJMM CJH SFHJPOBM EJòFSFODFT o  PG
the population are city dwellers in Singapore,
XIFSFBT UIJT öHVSF JT MFTT UIBO  JO
7J̏U̓/BNJO
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*O UIFBWFSBHFXPSMEVSCBOQPQVMBUJPO
XJMM CF BSPVOE   CVU  PG UIF XPSMET
city dwellers will live in Southern cities, and
UIF NBKPSJUZ PG HSPXUI XJMM UBLF QMBDF JO
EFWFMPQJOHDPVOUSJFT PGHSPXUI 5PEBZ
the urbanisation process is thus particularly
active in Southern countries and this trend
should continue in the coming years, which
SBJTFTUIFNBKPSDIBMMFOHFTPGNFFUJOHOFFET
in terms of housing, infrastructures, services,
employment, etc.
*O "TJB XJUI UIF FYDFQUJPO PG +BQBO  UIF
BWFSBHF SBUF PG VSCBOJTBUJPO XBT  JO
 BOEJTTFUUPCFIJHIFSUIBOCFGPSF
 $POTFRVFOUMZ  JU JT UIJT DPOUJOFOU UIBU
JT FYQFSJFODJOH UIF IJHIFTU HMPCBM SBUFT
of urban growth, along with Sub-Saharan
"GSJDB  BDDPSEJOH UP 6/ EBUB 6/)BCJUBU 
 CFUXFFOBOEBOOVBMHSPXUI

GPSUIFXIPMFPG"TJB BOENPSFUIBOGPS
Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos (but more than
GPS.BMJBOEUIF%FNPDSBUJD3FQVCMJDPG
Congo). This data can of course be debated
as it depends on the chosen administrative
divisions. Thus, rural communes may be
included in areas defined as “urban” by
UIF 6OJUFE /BUJPOT 0SHBOJTBUJPO 6/0  JO
order to simplify things. OECD countries are
FYQFSJFODJOH MPX̓ HSPXUI MFTT UIBO 
per annum), whereas Russia and Eastern
&VSPQF BSF FYQFSJFODJOH HFOVJOF OFHBUJWF
growth.
Urban growth is a combination of natural
demographic growth among city dwellers
and the arrival of rural or international
migrants. In a certain number of Southern
countries, natural growth is vigorous
enough (on-going demographic transition)
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UP RVBOUJUBUJWFMZ PWFSUBLF UIF OVNCFS PG
NJHSBOUT SFTVMUJOH GSPN UIF SVSBM FYPEVT
In other terms, it is because many children
are born in cities that cities are growing
and not (or not only) because cities attract
migrants from the countryside.
Conversely, in OECD countries, the
fertility rate is sometimes too low to allow
generational renewal. When countries are
BMSFBEZ XFMM VSCBOJTFE BOE SVSBM FYPEVT
is no longer a huge trend (returns to the
countryside are even observed, on the
QFSJQIFSZ PG NBKPS DJUJFT  UIF SBUF PG VSCBO
growth diminishes and even becomes
negative. Thus, although the global
trend is towards increasingly generalised
urbanisation, the rhythm of urban growth is
globally slowing down and should continue
to do so over the coming decades.
Furthermore, today urban growth is being
partly redistributed towards “secondary”
cities. We speak a lot about the big
iNFHBQPMJTFTw UXFOUZ PS TP BHHMPNFSBUJPOT
UIBU XFSF IPNF UP NPSF UIBO  NJMMJPO
JOIBCJUBOUT JO  öWF PS TJY PUIFS
NFUSPQPMJTFT TJUVBUFE FYDMVTJWFMZ JO "GSJDB
PS "TJB XJMM KPJO UIJT TNBMM DMVC CFGPSF
 5IFTF̓ DJUJFT BSF WFSZ WJTJCMF PO UIF
JOUFSOBUJPOBM̓ TDBMF  IPXFWFS UIF NBKPSJUZ
PG UIF XPSMET VSCBO QPQVMBUJPO MJWFT JO
DJUJFT PG GFXFS UIBO   JOIBCJUBOUT
This proportion will decrease slightly
GSPN̓  UP  PG UIF VSCBO QPQVMBUJPO
CFUXFFO  BOE   CVU UIBU PG DJUJFT
XJUI NPSF UIBO  NJMMJPO JOIBCJUBOUT XJMM
SFBDIBDFJMJOH SJTJOHGSPNUPPGUIF
total over the same period).

In France, however, “average-sized” cities
BSF IPNF UP CFUXFFO   BOE  
inhabitants, whereas in China, the same
notion designates agglomerations of more
than one million inhabitants. This leads us to
SBJTFRVFTUJPOTBCPVUPVSEFöOJUJPOTPGDJUJFT 
agglomerations and metropolises.
Diverse Definitions, but Universal Urban Forms
Cities are often defined by a demographic
threshold, but the latter varies according to
EJòFSFOU DPVOUSJFT XF TQFBL BCPVU iDJUJFTw
for the human establishment of more than
 JOIBCJUBOUTJO'SBODF CVUBOZUIJOHPWFS
̓ BHHMPNFSBUFE JOIBCJUBOUT JO *DFMBOE 
BOE̓ POMZ PWFS   JOIBCJUBOUT JO +BQBO
6/)BCJUBU  
In France, the “density” criterion is added
UP UIJT TUBUJTUJDBM UISFTIPME B NFSHJOH PG
CVJMEJOHT MFTT UIBO  NFUSFT CFUXFFO
built-up areas on average) is necessary for
us to speak about “cities”. More recently the
*OTUJUVU /BUJPOBM EFT 4UBUJTUJRVFT */4&& 
included “area of influence” criteria, in order
to define “urban areas” (employment areas,
depth of interactions between the city centre
and suburbs, etc.).<>
In other countries, “urban commune” status
is granted by the central government
through a political decision, which
results in greater autonomy (within the
framework of a decentralisation process) or
through greater resources associated with
organisms deconcentrated from the state
(governorates, districts, prefectures). This
is relatively irrespective of the size of the

<>IUUQXXXJOTFFGSGSNFUIPEFTEFGBVMUBTQ QBHFEFöOJUJPOTBJSFVSCBJOFIUN DPOTVMUFEth%FDFNCFS 
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QPQVMBUJPO TPNF TNBMM iDPNNVOFTw NBZ
become “urban” in the aim of strengthening
their supervisory role over a given territory,
XIFSFBT PUIFS  RVJUF XFMMQPQVMBUFE
agglomerations have to wait before achieving
this status.

activities take place (trade, services,
training, cultural activities), and a “social
life” establishes institutions and public and
private collective organisations. Thus, in
'SBODF  UPXOT̓ UIBU BSF IPNF UP   PS
 ̓JOIBCJUBOUTDBODPOUJOVFUPCFSFGFSSFE
to as “villages” by those who live there if they
PòFSGFXBDUJWJUJFTBOETFSWJDFT FWFOUIPVHI
they are classified in the category of cities
BDDPSEJOHUP*/4&&DSJUFSJB

"TGBSBTJOIBCJUBOUTQSBDUJDFTBSFDPODFSOFE 
spaces that are classified as “cities” have
common characteristics that go beyond
UIF EFNPHSBQIJD UISFTIPME iSFMBUJPOTIJQw
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Author: Guillaume Josse, Groupe Huit (unpublished).

From a morphological point of view,
the history of urbanisation has seen the
development of several “models” of city.
These are presented in the form of schematic
“models” in order to establish a typology for
analysis, but it goes without saying that no
city corresponds to a perfect “model”, and

UIBUNPTUDJUJFTEJòFSGSPNBOZHJWFONPEFM 
PS̓ PòFS B IZCSJEJTBUJPO CFUXFFO TFWFSBM
models.
Medieval European cities and the “medinas”
of the Arab world often included a fortified city centre. The fortifications allowed
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inhabitants to constitute food stocks and
protect these from possible pillage. Within
the walls were the “urban functions” that
BSF TUJMM GPVOE JO UPEBZT DJUJFT DPNNBOE
functions, with the presence of the fort or the
-PSEPSHPWFSOPSTDBTUMFBOEPSUIFNJMJUBSZ
garrison, commercial functions (markets,
shops) and collective services (schools, banks,
health services, places of worship). These
medieval cities witnessed the development
of suburbs outside the city walls during the
modern and contemporary periods, when
there was an insufficient supply of city
DFOUSFIPVTJOH)PXFWFS UIFIJHIEFOTJUZPG
CVJMEJOH DPOUJOVFE PVUTJEF UIF XBMMT UIFTF
were known as “compact” cities.
“Industrial cities” paved the way for new
urban forms, even though a large number
PG UIFN XFSF HSBGUFE POUP QSFFYJTUJOH
“medieval” cities. In this case, the fortified
city centre conserved its commercial and
command functions and often grew upwards,
OPUBCMZUIBOLTUPUIF)BVTTNBOOJBONPEFM
JO'SBODFBUUIFFOEPGUIFth century, then
with the appearance of tertiary business
DFOUSFTJOUIFTFDPOEIBMGPGUIFth century.
Industries settled in the suburbs, as they
needed larger surface areas. The workingDMBTT RVBSUFST HSFX OFBS UIF JOEVTUSJBM BSFB 
then the development of railway transport,
BOEMBUFSUIFBVUPNPCJMF MFEUPBOFYUFOTJPO
of new residential suburbs beyond the inner
suburbs.
In Southern countries, the “medieval” model
BOEUIFJOEVTUSJBMPOFFYJTU CVUBUIJSEUZQFPG
VSCBOGPSNBQQFBSFEJOUIFTUIFTP
called “spontaneous” urban model. Around
an old centre, which is often surrounded by
a formal suburb (colonial or post-colonial),
iJOGPSNBMw RVBSUFST IBWF EFWFMPQFE UIBU BSF
often sparsely populated and contribute

to urban sprawl. Their “informality” is only
partial (very little planning, lack of public
VUJMJUJFT  BT̓ UIFTF RVBSUFST BSF PGUFO QMPUT
that have been built upon by private
developers and are home to multiple forms
of collective organisations. Furthermore,
UIF iTQPOUBOFPVTw RVBSUFST BSF OPU TPMFMZ
SFTQPOTJCMF GPS VSCBO TQSBXM TPNF PG UIFTF
RVBSUFSTBSFTJUVBUFEOFBSUIFDJUZDFOUSFBOE
BSFEFOTFMZQPQVMBUFE GBWFMBTJO3JP ,JCFSB
JO/BJSPCJ $POWFSTFMZ GPSNBMTPDJBMIPVTJOH
programmes for the poor, “new cities” for
the middle classes, or “gated residences” for
the wealthy contribute to the “sprawl” into
rural space, settling ex nihilo twenty or thirty
LJMPNFUSFTGSPNUIFDFOUSF JO&HZQU .FYJDP 
4PVUI"GSJDB $IJOBBOE7J̏U/BNQBSUJDVMBSMZ
̓ 1BRVFUUF    o FOHFOEFSJOH FOPSNPVT
costs for utilities and connections to networks
#FSRVF #POOJO (IPSSB (PCJO  
The model for the “sustainable city” aims
to limit urban sprawl in order to reduce
the environmental impact of cities
(artificialisation of land, notably) and their
carbon footprint, as urban sprawl causes
an increase in greenhouse gas emissions
4BUUFSUIXBJUF   'MVY   5IJT NFBOT
USBOTGPSNJOH UIF FYJTUJOH VSCBO GPSNT JOUP
the preceding models by encouraging,
on the one hand, a densification of the
city centre and the inner suburbs, and,
on the other hand, strengthening the
“secondary poles” (“polycentric city”) that
PòFS FNQMPZNFOU BOE TFSWJDFT PUIFS UIBO
in the original city centre in order to restrict
USBOTQPSU NPWFNFOUT $MVC 'SBODF 3JP  
 8JMMJBNT    5IJT XPVME SFRVJSF B
very great mastery of spatial development
CZ UIF QVCMJD BVUIPSJUJFT EFUBJMFE QMBOOJOH
and regulations must be elaborated, and
above all implemented, which necessitates
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considerable human and financial means to
monitor, identify constructions and sanction
non-regulatory practices, and more generally
to fight against “liberal” trends of the land
and real estate market and the location
choices of individuals and enterprises.

where there is a high concentration of
high added value and innovative activities
öOBODF ̓ /*$5  FUD  &DPOPNJD BDUJWJUJFT UIBU
are part of globalisation thus settle in big
cities with an international outlook (Veltz,
 

Opportunities and Risks Associated with Urban
Growth

The concentration of a workforce, activities
and services in a city engenders a positive
BHHMPNFSBUJPO FòFDU B DFSUBJO UISFTIPME
FòFDU JT BUUBJOFE UIBU BMMPXT VT UP QSPEVDF
at lower cost (economies of scale) and
TQFDJBMJTFETFSWJDFTNBZCFEFWFMPQFE 'VKJUB 
5IJTTF 1SBHFS 5IJTTF  

For developing countries, urbanisation is
without doubt a factor of opportunities.
Modern economies (industrial or postindustrial) are for the most part urban, and
a clear correlation between urban growth
BOEBSJTFJOQFSDBQJUB(%1DBOCFPCTFSWFE
DPVOUSJFT JO XIJDI UIF NBKPSJUZ PG UIF
population still lives in the countryside are
those with the lowest per capita incomes
3XBOEB  )BJUJ  *OEJB  XIFSFBT UIPTF XJUI
UIFIJHIFTU(%1TBSFPGUFOVSCBO(FSNBOZ 
)POH̓ ,POH  4JOHBQPSF $JUJFT BSF QMBDFT

1

Urbanisation and Economic Growth Correlation

Urbanisation level

Graph

#VU UIFTF DJUJFT BSF BMTP TVTDFQUJCMF UP
DFSUBJOSJTLT'JSTUMZ OBUVSBMSJTLTFBSUIRVBLFT 
landslides, typhoons and tsunamis have
TFWFSFDPOTFRVFODFTCFDBVTFPGQPQVMBUJPO
EFOTJUZ BOE UIF QSFTFODF PG FYQFOTJWF
infrastructures.
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Disruptions caused by climate change are
also more perceptible (rise in sea level,
flooding, heat waves, etc.). On a worldwide
scale, vulnerabilities linked to climate change
NBJOMZPDDVSJODPBTUBM[POFT)PXFWFS JUJT
precisely these zones that are home to these
huge metropolises and their high urban
EFOTJUJFT$FOUSBMBOE4PVUI"NFSJDB +BQBO 
the Chinese coast and the Indochinese
QFOJOTVMB BSF QBSUJDVMBSMZ FYQPTFE UP UIFTF
risks.

Furthermore, there are higher man-made
risks in cities. Pollution from automobiles,
industry and household waste results
JO IFBMUI̓ QSPCMFNT TMVN EJTUSJDUT PGUFO
pose sanitary risks and the refusal to take
JOUP̓ BDDPVOU JOIBCJUBOUT EJóDVMUJFT PGUFO
SFTVMUT JO TPDJBM̓ SJTLT UIF BSUJöDJBMJTBUJPO
of land and the use of agricultural land
for construction creates food risks and
disturbances in the water cycle, notably
flooding risks.

The fourth report by the Intergovernmental
1BOFMPO$MJNBUF$IBOHF *1$$  TIPXFE
that in the case of a one-metre rise in sea level,
7J̏U/BNXPVMECFUIFNPTUBòFDUFEDPVOUSZ
JOUIFXPSMEJOUFSNTPGBòFDUFEQPQVMBUJPO
BOE VSCBO BSFBT   XIJDI XPVME IBWF
BO̓JNQBDUPOQSPEVDUJPO PG(/1XPVME
CFBòFDUFE CFDBVTFPGUIFDPODFOUSBUJPOPG
the workforce and activities along the coast.

5IF DPOKVODUJPO PG CJH PQQPSUVOJUJFT BOE
serious risks calls on us to seek to control
urban development and the planning of a
division of the workforce and its activities in
order to propose perspectives of sustainable
EFWFMPQNFOU GPS UPNPSSPXT DJUJFT ,BOBMFZ 
3PCFSUT 

Map

7

Big Cities and Current Dangers from Climate.
Cumulative Risk: Drought, Cyclones, Flooding,
and Landslides

Vulnerability
Index
(Low risk)

Cities with more than five
million inhabitants

Source: De Sherbinin et al. (2007).
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1.5.2. Defining a Territorial Strategy:
How Can We Rise to Tomorrow’s
Challenges?

UIF̓ EJòFSFOU MPDBM QMBZFST  TFFL UIF TVQQPSU
of the private sector and civil society and
include them in the decision-making process.

Three basic aspects for the development of
cities led by local players are briefly presented
IFSF MPDBM HPWFSOBODF  UFSSJUPSJBM QMBOOJOH
and local financial resources.

Several conditions facilitate the manageNFOU PG UFSSJUPSJBM EFWFMPQNFOU QSPKFDUT CZ
communities, even though these conditions
must be present to varying degrees. A
certain control of land is desirable (which
OFFE OPU CF FYIBVTUJWF  B LOPXMFEHF PG
the status of land plots (land registry or
other geographical information system), the
building up of land reserves for public utilities,
the establishment of territorial planning, and
the conducting of improvement operations.
)VNBO SFTPVSDFT NVTU CF TVóDJFOU UP
ensure the implementation and monitoring
PG QSPKFDUT FNQMPZFFT NVTU CF RVBMJöFE 
the level of remunerations must correspond
UP FYQFDUFE SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT BOE XPSLJOH
conditions must contribute to stabilising
the work force. Administrative services must
possess the capacities for administrative
QSPKFDUNBOBHFNFOU BOEUIFZNVTUOPUBCMZ
be able to organise multiple invitations to
tender, establish contracts with enterprises
and manage them, and then ensure the
NBJOUFOBODF BOE TFSWJDJOH PG FRVJQNFOU
Finally, the management of local finances
PGUFODPOTUJUVUFTBDPOEJUJPOPGTVDDFTTBCJMJUZ
to boost revenue, provisional programming,
CVEHFUNBOBHFNFOU FUD #PVSEJO -FGFVWSF 
.ÏMÏ  

Governance and Local Project Management
Over recent decades, many developing
DPVOUSJFT IBWF FYQFSJFODFE EFDFOUSBMJTBUJPO
processes that have led to the appearance
PG MPDBM FMFDUFE DPNNVOJUJFT )PXFWFS 
the point to which the decentralisation
process has progressed varies from country
to country and this model is not universal.
Certain countries remain centralised or
simply proceed with a deconcentration of
the places where decisions are made. In any
case, the institutional system of governance
NVTUCFTQFDJöDUPFBDIDPOUFYUBOEDIPTFO
by the citizens.
Urban planning often better meets
JOIBCJUBOUT OFFET XIFO MPDBM QMBZFST NBLF
EFDJTJPOT )PXFWFS  MPDBM HPWFSOBODF
comes up against several challenges.
On the one hand, the division of competences between decentralised bodies,
devolved administrations and central
government often necessitates changes in
the legislative and regulatory infrastructure.
On the other hand, even when the laws are
precise, communities must benefit from
sufficient means to perform their public
service role on a local scale, notably via state
allocations that must meet the level of needs.
/FYU MPDBMBVUIPSJUJFTNVTUFMBCPSBUFQVCMJD
policies that are relevant for their territory
and propose sustainable solutions. They
must organise the relationships between

We shall provide below a few ideas for the
improvement of territorial planning and the
management of local finances. The planning
methods will be studied in greater detail
in the workshop devoted to this theme.
5IFTFTVCKFDUTBSFBMTPEFWFMPQFEJOHSFBUFS
EFQUI JO UIF USBJOJOH QSPQPTFE CZ "'%T
corporate university, the Centre d’Études
Financières, Économiques et Bancaires $&'&# 
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in the three “parcours collectivités locales”
NPEVMFT  XIJDI̓ XFSF DPODFJWFE GPS "'%T̓ <>
professional partners.
Purposes and Challenges of Territorial Planning
Territorial planning involves the drafting,
on a concerted basis (between all the local
players), of the documents that provide
for the development of activities and the
organisation of space on a given territory
GPS UIF DPNJOH ZFBST o HFOFSBMMZ XJUI B 
PS ZFBS PVUMPPL $IPBZ  .FSMJO   
The purposes of planning are manifold,
BOE IFSF B GFX FYBNQMFT PG UIFN 5IF
first purpose of planning documents is
to meet the needs of the inhabitants and
users of a territory in terms of housing,
employment and services. The second,
XIJDIJTUIFJNNFEJBUFDPOTFRVFODFPGUIF
first, is to make choices between the various
demands in order to define the general
interest. The third is to allow the community
UP FYFSDJTF DPOUSPM̓ PWFS MBOE JO PSEFS UP
build infrastructures, utilities and planning
zones. The fourth is to protect natural
resources and the environment, which
notably involves limiting urban sprawl and
encouraging the constitution of a compact
city. The fifth is to facilitate the development
of employment generating economic
BDUJWJUJFT  BOE UIF TJYUI JT UP öHIU BHBJOTU
TPDJBM JOFRVBMJUJFT 'BJOTUFJO    5IFSF JT
no hierarchical order between these various
QVSQPTFT FBDIPOFJT PG DBQJUBMJNQPSUBODF
in order to ensure a balanced and sustainable
EFWFMPQNFOUPGUIFUFSSJUPSZJORVFTUJPO
'VSUIFSNPSF  POF PG UIF NBKPS DIBMMFOHFT
of territorial planning is the taking into

account of the so-called “informal” sector.
Local development policies cannot ignore
UIF FYJTUFODF PG RVBSUFST BOE BDUJWJUJFT
that have not been created by the public
powers as their creation is often due to a
lack of public means to meet the needs of
demographic and urban growth. Repressive
policies, vis-à-vis the informal sector, have
OFHBUJWF TPDJBM DPOTFRVFODFT  CVU UIFZ BSF
often also inefficient as the development
PG UIFTF RVBSUFST BOE BDUJWJUJFT NVTU NFFU
UIF QPQVMBUJPOT FTTFOUJBM OFFET IPVTJOH 
employment, services, etc.) (Durand-Lasserve,
 
The authorities must thus choose their
position vis-à-vis UIF JOGPSNBM TFDUPS %P
UIFZ XJTI UP GPSNBMJTF UIF TMVN RVBSUFST 
Do they wish to control all types of activities
UIBU BSF OPU PóDJBMMZ SFHJTUFSFE  *G UIJT JT
the case, they must then invest large sums
in order to integrate the spontaneous
RVBSUFST JOUP UIF̓ GPSNBM DJUZ MJOL UIFN UP
collective transport, water and electricity
networks, construct public utilities, roads, etc.
They may launch large-scale construction
programmes for housing in order to meet
the needs of urban growth and limit the
GPSNJOH PG OFX TMVN RVBSUFST 5IF̓ DPOUSPM
of economic activities necessitates, for its
QBSU  DPOTFRVFOU BENJOJTUSBUJWF NBDIJOFSZ
and human resources (Chaboche, Dukhan,
4BMFOTPO  
Another approach lies in seeking links
between the formal and informal sectors.
'PS FYBNQMF  NVOJDJQBM CVTFT NBZ TFSWF
the “formal” city and a part of the accessible
QPPSFS RVBSUFST  XIJMF BDDFQUJOH UIF

<>IUUQXXXDFGFCPSHIPNFQSPHSBNNFTBQQVJBVYPQFSBUJPOTEVHSPVQFBGE@1"(&4"$564@1$-
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FYJTUFODF PG iJOGPSNBMw NPEFT PG DPMMFDUJWF
USBOTQPSU (PEBSE  TVDIBTNPUPSUBYJT
JO7J̏U/BNUIBUDBOFOTVSFBTFSWJDFPOUIF
OBSSPXFTUTUSFFUT JODFSUBJORVBSUFST
The conciliation of various purposes
and challenges is in itself a challenge, which
is often difficult to rise to, and yet planning
comes up against even more difficulties.
Ideally, the plans and programmes should
be established on a spatial scale that
corresponds to a functional territory (for
FYBNQMF  B DBUDINFOU BSFB GPS XBUFS
management, an employment area for
USBOTQPSU  FUD  )PXFWFS  BENJOJTUSBUJWF
limits rarely correspond to functional areas,
which engenders problems of governance.
#FDBVTF PG UIF PGUFO SBQJE DIBOHF JO
the social, economic and demographic
situation, and of spatial reconfigurations,
QMBOOJOH EPDVNFOUT̓ TIPVME CF øFYJCMF
BOE GSFRVFOUMZ NPEJöFE 5IJT FOUBJMT UIF
production and regular updating of data
concerning knowledge of the territory
(including inhabitants and activities), the
adoption of permanent and lasting systems
PG DPOTVMUBUJPO  B øFYJCJMJUZ PG SFHVMBUJPOT
and their implementation, and, as indicated
above, sufficient human and financial
resources to carry out these actions.
This is why planning must correspond
to real means of implementing and
monitoring plans. The plans must not
be more ambitious than the abilities to
JNQMFNFOU UIF QSPKFDUT 'PS FYBNQMF  JO
·MFEF'SBODF  XIFO̓ UIF SFHJPOBM NBTUFS
plan was revised, they realised that at the
CFHJOOJOHPGUIFT PGDPOTUSVDUJPO
in the region had been built outside the
zones designated for this purpose in the
NBTUFSQMBO *"6*%'  8FTIPVME
OPUUIFSFGPSFXBTUFFòPSUTFMBCPSBUJOHTUSJDU

regulations if we do not have the means to
implement targets and sanction violations.
Given the magnitude of needs, one possible
solution is to increase the financial resources
PG UIPTF JO DIBSHF PG VSCBO EFWFMPQNFOU
central government, municipalities and
local governments, public and private local
enterprises.
Financing of Urban Development:
A Few Avenues of Reflection
Devolved local communities (direct representatives of government) or decentralised
ones (elected officials) have at their disposal
several potential sources of financing for
investing in the territory that they must
develop.
*O RVBOUJUBUJWF UFSNT  UIF öSTU DPOUSJCVUPS
is often the state, which transfers to
communities sums of money that often
represent more than half of their budgetary
resources. The allocations may be regular
(annual) or punctual if they are linked to
B TQFDJöD QSPKFDU GPS FYBNQMF  B TVCTJEZ
granted for the construction of a hospital,
a road, etc.). When they are annual, the
allocations are often proportional to the
demographic weight of the cities concerned
and proportional to the amount of fiscal
revenue collected by the local authorities
for the state. They are also sometimes linked
to their administrative status (village, city,
district capital, etc.), and, more rarely, linked
to their needs or difficulties. Thus, in certain
DPVOUSJFT  OPUBCMZ JO 'SBODF  FRVBMJTBUJPO
mechanisms allow the transfer of more
funds to the poorest communities, thanks
to the revenue collected by the richest
communities.
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In any case, state transfers finance both
PQFSBUJOH FYQFOTFT BOE DPNNVOJUZ
JOWFTUNFOU FYQFOTFT *O NBOZ DPVOUSJFT 
almost all subsidies are absorbed by
PQFSBUJOH̓ FYQFOTFT OPUBCMZ NVOJDJQBM
BHFOUT TBMBSJFT  UP UIF EFUSJNFOU PG
investments. Legislative measures (at a
national level) may be implemented in order
to safeguard the funds earmarked for urban
development investments.
The second source of financing is
DPOTUJUVUFE̓ CZ UIF DPNNVOJUJFT PXO
SFTPVSDFT 5IFTF̓ BSF PG TFWFSBM EJòFSFOU
types. Fiscal resources are constituted
CZ MBOE UBY  QSPQFSUZ UBY BOE DPVODJM UBY
when communities collect them directly,
generally in decentralised administrative
TZTUFNT 5P̓ UIFTF NBZ CF BEEFE UBYFT PO
FDPOPNJDBDUJWJUJFT CVTJOFTTUBY PSQBUFOUT
for business premises), which are often
collected locally, this is also the case in nondecentralised systems. Local communities
BMTPSFDFJWFUBYFTGPSUIFMPDBMQVCMJDTFSWJDFT
UIFZQSPWJEFJGTVDIJTUIFDBTFUBYPOSFGVTF
collection, water rates, parking charges,
public transport, etc. It is in the interest of local
communities to improve the collecting of
UIFTFEJòFSFOUUBYSFWFOVFT XIJDISFQSFTFOU
a considerable source of revenue. In France,
GPSFYBNQMF MBOEUBYCSJOHTJO&63CJMMJPO
per annum, which represents, on average,
PGUIFSFWFOVFTPGNVOJDJQBMJUJFT
5IJT JOWPMWFT  GPS MBOE BOE SFBM FTUBUF UBYFT 
implementing or updating geographical
information systems (addressing schemes
PS MBOE SFHJTUSJFT  'PS UBYFT PO FDPOPNJD
activities, this means on the one hand limiting
UIF OVNCFS BOE MFOHUI PG UBY FYFNQUJPOT
designed to attract and satisfy entrepreneurs
and devoting human resources to tasks of

collecting, controlling and sanctioning in the
case of absence of payment.
The third source of financing is the levying
of a part of land and property value gains.
Municipalities often charge for the issuing
of building permits. Communities may
furthermore sell building rights on their own
land or carry out the transfer of building
rights from one plot of land to another,
XIJDI HFOFSBUFT SFWFOVF 8FJQJOH   
The capital gains (profits) made by private
citizens when they convert agricultural land
into a building lot, or when they make a
transaction (sale, transfer) or inherit, may be
UBYFE JG UIFTF̓ DPOWFSTJPOT BSF DBSSJFE PVU
in a regulatory framework. Development
operations carried out by property
developers, large public operators (utilities)
and industrialists (business parks) generate
large profits for the private sector, which may
be used for local public budgets (Paulais,
 
A fourth financial resource for urban
development is the implementation of
partnerships between the public and
private sectors, for the above-mentioned
EFWFMPQNFOU PQFSBUJPOT GPS FYBNQMF
1VCMJD BVUIPSJUJFT DPOUSJCVUF UP UIF QSPKFDU
by supplying building plots and especially
a guarantee for banks, whereas private
developers are responsible for charges
related to utilities (development of land
plots, installation of infrastructures, etc.). In
the same way, “public service delegations”
are forms of partnership between the public
and private sectors in which a private player
takes responsibility for a public service in
the name of the community. The private
player is then responsible for the investments
OFDFTTBSZ UP GVMöM UIJT NJTTJPO GPS FYBNQMF 
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UIF FYUFOTJPO PG UIF XBUFS EJTUSJCVUJPO
network).
Finally, the last source of urban development
financing is the bank loan, which for the
moment is relatively little used by local
communities in developing countries, unlike
JO /PSUIFSO DPVOUSJFT XIFSF JU JT XJEFMZ
used. According to the potential amount
PG BOOVBM SFWFOVF BOE UIF RVBMJUZ PG JUT
financial management, a community may
DPOTFRVFOUMZ CPSSPX EJSFDUMZ GSPN MPDBM PS
foreign banks (including from international
EPOPST TVDI BT UIF 8PSME #BOL  UIF "TJBO
%FWFMPQNFOU #BOL PS UIF "'%  PS JOEFFE
benefit from a loan contracted for it by the
central government (the Finance Ministry)
and then retroceded. Communities may also
benefit from bank guarantee mechanisms,
in which a financial body commits itself
to covering the risk it takes in borrowing.
0OF PG UIF QSFSFRVJTJUFT JT UP EFWFMPQ UIF
activities of national and international banks,
which may notably use household savings
GPS MPDBM JOWFTUNFOU QSPKFDUT 'JOBMMZ  TPNF
large cities issue bonds directly on financial
markets, which ensures them considerable
revenues. This resorting to borrowing must,
however, remain in reasonable proportion
JO PSEFS UP BWPJE TJUVBUJPOT PG FYDFTTJWF
EFCU #SB[JMJBO BOE "SHFOUJOJBO QSPWJODFT
XFSF UIVT BòFDUFE CZ NPOFUBSZ DSJTFT JO
 BOE  SFTQFDUJWFMZ *O #SB[JM  GFEFSBM
state debt (regions) rose to twice the level of
their current annual revenues (AFD, IPEA and
'POEBUJPO$JVEBE)VNBOB  
All these potential sources of financing need
UP CF FYQMPSFE CZ EFWFMPQNFOU QMBZFST
in order to find the sums of money that
are indispensable for meeting the needs
generated by demographic growth. Indeed,
“wishful thinking” in terms of a sustainable

city, “intelligent” territorial planning and
citizen participation in decision-making
will be to no avail if the necessary funds are
not available to implement the virtuous
PCKFDUJWFTPGTVTUBJOBCMFEFWFMPQNFOU

Conclusion
*O PSEFS UP NFFU UPNPSSPXT VSCBO DIBMMFO
ges, territorial planning must take into
account the three pillars of sustainable
EFWFMPQNFOU FDPOPNJD EFWFMPQNFOU  UIF
öHIUBHBJOTUJOFRVBMJUJFTBOEFOWJSPONFOUBM
protection.
Economic development is a powerful motor
UIBU BMMPXT DJUJFT UP PòFS UIFJS JOIBCJUBOUT
employment from activities and services,
and also supplies resources for public utilities.
As far as territorial planning is concerned,
it entails the implementation of strategies
and key investments.
Planning must promote an “inclusive” or
“united” urban model, that is to say one
UIBU EPFT OPU FYDMVEF DFSUBJO DBUFHPSJFT PG
population (migrants, the poor, the elderly,
ethnic minorities, women). To succeed
in doing this, it must have the primary
PCKFDUJWF PG GBDJMJUBUJOH BDDFTT UP BMM CBTJD
services and more generally to public
space (freedom of movement, access to
utilities, etc.). It must fight against socioTQBUJBM GSBHNFOUBUJPO QSPDFTTFT  PòFS
BòPSEBCMFIPVTJOHUPBMMBOE̓JNQSPWFMJWJOH
DPOEJUJPOTJOFYJTUJOHIPVTJOHUISPVHIVSCBO
renovation operations.
Finally, planning has a multitude of
tools to protect the environment at its
disposal. The principal challenges in this
domain remain the implementing of
the commitments listed in the planning
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documents (protection of resources,
green space) and finding the financing
that corresponds to the measures to be
JNQMFNFOUFE GPS FYBNQMF UIF JNQSPWF
ment of the energy efficiency of industrial
activities in order to limit greenhouse gas
emissions).
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5IF$JUZ "$PNQMFY
4ZTUFN
5IF/FX$IBMMFOHFTPG6SCBO
Modelling
Arnaud Banos – CNRS- Paris 1- Paris 7

$JUJFTBSFPGUFOEFöOFEBTDPNQMFYTZTUFNT
that are made up of a large number
of heterogeneous entities interacting
BVUPOPNPVTMZ BU EJòFSFOU MFWFMT 'SPN
this standpoint, urban dynamics are thus
largely part of self-organisation processes
and their structures emerge from these
multiple underlying interactions. The analogy is sometimes pushed to the point of
comparing cities to living organisms, with
which they are believed to share certain
properties.

,SVHNBO   +PIOTPO   1PSUVHBMJ 
  *U JT USVF UIBU UIF XJEFTU EFöOJUJPO
PG UIF MBUUFS 8BMESPQ    MFBWFT MJUUMF
doubt concerning the possibility of a fruitful
BOBMPHZ TZTUFNT RVBMJöFE BT DPNQMFY BSF
those composed of a large number of more
or less autonomous entities, in a situation
of localised interaction. Such systems are
not controlled or orchestrated by a group
of entities or a higher order structure (topdown logic) as the dynamic is more part of
a self-organisation process (bottom-up logic).

8IBU EP XF MFBSO GSPN UIJT SFTFBSDI 
)PX̓ DBO̓ XF VTF UIJT LOPXMFEHF JO UIF
EPNBJOPGUPXO̓QMBOOJOH

The constituent entities of such systems
OBUVSBMMZ EFQFOE PO UIF DPOTJEFSFE TDBMF
at the microscopic level, pedestrians, cyclists
BOE ESJWFST BSF  GPS FYBNQMF  DMFBS VSCBO
entities, but perhaps more surprisingly,
traffic lights and the “intelligent” buildings
UIBU XF TFF JO̓ UIF 4NBSU$JUJFT FYQFSJNFOUT
are also entities. As we rise in scalar levels,
collective bodies (associations, enterprises,

1.6.1. The City, A Complex System?
There is a lot of research that draws parallels
CFUXFFO DJUJFT BOE DPNQMFY TZTUFNT
#BUUZ   #FOFOTPO BOE 5PSSFOT  
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communities, etc.) can also be abstracted
as entities. Finally, at the macroscopic
level of the urban network, each city can
be considered as an autonomous entity
interacting with other cities (Pumain et al.,
 

the whole of the organisation of settlement
systems, this would necessarily result in a
greater variety of forms, depending on political
regimes and economic systems, and by more
pronounced fits and starts in their evolution”
1VNBJO  

Although today the cause of numerous
natural systems (active matter, living
organisms, collective insect societies,
etc.) and artificial ones (the Internet, for
FYBNQMF  JT VOEFSTUPPE  UIF BQQMJDBUJPO PG
this reading grid to human societies and to
certain of their most specific productions
DJUJFT  GPS FYBNQMF  JT TUJMM UIF TVCKFDU PG
wide debate. Indeed, claiming that cities
are self-organised, adaptive systems whose
structures and dynamics are more part
of a self-organisation process than the
centralising actions of orchestration and
control may seem surprising. And yet, this
JT FYBDUMZ XIBU %FOJTF̓ 1VNBJO  POF PG UIF
leading specialists in the domain, is basically
saying about the origin of settlement
TZTUFNT iWhatever was, and still is, the
efficiency of interventions explicitly destined
to control a territory through the means of
the regular implantation of central functions,
which are most often hierarchical, it can
be taken as a given that these functions do
not constitute the essential determinant
of the structure and of the evolution of
systems of settlement. It is certain that generals,
administrators and settlers were able
to establish occupation plans of a territory
through a network of main strongholds,
prefectures or camps. Certain urban
localities were arbitrarily imposed by political
powers (Richelieu in France) or economic
ones (Sun City in South Africa), or again by
developers (new cities). However, if these
voluntary actions truly and effectively controlled

Recent work by Israeli geographers in the
region of Tel Aviv over a period of fifteen
ZFBST /VSJU et al    GFFET UIJT EFCBUF
through the use of a careful empirical study
of the deviations observed between urban
development plans and those actually
DBSSJFEPVUUIFQSPQPSUJPOPGEFWFMPQNFOUT
non-compliant with the initially established
QMBOOJOH JT TPNFUJNFT BT IJHI BT  PG
urban developments. This leads the authors
to raise some doubts about the way in which
the initial urban development plan really
guided the observed development.
What role can thus be fulfilled by public
action (in the wider sense of the term) in
TVDIBQFSTQFDUJWF iThese events are out of our
control, let us pretend to have arranged them”,
'SBOÎPJT "TDIFS   MJLFE UP TBZ  QPJOUJOH
his finger at the most recent evolutions of
modern societies and their productions,
which he referred to as “metapolises” in
order to emphasise their increasingly
fragmented and diluted morphology and
NPSFBOENPSF̓DPNQMFYGVODUJPOJOH XIJDI
is engendered by an increasing multiplication
of interactions at work within them.

1.6.2. Of the Modelling of Urban
Systems...
5IJT KPJOU FWPMVUJPO PG TPDJFUJFT  DJUJFT BOE
urban planning is necessarily accompanied
by an evolution in the practices of
urban modelling, which is an essential
domain of research although it often
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remains little known outside the small
TQIFSFPGFYQFSUTJOUIJT̓öFME$POTFRVFOUMZ 
the small static and macroscopic models
PG UIF T BOE T IBWF CFFO

Diagram
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progressively replaced by more dynamic
and increasingly disaggregated models, until
finally arriving at the most recent individualcentred models.

The Co-Evolution of Cities, Urban Planning
and Urban Models

Source: Batty (2005), http://www.casa.ucl.ac.uk/rits/rits-lecture-2.pdf

This evolution in modelling practices,
FWFO̓ UIPVHI JU öUT JOUP B TPDJFUBM DPOUFYU
that is itself in perpetual movement, also
corresponds to a deep-lying trend that feeds
numerous scientific disciplines. Generally
speaking, we can say that this evolution is
characterised by the growing importance
BUUBDIFEUP
- Amplification mechanisms (positive feedback) to the detriment of regulatory
NFDIBOJTNT OFHBUJWFGFFECBDL 
 #JPMPHZ XJUI JUT DPODFQUT PG TFMGPSHB
nisation, metabolism, life cycles) to the
EFUSJNFOU PG /FXUPOJBO QIZTJDT BOE JUT
RVFTUGPSFRVJMJCSJVNBOETUBCJMJUZ

- The fundamental heterogeneity of the
entities composing human societies and
OPUBCMZJOEJWJEVBMT
 $PODFQUT PG EZOBNJD FRVJMJCSJVN BOE
EZOBNJDTGBSGSPNUIFFRVJMJCSJVN i-JGFBU
the edge of chaos”), to the detriment of the
TFBSDIGPSUIBUWFSZFRVJMJCSJVN
It is here a case of a fundamental dynamic,
which must be properly evaluated. We
shall thus emphasise a difficulty inherent
to social sciences, which was regularly
QPJOUFE PVU CZ )FSCFSU 4JNPO  XIP XBT
CPUI XJOOFS PG UIF 5VSJOH 1SJ[F JO  
for his research into artificial intelligence,
BOE UIF /PCFM 1SJ[F GPS &DPOPNZ JO  
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for his research into bounded rationality.
Profiting from the dual meaning of the
word “hard” (opposite of soft and difficult),
)FSCFSU 4JNPO MJLFE UP TBZ UIBU UIF TPDJBM
sciences are veritable “hard sciences” (in
the sense of “difficult”). For Simon, what is
social cannot be divided into distinct and
clearly identified sub-processes that might
CF FOUSVTUFE UP EJòFSFOUJBUFE EJTDJQMJOFT
whose analyses, which are carried out
independently from each other, might
TVCTFRVFOUMZ CF BHHSFHBUFE JO PSEFS UP
construct an analysis of the social system
in its totality. Furthermore, unlike natural
sciences and physics, social sciences do
not lend themselves easily to controlled
FYQFSJNFOUBUJPO $POTFRVFOUMZ  JU QSPWFT
difficult to test hypotheses concerning
links between individual behaviours
and structures and more macroscopic processes, which thus limits any fundamental
RVFTUJPOJOH PG UIF UZQF iIF individuals
followed certain rules, THEN society in its
totality would present certain properties.”
)PXFWFS JUJTQSFDJTFMZUIJTUZQFPGRVFTUJPOJOH
that drives research in the domain of what
XF UPEBZ DBMM DPNQMFY BEBQUJWF TZTUFNT
5P XIBU FYUFOU BSF OPODPPSEJOBUFE CVU
interdependent, localised behaviours likely
to lead to the emergence of global structures
BOEPSQSPDFTTFT
#FIJOE UIJT TJNQMF RVFTUJPO MJF IJEEFO
UXP NBKPS EJóDVMUJFT PG B UPUBMMZ EJòFSFOU
OBUVSF 'JSTUMZ  JO B DPNQMFY TZTUFN
composed of a large number of entities
in a highly specific situation of interaction,
it is difficult to deduce the macroscopic
DPOTFRVFODFT PG NJDSPTDPQJD CFIBWJPVST 
even when the initial conditions are well
known, the properties of entities and

their environment as well as their rules
PG CFIBWJPVS DPNQVUFS TJNVMBUJPO o JO
UIF TFOTF̓ PG UIF̓ SFQFBUFE FYFDVUJPO 
on a computer, of a mathematical and/
or computer model – is then very often
the only way to further our knowledge
PG UIF̓ TVCKFDU /FYU  BOE UIJT JT UIF
second difficulty, it is even more difficult
to induce microscopic behaviours from
LOPXMFEHF  FWFO XIFO FYUSFNFMZ QSFDJTF 
PGUIFNBDSPTDPQJDMFWFMPOFPGUIFQPTTJCMF
approaches, in this type of “inverse problem”
is to then “generate” through the simulation
of macroscopic structures and processes
from individual behaviours, so as to produce
iFYQMBOBUPSZ DBOEJEBUFTw &QTUFJO BOE "YUFMM 
 UIBUJUXJMMCFUIFOCFOFDFTTBSZUPUFTU
and confront with both the theory and the
observed facts.
We see that, in both cases (micro –> macro
and macro –> micro), modelling and
simulation play a key role. The Schelling
4FHSFHBUJPO .PEFM 4DIFMMJOH    XIJDI
is one of the best known in human and
social sciences, is a good illustration of these
EJòFSFOUEJóDVMUJFT
What does this theoretical model tell
VT  -FU̓ VT̓ JNBHJOF BO FWFO OVNCFS PG
IPVTFIPMET IBMG BSF UIF DPMPVS $ BOE UIF
PUIFS IBMG UIF̓ DPMPVS $ 5IFTF IPVTFIPMET
BSF SBOEPNMZ TJUVBUFE PO UIF TRVBSFT PG
a chessboard, respecting the following
DPOTUSBJOUT JUJTBMMPXFEUPIBWFPOMZPOF
IPVTFIPMEQFSTRVBSFBOE UIFOVNCFSPG
TRVBSFT NVTU CF̓ IJHIFS UIBO UIF OVNCFS
of households. Let us now give to these
agents a very simple rule of behaviour, of
UIFTUJNVMVTSFBDUJPOUZQFJGUIFQSPQPSUJPO
PG $ DPMPVS IPVTFIPMET JO UIF WJDJOJUZ PG
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B $̓ DPMPVS IPVTFIPME JT IJHIFS UIBO B
threshold λ, then this household settles in
POF PG UIF GSFF TRVBSFT PO UIF DIFTTCPBSE
IBWJOHBQSPQPSUJPOPG$DPMPVSIPVTFIPMET
inferior to the threshold λ.

Diagram
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Clearly, if tolerance is low (low value of λ
threshold), the household relocation dynamic
is going to produce a structured spatial
organisation, which is marked by a more or
less clear separation between the two types
of household.

Example of the Spatial Organisation Obtained
for a Low Tolerance Threshold

Note: λ = 30% of different coloured neighbours.
Source: NetLogo, https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/

What is most surprising and led to the
success of this small model is the following
QBSBEPY FWFO XIFO UIF UISFTIPME WBMVF PG
Ʉ JT IJHI GPS FYBNQMF  PG OFJHICPVST

PG B EJòFSFOU DPMPVS UPMFSBUFE  UIF NPEFMT
dynamic will nevertheless tend to spatially
separate the two categories of household.
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Example of the Spatial Organisation Obtained
for a High Tolerance Threshold

Note: λ = 70% of different coloured neighbours.
Source: NetLogo, https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/

In this precise case, the households will
OPU IBWF BO BWFSBHF PG  PG OFJHICPVST
PG B EJòFSFOU DPMPVS  CVU SBUIFS  *O
other words, “the aggregation of moderated
individual demands produces a segregation
effect that largely exceeds these demands and
caricatures themw #PVEPO  
5IJT FYUSFNFMZ SPCVTU NPEFM  JODMVEJOH JUT
VOEFSMZJOH TQBUJBM TUSVDUVSF #BOPT   
IBT̓ CFFO XSJUUFO BCPVU FYUFOTJWFMZ BOE
continues to feed debates in numerous
disciplines of human and social sciences.
An interesting point for our purposes
concerns the irremediably “selfish” character
PG̓ UIF IPVTFIPMET UIVT NPEFMMFE FBDI
one only worries about its own interest
and ignores any other consideration.
What would happen if we made this
constraint less restrictive, so that the
households could take into account

GPS FYBNQMF  JO UIFJS DIPJDF  UIF TQBUJBM
organisation dynamically engendered by
the whole of their non-coordinated but
JOUFSEFQFOEFOU CFIBWJPVST  *O PUIFS XPSET 
if we gave certain households the possibility
of adopting altruistic behaviour, guided by
a function of more global utility and aiming,
GPS FYBNQMF  UP MJNJU UIF SFTVMUJOH HMPCBM
segregation (Grauwin et al 
More generally, does the introduction of
coordination into a non-coordinated system
BMMPXJUUPEFWFMPQUIFEZOBNJD

1.6.3. ...To Their Piloting
“Collective intelligence” is often cited as an
FYBNQMFPGTPDJBMFNFSHFODFBOE HFOFSBMMZ 
it is often associated with the bottomup process that is essentially positive.
)PXFWFS  BT̓ UIF 4DIFMMJOH 4FHSFHBUJPO
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Model shows, this emergence is in no
way an essentially virtuous process. The
RVFTUJPO PG QJMPUJOH UIFTF TZTUFNT JT UIVT
recurrently posed in order to be able to
SFHVMBUF UIF̓ VOEFTJSBCMF FòFDUT QSPEVDFE
BOEFWFOUVBMMZSFWFSTF̓UIFJSDPVSTF)PXFWFS 
those who attempt to do this are rapidly
confronted by the same difficulty, which
JT UZQJDBM PG UIFTF TZTUFNT UIF BCTFODF PG
a clearly identifiable pilot. Piloting these
systems is therefore a challenge. It is precisely
for this reason that we need simple models,
XIJDI BSF EFEJDBUFE UP UIF FYQMPSBUJPO
of emergence phenomena. It is for the
same reason that these models need to be
interactive, in order to integrate human actors
into the heart of the process.

Diagram
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'PMMPXJOH UIF FYBNQMF PG $PN.PE BQQSP
BDIFT IUUQDPSNBTDJSBEGS$PN.PE  JU
is thus possible to construct participatory
VSCBO̓ NPEFMT JO MJHIU PG UIJT  UIF NPEFM
thus plays the role of a common support
and mediator between human players
who have a vocation to act on the same
system with their own logics and very often
BVUPOPNPVTMZ"DPNQMFYTZTUFNJOTFSUFEJO
BOPUIFSDPNQMFYTZTUFN JOBDFSUBJONBOOFS
The SMArtAccess prototype, developed in
UIFGSBNFXPSLPGUIF"/3.*301SPKFDU .JSP 
 JTBOFYBNQMFPGTVDIBiNVMUJBHFOUT
multi-players” system implemented in the
serious-game form.

The SMArtAccess Serious Game,
A “Multi-Agents/Multi-Players” System

Source: Author’s construction.
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Let us take as our point of departure a virtual
city. To make things simple and render the
game intelligible and not allow it to become
trivial in any way, let us imagine that each
player, who is randomly located, has the aim
PGDBSSZJOHPVUBöYFEDIBJOPGNPWFNFOUPG
UIFUZQF
)PNF o 8PSL o 1VCMJD TFSWJDF o
$PNNFSDJBMTFSWJDFo)PNF
Let us now formulate the postulate that
FBDIBHFOUJTSBUJPOBMBOEBiNBYJNJTFSwCVU
IBT JNQFSGFDU JOGPSNBUJPO B TJNQMF XBZ
of defining this chain is to then minimise
a global transport time. Each agent thus
carries out his chain while trying to minimise
his total transport time, without taking traffic
into consideration (condition of imperfect
information).

-FU VT OPX JNBHJOF UIBU UIF EJòFSFOU
human players are trusted with the reigns
of the urban environment within which the
BHFOUT FWPMWF 0OF QMBZFS IBT  GPS FYBNQMF 
responsibility for the management of a road
route and permitted speeds, a second must
locate public services, a third commercial
services, a fourth player is responsible for
locating the domicile of the agents and,
finally, one plays the role of a public player,
NPOJUPSJOH DFSUBJO NBDSPTDPQJD SFRVJSF
ments of functioning and sustainability.
In order to make the game interesting, each
QMBZFS JT BUUSJCVUFE TQFDJöD PCKFDUJWFT GPS
FYBNQMF UP NBYJNJTF QSPöUBCJMJUZ GPS UIF
“commercial services” player) and has at their
disposal specific indicators of their activity,
which are known to them alone, as well as a
global vision of the system, which is shared by
all the players.

Diagram 10 Example of Visualisation Accessible to all Players

Note: The thickness of roads is proportional to traffic. The circles correspond to the market shares of the services and places of activity.
We can see that certain ones are little used by the agents and would benefit from being relocated.
Source: Author’s construction.
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Each player takes their turn then, once their
turn is over, the agents in the model redefine
their movement chains using the new
environmental conditions, before carrying
out the chains by throwing themselves into
UIF USBóD  BOE FYQSFTTJOH UIFJS TBUJTGBDUJPO 
which is estimated by the actual duration of
their chain. A group of feedback indicators
UIFOBMMPXTUIFQMBZFSTUPBEKVTUUIFJSTUSBUFHZ
at the beginning of each new turn (see
%JBHSBN 

of this type of serious game. The model,
which has become a participatory one, then
becomes the ideal medium for studying interindividual interactions and the emergence
of cooperation strategies that allow the
FYDIBOHF PG JOGPSNBUJPO  UIF DPOTUSVDUJPO
of common interests, and the repositioning
of individual interests to the advantage of a
better shared collective interest.

The virtual city will then evolve on the
basis of this group of actions, which are not
OFDFTTBSJMZDPPSEJOBUFE UIFPCKFDUJWFCFJOH
to make the players become aware of the
deficiencies of such an approach and propose
and implement more coordinated strategies,
which are based upon the clarification
PG JOEJWJEVBM PCKFDUJWFT BOE UIF FWFOUVBM
EFöOJUJPOPGDPNNPOPCKFDUJWFT

Today there is a broad consensus about
UIF DPNQMFYJUZ PG VSCBO PSHBOJTNT  CPUI
among urban specialists and among those
TQFDJBMJTJOH JO DPNQMFY TZTUFNT )PXFWFS 
the means of addressing and managing
UIJT DPNQMFYJUZ BSF RVJUF EJWFSTF )FSCFSU
Simon liked to say, “There is no one best
way”. Among this multiplicity of methods,
modelling presents a promising avenue
because is very rich in diversity. There is not
KVTU POF CVU NBOZ NPEFMMJOH QSBDUJDFT 
XIJDIBSFBMMWFSZEJòFSFOUBDDPSEJOHUPUIF
NPEFMMFE PCKFDU  UIF öYFE PCKFDUJWFT  BOE
the culture of the modeller. This diversity
must be preserved, even if virtuous practices
DBO CF JEFOUJöFE BOE FODPVSBHFE #BOPT
BOE 4BOEFST    " CFUUFS VOEFSTUBOEJOH
of urban systems for ultimately more
FòFDUJWF NBOBHFNFOU JT B DPOTJEFSBCMF
challenge that is becoming increasingly
important. Modelling and simulation have
their role in this system, above all because
PG UIFJS JSSFQMBDFBCMF IFVSJTUJD WBMVF
models that are well conceived help us to
EFDPNQBSUNFOUBMJTF PVS UIPVHIUT #BOPT 
  CVU BMTP PVS QSBDUJDFT  BDUJPOT BOE
interactions.

We find in this very simple, serious
game many of the themes at the heart
PG UIF DPNQMFYJUZ PG̓ TPDJBM TZTUFNT UIF
FYJTUFODF PG VODPPSEJOBUFE CVU NVUVBMMZ
JOUFSEFQFOEFOU CFIBWJPVST UIF FYJTUFODF
PG NVMUJQMF PCKFDUJWFT UIBU BSF OPU
OFDFTTBSJMZ DPNQBUJCMF UIF FYJTUFODF PG
EJòFSFOUJBUFE̓ BOE SFMBUJWFMZ XFMMEFöOFE
individual interests and a more blurred and
OPU OFDFTTBSJMZ TIBSFE DPMMFDUJWF JOUFSFTU
the piloting of a system with its own motor
CZ TFWFSBM QMBZFST JOUFSWFOJOH BU EJòFSFOU
MFWFMT CVU JO B OPOEPNJOBOU NBOOFS UIF
possibility for the players to define strategies
in interaction with other players. All of these
are fundamental problems, which will benefit
GSPN CFJOH FYBNJOFE UPEBZ XJUI UIF IFMQ

Conclusion
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"4ZOUIFTJT
of the Plenary Sessions.
Sustainable Development in
UIF$POUFYUPG7JFUOBNFTF
Urban Transition
Charles Goldblum – Professor Emeritus

Ladies, Gentlemen, Dear Colleagues and
Friends,
Allow me first of all to thank the organisers
PGUIFTF+5%JOåË-˼U BOENPTUQBSUJDVMBSMZ
Stéphane Lagrée, for entrusting me with
UIF EFMJDBUF FYFSDJTF PG TVNNBSJTJOH UIFTF
rich plenary sessions – rich because of the
diversity of the themes addressed and
UIF RVFTUJPOT EFCBUFE * IPQF UIBU UIF
speakers will succeed in finding their way
through this non-chronological and nonconventional summary of their interventions,
which is something of a commentary, an
interpretation and a digression, rather than a
faithful restitution of their presentations.
In order to begin this summary and
introduction to the workshops, I propose
to use, as a starting point, what appeared
to me to be a moment of fruitful hesitation
JO UIF̓ UJUMF PG UIFTF +5% i1FSTQFDUJWFT PO

Sustainable Urban Development”. Indeed,
UIF̓ TJY JOUFSWFOUJPOT XF IBWF IFBSE  BT
XFMM BT UIF i(SFZ ;POFw JNBHFT UIBU XFSF
öMNFE PO UIF TQPU JO )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ BT
a counterpoint, appear to me to illustrate
the tension that Vietnamese urbanisation
NBOJGFTUT CPUIJOJUTDPOUFYUBOEJOSFMBUJPO
to its current perspectives.
+VTU MJLF UIF XIPMF PG 4PVUIFBTU "TJB 
7J̏U̓/BNJTJOEFFEFYQFSJFODJOHBDDFMFSBUFE
VSCBO USBOTJUJPO )PXFWFS  UIF VOJRVFOFTT
of this transition is that it is coupled with an
economic transition towards the market of
which its urbanisation is both the vector and
PQFSBUJOHNPEFoUIJTJTKVTUBOPCTFSWBUJPO
#VUSJHIUOPX JUJTOPMPOHFSKVTUBOTXFSTUP
urban problems of infrastructure, services,
housing, and adaptation to urban structures
NFFUJOHUIFSFRVJSFNFOUTPGđổi mới that are
influencing urban development strategies.
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7J̏U /BN JT FOUFSJOH B QIBTF XIFSF
UIF FòFDUT̓ PG UIFTF öSTU JOUFSWFOUJPOT
JODMVEJOH UIPTF BU B SFHVMBUPSZ PS KVEJDJBM
MFWFM  GPS FYBNQMF UIPTF DPODFSOJOH MBOE
access or foreign ownership conditions)
are themselves confronted by the new
dimensions of an urbanisation process
characterised by metropolitisation and a
form of town planning that is less in the field
of problem-solving than in that of the very
EZOBNJD QBSUJDVMBSMZFDPOPNJD FYQFDUFEPG
UIFQSPKFDUTUIFNTFMWFT)PXFWFS JUJTJOUIJT
DPOUFYU JOUIFTFOFXXBZTPGVSCBOJTJOH UIBU
the principle or ideal of sustainable urban
development is made manifest. This is also
the case of recent arrangements concerning
environmental issues that the new policies
(khu đô thị mới PS/FX$JUJFT XIPMFIFBSUFEMZ
embrace.
The theme of sustainable urban development
is thus apparent in a universe of change
BOEQSPKFDUTUPXIJDIVSCBOQSPKFDUT VQPO
which the workshops are asked to reflect)
DPOUSJCVUF )PXFWFS  JU SFNBJOT UIF DBTF  BT
1IJMJQQF1BQJOFYDFMMFOUMZSFNJOEFEVTJOIJT
opening presentation, that the matter on or
GSPN XIJDI UIFTF QSPKFDUT XPSL QIZTJDBM 
TPDJBM TQBUJBMCVUBMTPJNBHJOBSZBOEUFYUVBM
matter) has been moulded by history,
leaving us the traces of what has remained
and its discontinuities. The original notion
PG TVTUBJOBCMF EFWFMPQNFOU FYQSFTTFE B
global environmental point of view, with the
idea of the responsibility of contemporary
TPDJFUJFT UPXBSET GVUVSF HFOFSBUJPOT JO
other words, development was linked to the
future. The interest of the French translation
in the form of “dévelopement durable” is to
introduce the element of duration (at the risk,
let us point out, of losing along the way the
RVFTUJPOPGUIFFUIJDPGSFTQPOTJCJMJUZ 

When presenting the links between the
evolution of the status of the street in
5IǊOH -POH)Ë /̘J BOE UIF QPMJUJDP
BENJOJTUSBUJWF DIBOHFT UIBU 7J̏U /BN
IBT VOEFSHPOF  QBSUJDVMBSMZ TJODF UIF th
century, Philippe Papin also reminds us that
the contemporary city does not constitute
a simple theatre of operations. It is also the
custodian of that which is perpetuated in
the contemporary territorial network, in its
road networks, its division of land plots, in the
organisation of its local authorities, beyond
the chaos of history (from which we know
that Vietnam was in no way spared). The same
is true of the advantage constituted by the
DPOUJOVJOH FYJTUFODF JO 7J̏U /BN VOMJLF JO
Thailand) of a “very dense and well-balanced
urban network”, which must evidently be
taken into consideration in the face of current
trends for territorial polarisation.
It is from this long-term perspective, in
a back and forward-looking way, that
1BTDBM #PVSEFBVY  VTJOH åË -˼U BT BO
FYBNQMF  FODPVSBHFT VT UP UIJOL BCPVU
the city, not by freezing it as an image
of the past or the ineluctable result of a
programmed process (a vision that the
EJòFSFOU DPODFQUJPOT̓ NBSLJOH UIF FOUSZ
PG åË -˼U JOUP̓ UIF FSB PG QMBOT o GSPN UIF
$IBNQPVESZ1MBOJOPS̓UIBUPG)ÏCSBSE
JO   UP UIF DVSSFOU (SFBUFS åË -˼U
1SPKFDU o BMMPXT VT UP DMFBSMZ SVMF PVU  CVU
CZ UISPXJOH MJHIU PO UPEBZT DJUZ UISPVHI
that which binds, physically and socially,
all generations. The photos, and all the
rest of the iconographical documentation
that keeps alive the memory of the places,
FOSJDI JO BO̓ FYFNQMBSZ NBOOFS UIJT
QSFTFOUBUJPO PO åË -˼U XJUI UIF FYQMJDJU
UJUMFi"OE UIF .BQ̓ $SFBUFE UIF $JUZw *O UIJT
regard, knowledge of urban past through
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cartography also feeds on the fact that the
latter has been, and still is, an instrument for
the task of development and construction.
Unlike the symbolic maps which, in the
presentation of Philippe Papin about Thăng
-POH)Ë /̘J  JODMVEF PUIFSiQMBOT PG SFBMJUZw
(which, however, also lead us to the urban
GPSN BT BO PCKFDU PG SFQSFTFOUBUJPO JO JUT
relationship with the materiality of the city),
UIFDBSUPHSBQIZPGåË-˼UPQFOT JOJUTWBSJPVT
TFRVFODFT GSPN UIF JEFOUJöDBUJPO PG UIF
-BOH #JBO QMBUFBV UP JUT USBOTGPSNBUJPO JOUP
a hill station, in this case), with the perspective of a planned transformation, that of
(SFBUFS åË -˼U  XJUI UIF UISFF QSPKFDUT PG
FYQBOTJPO  SFOPWBUJPO BOE EFWFMPQNFOU
PG IFSJUBHF 5ISPVHI åË -˼U  XF LOPX UIBU
DJUJFT BSF BMTP̓ NBEF PG UIF TUVò PG XIJDI
dreams are made, the latter not being the
monopoly of elected officials nor of urban
specialists. Was this great ambition also part
PGBDPMMFDUJWFESFBN
There is another point about which the
development methods of the past are of a
nature to throw light upon present urban
EFWFMPQNFOU QSPKFDUT  OBNFMZ UIF WFSZ
GVODUJPOT BUUSJCVUFE UP UIJT QMBDF GSPN B
sanatorium to a hill station, these are two
types of strategy of social avoidance that
åË̓-˼UDSZTUBMMJTFT5IJTCFDPNFTDMFBSXIFO
one evokes colonial discrimination, but
also when one is aware of the close link the
conditions surrounding the birth of town
planning have with those of epidemiology.
Is it not also in terms of the creation of
FYDMVTJWF̓ QMBDFT UIBU POF NVTU DPOTJEFS
certain types of modern day town planning
operations of the gated community type,
which claim to be sustainable urban
development, but reserve it in fact for the
IBQQZGFX 5IJTMFBETVTUPRVFTUJPOUIFWFSZ

sense of these operations and what they
iFYUFSOBMJTFw BMTPGSPNBOFOWJSPONFOUBMQPJOU
of view). Is sustainable urban development
conceivable on the micro-development
scale, even when it is attributed the label of
FDPDJUZ
This relates to the issue of socio-spatial
fragmentation in metropolises, as addressed
CZ +FBO.JDIFM 8BDITCFSHFS #Z QVUUJOH
UIFTF RVFTUJPOT UP UIF UFTU UIJT̓ BQQSPBDI
opens with a specific form of sustainable
VSCBO EFWFMPQNFOU  BT FYQSFTTFE JO UIF
"OHMP4BYPO UFSN iTVTUBJOBCMFw OBNFMZ
8IP JT BòFDUFE CZ JU BOE̓ XIP TVòFST JUT
FòFDUT  5IJT EJNFOTJPO  XIJDI JT BMM UPP
often neglected in the analysis in terms of
VSCBOEFWFMPQNFOUQMBZFST XBTUIFTVCKFDU
of a sober but powerful reintroduction in
the form of the film “Zone Grisew CZ "YFM
%FNFOFU  7JODFOU %PVCSFSF BOE +FBO
:WFT 3JDDJ 5IJT öMN  XIJDI EFBMT XJUI̓ UIF
everyday life of urban poor in a booming
metropolis, encourages us to reconsider
informal activities as a way of earning the
means to survive for a large part of the citydwelling population and which thus deserve
B EJòFSFOU TUBUVT GSPN UIF DVSSFOU iHSFZw
legal zone in which the informal sector finds
JUTFMG5IFTFMFDUJWFGPSNTPGVSCBO̓FYDMVTJPO 
whether they concern buildings and their
form, activities (notably those in the informal
sector) or certain categories of the population
– this geography of the eliminated about
which Michel de Certeau spoke and which
is seen widely in land reconversions –
should be reconsidered as a last point of
escape in relation to the dual specialisations
social/spatial segregation. The challenges
PG UIF SJHIU UP UIF DJUZ UIBU )FOSJ̓ -FCFCWSF
TQPLF BCPVU JO UIF *T OFFE UP CF OPX
TFFO JO UIF DPOUFYU PG NFUSPQPMJUJTBUJPO  PG
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the deployment of cities that have been
enlarged to the scale of territories under the
FòFDUT PG̓ UIF HMPCBMJTBUJPO PG FDPOPNJFT 
of the notion of economic flows (the
techno-logic of the entry into circulation
of goods, people and information) and
the territorial competition this engenders.
Does transition serve to accentuate and
intensify the logics that are at play in
NFUSPQPMJUJTBUJPO  0S EPFT JU DPOGFS PO JU B
specific significance that defines a new phase
in urbanisation which implements a new
urban-based social stratification to which are
BUUBDIFEUIFTFOFX̓FYDMVTJWFQMBDFTUIBUBSF
often put forward as models for the taking
JOUP BDDPVOU PG UIF FOWJSPONFOU  8JMM UIF
actions of metropolitan standardisation
that characterise this second phase lead to
B SFEVDUJPO JO JOFRVBMJUJFT  'SPN UIJT QPJOU
of view, the link between fragmentation
BOE NFUSPQPMJUJTBUJPO UIBU +FBO.JDIFM
Wachsberger speaks about introduces the
RVFTUJPO  OPU POMZ PG B DIBOHF JO UIF TDBMF
PG PCTFSWBUJPO  CVU BMTP PG NBOBHFNFOU
from the segregation approach to one of
fragmentation, we move from a universe
of public policies to one of processes and
dominant trends. What do the specificities of
VSCBOUSBOTJUJPOCFDPNFBUUIJTMFWFM
Very special attention should be paid here
to the condition of land property transfer
(as well as to the movement associated
with it) – an issue addressed by Philippe
1BQJO JO UIF DPOUFYU PG )G /̘J JO UIF T 
when he observes that the dynamic of the
property market imposed itself as an urban
DIBSBDUFSJTUJD +VTU BT 'BOOZ 2VFSUBNQ BOE
Emmanuel Cerise remark, land right laws
now constitute a key instrument for the
control of urban development. Their recent
SFWJTJPO /PWFNCFS   FODPVSBHFT MBOE

market regulation by moving towards a
re-evaluation of the price of agricultural
land and a revision of compensation in the
DBTF PG FYQSPQSJBUJPOT̓ XIJMF EJTUJOHVJTIJOH
the displacement of those who are badly
housed from those who are motivated
by “land recuperation” in the framework
of development operations. We should
also observe the incidences of current
programmes aiming to make popular
the notion of a “modern and civilised
city” in relation to so-called “inclusive
city” perspectives that are promoted by
international organisations. From this point
of view it is easy to understand the interest
PG UIF UFTU UIBU +FBO.JDIFM 8BDITCFSHFS
imposes on various heuristic models related
to segregation by submitting them to
TPDJPMPHJDBM BOBMZTJT BO FYBNJOBUJPO PG UIF
nature of segregation and the processes that
FOHFOEFSJU BOEFWFOPGJUTFòFDUT
This testing of tools of measurement in
relation to social segregation and its link
to fragmentation (economic/functional)
finds its corollary and its complement in
the perspective of urban policies, with the
RVFTUJPOTPGDPODFQUVBMBOENFUIPEPMPHJDBM
order raised by Fanny Quertamp and
Emmanuel Cerise in their “research into
tools of analysis and intervention”. The
RVFTUJPO TVSSPVOEJOH UIF WBMJEBUJPO PG
urban development operational tools in the
DPOUFYUPG7JFUOBNFTFUSBOTJUJPOFDIPFTUIF
POF EJTDVTTFE CZ +FBO.JDIFM 8BDITCFSHFS
concerning the analysis of the evolution of
EJTQBSJUJFTJONFUSPQPMJUJTBUJPODPOUFYUT*UJT 
in fact, the means of controlling urban growth
(both in space and in time) that is brought
JOUP RVFTUJPO IFSF o JO SFTQPOTF UP UIF
common attributes of metropolitisation, to
its collateral damage in terms of segregation
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and fragmentation, but also in relation to
Vietnamese particularities, to its ambitions of
grandeur which, after the big agglomerations
PG)Ë/̘JBOE)̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZ OPXDPODFSO
DJUJFTTVDIBTåË-˼UXIPTFPVUMPPLQSPKFDUT
GPSBOEXFIBWFBMSFBEZTFFO
It is more largely about the way of “making
the city” of today that Fanny Quertamp and
&NNBOVFM $FSJTF FYBNJOF JO UIFJS DSPTT
reading of the methods and tools of townQMBOOJOHJO'SBODFBOE7J̏U/BNoBSFBEJOH
that is indeed doubly crosscutting as the
reference to two Vietnamese metropolises,
)Ë̓ /̘J BOE )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ  JT BTTPDJBUFE
with two big French metropolitan areas,
(SFBUFS -ZPO XJUIJO UIF 3IÙOF"MQFT
Region and the Ile-de-France Region with
UIF (SFBUFS̓ 1BSJT 1SPKFDU 5XP TUSVDUVSFT PG
(decentralised) town-planning cooperation
DPSSFTQPOE UP UIJT DPNQBSJTPO UIF 1"%%*
and the IMV, which unite the shaping
PG MBSHFTDBMF QSPKFDUT JO UIF TBNF JTTVF
DPODFSOJOH̓UIFNBTUFSZPGVSCBOFYQBOTJPO
in its diverse (inter-) sectoral declinations.
It is true that urban attractiveness places
municipal counsellors, public powers and
town planning professionals in front of
XIBUBQQFBSTUPCFBQBSBEPYBUUIFDVSSFOU
stage of Vietnamese metropolitisation,
VSCBO QSPKFDUT BJNJOH UP FOTVSF UIF
fluidity of movements and transport
SFRVJSFE CZ UIF̓ MPHJD PG USBóD øPX öHIU
against congestion, development of road
infrastructure, outlook for the “development
of an attractive and diverse public transport
network”) also generate (at least potentially)
QPMBSJTBUJPO BOE EFOTJöDBUJPO FòFDUT 
dysfunctions that are difficult to control
in a regulatory, administrative framework,
but also the conceptual framework of
normative planning. The result is a new

generation of urban transition problems
where urgency primes to the detriment
of “sustainability”, whereas the primacy
granted to economic imperatives makes
us run the risks of leaving by the wayside
DPODFSOTBCPVU̓VSCBORVBMJUZBOEUIFUBLJOH
JOUP̓ BDDPVOU PG̓ UIF JOIBCJUBOUT FWFSZEBZ
problems. In the housing domain, as well
BT UIF QSPKFDUT PG JOUFSOBUJPOBM EPOPST
concerning the improvement of slum
housing, we are also witnessing a return
to public action, with the principle of the
financial involvement in the private sector.
)PXFWFS  UIF NVMUJQMJDBUJPO PG QMBZFST
(including donors) and the diversification
of schemes for action, even of targets, is
MFBEJOH UP B TFHNFOUBUJPO PG QSPKFDUT CZ
source of financing that seems to echo the
VODPOUSPMMFEFòFDUTPGTQBUJBMGSBHNFOUBUJPO 
JODMVEJOH UIPTF JOWPMWJOH FYQPTVSF UP
environment-related risks.
"U UIF IFBSU PG UIJT RVFTU GPS NPEFMT  UPPMT
of intervention, planning and management,
we find the elements of a tension between
urban transition and sustainable urban
development. With the urgent issue of the
social, economic and ecological sustainability
of urban policies, it is, through coordination,
QSPKFDU HPWFSOBODF BOE NPEFMT BOE UIFJS
obsolescence), the confrontation between
a global vision of urban development
and a sectoral mode of dealing with
urban problems (land, transport, housing
and heritage) that is looming. This could,
however, be associated with the distinction
between
government-directed
town
planning and the market-implemented
POF JOUSPEVDFE CZ 1FUFS + 3JNNFS BOE
)PXBSE %JDL JO UIFJS UZQPMPHZ PG 4PVUIFBTU
Asian cities (The City in Southeast Asia.
Patterns, Processes and Policy), but whose
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co-presence and combinatorial dimension
might well constitute one of the aspects of
VSCBODPNQMFYJUZJOUIFDPOUFYUPGUIFTPDJBM
economy of the market.
In distinct modes, whether they be seen from
the angle of urban knowledge or from that
of urban interventions, the related themes
PG TJOHVMBSJUZ BOE DPNQMFYJUZ BSF GPVOE JO
all the presentations (as well as the land
approach as a “development tool that is part
of a complex system” in the presentation of
Fanny Quertamp and Emmanuel Cerise, or
the “composite structure of the Vietnamese
city” in that of Philippe Papin). These themes
call for particular attention regarding the
SFDVSSFOU  RVFTUJPO BCPVU UIF EFöOJUJPO
PG UIF DJUZ  UIF MBUUFS o XJUI UIF RVFTUJPO PG
delimitation and its perimeter – is evidently
OPU GSFF GSPN DPOTFRVFODFT BT GBS BT UIF
conceptions and logics of the intervention are
concerned. Concerning the Vietnamese city,
1IJMJQQF 1BQJO FNQIBTJTFT UIBU FYBNJOJOH
the specificity of the city could not be done
XJUIPVU SFøFDUJOH PO JUT FUZNPMPHZ XBMMFE
space (thành) and market (thị  8F TIPVME
not, however, limit our understanding of its
IJTUPSJDBM SFBMJUZ UP UIJT MFYJDBM GSBNFXPSL
)F UIVT VTFT FYQSFTTJPOT UIBU BSF QSFHOBOU
with meaning (“deruralisation” of the urban
WJMMBHF iVSCBOJTBUJPOw PG UIF DJUZw  UP TIPX
the ambivalence in which conceptual
DPOTUSVDUJPOPGUIF7JFUOBNFTFDJUZPQFSBUFT
born of the village world, it also affirms itself
by its history of separation from this world.
In the current increase in the generalisation
PG VSCBO RVBOUJöDBUJPO JO TUBUJTUJDBM UFSNT 
UIF BQQSPBDI UP VSCBO DPNQMFYJUZ TFFNT
to be particularly compromised – Philippe
1BQJO KVEJDJPVTMZ SFNJOET VT UIBU ithe city
is more a question of quality than quantityw
but the very establishment of common

statistical data bases, however necessary
they may be, comes up precisely against
RVFTUJPOT PG EFöOJUJPO UIF PWFSFTUJNBUJPO
of certain urbanisation rates attributed
CZ UIF 6OJUFE /BUJPOT <6/> UP 4PVUIFBTU
Asian countries in transition probably
SFTVMUT̓ GSPN BO FYDMVTJWF SFGFSFODF UP UIF
big subdivisions of territorial administration, such as prefecture or province,
without taking into account the internal
subdivisions that distinguish notably villages
or urban districts, or rural districts within
these large perimeters). It finds, however,
particular resonance in the presentation by
*SÒOF̓4BMFOTPOCFZPOEUIFGVODUJPOBM TPDJBM
and physical characteristics intrinsic to every
city, her presentation leads us, in fact, to
CSJOHJOUPRVFTUJPOUIFSFMFWBODFPGQMBDJOH
all “Southern cities” in the same category,
a fortiori of including Vietnamese cities in
UIJT̓ DBUFHPSZ UIJT DBUFHPSJTBUJPO  XJUI JUT
variations on the register of morphological,
spatial and cultural specificities, was
GSFRVFOUMZ BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIF JEFB PG
demographic growth without economic
growth and its resulting urban problems
o̓XIJDIJTFWJEFOUMZOPUUIFDBTFJO7J̏U̓/BN
today, where urban problems are more
clearly associated with economic growth and
the forms that the latter adopts. On the other
hand, with environmental and climatic issues,
UIBUPGFYQPTVSFUPOBUVSBMSJTLT TVDI̓BTUIF
negative impact of the compact city on the
subsidence phenomena observed in Cần
5Iˌ  *SÒOF 4BMFOTPO PQFOT B SFøFDUJPO PO
new aspects of urban typology, from the angle
of common problems linked particularly to
deficiencies of infrastructure, basic urban
services and housing. In this way, she
BSHVFT JO GBWPVS PG B NBKPS DPNQPOFOU PG
what we must refer to as “sustainable urban
development”, in a holistic and inter-sectorial
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QFSTQFDUJWF UIF̓ MBUUFS UIVT UJFT JO XJUI UIF
argumentation of Fanny Quertamp and
Emmanuel Cerise in favour of a more strategic
BOE øFYJCMF QMBOOJOH  B QMBOOJOH UIBU UBLFT
JOUPBDDPVOUVSCBORVBMJUZBTNVDIJOUFSNT
of the environment as in terms of architecture,
heritage, landscape and sites. Although
the regulation and Urban Planning Law of
 PVUMJOFT TVDI EJSFDUJPOT  UIF RVFTUJPO
remains concerning the means and the will
to implement them in terms of a mastery
of urban works, as well as the financing
of urbanisation, which is the condition
for sustainable urban development and
a resource for its sustainability (as well as
for the maintenance of newly developed
infrastructures).
*T JU OPU OFYU UP UIF QMBDF PG 0óDJBM
Development Assistance and foreign direct
investment that there would be a space
to situate the specificities of the cities
concerned by metropolitan transition such as
)Ë/̘JBOE)̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZoBUMFBTUGSPN
the perspective which in part concerns us,
OBNFMZUIBUPGVSCBOGBCSJDBUJPO 5IJTJTOPU
B TJNQMF UIFPSFUJDBM RVFTUJPO PG BQQSPBDI 
PG DPODFQUVBMJTBUJPO BOE EFöOJUJPO JU BMTP
concerns the conditions of the transfer
of models, feedback about them and
knowledge of their limits.
From this point of view, among the various
XBZT̓ PG BEESFTTJOH VSCBO DPNQMFYJUZ  UIF
iDJUZ̓ BT B DPNQMFY TZTUFNw BQQSPBDI  BT
QSFTFOUFE CZ "SOBVE #BOPT  EFTFSWFT UP
CF EJTDVTTFE JO SFMBUJPO UP UIF DPOUFYU PG
urban transition, economic uncertainty
BOE̓ PUIFS DPOUFYUT UIBU DIBSBDUFSJTF JU
There is every reason to recognise its
interest, and even the necessity of its
FòFDUT PG BCTUSBDUJPO BOE GPSNBMJTBUJPO 
for the conception and thought behind

an operational approach – as well as the
role of modelling to make the agents/
actors understand the serious games in
which they are participating – including
UIF EJWFSTJUZ̓ PG PCKFDUJWFT JO PUIFS XPSET 
JOUFSFTUT  BOE̓ TVCKBDFOU MPHJDT UIBU BSF
QSFTFOU #VU̓ BSF̓ XF OPU UIVT NJYJOH UIF
DPNQMFYJUZ̓ PG UIF DJUZ XIPTF NFDIBOJTNT
we need to understand) with that of
town planning (which implies decisionNBLJOH  *O̓ UIJT DPOUFYU  UIF BQQMJDBUJPO
of this approach with reference to the
morphogenesis of Cần Thơ in the framework
PG B XPSLTIPQ XJMM CF  DMFBSMZ  B̓ NBKPS
DPOUSJCVUJPO )PX DBO XF  GVSUIFSNPSF 
JOUFHSBUF UIF FYPHFOPVT FMFNFOU PG UIF
VSCBO EZOBNJD  GPS FYBNQMF  JO UIF GPSN
PG UIF̓ FYUFSOBM öOBODJOH PG VSCBOJTBUJPO
NFOUJPOFE BCPWF 0óDJBM %FWFMPQNFOU
"TTJTUBODF BOE GPSFJHO EJSFDU JOWFTUNFOU 
"SOBVE #BOPT  JO IJT QSFTFOUBUJPO UIBU
was both abundant in its references
BOE EJEBDUJD ̓ IJHIMJHIUT UIF FYJTUFODF PG
deviations from the norm. They are echoed
by what, in urban transition fails as a system
or functions moreover, according to informal
logics, institutional cobbling together,
substitution arrangements and infra-legal
TDIFNFT o JODMVEJOH UIPTF FWPLFE CZ "YFM
%FNFOFU  7JODFOU %PVCSFSF  BOE +FBO
:WFT 3JDDJ JO UIFJS öMN i(SFZ ;POFw XIJDI
UISFX DMFBS̓ MJHIU PO UIJT TVCKFDU #VU XIBU
about, in urban modelling terms, conflicts
that notably surround land issues, forced
displacements, and even the perspective
of violence in which sometimes certain
current types of urban development are
evolving and that is generated by urban
MJGF  "SF UIFTF UIF QBTTJOH QIFOPNFOB
of unachieved metopolitisation, which is
awaiting the stable functioning that will
result from standardisation, regulation
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and planning, or the beginning of a phase
where logics of crisis and deviations from
the norm will indeed become a rule of
GVODUJPOJOH  *O PUIFS XPSET  XIBU DSJUJDBM
SFUVSO EPFT UIF DPOUFYU PG USBOTJUJPO JODJUF
VT UP PQFSBUF PO VSCBO NPEFMMJOH  5IFTF
RVFTUJPOT BMTP EFNPOTUSBUF UIF JOUFSFTU
PG SFRVJSJOH QSFDJTJPO BCPVU UIF EFöOJUJPO
of a “more strategic planning” (priorities in
UFSNTPGTQBDFBOEBDUJPOT XIFSFUIFNBKPS
“variables” will be land and infrastructure
OFUXPSLT UIVT BTTPDJBUJOH UIF RVFTUJPO PG
flows – economic ones notably – and that
of large dimension). This recommendation,
XIJDI XBT FYQSFTTFE JO UIF QSFTFOUBUJPOT
PG *SÒOF 4BMFOTPO  'BOOZ 2VFSUBNQ BOE
Emmanuel Cerise, is accompanied by a
need to clarify competences concerning the
elaboration, implementation and monitoring
of planning frameworks in a system of
decision-making and power that remains
both concentrated, hierarchical and relatively
segmented.
This approach also raises, and here lies its
JOUFSFTU  UIF RVFTUJPO PG UIF PCKFDU PG UIF
modelling, in this case of the city, especially
in terms of geographical limitation, at a
moment when urban entities tend to
be part of large territorial configurations
(SFBUFS )Ë /̘J  (SFBUFS åË -˼U  5IJT IBT 
furthermore, inspired Terry McGee to
introduce the neologism desakota (villagecity) to describe the large Southeast Asian
DPOVSCBUJPOT GSPN̓ UIF FOE PG UIF T
It is also this concern about the scale of
intervention that we find in the terms
of “territorial diagnostic” proposed by
*SÒOF 4BMFOTPO BT UIF öSTU NPNFOU JO UIF
elaboration process of development plans
and priority action programmes.

To conclude, let us remark that the issues
addressed concern, in their diversity, the
aspects of and approaches to a future urban
order, which we would like to build under
the label of “sustainable urban development”.
)PX̓ DBO UIJT QFSTQFDUJWF o PS XJTI o CF
reconciled with the reputedly provisional,
even uncertain state that characterises
USBOTJUJPO  *T JU OPU UIF FYQFDUFE SPMF PG
urban planning to promote such a strategic
PSJFOUBUJPO  8IBU JT UIFO UIF NBSHJO GPS
manoeuvre in relation to the weight of
the players who are present on the land
TDFOF  8IBUFWFS UIF DBTF  JU JT OFDFTTBSZ
to note that the city indeed constitutes the
obligatory element of passage for all figures
of Vietnamese transition, thus making the
RVFTUJPO PG UIF USBOTGPSNBUJPO PG DJUJFT
and territories, but also the conceptions,
instruments and organisations aiming to
give direction and regulate, an area of great
interest.
For my part, it was against this background
that I listened to these presentations and
appreciated their richness. As you will have
PCTFSWFE  * XBT OPU DPOUFOU UP HJWF KVTU B
iOFVUSBMw BDDPVOU PG UIFTF QSFTFOUBUJPOT
JU̓ XBT BMTP UISPVHI UIF RVFTUJPOT UIFZ
raised in the debates, which was proof,
if it was needed, of their interest, that
I conceived this summary. This challenging
KPVSOFZUISPVHIUIFEJòFSFOUBQQSPBDIFTUP
urban issues, which I have had the pleasure
to share with you, presents an illuminating
JOUSPEVDUJPOUPUIFXPSLTIPQT
− Tools and Methods of Urban and Territorial
1MBOOJOH
− Tools and Models for the Understanding
BOE &YQMPSBUJPO PG (FPHSBQIJDBM 6SCBO
%ZOBNJDT
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¦5IF $JUZ BOE JUT 4PDJPTQBUJBM *OFRVBMJUJFT
"DDFTTUPQVCMJDTFSWJDFT XPSLBOEIPVTJOH
− Training for Field Surveys. Practices,
networks and strategies linked to market
gardening in peri-urban areas.
The link between the descriptive and
analytical elaboration of an approach
and the prescriptive method (even if it is
elaborated in a participatory manner) can
never be direct. Likewise, the interest of
JEFOUJGZJOH OFX FYQFSJNFOUT  JO UIF TBNF
country or abroad, does not imply that the

latter can be easily modelled. This is why,
as well as providing knowledge to be used
JO UIF XPSLTIPQT XIJDI  KVEHJOH CZ UIFJS
titles, have legitimate ambitions other than
being dedicated to applications), these
plenary sessions have contributed, I believe,
to the constitution, in the framework of a
DSPTTDVUUJOHFYDIBOHF PGBCBTFPGDPNNPO
SFøFDUJPOGPSVSCBOQSPKFDUTJO7J̏U/BNBOE
elsewhere.
I cordially thank you for your attention.
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5PPMTBOE.FUIPETPG
Urban and Territorial Planning
Mai Linh Cam – AFD, Emmanuel Cerise – IMV,
Christine Larousse – Atelier INTERSCENE, Clément Musil – PADDI,
Fanny Quertamp – PADDI, Irène Salenson – AFD

(Transcript)
Day 1, Morning of Wednesday 23rd
1.1.1. Field Observation
The workshop began in an original way on
Wednesday 23rd July with an introductory
visit of the urban landscapes of the Đà Lạt
hill station. This field observation session,
which was conducted by Irène Salenson
and Vũ Thị Nam Phương, an architect in
charge of the construction and development
of the province of Lâm Đồng, allowed the
trainees to become familiar with the city’s
territory and its urbanisation. The group
took the city’s tourist cable car as the first
part of the tour. From this vantage point,
the trainees observed the landmarks of

urban development: the location of the
road station and the big communication
axes, the implantation of housing, the areas
of greenhouse farming spread out across
urban territory, etc.
Trần Đức Lộc, who is also part of the abovementioned service, joined up with the
workshop in order to comment upon the
various projects for the future Greater Đà
Lạt. Questions were raised about current
regulations concerning environmental
protection – pine tree plantations for
example – and urbanisation. The trainees
then visited the palace of Bảo Đại, which is
currently closed to the public – Bảo Đại was
the last monarch of the Nguyễn Dynasty and
the last emperor of Việt Nam. The final part
of the tour brought the trainees to another
vantage point close to the central market,
which gave them a panorama of the city.
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Day 2, Thursday 24th
The first part of the morning is devoted to the
presentation of the trainees and their trainers
(cf. trainers’ biographies, list of trainees
included at the end of the chapter).
[Irène Salenson]

1.1.2. Graphical Representations
Simplified Methodology of Urban Analysis and
Cartography
I am going to give a succinct presentation of
the evolution of urban planning methods and
the tools of urban and territorial analysis and
then some tools of simplified cartography.
5IFth century was marked by strict urban
planning – classical town planning – in which,
from the very beginning of the century, Great
#SJUBJOXBTXJUIPVUEPVCUUIFNPTUBEWBODFE
in terms of regulations. During this period, socalled classical planning was elaborated by
the central state and the intervention of local
BVUIPSJUJFTXBTNJOJNBM .FSMJO  
During the same period, in developing
countries and cities, a colonial urbanism
developed that was inspired by methods
QSBDUJTFE JO &VSPQF $IFOBM    5IJT
mode of planning reached its apogee in
Europe at the end of the Second World War,
during the period of reconstruction and
economic growth referred to in French as
the “Trente Glorieusesw  %VSJOHUIJT
period there was large financial investment
GPS UIF CJH QSPKFDUT PG UFSSJUPSJBM BOE VSCBO
development.
*O UIF T  UIF classical model of
planning was shaken by economic

DSJTFT ̓   BOE BMTP CFDBVTF PG
the transfer of competences to local
authorities – decentralisation movements.
In the United States a more liberal wind
blew, which brought with it the growing
intervention of private players in the urban
development sector. In developing countries,
TUSVDUVSBM BEKVTUNFOU QPMJDJFT JNQPTFE
heavy restrictions on state budgets, both in
the domains of public infrastructures and
territorial development. Classical planning
gradually gave way to urban planning by
projectVSCBOQMBOOJOHQSPKFDUTEJEOPUDPWFS
BMM UIF DJUZT UFSSJUPSZ 5IJT NPEFM MFE UP B
GSBHNFOUBUJPOPGUIFDJUZBOEDFSUBJORVBSUFST
developed more rapidly or took priority
1BRVPUet al  
'SPNUIFT BOEJOSFTQPOTFUPUIJTNVDI
criticised model, strategic planning appeared.
This new model is particularly developed
JO #BSDFMPOB 4QBJO  XJUI TFWFSBM TUSBUFHJD
plans during this decade. It was reproduced
in Latin America, notably in Rosario,
Argentina, then in San Francisco in the United
States before becoming generalised. Today,
there is an international consensus about this
NPEFM 6$-( 1'75  
* BN HPJOH UP SBQJEMZ FYQMBJO JUT QSJODJQMFT
XIJMF̓ QPJOUJOH PVU UIBU 6/)BCJUBU JT
preparing the international guidelines for
sustainable urban and territorial planning
for the Summit Habitat 3 JO  IUUQ
unhabitat.org/development-of-internationalguidelines- on-ur ban-and-ter r itor ialplanning/).
)PXDBOXFDIBSBDUFSJTFUIFTFOFXQSJODJQMFT
PGTVTUBJOBCMFBOETUSBUFHJDQMBOOJOH +BDRVFU
et al. 
- Three main pillars of sustainable
EFWFMPQNFOU TPDJBM iJODMVTJWFw DJUJFT 
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economic
(“driving
force”
cities),
environmental
(“sustainable”
cities)
4BUUIFSUIXBJUF  
 'PDVT PO DMJNBUF DIBOHF NJUJHBUJPO BOE
BEBQUBUJPO
- Fight against urban sprawl (“compact”
DJUJFT 
- Focus on “secondary cities”.
"DIBOHFPGNFUIPEJTBMTPWJTJCMFJO
- The “strategic” documents that present
orientations and recommendations are no
MPOHFSDPNQVMTPSZ PQQPTBCMF 
- On a neighbourhood scale, planning
documents may, however, remain
PCMJHBUPSZBOESFHVMBUPSZ

Box

2

- The emphasis is placed upon a long-term
vision combined with a step-by-step
BQQSPBDI QSJPSJUJTJOH 
- Participatory approaches (inhabitants) and
citizen initiatives lie at the heart of the new
TUSBUFHZoiCPUUPNVQBQQSPBDIw
 " NVMUJQMBZFS EJBMPHVF TUBUF o MPDBM
QMBZFST̓oQVCMJDBOEQSJWBUF̓
 "OFPMJCFSBMBQQSPBDICJHHFSJOUFSWFOUJPO
PGUIFQSJWBUFTFDUPS
- A digital city (“smart cityw  SFBM UJNF
coordination replaces classical planning
o FYBNQMF GPS OFUXPSL NBOBHFNFOU  GPS
urban heating, waste management, we
IBWFSFBMUJNFLOPXMFEHFPGUIFUFSSJUPSZT
needs.

Steps of the Urban Planning Process

t "XBSFOFTTDBNQBJHOTBOEEJBMPHVFXJUIJOIBCJUBOUTBOEMPDBMQMBZFST
t $BSSZJOHPVUPGBEJBHOPTJT MFHBDZPG#SJUJTIVSCBOQMBOOJOHHBJOBHPPELOPXMFEHF
of the territory, its problems and needs before developing the project);
t %FöOJOHNBJOPSJFOUBUJPOT EJòFSFOUQSJPSJUJFTPOEJòFSFOUTDBMFT 
t 1SFQBSBUJPOPGBEFWFMPQNFOUEPDVNFOU UFYUTBOETQBUJBMSFQSFTFOUBUJPO 
t 1SFQBSBUJPOPGBQSJPSJUZJOWFTUNFOUQMBO HFOFSBMPSJFOUBUJPOT 
t 1SFQBSBUJPOPGEFUBJMFEQMBOT CZOFJHICPVSIPPE PSTFDUPSBMQMBOT
t *NQMFNFOUBUJPOPGQMBOTBOENPOJUPSJOH
t "TTFTTNFOU
Source: Author’s construction.

-FUVTOPXFYBNJOFUIFNFUIPETBOEUPPMT
of urban and territorial diagnosis using a
“territorial” diagnosis of the AFD and some
tools that were also used by other players.
The AFD diagnosis may be sub-divided into
UISFFEJTUJODUQBSUT
 i6SCBOw EJBHOPTJT TQBUJBM  EFNPHSBQIJD 
TPDJPFDPOPNJD FOWJSPONFOUBM
 *OTUJUVUJPOBM
EJBHOPTJT
HPWFSOBODF 
DPNQFUFODFT SFHVMBUPSZGSBNFXPSL

 'JOBODJBM EJBHOPTJT öOBODJBM SFTPVSDFT PG
the local communities.
5IFTF EJòFSFOU QBSUT BSF BDDPNQBOJFE CZ
UPPMT
 'JFMEPCTFSWBUJPO
 2VBMJUBUJWF BOE RVBOUJUBUJWF TVSWFZT PG
JOIBCJUBOUT VTFST JOTUJUVUJPOBMQMBZFST
- Analysis of data – graphs (maps, plans,
photos), statistics – with the aim of
understanding the socio-demographic
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profile of the city or territory, its economy
BOEJUTGVODUJPOJOH
 *OTUJUVUJPOBM EPDVNFOUT MBXT  SFHVMBUJPOT 
BOEQMBOT

Photo 4

 6SCBO .BUSJY B TZOUIFTJT UPPM GPS UIF
HBUIFSJOH PG UIFTF RVBOUJUBUJWF BOE
RVBMJUBUJWF EBUB 5IJT NBUSJY BMMPXT VT UP
construct graphs that show the strong and
weak points of the city and thus highlight
priority domains.

Field Observation: Đà Lạt

Photo credit: Irène Salenson.

We have here a photograph taken from the
cable car we went in yesterday. I would like to
insist on the fact that field observation is an
integral tool of diagnosis. During the analysis
of the territory, we have to spend as much
time as possible concretely observing the
öFMEPCTFSWJOHUIFMBOETDBQFBOEBDUJWJUJFT 
discussing with the public who use this space.
The field observation must be carried out on
EJòFSFOU TDBMFT 8F IBWF UP BTL RVFTUJPOT
about the place of the city in the country and

SFHJPOJUJTJNQPSUBOUUPFTUBCMJTIBOPWFSBMM
view before visiting the neighbourhoods.

A dialogue begins about the observations
made the previous day during the field visit:
type of housing, topography, infrastructures,
cultivated and leisure space (golf course in
the centre of Đà Lạt), etc.
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Let us now return to the participation of
JOIBCJUBOUT JO UIF EFWFMPQNFOU QSPKFDU o
scales of participation. We can identify four
scales of participation
 -FWFM   UIF NPTU VTVBMMZ QSBDUJTFE UIF
authorities conceive the plans and simply
JOGPSNJOIBCJUBOUTBOEVTFST
 -FWFM  UIF JOIBCJUBOUT BSF DPOTVMUFE BU
the diagnosis stage, before the preparation
of plans, in order to understand more fully
IPXUIFUFSSJUPSZGVODUJPOT
 -FWFM  UIF JOIBCJUBOUT BSF DPOTVMUFE
about the diagnosis, but also about future
QSPKFDUT BOE UIF QSFQBSBUJPO PG QMBOT o
however, public authorities make the final
EFDJTJPO
 -FWFM  UIF DPDPOTUSVDUJPO PG
development plans is the last stage in
which users and inhabitants participate
in the decision, they may contest the
decision of public authorities and
participate in the implementation and
monitoring of plans.
)PXFWFS UIFQBSUJDJQBUPSZNPEFFOHFOEFST
QSPCMFNT 'JSTUMZ  UIFSF JT UIF RVFTUJPO
of representation. Who are those who
should participate and give their opinion
UP UIF QVCMJD̓ BVUIPSJUJFT  4PNFUJNFT UIFTF
individuals are far from being representative
PG UIF HFOFSBM QPQVMBUJPO o GPS FYBNQMF 
in many countries, women and the young
are not sufficiently represented in public
meetings or it is indeed interest groups who
QBSUJDJQBUF USBEFSTBTTPDJBUJPOT FUD  -FHSPT 
 5IJTRVFTUJPOJTMJOLFEUPUIFEFöOJUJPO
PG HFOFSBM JOUFSFTU JOEJWJEVBMT EFGFOE UIFJS
own interest and interest groups a collective
JOUFSFTU /FYU  UIF MFWFM PG QBSUJDJQBUJPO PG
inhabitants is variable according to the
country. There are some countries that claim
to be democratic, such as France, which have

implemented participatory mechanisms
GPS EFWFMPQNFOU QSPKFDUT IPXFWFS  GPS
NVMUJQMFTPDJPMPHJDBMSFBTPOTUIFQPQVMBUJPOT
QBSUJDJQBUJPO SFNBJOT XFBL #BDRVF et al.,
  "NPOH VSCBO QMBOOFST BOE QVCMJD
authorities there remains a fantasy, that of
IFBSJOHBTPDBMMFEiOPSNBMwJOIBCJUBOUOPO
political, so as not to represent a political
QBSUZPVUTJEFUIFQSJWBUFTFDUPS TPBTOPUUP
EFGFOEUIFJOUFSFTUPGBOFOUFSQSJTFFUD5IFZ
imagine an improbable citizen, someone
“neutral” without any commitment!
Although the representativeness of the
population is not assured, we may, however,
complete the gathered data during the
participatory processes through statistical
PS RVBMJUBUJWF JORVJSJFT  XIJDI BMMPX VT UP
gain a greater knowledge of the profile and
opinion of the population. Finally, one last
QPJOU  UIF RVFTUJPO PG UIF BNPVOU PG UJNF
necessary for participation, consultation
and co-construction. This is added time in
the development process. A development
QMBO PO UIF TDBMF PG UIF DJUZ PG åË -˼U NBZ
take about two years for the diagnosis and
JOIBCJUBOU DPOTVMUBUJPO TUBHF 5IFSF FYJTU 
however, more sustainable consultation
mechanisms that allow a regular construction
PG QSPKFDUT CZ JOIBCJUBOUT UIF QBSUJDJQBUPSZ
budget model in Argentina where in each
neighbourhood the representatives of
inhabitants vote for a part of public spending.
A session is devoted to the analysis of
graphical data: a topographical map of
the suburbs of Dakar in Senegal, aerial
photographs of the city of Bamako in
Mali, sketches of the city of Djibouti and
Nouakchott in Mauritania, a land use plan
of Ouagadougou in Burkino Faso.
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#FGPSF ZPV TUBSU XPSLJOH PO PUIFS VSCBO
diagnoses, here is a summary of the elements
of diagnosis and some avenues concerning

Box

3

UIF DIBMMFOHFT BOE RVFTUJPOT UIBU OFFE UP
be raised in order to prepare an urban and
UFSSJUPSJBMQMBOOJOHEPDVNFOU

Elements of Diagnosis

The site and its location:
- Site: natural elements: contours, natural vegetation (forests), rivers (direction of flow);
- Location: in the region, country;
- The major axes of circulation (how is the city linked to the exterior?).
The historical evolution of urban development:
- The historical hub;
- The formal city;
- The non-regulatory neighbourhoods and those under construction.
The different types of utilising space:
- Economic activities: industrial zones, commercial zones, and markets;
- Housing: housing density, type of buildings.
Principal public amenities:
- Administrative centre, hospitals, educational facilities, sports facilities;
- Places of worship;
- Transport stations, airports.

Box

4

Prepare an Urban and Territorial Planning Document

Challenge: suggest recommendations for future development.
- Identification of structuring elements;
- Identification of difficulties, challenges, needs.
Questions to be asked:
- What direction, which locations for future urban development?;
- What quantity? (demographic data and economic outlook);
- Which spaces need to be protected?;
- Which amenities are lacking?
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The afternoon is devoted to exercises in
urban diagnosis and cartography in groups
composed of four or five trainees – maps and
aerial photos, cities of Hong Kong, Grenoble
and Fez. The workshop must identify the site
and location of the city, the urban fabric and
land use, and the principal development
challenges.
The trainees are reminded of the principles
of map reading: use of conventional
colours, use of a limited number of colours
and figures; simplification of the observed
phenomena; rapid identification of a city’s
limits (its size), the centre/outskirts, the major
communication axes; types of land use;
insertion of a title, of a date, a legend, a scale
and spatial orientation.
Each group constructs a simplified sketch
according to its diagnosis and presents it to
the workshop.

Day 3, Friday 25th
1.1.3. Mobility and the Challenges
of Transport
Preparation of a Transport Project, Diagnosis
[Fanny Quertamp]
We are going to try and understand a public
USBOTQPSU JOGSBTUSVDUVSF QSPKFDU UISPVHI UXP
EJòFSFOU BQQSPBDIFT B UFDIOJDBM BQQSPBDI
and an approach that focuses on public
demand.
0VS PCKFDUJWFT BSF UP B  QSFQBSF XJUI ZPV
a territorial diagnosis for the installation of
an urban transport route along a strategic
BYJT JO )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ B TQFDJöD TJUF CVT
SPVUF o #VT̓ 3BQJE 5SBOTJU i#35w  C ̓ SBJTF

RVFTUJPOT VSCBO EFWFMPQNFOU  UFSSJUP
rial and environmental balance) about
the insertion of large-scale transport
infrastructure on urban territories, and
(c) develop a crosscutting and territorialised
approach to urban planning.
The master plan for transport in cities aims to
improve the situation in terms of congestion
and movements. To do this, the authorities
have planned eight public transport routes
o̓ VOEFSHSPVOE o BOE TFWFSBM #35 8F BSF
going to work on one of these current
QSPKFDUT cf̓NBQ
5IFNBQPGVSCBONPWFNFOUTJO)̕$IÓ.JOI
City throws light upon the links between the
centre of the agglomeration and its outskirts.
It constitutes a first indication of the spatial
organisation of the city and the movements
that take place there. Our method is based on
UIFGPMMPXJOHUISFFBYFT
- Establishing an overview of the territory by
identifying its principal characteristics and
JUTQSJODJQBMTUSVDUVSJOHFMFNFOUT
- Getting a clear idea of the development
challenges relative to an urban transport
QSPKFDU GSPN BO FOWJSPONFOUBM  TPDJBM BOE
FDPOPNJDQPJOUPGWJFX
- Suggesting principles of development at
EJòFSFOU TDBMFT BHHMPNFSBUJPO  QSPKFDUT
perimeter, neighbourhood).
In the case of the proposed study, private
vehicles (cars, motor bikes) and buses run
BMPOHTJEF B DBOBM PO7Ü7ǊO ,J̏U #PVMFWBSE
We would like you to reflect upon three
possible development options to install the
CVTJOGSBTUSVDUVSFUIFTQFDJöDTJUFJTMPDBUFE
along the canal (lateral), along buildings
(lateral), or in the middle of the boulevard
BYJBM  #Z XBZ PG BO FYBNQMF  POF PG UIF
possible options concerning the sharing of
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Map

8

Diagnostic Relative to Urban Movements
in Hồ Chí Minh City in 2006

Source: Paddi.

Diagram 11 Profile of the Type of Roadway for the
Development of a Lateral BRT Lane

In metres

Source: Paddi.
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UIFSPBEXBZJTUPEJTUJOHVJTIB UIFQBWFNFOU
for pedestrian use, b) two bus lanes (on both
TJEFTPGUIFSPBEXBZ BOED UIFDFOUSBMBYJT
reserved for other modes of transport (cars
and motorbikes) (cfEJBHSBN 
:PVS DIPJDF TIPVME CF TVQQPSUFE CZ
arguments based upon the criteria that
we will help you to define, and then we
will work on localising a station on a
neighbourhood scale in order to facilitate the
CFTUQPTTJCMFBDDFTTUPUIF#35
5IFMPHJDPGUIJTFYFSDJTFJTöSTUMZUPFTUBCMJTI
B EJBHOPTJT PO EJòFSFOU TQBUJBM TDBMFT UIBU
of the agglomeration, that of the districts
that run along the traced route and that
of the future stations, that is to say on a
neighbourhood scale. In order to do this, you
NBZ VTF TFWFSBM EPDVNFOUT BFSJBM JNBHFT
(Google) that will allow you to gain an overall
WJFXPGUIFMBOFGPSUIF#35QSPKFDUBUBCMFPG
demographical statistical data concerning the

Photos

5 and 6

TransJakarta (Indonesia)

EJTUSJDUTBMPOHUIFSPVUFVSCBOEFWFMPQNFOU
plans, the plan of the current bus network
BOE UIBU PG UIF BHHMPNFSBUJPOT GVUVSF
underground in order to identify the possible
liaisons with the current public transport
network.
[Clément Musil]
*O TJNQMJöFE UFSNT  UIF DPODFQU PG UIF #VT
Rapid Transit can be defined as a mass
transport system by bus. It is often described
as a “ground level underground” – this
system allows us to combine capacity (that
is to say the number of people that can be
transported) with the speed of a tramway
BCPWF  LNI 5IF EFöOJUJPO PG UIJT UZQF
PG USBOTQPSU TZTUFN JT RVJUF CSPBE CFDBVTF
PG UIF EJòFSFOU DPOöHVSBUJPOT UIBU FYJTU
throughout the world and the evolution of
the system in France where we talk about
high performance buses.

BRT in Indonesia and in China
Guangzhou (China)

Photo credit: Paddi.
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Diagram 12 The BRT, a Flexible Concept
!
!
TECHNICAL
component

!

!
Bus Rapid Transit
Route

!
!
!
!
SERVICE component

!
ADVANTAGE:
DEVELOPMENT COST OF THE INFRASTRUCTURE

!
!
!

Specific site (integrally or partially);
Priority to intersections (traffic lights,
crossroads, roundabouts);
Specific rolling stock (High capacity vehicles,
low level of pollution, left and righthand side
doors);
Matching of the height of station quays and
the height of the vehicles’ floors (to avoid
adding steps and to facilitate rapid access to
the bus);
Option
construction of BRT lane in axial
position.
Frequency (every 5 mins at rush hour and
every 15 mins at offpeak hours);
Commercial speed (+ 20 km/h);
Quality of stations (accessibility, passenger
information, sale and validation of tickets in
the station);
Hours of service (weekdays, evening,
weekends);
Guaranteed journey time (with real time
passenger information);
Integration with other urban transport services
(physical integration and integration of fares);
Image of the route
“branding”.

Source: Paddi.

5PHJWFZPVBSBQJEPWFSWJFXPGUIFEJòFSFOU
#35TZTUFNTUIBUFYJTUUISPVHIPVUUIFXPSME 
MFUVTUBLFBTBOFYBNQMFUIFDBTFPG+BLBSUB
(Indonesia) and Guangzhou (China), certain
EJòFSFODFT CFUXFFO UIFTF UXP TZTUFNT BSF
FWJEFOU
 *O +BLBSUB  UIF #35 MBOF UBLFT UIF GPSN PG
one lane, which is itself separated from
the traffic by a low wall that cars and
motorbikes cannot cross. The buses have
BWFSZIJHIøPPSBOEUIFTUBUJPORVBZTBSF
also high so as to be at the same level as the
WFIJDMFøPPST
- In Guangzhou, the buses are more classical,
that is to say with lower floors. A dual
lane at the bus stations allows the buses
to leave easily after the passengers have
disembarked. The bus can remain parked

without disturbing the other vehicles
which, if necessary, can overtake it.
5IFTF UXP DJUJFT IBWF BQQSPYJNBUFMZ UFO
NJMMJPOJOIBCJUBOUT*O+BLBSUB UIF#35OFUXPSL
JTBCPVUMJOFBSLJMPNFUSFT DPNQBSFEXJUI
POMZ LN JO (VBOH[IPV *O UIF öSTU DBTF 
  QBTTFOHFST BSF USBOTQPSUFE FWFSZ
day, whereas in the second more than one
million passengers are transported every day!
5IFEJòFSFODFTBSFOPUPOMZJOUIFUFDIOJDBM
specificities of the buses and lanes, but also in
the places where the station are located and
in the choices concerning the tracing of the
routes.
5IFEFWFMPQNFOUPGB#35MJOF PSOFUXPSL 
is based upon two components, one
technical and the other relative to the service
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provided, which we have summarised above
(cf̓EJBHSBN 
I would also like to bring to your attention
the main advantage of building this type
PG JOGSBTUSVDUVSF JUT DPOTUSVDUJPO DPTU *G XF
DPNQBSFUIFDPTUPGCVJMEJOHB#35MJOFXJUI
that of an underground line or tramway, the
JOWFTUNFOUQFSLJMPNFUSFPGB#35JTWFSZMPX
For the same amount of investment that a city
(or a state) may attribute to the construction
of collective urban transport infrastructure,
 LJMPNFUSFT PG #35 SPVUF DBO CF CVJMU GPS
LN PG VOEFSHSPVOE MJOF 'VSUIFSNPSF  UIF
capacity to transport a certain number of
passengers can, in certain cases, prove to be

TJNJMBSCFUXFFOB#35SPVUFBOEBUSBNXBZ
MJOF GSPN   UP   QBTTFOHFST QFS
hour in each direction.
[Fanny Quertamp]
In the considerations of municipal authorities,
RVFTUJPOT SFMBUJWF UP JOWFTUNFOU DPTU BOE
transport capacities are crucial to the
orientation of choice.
It should also be noted that congestion
problems, caused in particular by the
predominance of motorbikes and scooters
and the rapid increase in the number of cars,
give Vietnamese cities a specific character on
a worldwide scale (cfQIPUPT BOE 

Photos 7, 8 and 9 Illustrations of Traffic Conditions
in Hồ Chí Minh City

Photo credit: Paddi.
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0OF PG UIF NBKPS EJóDVMUJFT GPS B CVT JT
making its way through dense traffic.
The saturation of the roads caused by the
QSFTFODFPGBMBSHF̓OVNCFSPGWFIJDMFTBòFDUT
UIF RVBMJUZ PG QVCMJD USBOTQPSU MPX TQFFE 
5IFTUBUJTUJDBMEBUBTIPXTUIFFYUSFNFMZSBQJE
increase of the number of private vehicles
CFUXFFO  BOE   NPUPSCJLFT BOE
DBST JO QBSUJDVMBS   SFHJTUFSFE DBST PO
UIF SPBE o UP EBUF  BQQSPYJNBUFMZ  
registered cars on the road in the province of
)̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZ NPUPSCJLFToUIBU
is to say seven million more vehicles. These
figures demonstrate the attractiveness of the
city, on the one hand, and the choice of city
dwellers to use private cars to get around on
the other.
#VTFT EP OPU DVSSFOUMZ CFOFöU GSPN B
QPTJUJWF̓ JNBHF 5IF NBKPS DIBMMFOHF GPS
the local authorities is to move from a little
developed mode of public transport to an
efficient and multimodal system of modern
transport. Over the last fifteen years, the
authorities have been considering mass
public transport – underground and tramway
in particular. Initially, local authorities did not
HSFBUMZ GBWPVS UIF #35  CFDBVTF UIF TZTUFN
XBT OPU XFMM LOPXO 5IFSF JT B QSPKFDU GPS
eight underground lines, but at present only
two and a half lines have received financing.
A first elevated and underground line is
VOEFS DPOTUSVDUJPO QMBOT GPS UIF TFDPOE

MJOF BSF CFJOH FYBNJOFE 5IF EJóDVMUZ PG
DBSSZJOHPVUUIFTFQSPKFDUTJTBöOBODJBMPOF
(because of the large number of donors
BOE UIF NVOJDJQBMJUZT MBDL PG DBQJUBM  CVU
BMTP B MBOE POF MBOE BDRVJTJUJPO QSPCMFN 
and a technical one (the geological and
hydrological conditions are constraints for the
building of the underground part of the line).
Furthermore, it is necessary to build a real
OFUXPSL MJOLFE UP UIF FYJTUJOH CVT OFUXPSL
in order for the future public transport to be
efficient.
Nguyễn Tiến Hưng
8IBU JT UIF EJòFSFODF CFUXFFO B USBNXBZ
BOEBNPOPSBJM
[Fanny Quertamp]
A monorail is above ground and a tramway
at street level.
)FSFJTUIFQSPKFDUPOXIJDIXFBSFHPJOHUP
work (cfNBQ 
5IFUSBDFESPVUFPGUIF#35HPFTBMPOH7Ü7ǊO
,J̏U #PVMFWBSE BOE DPOUJOVFT GPS LN5IF
öSTUTFHNFOUKPJOTUIF4BJHPO3JWFSBOEUIF
second will eventually cross the peninsula. It
JTBTUSBUFHJDFBTUXFTUBYJTUIBUHPFTUISPVHI
TJYEJTUSJDUT8FBSFHPJOHUPMPPLBUUIFöSTU
segment for which we have to think about
the insertion of the transport infrastructure
JOUPFYJTUJOHOFJHICPVSIPPET cfQIPUP 
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The BRT Project - Võ Văn Kiệt Boulevard

Source: Paddi.

Photo 10 The BRT Project - Võ Văn Kiệt Boulevard (2)

Source: Paddi.
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5IF #35 QSPKFDU JT öOBODFE CZ UIF 8PSME
#BOL BOE UIF )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ 1FPQMFT
Committee. This first pilot line has the aim
of being a reference for public transport
and rapidly demonstrating to the public the
performance of such infrastructure.
[Irène Salenson]
On the other side of the canal, there is also a
CPVMFWBSE8IBUXJMMCFDPNFPGJU 

Map

[Fanny Quertamp]
These are underprivileged neighbourhoods,
which are specific because of the presence
of the canals that surround them, and which
might benefit from this infrastructure. In the
choice of development, we will have to think
about which population the tracing of the
line will benefit.

10 The BRT Project - Võ Văn Kiệt Boulevard (3)

Complementary information relative to the passage of routes
on Võ V n Ki t Boulevard
N° 39 Route

Who are the passengers of route 39?

Activity
Commerçant

7%

5%

1%
5%
13%
15%

8%
46%

Traders 8%
Students 46%
Etudiant
Civil Servants
15%
Fonctionnaire
Pensioners
5%
Workers 13%
Retraité 5%
Housewives
Unemployed 1%
OtherOuvrier
7%
Femme de
ménage
Sans emploi

The majority of passengers are students
(46%) who use this mode of transport on
average twice a day.
Source: Paddi.

Paddi carried out a survey to find out
about the passengers and their practices
PO UIF O¡ CVT SPVUF UIBU SVOT BMPOH UIF
GVUVSF #35 SPVUF o XIFSF EP UIFZ HFU PO 
8IFSFEPUIFZHFUPò )PXEPUIFZHFUUP
UIF CVT TUBUJPO BOE IPX EP UIFZ MFBWF JU 
)PX GSFRVFOUMZ EPFT UIF CVT SVO  FUD5IF
passengers are for the most part students
who have no other means of transport
and most of them leave point A to go to
QPJOU # o GFX QBTTFOHFST EJTFNCBSL BU UIF

intermediate stations and few passengers
embark along the line. The survey also shows
that the passengers arrive at the line using
EJòFSFOUNPEFTPGUSBOTQPSU POGPPU CZCJLF
PSNPUPSCJLF NPUPSCJLFUBYJ 8FBMTPDBSSJFE
out a survey among the households living
along the route to determine whether or not
they use the bus. These data will be available
GPSUIFQSBDUJDBMXPSLoGPSFYBNQMF QFPQMF
only walk for short distances, which raises the
RVFTUJPOPGQFEFTUSJBOBDDFTTUPUIFTUBUJPO
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5

Urban and Territorial Diagnostic of the BRT Project

Exercises by group.
Method: From the available data (maps and development plans, aerial photographs,
statistical tables), we must identify:
- Sectors with high and low population density. Specify the different types of space
occupation, by noting: 1) economic activities, industrial and commercial zones (markets,
shopping centres, etc.); 2) living zones (density of building, type of building);
- The major circulation axes;
- Amenities (administrative centres, hospitals and care centres, educational amenities,
sporting amenities, places of worship, logistical centres), public spaces and green zones;
- The advantages and constraints of using the transport lane (analyse the environmental
situation, identify the risks, note urban and architectural heritage).

The workshop is divided into four work
groups. The exercise must be finished before
the end of the morning; a feedback session is
planned for the beginning of the afternoon.
Fanny Quertamp and Clément Musil provide
a few comments by way of a summary.
[Fanny Quertamp]
5IFPCKFDUJWFPGUIF#35JTUPBUUSBDUBQVCMJD
who do not use buses, to encourage, in a
wider sense, people to change their transport
from two wheels to the bus. It is therefore
necessary to identify a route that will
encourage all residents to become potential
passengers.
#FZPOE UIF TJNQMF JOGSBTUSVDUVSF QSPKFDU 
UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG UIF #35 SPVUF NVTU
act as a lever in order to improve urban
RVBMJUZ QBSUJDVMBSMZvia the redevelopment of
neighbourhoods around the stations (public

spaces/green zones/pavements/shops and
services). In the diagnosis, one element
does not appear to have been sufficiently
EFWFMPQFEUIFDBOBMIBTOPUCFFOTVóDJFOUMZ
discussed both for the advantages and
constraints it represents. Collective transport
is a public service that must allow the poorest
part of the population to move around easily,
UIF #35 NVTU UIFSFGPSF UBSHFU UIF NPTU
vulnerable part of the population.
We are not necessarily seeking private
financing for this infrastructure, but its
development is going to be attractive to
investors – in the areas where real estate
opportunities are becoming apparent.
The canal constitutes an obstacle, as the
densely populated areas only have a few
CSJEHFT 5PEBZ  BT XFMM BT UIF #35  UIF DJUZ
XJTIFT UP EFWFMPQ UPVSJTN PO UIF DBOBM
the old residential heritage and the colonial
warehouses can be redeveloped and
renovated.
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[Clément Musil]
)FSF BSF UISFF JNQPSUBOU QSFDJTJPOT SFMBUJWF
UP̓UIFEJBHOPTUJDTBMSFBEZDBSSJFEPVU
 "MMUIFHSPVQTNFOUJPOFE.J̌O5ÉZTUBUJPO
as a point of departure and arrival of the
#355IFQBTTFOHFSTNBZBSSJWFGSPNBQPJOU
PVUTJEFUIJTTUBUJPOXIBUJTJNQPSUBOUJTUP
DPOOFDUFBTJMZXJUIUIF#35 XIBUFWFSUIF
NPEFPGUSBOTQPSUDIPTFOUPHFUUIFSF
 5IF#35XJMMDFSUBJOMZSFEVDFUIFTQBDFGPS
cars and motorbikes, but this is a strategic
DIPJDF
- The return on investments is not destined
for private investors but must benefit the
city and its inhabitants. The added value will
be for housing, land, new green zones and
public spaces.

Let us now think about the technical choice
of the route. Should the bus run along one of
the sides of the boulevard – on the built up
side or the canal side – or along the centre of
UIFCPVMFWBSE
Choices of Technical Development
[Fanny Quertamp]
5IF UZQFT PG JNQBDU XJMM CF EJòFSFOU
BDDPSEJOHUPUIFSPVUFBDDFTTJCJMJUZJTBGBDUPS
UP CF UBLFO JOUP BDDPVOU 8IBU FòFDUT DBO
XFFYQFDUGSPNBDPNNFSDJBM FDPOPNJDBOE
MBOETDBQFQPJOUPGWJFX *TJUQFSDFJWFEBTBO
BEWBOUBHFPSBDPOTUSBJOUCZUSBEFST
Everything depends on the location of the
SPVUF UIF#35TUBUJPOT

Diagram 13 Choice of Route for the BRT Lane…

Source: Paddi.
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)FSF JT BO FYFSDJTF UBCMF XJUI UIF QPTTJCMF
options and certain criteria to analyse and
QSFTFOU BSHVNFOUT 5IF PCKFDUJWF JT UP
BUUSBDUUIFNBYJNVNOVNCFSPGQBTTFOHFST

Table

9

UP öMM UIF̓ #35 *O PSEFS UP EP UIJT  BDDFTT UP
the station must be as practical and easy as
QPTTJCMFBOEDPSSFTQPOEUPUIFQPQVMBUJPOT
needs.

… and the Expected Results

CHOICE OF POSITION FOR
THE TRANSPORT ROUTE:
CRITERIA
CANAL SIDE

BUILTUP SIDE

CENTRAL POSITION

ACCESSIBILITY FOR THE
PUBLIC TO THE BRT LANE
CIRCULATION
ISSUES
TECHNICAL CONSTRAINTS
(sanitation/electricity),
DEVELOPMENT COSTS
POTENTIAL EVOLUTION OF
THE BRT ROUTE (towards the
development of a tramway and
underground, etc.).
IMPACT ON LANDSCAPE
POSSIBILITY OF
DEVELOPING PUBLIC SPACE
AND GREEN ZONES
DEVELOPMENT OF
HOUSING AND
COMMERCIAL SPACE

Source: Paddi.

Fanny Quertamp clarifies the different
criteria announced. The workshop, divided
into groups, proceeds with a multi-criteria
analysis aiming to anticipate the effects of
the BRT line according to the technical choice
of its route – insertion of “ +/-” symbols in
order to arrive at a priority option, sketching
of plans to clearly illustrate the choices of
each group.
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Day 4, Saturday 26th
The morning begins with feedback from
each group’s work on the choices of technical development.
[Fanny Quertamp]
*OSFBMJUZ UIJTJTBDVSSFOUQSPKFDUBCPVUXIJDI
the choice has already been approved by the
MPDBMBVUIPSJUJFTTVCTFRVFOUUPQSFGFBTJCJMJUZ
and feasibility studies. The central position
XBTSFUBJOFE5IFDIBMMFOHFPGUIF#35JTUP
BUUSBDUBNBYJNVNOVNCFSPGQBTTFOHFSTBMM
along the route, to favour the accessibility of
the whole area. Currently, the populations in
%JTUSJDUT  BOE  VTF UIFJS DBS PS NPUPSCJLF
It is not sure that they will change transport
mode and take the bus. For these populations,
UIFQPTJUJPOJOHPGUIF#35OFYUUPUIFDBOBM
would be a big constraint. It is almost certain
that they will not cross the boulevard to take
the bus. For the poorest part of the population
JO UIF TPVUIFSO EJTUSJDUT %JTUSJDUT  BOE  
QPTJUJPOJOH UIF #35 PO UIF CVJMUVQ TJEF PG
the boulevard would involve their crossing
both the canal and the boulevard.
From a landscape point of view, only a
GFX CSJEHFT FYJTU BOE UPEBZ  XIBUFWFS UIF
QPTJUJPO PG UIF #35  JU XJMM CF OFDFTTBSZ UP
build new footbridges over the canal. If the
#35MBOFJTQPTJUJPOFEPOUIFDBOBMTJEF UIF
length of the footbridge will be reduced and
UIFJNQBDUPOUIFMBOETDBQFXJMMCFNJOJNBM
on the other hand, on the built-up side, it will
be necessary to plan footbridges over the
boulevard or create intersections with traffic
MJHIUT"NBKPSDPOTUSBJOUJTUIFDPOTUSVDUJPO

norms of footbridges over the canal, which
impose a considerable height so as to allow
boats to pass under them.
As far as circulation and speed on the
CPVMFWBSEJTDPODFSOFE UIF#35XJMMSFEVDF
the space on the roadway reserved for
individual vehicles and thus reduce their
speed. With regard to this criterion, the
position of the bus lane along the canal is
UIBU XIJDI XJMM MFBTU BòFDU DJSDVMBUJPO 0O
the built up side of the boulevard, and in its
centre, we have to create intersections and
traffic lights.
In terms of impact on the costs of displacing
networks on the canal side, it is necessary to
NPWF UIF FMFDUSJDBM OFUXPSL PO UIF CVJMU
up side, relatively costly developments are
necessary. Out of the three options, the
least costly is the central position with the
displacement of the central reservation and
modifications of the roadway.
All the groups emphasised the potential
for economic, tourist and real estate
development – particularly in southern
EJTUSJDUT %JTUSJDUT  BOE   XIFSF UIF JOEVT
trial zones in decline might become the
PCKFDU PG SFBM FTUBUF EFWFMPQNFOU BOE UIF
creation of green space. This also represents
the possibility of urban development.
The session finishes with the projection of an
animated film produced by the network of
town-planning agencies in Lyon about the
development of public transport in France.
The trainees are invited to give their reaction
to the film after its projection.
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Preparation of a Transport Project. Insertion of
Stations and Urban Redevelopment
[Clément Musil]
8F TIBMM OPX FYBNJOF UIF RVFTUJPO PG CVT
stations.

Diagram 14 BRT Stations and Urban Redevelopment
INFRASTRUCTURE OF
COLLECTIVE TRANSPORT BRT
ROUTE (case of HCMC)

TRANSPORT COMPONENT

Neighbourhood scale

Metropolis scale

URBAN AND LANDSCAPE
DEVELOPMENT COMPONENT

Rethinking of the division of
public space between
pedestrians and motor vehicles
(cars and motorbikes)

Development of
multimodal exchange
hubs (bus,
underground,
tramway, car,
motorbikes, bikes, etc.)

Embellishment of the lane
(modernisation of public
lighting, urban fittings,
pedestrian walkways, parks)

Urban renewal (reclassification
of derelict buildings + urban
regrouping)

Conception of stations
(architectural signing of
decrees working on the image
of the transport route)

Creation of new central hubs
(interface exchange hubs and
future neighbourhood or
rehabilitated zone); production
or/and reclassification of public
amenities and commercial areas;
Urban projects (housing, office
and commercial space)

new tool
BRT
for
reclassification of
urban space
“through where
the BRT passes
the city is
embellished and
regenerated”

BRT
lever for
the development
of station
perimeters

Source: Authors’ construction.

5IF EFWFMPQNFOU PG UIF QSPKFDU DPNCJOFT
UXP BTQFDUT UIF USBOTQPSU DPNQPOFOU BOE
the urban and landscape one (on the scale of
the bus lane and stations). On the scale of the
DJUZ UIFBSSJWBMPGUIF#35oPSNPSFHFOFSBMMZ
a surface public transport system (as is also a
USBNXBZ oBMMPXT̓VTUP
- Rethink the division of public space
between pedestrians, cars, bikes and
NPUPSCJLFT̓

- Embellish the transport lane by
modernising public lighting, urban fittings,
BOECZJOTUBMMJOHQFEFTUSJBOQBTTBHFT
- Renew and redefine the urban fabric.
As far as the stations and neighbourhoods
BSF DPODFSOFE  EJòFSFOU UZQFT PG BDUJPO BSF
possible. The creation of bus stations, and
QBSUJDVMBSMZFYDIBOHFIVCT XJMMBMMPXUIFDJUZ
to gain a new and more modern image. The
BDDFTTJCJMJUZ PG UIF #35 JT BO PQQPSUVOJUZ UP
MBVODI OFX VSCBO QSPKFDUT IPVTJOH  TIPQT 
public amenities).
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Diagram 15 Role of Stations on the BRT Route

Source: Paddi.

It is important that a passenger leaving from
QPJOU i"w JT BCMF UP HFU UP UIF #35 TUBUJPO 
DIBOHFUSBOTQPSUNPEFFBTJMZ VTFUIF#35BOE
change again to arrive at a destination point
i#w 5IJT JT UIF JNQMFNFOUBUJPO PG UIF JOUFS
NPEBMJUZ DPODFQU5IF TUBUJPOT BSF TUSBUFHJD

passengers may access them on foot – a
SBEJVTPGUPNFUSFT CZNPUPSCJLFo
JOTUBMMQBSLJOHGBDJMJUJFTOFBSCZ CZUBYJoQMBOB
ESPQPò[POF CVUQBTTFOHFSTEJTFNCBSLJOH
from other buses in the network also need to
have easy access.

Diagram 16 BRT Stations and Urban Redevelopment

Source: Paddi.
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&BDI TUBUJPO PòFST BO PQQPSUVOJUZ UP
redevelop the surrounding area by
QSPQPTJOHVSCBOQSPKFDUT BTXFMMBTTZTUFNT
for switching from one mode of transport
to another. Through inter-modality, the
PCKFDUJWF JT UP JNQSPWF BDDFTT UP QVCMJD
transport, make connections between

EJòFSFOU NPEFT PG USBOTQPSU FBTJFS  BOE
improve the competitiveness of collective
transport in relation to individual transport. In
(VBOH[IPV JO$IJOB UIF#35JTMPDBUFEJOUIF
DFOUSFPGUIFSPBEJOPSEFSUPNBLFBDDFTTUP
stations easier, a system of pedestrian bridges
has been developed.

Photos 11 and 12 BRT Stations and Lane. Example of Guangzhou

Photo credit: Paddi.

*O #VFOPT "JSFT  TJODF   LN PG #35
line has been created for three million
inhabitants (cfQIPUPTBOE 
"GUFS TQBDFGPSDBSTXBTSFEVDFEGSPN
 MBOFT UP 5IJT TFHNFOU DPWFST BSPVOE
LNBOEIBTTUBUJPOToDZDMFQBUITIBWF
been created on the sides of the avenue.
Average transport time has been reduced
GSPNUPNJOVUFT

[Clément Musil]
'PS BO VOEFSHSPVOE  POF LJMPNFUSF GPS UIF
#35 NFUSFT
Sarun Rithea
For a city like Phnom Penh, where the streets
are narrow and there is a lot of congestion,
certain boulevards have two lanes on each
TJEF8IBUTPMVUJPOTTIPVMECFBEPQUFE

Lê Thành Nhân

[Clément Musil]

)PXGBSBQBSUBSFUIFTUBUJPOT 

"CPWFBMM BCJHQPMJUJDBMEFDJTJPOJTOFDFTTBSZ
prohibit the circulation of individual cars
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Photos 13 and 14 BRT Stations and Lane. Buenos Aires (Argentina),
Avenida Nueve de Julho Before and After 2013

Before 2013

After 2013

Photo credit: Paddi.

on narrow streets in order to combine a
specific site for the passage of buses and
MBOFTGPSNPUPSCJLFToCVUGPSCJEDBSTPOUIF
boulevards, reserve two of the four lanes for
UIFTQFDJöDCVTSPVUFGPSFYBNQMF

I would now like you to determine the main
stations by using what you now know about
UIF UFSSJUPSZ PG )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ BGUFS ZPVS
urban and territorial diagnostic of the bus
lane.
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Box

6

Developing BRT Stations in Hồ Chí Minh City

Exercise by group.
From the available data (plan of the current bus network and plan of the development for
public transport infrastructures for 2030):
- Identify the “key” stations along the BRT route (support your choice);
- Propose the necessary developments in order to ensure the transport component and
the urban and landscape development component of the transport project at the
station level: take into account the integration of the BRT route and the stations of the
current and future networks of public transport; foresee developments to make station
access easier; establish a typology of equipment and services to be developed around the
station; indicate the possibilities of urban development (urban and architectural forms,
land occupation).

The groups have forty-five minutes to
establish their proposals then the results are
presented to the whole of the workshop.

Day 5, Sunday 27th
1.1.4. Project for the Master Plan
of Greater Đà Lạt for 2030 With an
Outlook to 2050
Analyses and Orientations
[Christine Larousse]
* BN HPJOH UP QSFTFOU UIF QSPKFDU GPS UIF
NBTUFS QMBO PG (SFBUFS åË -˼U UIBU UIF
QSPWJODF̓PG-ÉNå̕OHDPOöEFEJOUPPVS
cabinet of urban planning and landscaping
*/5&34$&/& CBTFEJO1BSJT
We worked on this study for eight months.
The master plan, which was submitted in
its definitive version a year ago, was partly
modified by the Ministry for Construction
(SIUP) with whom we are collaborating. It was

öOBMMZWBMJEBUFECZUIFQSPWJODFTBVUIPSJUJFT
BOEUIF1SJNF.JOJTUFSJO+VMZ*OPSEFS
to carry out this study, along with Thierry
)VBV UIFEJSFDUPSPG*/5&34$&/&BOENZTFMG 
XF IBE UIF IFMQ PG UXP FYQFSUT GSPN UIF
·MFEF'SBODF 3FHJPO o +FBO$MBVEF (BJMMPU 
who was then the director responsible for
UIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGUSBOTQPSUTJOUIF·MFEF
France Region, and Danielle Petit-Vu, who
was responsible for international missions.
This master plan was commissioned by the
Prime Minister and has several targets which
at the same time favour the principles of
TVTUBJOBCMFEFWFMPQNFOU
 åË-˼UJTTFUUPCFDPNFBDBUFHPSZDJUZ 
thanks to the doubling of the population of
(SFBUFS̓åË-˼UGPSFDBTUGPS FWFOUVBMMZ
  JOIBCJUBOUT  o DBUFHPSZ  DJUJFT
JO 7J̏U /BN DPNF EJSFDUMZ VOEFS TUBUF
control and receive subsidies and specific
FRVJQNFOU5IF BDDFTTJPO PG UIF DJUZ BOE
its inhabitants must be accompanied
by the amenities and infrastructures
necessary to the new agglomeration and
supported by economic development that
prioritises tourism, innovation, education,
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and places high value on the natural
FOWJSPONFOU
 " IJMM TUBUJPO DJUZ XJUI B VOJRVF DMJNBUF
JO 7J̏U̓ /BN  åË -˼U NVTU öY JUTFMG UIF
EVBM PCKFDUJWF PG TVDDFFEJOH JUT UPVSJTU
EFWFMPQNFOU FTUJNBUFE BU  NJMMJPO
visitors (figures from the ministry), while
at the same time preserving all that
DIBSBDUFSJTFT UIF DJUZ JUT SFNBSLBCMF
wooded landscapes, its lakes, its historical
BSDIJUFDUVSBM IFSJUBHF  BOE JUT FYDFQUJPOBM

Map

horticultural, floricultural and agricultural
sectors.
The full scope of the study was detailed in the
QSFTFOUBUJPOPG1BTDBM#PVSEFBVYEVSJOHUIF
QMFOBSZTFTTJPOT .BQ 5IFTUVEZPG(SFBUFS
åË-˼UHJWFTBOFXQFSTQFDUJWFPGUIFiåË-˼U
City” that is currently being implemented,
within a perimeter that now stretches over a
UFSSJUPSZFJHIUUJNFTBTWBTU  LN, that is
UPTBZBQQSPYJNBUFMZPOFUIJSEPG-ÉNå̕OH
province).

11 Perimeter of the Study of Đà Lạt’s Communes
and its Topography

Grey line marking a
topography of up to
2,100 metres of altitude

Lac Dankia

Dalat
Lac Ho Xuan HUong
Lac Prenn
Lac Tuyen Lam

Lac DaNhim

Lac Da Ron

Lac Pro

Lac Dai Ninh

Source and photo credit: INTERSCENE.
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Firstly, let us remember a few of the principles
for the preparation of a master plan,
XIPTF PCKFDUJWF JT UP DSFBUF B WJTJPO PG UIF
development of a metropolis over a twenty
or thirty-year period. A development plan
BMMPXT VT UP RVBOUJGZ BOE PSJFOUBUF VSCBO
development, decide the direction we wish to
HJWFUPUIFEJòFSFOUDPNQPOFOUTPGUIFDJUZ 
then translate them into real space through
the implantation of new neighbourhoods,
VSCBOTFSWJDFT FUD*OUIFDBTFPGåË-˼U UIF
authorities asked us for a development plan
GPSXJUIBOPVUMPPLUPXBSET
The analysis of the territory must be
FYUSFNFMZ̓ EFUBJMFE *U EPFT OPU TJNQMZ
JOWPMWF iDPQZJOH BOE QBTUJOHw B QSPKFDU
9 PS : UIBU IBT̓ BMSFBEZ CFFO EFWFMPQFE
for another city, but seeking to make the
studied territory “speak for itself” in order
for us to understand it and bring into
RVFTUJPO JUT TQFDJöDJUJFT 5IJT̓ FOUBJMT öFME
reconnaissance, cartographical analysis,
photographical campaigns, observation of
aerial photos, etc. Particular attention must
be paid to the processing of figures and
statistics (demographic evolutions, and in
åË -˼U  UIF OVNCFS PG UPVSJTUT GPS FYBNQMF
oBQSPKFDUJPOPGUSFOETBMMPXTVTUPDPOWFSU
these figures into housing needs, amenities,
capacity to provide hotels for tourists, etc.).
Finally, some time must also be devoted to
JOUFSWJFXTBOEFYDIBOHFTXJUIUIFUFSSJUPSZT
players (public institutions or representatives
PGUIFQPQVMBUJPO *OUIFDBTFPGåË-˼U UIF
FYDIBOHFTBSFBCPWFBMMMJNJUFEUPUIFQSPKFDU
NBOBHFS PS UIF EFMFHBUF QSPKFDU NBOBHFS 
o GPS PVS OFFET  UIF QSPWJODF PG -ÉN å̕OH
BOEUIFTFSWJDFTPGUIF7J̏U/BN.JOJTUSZPG
Construction and Development (SIUP).

Usually, the preparation of a master plan may
UBLFUXPZFBST CVUUIBUPGåË-˼UIBEUPCF
DBSSJFEPVUJOTJYNPOUIT XIJDIJTBWFSZTIPSU
period.
We conducted a detailed study of the site
CZ MPPLJOH BU UIF VOJRVF RVBMJUZ PG UIF
landscapes, its specific geography and
its history, which have contributed to the
reputation of the hill station for over a century.
Using the approach we took, the territory
CFDPNFT B WFSJUBCMF QSPKFDU UPPM JU JT UIF
UFSSJUPSZ UIBU EJDUBUFT UIF VOJRVF EFWFMPQ
ment orientations, which are respectful
PG JUT JEFOUJUZ BOE FOWJSPONFOU *O åË -˼U 
probably more than elsewhere, this means
operating in coherent historical continuity,
dealing with the landscape without brutality
in order to find the right balance for the
EFWFMPQNFOU PG UIJT VOJRVF BHHMPNFSBUJPO 
without betraying all that it evokes in
QFPQMFT JNBHJOBUJPO  XJUIPVU EJTöHVSJOH JUT
FYDFQUJPOBM̓ MJWJOH BOE IPMJEBZ FOWJSPONFOU 
in order to reinforce its brand image at a
national and international level.
Determining the Types of Protection that
Condition Urban Development
- Conserve the current landscape by
concentrating development in the zones
of the plains and plateaus that rise up
between the large southern agricultural
QMBJO BUBOBWFSBHFBMUJUVEFPGCFUXFFO
BOE NFUSFTBOEUIFTVNNJUPG.POU
-BOH #JBOH  BU   NFUSFT5IFTF [POFT 
XIJDIBSFXFMMTVJUFEUPVSCBOFYQBOTJPOT 
are often already under great pressure that
OFFETUPCFDIBOOFMMFE
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Map

12 Identification of Plains and Plateaus, the Areas in Question

The platforms along road 723
Dankia Lake
ÀL T

T!"#$ Lâm Lake
Lam Ha Coffee Village
The eastern Agricultural Valley
The western Agricultural Plain
The Ka Do Valley

The Da Queyon River Valley

Source: INTERSCENE.

- Monitor scenic landscapes, notably on the
wooded slopes that are so characteristic of
the station, which are today threatened by
the proliferation of agricultural land that is
JOWBEJOHUIFTMPQFT
 .BLF HPPE VTF PG UIF FYDFQUJPOBM
IZESPHSBQIJDBM OFUXPSL UIF SJWFST  MBLFT
and waterfalls are both sources of life
and support the tourist and agricultural
economy. This network of water represents
UIF GPVOEJOH FMFNFOU PG UIF HBSEFO DJUZ
it must be associated with the landscape
that surrounds it. It also provides us with
a storage area for rainwater, which thus
QSPUFDUTUIFDJUZGSPNøPPEJOH
- Protect the flood-prone valleys, including
UIF DFOUSF PG UIF DJUZ PG åË -˼U  XIJDI
are an agricultural support and at the
same time encourage a change in the

current intensive agricultural practices to
a more sustainable agriculture that is more
SFTQFDUGVMPGUIFFOWJSPONFOU
- Give pride of place to the historical
architectural heritage that is concentrated
BMPOHUIFCJHFBTUXFTUBYJTCPSEFSJOHUIF
MBLF UIBU JT UIF MFHBDZ PG EJòFSFOU QMBOT
DPODFJWFE CZ 'SFODI BSDIJUFDUT &SOFTU
)ÏCSBSEJOUIFT -PVJT(FPSHFT1JOFBV
JOUIFT BOE+BDRVFT-BHJTRVFUJOUIF
T 'SPN UIF $BN -Z XBUFSGBMMT UP UIF
QBMBDF PG #˽P å˼J *  UIFSF BSF FYBNQMFT PG
the modernist or regional style architecture
of hotels, the railway station, public
amenities, churches, summer palaces,
isolated villas or those grouped together,
but also the golf course, the lake and lake
side, gardens, etc.
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Quantify Urban Development
From the provided data, maps have been
established that illustrate population
distribution in the territory. Population by
OFJHICPVSIPPEJTCFUXFFO BOE 
JOIBCJUBOUT UIF IJHIFS EFOTJUJFT BSF GPVOE
JO UIF DFOUSF PG (SFBUFS åË -˼U QBSUJDVMBSMZ
JO UIF DFOUSF PG åË -˼U $JUZ BSPVOE  
inhabitants/kmJODFSUBJOTFDUPST BOEBU-JÐO
/HIǡB OFBSUIFBJSQPSU

#FZPOE UIFTF UXP TFDUPST  UIF QPQVMBUJPO
is then largely diluted across the territory,
populated areas are scattered, particularly
along the roads (the “urban sprawl” principle).
This spontaneous linear development must
be controlled within the framework of the
master plan, which will seek to reconstitute
QPMBSJUJFTBSPVOEFYJTUJOHUPXOTBOEWJMMBHFT
*OPSEFSUPRVBOUJGZEFWFMPQNFOUOFFET XF
have taken into account the rise in population
over the last ten years and have forecast a
DPNQBSBCMFHSPXUIVOUJMBOE

Diagram 17 Interpretation of Trends: A Doubling of the Population
Between Now and 2050 (for the Perimeter of the Study)
For 2050

980,000 inhabitants
(of which 402,000 for

For 2030
Today
(2010 figures)

716,000 inhabitants
(of which 290,000 for

à L t)

+ 455,000 inhabitants

+ 100,000 houses

525,000 inhabitants
(of which 210,000 for

à L t)

à L t)
+ 191,000 inhabitants

A consequent need for
housing

+ 42,000 houses
about 1,200 ha for
building purposes

Around 2,800 ha for
building purposes

Converted into surface
area

Source: Provincial authorities; INTERSCENE construction.

These population forecasts allow us to
define an estimate of housing needs (on the
CBTJT PG  JOIBCJUBOUT QFS IPVTFIPME 5IJT
OVNCFSPGIPVTFTJTTVCTFRVFOUMZUSBOTMBUFE

into new residential land – which will also
have to provide amenities, activities and
infrastructures – on the principle of urban
TPDJBMNJYJOH
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Box

7

Principle of Proximity

The mixing of urban functions allows the cohabitation of permanent dwellings, tourist
residences, amenities, shops, activities, etc. It is essential for the balance and efficient
functioning of an agglomeration – a bustling city at all hours, amenities and activities near
to housing allow inhabitants to limit their movements, etc. These mixed uses also allow us
to be better adapted to market evolutions, which are difficult to predict over 20 or 30-year
periods. The notion of urban mixing also includes the social mixing of populations and
generations.

We made the decision to balance the
development of the territory by encouraging
UIF OFX EFWFMPQNFOU PG UIF FYJTUJOH
urban hubs, while at the same time limiting
the high land pressure to which the city of
åË̓-˼UJTTVCKFDUoBDDPSEJOHUPDVSSFOUUSFOET 
UIFQPQVMBUJPOPGåË-˼UXJMMSJTFUP 
JO  *O PSEFS UP BWPJE BO JNCBMBODF JO

Map

UIFUFSSJUPSZ PG(SFBUFS åË-˼U BOEQSFTFSWF
UIF VSCBO BOE MBOETDBQF RVBMJUZ PG UIF IJMM
station, the master plan imposes a limit of
  JOIBCJUBOUT UIBU JT UP TBZ B NBSHJO
PG FWPMVUJPO PG  PG UIF DVSSFOU TVSGBDF 
5IVTUIFDJUZPGåË̓-˼U XIJDIJTUIFøBHTIJQ
PG UIF FOUJSF SFHJPOT JNBHF  XJMM EFWFMPQ
in a limited way and will be reorganised

13 Strategic Visions and Objectives

Protected
nature park

Dankia
àL t
Nam Ban
Thanh My/Quang Lap
Liên Ngh a
and airport

Source: INTERSCENE.
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within the limits of its plateau. In return, the
master plan foresees the development of a
OFXDJUZ JOUIFTPVUIFSOWBMMFZ BSPVOE-JÐO
/HIǡB OFBSUIFBJSQPSUBOEGVUVSFNPUPSXBZ
5IJT DJUZ XJMM CF IPNF UP UIF NBKPSJUZ PG
UIF OFX FDPOPNJD [POFT UFSUJBSZ BOE
PS UFDIOPMPHJDBM [POFT  FYIJCJUJPO DFOUSFT 
hotel zones, and a competitive cluster of
IPSUJDVMUVSBM FOUFSQSJTFT PG  IFDUBSFT
linked to the agricultural plain.
#FUXFFO UIF DJUZ PG åË -˼U BOE -JÐO /HIǡB 
a protected green belt will prevent any
construction of conurbations. The master

plan also foresees secondary development
IVCT TVQQPSUFE CZ SVSBM WJMMBHFT UIF DPòFF
HSPXJOH WJMMBHF PG /BN #BO UP UIF XFTU 
and the market gardening village of Thanh
My to the east. These two eco-cities will
develop while at the same time respecting
the development and promotion of agricultural activities (cfNBQ 
Taking into Account Urban Development
Networks: What is the Current Capacity of
Urban Networks, What Developments are
Possible?

Photos 15 and 16 The Environmental Challenges. What Limits
Should be Fixed for Urban Development?
Waste treatment: complete and total overhaul of the
current system:
 30% of à L t’s refuse still notcollected and
discharged into the natural environment;
 Current waste collection site creates a lot of pollution
and does not conform to law.

Pollution visible on Than Th Lake

Wastewater treatment: major overhaul of the station’s
treatment capacity:
 Current treatment capacity: only 7% of à L t’s
population.

City water supply – four water capture stations on the
lakes, all faced with the problem of water degradation.

The other networks?

Wastewater treatment facility in à L t

Photo credit: INTERSCENE.
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The province is still very much behind in the
EFWFMPQNFOU PG BMM JUTOFUXPSLT GSFTIXBUFS
supply, treatment of wastewater, and refuse.
It is not currently succeeding in meeting the
OFFETPGUIFFYJTUJOHQPQVMBUJPO

detriment of cereals, rice, tea and fruits,
BOE BSF FYQPSUFE XFMM CFZPOE UIF CPSEFST
PG 7J̏U̓ /BN 5IJT GVOEBNFOUBM FDPOPNJD
activity for the region is supported in the
master plan.

The master plan, before raising any
EFWFMPQNFOU RVFTUJPOT  FNQIBTJTFT UIF
absolute necessity of providing water and
sanitation networks that are adapted to
needs, organising waste treatment and also
limiting the inputs used in the agricultural
sector that are currently, let us not forget,
seriously endangering the territory and its
possibilities of development – the drinking
water supply is withdrawn from lakes, hence
UIFOFDFTTJUZPGQSFTFSWJOHXBUFSRVBMJUZ

)PXFWFS  JU JT UIF DBVTF PG TJHOJöDBOU
environmental disorders that must also
be taken into account. Agriculture is
progressively colonising the slopes, which
raises problems of erosion and flooding.
Floriculture is essentially developed in plastic
greenhouses, a method of cultivation that has
BQBSUJDVMBSJNQBDUPOUIFMBOETDBQFRVBMJUZ
JOUIFDFOUSFPGåË-˼U

Taking Risks into Account (Natural,
Industrial and Technological)
5BLJOH SJTL JOUP BDDPVOU JO åË -˼U
focuses above all on the presence of
restraining dams around the lakes and the
risk of flooding in the case of dam bursts.
The master plan does not foresee any new
VSCBOEFWFMPQNFOUJOUIFBSFBTFYQPTFEUP
these risks.
Taking into Account Agricultural Activity
and Tourism, Flagship Economic Activities
Đà Lạt, Hub of Agricultural Competitiveness
The agricultural sector is constantly growing,
and is beginning to compete with the urban
and tourist zones on the plains and plateaus.
  IFDUBSFT PGOFXMBOEVOEFS
cultivation was registered in the entire
UFSSJUPSZ  JODMVEJOH XJUIJO UIF DJUZ PG åË̓ -˼U 
CFUXFFO  BOE  5IF DSPQT UIBU
were originally varied are tending to become
specialised in the production of vegetables
BOE DPòFF  PG DVMUJWBUFE MBOE  UP UIF

The irrigation of cultivated land gives rise to
BOPWFSFYQMPJUBUJPOPGXBUFSSFTPVSDFT XIJDI
is tending to dry out water reserves and
EBNBHFGPSFTUDPWFS5IFRVBOUJUZPGOJUSBUFT
BOEQFTUJDJEFTVTFEJOBHSJDVMUVSFJOåË-˼UJT
FYQPOFOUJBM BOE CBEMZ EPTFE  UIF TPJMT BOE
the groundwater are saturated with pollution.
Greenhouses are illuminated at night to
iGPSDFw  IPVS B EBZ DVMUJWBUJPO  XIJDI BMTP
contributes to soil depletion.
What type of future do we wish for
BHSJDVMUVSBM̓ EFWFMPQNFOU JO åË -˼U  8IFO
these intensive methods are used, agriculture
enters into conflict with urban development
and also with the development of tourism.
They represent a serious threat for public
IFBMUI  KFPQBSEJTF UIF WFSZ QSJODJQBM PG
sustainable development and pose a huge
problem for the image of the territory.
'VSUIFSNPSF BTFYQPSUOPSNTBSFCFDPNJOH
increasingly demanding, production might
eventually become more difficult to sell on
international markets.
The agricultural sector must be maintained, but it must be redeveloped
BOE SFPSJFOUFE UPXBSET CFUUFS RVBMJUZ
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practices that are more respectful of the
environment, which will be supported by
the implantation of a hub of horticultural

Box

8

competitiveness associating innovations and
FYQFSJNFOUBUJPOT̓JODFOUSFTPGSFTFBSDIBOE
teaching.

A Confirmed Agricultural Vocation

Large agricultural hubs maintained in their specificities:
- In the city centre, agriculture is developed in a new way that is more rewarding, more
in harmony with the landscape (liberated from its greenhouses) (urban agriculture,
organic or sustainable);
- Continuation and development of large horticultural farms by sectors;
- Creation of two eco-museums in the hubs of coffee and tea production in order to give
an advantageous image of these crops;
- Creation of a competitive agricultural hub on a national scale.

Đà Lạt, a Hub of Competitiveness and Tourist
Development
åË -˼U JT B IJMM TUBUJPO BOE B SFOPXOFE
UPVSJTU̓ EFTUJOBUJPO JO 7J̏U /BN 5IF
BUUSBDUJPOT̓PGUIFåË-˼USFHJPOBSFUIFTBNF
today as they were when it was founded in
UIF th̓ DFOUVSZ JUT DMFNFOU DMJNBUF BOE
its peaceful natural environment are ideal
GPS SFMBYJOH BOE UIF QVSTVJU PG MFJTVSF 5IF
protection of the landscape represents
BO FTTFOUJBM DIBMMFOHF BOE SFRVJSFT UIF
protection and development of natural
TQBDFT .PVOU -BOH #JBOH  #JEPVQ /VJ #B
/BUJPOBM 1BSL  $BN -Z XBUFSGBMMT 5VŽO -ÉN
and Dankia Lakes, etc.), agricultural areas and
urban, architectural and cultural heritage.
The statistics supplied by the province testify
to a growing increase in tourism, which has
USJQMFE PWFS UIF MBTU UFO ZFBST  NJMMJPO
WJTJUPST JO   )PXFWFS  UIJT UPVSJTN JT
BMNPTU FYDMVTJWFMZ OBUJPOBM   BOE FWFO
SFHJPOBM PGWJTJUPSTGSPNUIF4PVUIPGUIF
country). The fact that international tourists
are under-represented is probably due to

UIF GBDU UIBU åË -˼U JT SFMBUJWFMZ JTPMBUFE 
its infrastructures partially ill-adapted, and
the weakness of some of the products and
TFSWJDFTJUPòFST
Through this master plan, the province wants
(SFBUFS åË -˼U UP CF DBQBCMF PG XFMDPNJOH
öWFUPTJYNJMMJPOWJTJUPSTJOBöHVSFUIBU
seems to be very high!
Contrary to the current master plan that
scatters among the territory vast areas
dedicated to resorts and leisure parks located
around the many lakes, the new orientations
foresee most of the tourist implantations on
UISFF QSJODJQBM TJUFT %BOLJB BOE5VŽO -ÉN
-BLFTOFBSåË-˼UBOEå˼J/JOI-BLFUPUIF
south. This zoning takes into account the
preservation of the natural banks adapted
UPFBDIMBLFJOUFSNTPGUIFJSFYQPTVSF UIFJS
contours, their vegetation and the taking
into account of the co-visibilities of future
constructions. The master plan recommends
avoiding the privatisation of the riverbanks
PG B MBLF GPS UPVSJTU QVSQPTFT UIF MBLF NVTU
remain accessible to everyone, inhabitants
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and tourists alike, whatever their place of
residence.
Tourist development must be planned on
UIFTDBMFPG(SFBUFSåË-˼U BOECFTVQQPSUFE
CZ UIF EJòFSFOU TFDUPST UIBU BSF MJLFMZ UP
QSPQPTFB WBSJFE PòFSUP BEJWFSTF DMJFOUFMF
5IF DJUZ PG åË -˼U  B IJTUPSJD IJMM TUBUJPO  XJMM
maintain its function as a prestigious resort.
It is counting on the development of its
(agricultural and natural) landscapes, and
the reconversion of historical architectural
heritage into high-class hotels and other
JOGSBTUSVDUVSFT /FBS UIF %BOLJB BOE 5VŽO
-ÉN -BLFT  XIJDI BSF FYDFQUJPOBM OBUVSBM
TJUFT UIFPòFSGPDVTFTPOiOBUVSBMTUBZTwUIBU

Box

9

IJHIMJHIUUIFMBLFT OBUVSBMFOWJSPONFOUBOE
the resort ambiance of the areas between
the lakes and the forest, against a backdrop
PG WBTU OBUVSBM QSPUFDUFE TQBDFT #VTJOFTT
tourism is developing nearer the airport and
the agricultural competiveness hub on the
DFOUSBM QMBJO PG åË -˼U 5IF UXP FDPDJUJFT
are geared towards a form of eco-tourism
related to their agricultural environment (rural
accommodation on farms, eco-museums,
FUD  'VSUIFS UP UIF TPVUI  BSPVOE åËJ /JOI
Lake, a resort site may be dedicated to sailing
and other nautical activities for families and
sports tourism, etc.

Tourist Development which Comprises
Several Major Themes

- A “natural destination” to further strengthen the protection and development of forests
(hiking, trekking, camping, Mount Lang Biang, Bidoup National Park, pathway along the
banks of the lake);
- Leisure tourism around natural activities: golf, nautical centre on Đài Ninh Lake, etc.;
- Agricultural tourism: educational farms, tea and coffee eco-museums, farm visits, tasting
sites, and sale of products;
- Business tourism: exhibitions and national and international events, conferences, Đà Lạt
floral park with two convention centres (Đà Lạt and Liên Nghĩa);
- Heritage and cultural tourism.
Stéphane Lagrée
I remember an interview with Claude LéviStrauss when the French anthropologist and
FUIOPMPHJTU DPOGFTTFE UIBU UPEBZT XPSME
was not his world. For you, in the light of the
political will for the development of Greater
åË-˼U EPFTUIJTiXPSMEwSFTFNCMFZPV
Lê Thành Nhân
I often surf the web and often stop to browse
certain blogs. There is a sort of conflict

CFUXFFO UIPTF XIP EP OPU XBOU åË -˼U
to “move” and those who want economic
activity that is conducive to their activities.
[Christine Larousse]
5IF EJMFNNB JT B SFBM POF UBLJOH JOUP
account a legitimate demand of a country
XJUINJMMJPOJOIBCJUBOUTUIBUJTEJTDPWFSJOH
the world of leisure and, at the same time,
preserving the interest of a place and the
interest of a destination.
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[Emmanuel Cerise]
In France, we are seeking to promote longerterm investment for the study of statistics,
territory, etc. The time is necessary. This
investment costs a lot in studies and design,
but is profitable in the long term because
we avoid the pitfalls of becoming nonfunctional or concentrating too much on
tourism.

FYJTUJOH VSCBO BSFBT CFGPSF DMFBSJOH OFX
natural spaces. The notion of phasing is
essential in the preparation of a master
QMBO o̓ QIBTJOH PG VSCBOJTBUJPO JOEJDBUJPO
of phases of progression in time according
to which land plots will be opened to new
urban developments.
What Does the Master Plan for the City of
Đà Lạt Foresee?

[Christine Larousse]
There seems to be a gap between the
EFWFMPQNFOU FYQFDUBODJFT PG UIF QSPWJODF
and the economic reality perceptible in
UIF  NBTUFS QMBO DVSSFOUMZ JO GPSDF 
Investors are not coming forward in the
OVNCFST FYQFDUFE *U JT UIFSFGPSF OFDFTTBSZ
to concentrate on a development of the

Christine Larousse offers a review of the
theme “Đà Lạt, Historical Hill Station” – we
refer the reader to the presentation by Pascal
Bourdeaux in the plenary sessions. The
trainer underlines the capacity of the city to
evolve by itself by improving its offer using its
historical urbanism and landscape heritage.

Photos 17, 18, 19 and 20 A Heritage Legacy to be Revealed
Ana Mandara Resort

Administrative sector around
Hu nh Thúc Kháng

Photo credit: INTERSCENE.
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Đà Lạt, a Garden City
5IF JNBHF PG åË -˼U SFGFST CBDL UP UIF
historical garden city developed around

the lake and its wooded and mountainous
backdrop that is oriented towards Mount
-BOH#JBOH QSPUFDUFEIJTUPSJDBMWJFXDPOF 

Diagram 18 The Historical View Cone
(1)

(2)

(3)

(1) The circle of forest that surrounds
the plateau
(2) The flood valleys

(4)

(3) The water axis
(4) The heritage axis

Source: INTERSCENE.

This diagram emphasises the lines of force of
UIFMBOETDBQFPGUIFDJUZPGåË-˼U POXIJDI
UIF NBTUFS QMBO JT CBTFE UIF MJOF PG USFFT
that encompasses the plateau emphasising
the contours of the crests (green belt to
CF QSPUFDUFE  UIF øPPE WBMMFZT VTFE GPS
agriculture and which stretch to the city
DFOUSF  DVMUJWBUFE [POFT UP CF EFöOFE  UIF

XBUFSBYJTUIBUMJOLTUIFMBLFTUPUIF$BN-Z
waterfalls, (an uninterrupted line of water that
DBOCFTIPXDBTFE UIFIJTUPSJDBMWJFXDPOF
protecting the panorama towards Mount
-BOH#JBOH UIFIFSJUBHFBYJTBMPOHXIJDIBSF
TDBUUFSFEUIFNBJOQBSUPGåË-˼UTIJTUPSJDBM
buildings.
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Photos 21 and 22 Conserving Views of Đà Lạt

Views from the corniche
(southern limit of the plateau)

Photo credit: INTERSCENE.

The master plan recommends conserving
the panoramic views of the great landscape,
GSPNUIFNBJOBYFTPGNPWFNFOU
The photograph presented illustrates a view
PGUIFIFSJUBHFBYJT XIJDIXBTUBLFOGSPNB
balcony above the lake. This reading of the
landscape should be able to be maintained
by selectively interrupting urbanisation along
the routes.
5IVTåË-˼UXJMMEFWFMPQBSPVOEBQSPUFDUFE
green framework that will give it structure and
in which the neighbourhoods will take form.
This landscaped fabric, a reinterpretation of
the garden city on the scale of agglomeraUJPO PG NPSF UIBO   JOIBCJUBOUT  XJMM
connect the urban parks of the city centre
to the northern agricultural valleys and then
to the large wooded areas that surround

the city. The urban agriculture in the heart
of the city, which is a veritable showcase of
UIF XIPMF PG UIF QSPWJODFT IPSUJDVMUVSBM
sector, will be part of this landscaped fabric
that opens out on to the city. It will become
BO FWFSZEBZ HSFFO TQBDF BOE XJMM FYQPTF
an embellished landscape that changes
according to the seasons. This will involve a
change in the current intensive agricultural
practices towards a new form of urban
agriculture.
This network of greenery will link all the
amenities and neighbourhoods in the city. It
will allow the development of the circulation
of soft modes of transport, and the creation
of storage reservoirs for rainwater will give
wildlife space to roam freely (biodiversity
corridors).
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/FXUPVSJTUJOGSBTUSVDUVSFTXJMMCFEFWFMPQFE
in the historical villas on the heritage
BYJT ̓ XIJMF UIF DJUZ DFOUSF XJMM CFDPNF BO
attractive commercial centre, which will be
SFTUSVDUVSFE BSPVOE UIF NBSLFU  OFYU UP UIF
lake, at the heart of the green zone.

Map

Development of Means of Communication
Finally, the master plan foresees new
transport infrastructures, which should favour
BDDFTTJCJMJUZUPåË-˼U MPDBUFEJOBOJNQBTTF 
guarantee good connections between the
EJòFSFOU VSCBO IVCT BOE MJNJU UIF SJTLT PG
congestion.

14 Existing Infrastructures

N 20
N 27
N 27

N 20

Source: INTERSCENE construction.
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Map

15 Orientations for the Development of Transport

(1)
Principle of prioritisation of circulation:
 (1) Transit of light interregional vehicles
 (2) Main roads of greater à L t
 (3) Tourist roads
 (4) Roads serving the city
 (5) Freight transit proposal

(2)
(4)
(3)
(2)

(5)

Source: INTERSCENE construction.

The broad outlines of the transport plan are
UIFGPMMPXJOH
 %FBM XJUI UIF FòFDUT PG QFBL IPVS BDDFTT
to the station, notably from the end of the
NPUPSXBZ
- Deal with the risks of internal congestion
JO åË -˼U CZ QMBOOJOH B DJSDVMBS QFSJQIFSZ
road, thus avoiding transit through the
city centre and around the lake, which will
QSFTFSWFUIFMBOETDBQF
- Foresee transport access to the new tourist
IVCTPG%BOLJBBOE5VŽO-ÉNGSPNåË-˼U

(by road and by attractive and ludic urban
cable cars, on condition that they blend in
XJUIUIFMBOETDBQF 
 %FWFMPQQVCMJDUSBOTQPSUCZDSFBUJOH
* A network of interurban buses throughout
UIFXIPMFPG(SFBUFSåË-˼UGSPNBDFOUSBM
CVTTUBUJPODPOOFDUFEUPUIFBJSQPSU
* A specific site transport route linking the
BJSQPSUUPUIFIJTUPSJDBMDJUZPGåË-˼U
 0QFOBSPBEBYJTEFEJDBUFEUPGSFJHIUJOUIF
eastern valley, in the direction of the coast.
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Box

10 Visions and Strategic Objectives

- Protection and development of forests including specific conservation forests, protection
forests and production forests. Linking up of agricultural zones, green spaces and open
urban parks to strengthen the tourist sector and more particularly eco-tourism (ecolodges, camping sites, etc.) in relation with the authorities of the Bidoup National Park;
- In Đà Lạt, create horticultural zones inside and outside the city that are linked to new
technologies. Foresee space for the festival of flowers. Integrate green spaces for flowers
into the urban landscape and an ecological farm into the structure of the city park;
- Create an axis and cultural and artistic spaces in the city of Đà Lạt and also in Dankia;
- Strengthen and create liaison axes between the different urban hubs of the territory,
connect Đà Lạt economically to the national and international network and at the same
time preserve the ecological corridor around the city;
- Prioritise Đà Lạt road axes;
- Create a system of public transport linking the cities to the tourist zones. Establish a
system of public transport and footpaths (green axes) in the city.

A session is devoted to the challenges
of development on a neighbourhood
scale: study of a development project to
improve village living conditions within the
framework of the development of the west
of the city of Hà Nội. We refer the reader to
the detailed project study made available by
the cabinet of urban and landscape studies
INTERSCENE given in reading texts at the end
of this chapter and available on our website
www.tamdaoconf.com.
Following the presentation by Christine
Larousse of some of elements of the
diagnostic, the trainees are asked to provide
a summary to prefigure a project proposal
and to prepare an implantation constraint
map. The results of the group work are
presented to the workshop.

Day 6, Monday 28th
The morning of this last day is devoted to
the presentation by Mai Linh Cam of the
tool “Urban Matrix. Matrix of Territorial
Analysis, Networks, Institution, Society”
developed by the Local Authorities and
Urban Development Division of the AFD.
Experimentation is carried out using a
case study from the city of Addis Ababa in
Ethiopia.
Using Excel software, the matrix is
constituted of five tabs: the basic data – the
identity sheet of the city – the elements to be
tabbed – the analysis of spatial organisation
is determining; a summary – attempt to
make a diagram of results; a “result” matrix –
image of the city – created from the different
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established criteria – territory, networks,
society and institution. The architecture of
each tab is presented as follows:
- Territory: morphology (6 indicators); risk
(4 indicators); land (3 indicators); environment (4 indicators);
- Networks and services: fluidity (4 indicators);
mobility (5 indicators); energy (3 indicators);
waste (3 indicators); amenities (4 indicators);
- Society: population (3 indicators); housing
(3 indicators); citizenship (3 indicators); local
economy (6 indicators);
- Institution: administration (4 indicators);
governance (6 indicators); local finance
(5 indicators).
In work groups, the trainees complete the
matrix by using the data supplied by the case
study. The objective of this session of practical
exercises is to underline the inputs from the
matrix as a support for dialogue and an
educational tool to better understand a
city, its institutions, etc., and to help identify
priority interventions.

The afternoon is devoted to the preparation
of Tuesday morning’s summary of the
workshop.
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Word Documents
"FSJBM QIPUPHSBQI PG 'F[ .PSSPDP 
UPQPHSBQIJDBM NBQ PG )POH ,POH BFSJBM
QIPUPHSBQITPGUIF#VT3BQJE5SBOTJU #35 
MBOF JO )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ UPQPHSBQIJDBM
NBQPG(SFOPCMF6SCBO"OBMZTJT
.BUSJYo"'%

Reading Texts
(www.tamdaoconf.com)
"HFODF'SBOÎBJTFEF%ÏWFMPQQFNFOU  
Sustainable Cities and Territories, Urban
%FWFMPQNFOU Q
*/5&34$&/&  Principes d’aménagement
pour la protection et l’intégration des villages
dans le cadre du développement ouest de
Hanoi  TUVEZ SFQPSU   Q FYDMVEJOH UIF
BQQFOEJY +BOVBSZ
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List of Trainees
Surname and
first name
Đỗ Thùy Ninh

Đoàn Thị The

Heng Lina

Establishment
Thái Nguyên
University of
Economy and
Management
International Centre
of Research into
Global Changes,
University of Hà Nội
Royal University of
Law and Economic
Sciences

Domain/Discipline
Economic
management

Research theme

Email

Impact of urbanisation on
ninh@tueba.edu.vn
labour

Geography

Climate change,
urbanisation

doanthe00@gmail.
com

Legal sciences

Urban modernisation in
Cambodia

lina.heng@yahoo.
com

Urban poverty

hoangvinhxhk34@
gmail.com

Hoàng Thị Vinh University of Đà Lạt Urban development
Hun Ketya

Cambodia Institute
of Technology

Civil engineering

Building information
modelling

ketyah@live.com

Huỳnh Hồng
Đức (auditeur
libre)

Centre of Outlook
and Urban Studies

-

-

hongduc2003@
gmail.com

Development and
Finance, banking,
leduchuy1201@
Investment Fund of
construction
gmail.com
Khanh Hoa
University of
Lê Thành Nhân Economy, Hồ Chí
Economics
Development economics nhanlt@ueh.edu.vn
Minh City
University Lyon 3
Legal protection of foreign
Long Keopich- delocalised at the
keopichchendUrban development
direct investment in
chenda
National University
along@gmail.com
Cambodia
of Việt Nam
World Engineering
Construction and
Climate change
Consultancy Co.
education,
Climate change, urban
molvibol@yahoo.
Mol Vibol
Ltd / Institute
development and
planning
com
of Technology,
urbanisation
Cambodia
huanxhhdl@gmail.
Ngô Văn Huấn University of Đà Lạt
Sociology
Public policies
com
Development and
Nguyễn Duy
khiemnd.ct78@
Investment Fund,
Urbanisation
Urbanisation
Khiêm
yahoo.com
Cần Thơ
Hồ Chí Minh
Nguyễn Khánh
Development
Sustainable urban
nkduy2002@yahoo.
City University of
Duy
economics
development
com
Economy
Development and
Civil construction,
Nguyễn Tiến
Investment,
hungxdlc@gmail.
Investment Fund,
infrastructures, water and
Hưng
construction
com
Lào Cai
transport
Lê Đức Huy
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Surname and
first name

Establishment

Domain/Discipline

Centre of Studies
and Research
Development
into International
economics
Development
(CERDI)
Nguyễn Thị
University of
GIS, urban
Hồng Điệp
Cần Thơ
environment
International Centre
Nguyễn Thị
of Research into
Geography
Thúy Hồng
Global Changes,
University of Hà Nội
Institute of
Development
Development
Nguyễn Vĩnh
Research, Hồ Chí
economics
Minh City
International Centre
Tống Thị Huyền of Research into
Geography
Ái
Global Changes,
University of Hà Nội
Institute of
Tô Thị Thùy
Development
Urban agriculture
Trang
Research, Hồ Chí
Minh City
University Paris 1,
Ministry of Territorial
Sarun Rithea Infrastructure, Urban Social sciences, law
Areas, Housing, and
Environment
University Lyon 3
International law
delocalised to the
Sor Sopuna
of investments and
National University
economic cooperation
of Việt Nam
Viengvilay
Ministry of Justice,
Law
Bounmany
Laos
Uyar Akim
Centre of Outlook
_
(auditor)
and Urban Studies

Nguyễn Thị Thu
Hà
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Research theme

Email

Public investment and
growth

hanguyencerdi@
gmail.com

GIS applications in the
urban environment

nthdiep@ctu.edu.vn

Changes in land occupation and society in the
urban environment

nguyenthuyhong189@gmail.
com

Sustainable development

mrnguyen14@gmail.
com

GIS, land dynamics in the ai.tonghuyen@gmail.
urban environment
com

Urban planning

ttttrang.hids@tphcm.
gov.vn

Regional construction

rithea.sarun@
sciences-po.org

Liberalism and regional
integration

punna.sor@gmail.
com

Legal framework for
foreign investments in Laos

vvlbounmany@
hotmail.com
paddiauyar@gmail.
com

Regional planning

5PPMTBOE.PEFMTGPS
6OEFSTUBOEJOHBOE&YQMPSJOH
Urban Spatial Dynamics
Arnaud Banos – CNRS, Alexis Drogoul – IRD, Benoît Gaudou –
University of Toulouse, Huỳnh Quang Nghi – University of Cần Thơ,
Trương Chí Quang – University of Cần Thơ, Võ Đức Ân – MSI-IFI

Representing a real system in all its
DPNQMFYJUZ̓ JO PSEFS UP NFBTVSF JUT QPTTJCMF
evolutions, or to conceive development
solutions that are adapted to it, is one
of the challenges of current research in
computer modelling. This approach, which
is complementary to classical analytical
methods, allows us to develop models
whose dynamics are the result of the
interactions between the computerised
representations of the entities in the
modelled system (players, institutions,
environment, amenities, etc.). These
models are then used as a support for a
iWJSUVBMw FYQFSJNFOUBM NFUIPE o SFRVJSJOH
simulations – where the resulting dynamics
may be studied with all the necessary details
and where interaction with the user is
encouraged.

5IF PCKFDUJWF PG UIF XPSLTIPQ JT UP JOUSP
duce the trainees to the methodologies
of the computerised modelling of urban
HSPXUIQIFOPNFOB#ZCBTJOHPVSTFMWFTPO
a case study concerning the development of
a part of the city of Cần Thơ (Mekong Delta)
CFUXFFO  BOE   XF TIBMM BEESFTT
UIF̓ GPMMPXJOH QPJOUT VSCBO HSPXUI NPEFMT
the methodological aspects of composing
a set of (geographical, urban, social)
data necessary for any type of modelling
(*4  TBUFMMJUF JNBHFT  TVSWFZ SFTVMUT  UIF
construction of urban growth models in
the GAMA modelling platform and their
FYQMPSBUJPO UISPVHI TJNVMBUJPO JO SFMBUJPO
UP UIF JOJUJBM RVFTUJPO 5IF USBJOFFT XJMM CF
EJWJEFE JOUP XPSL HSPVQT XIPTF PCKFDUJWF
will be to enrich two of the models presented
by incorporating new data and new rules.
&BDI HSPVQ JT SFRVJSFE UP SFDBQJUVMBUF UIF
methodology presented during the first two
sessions.
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The day before the beginning of the
workshop, the trainees meet with the trainers
in order to install the software that will be
necessary for the training.

Day 1, Thursday 24th
The first part of the workshop is devoted
to the presentation of the trainees and
trainers (cf. trainers’ biographies and list of
trainees inserted at the end of this chapter).
During the round table, each trainee must
introduce his/her neighbour stating his/her
university or institute, current research and
expectations of the training.

Map

[Alexis Drogoul]
During the plenary sessions you saw a
certain number of challenges raised by
growing urbanisation throughout the
world. In this workshop, we are going to
place ourselves in the precise framework
PG EFDJEFST BOE̓ EFWFMPQFST :PV BSF HPJOH
to have to understand the dynamics of the
urban system, anticipate and foresee future
changes in these systems, and describe
and assess them while at the same time
FYQMPSJOHEFWFMPQNFOUQPMJDJFT
We are going to mainly look at models of
urban morphogenesis or indeed urban
growth, that is to say models representing
the evolution of the spatial impact of the
city in its physical environment. In order to

16 Example of Cần Thơ

Source: Author’s construction.
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understand this dynamic, we are going to
CVJMENPEFMTUIBUXJMMOFFEBMBSHFRVBOUJUZPG
PGUFO IFUFSPHFOFPVT EBUB TBUFMMJUF JNBHFSZ 
BFSJBM QIPUPHSBQIT  TVSWFZT  öFME JORVJSJFT 
etc. These data will be combined according
UPUIFHJWFOPCKFDUJWFPGUIFNPEFMJOPSEFS
to understand how the social, urban and
environmental system develops.
5IF USBJOJOH XJMM UISPX MJHIU VQPO EJòFSFOU
NFUIPEPMPHJDBM BTQFDUT BOE RVFTUJPOT PG
research and application. We shall attempt
to transfer know-how that, without making
you autonomous, will make you aware of a

methodological dimension used in certain
VSCBOEFWFMPQNFOUQSPKFDUT
All these theoretical sessions, as well as the
QSBDUJDBM FYFSDJTFT  XJMM VTF UIF TBNF EBUB
base created by the trainers and which
concerns the city of Cần Thơ (cf.BQ 
Cần Thơ is today the biggest city in the
Mekong Delta and its dynamic has been
one of the strongest over the last ten years.
Furthermore, we have at hand a rich set of
historical data about the city.
On a theoretical level, the training is
PSHBOJTFE̓BTGPMMPXT

Diagram 19 Workshop Structure

Source: Author’s construction.
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"SOBVE #BOPT XJMM öSTU SFWJFX EJòFSFOU
models of urban growth and focus on
UIF̓ RVFTUJPOT BOE DIBMMFOHFT TVSSPVOE
JOH UIFTF̓ NPEFMT *O UIF BGUFSOPPO  #FOPÔU
Gaudou will deal with the methodological
aspects of constructing a model, and then
Trương Chí Quang will address the problem
of collecting and processing data. Friday
will be devoted to the modelling and
simulation tool and to the presentation
of two representative models of urban
modelling – cellular automata and agentbased modelling using vector information.
The last two days will be devoted to practical
work in working groups – one trainer for four

USBJOFFTUXPPSBMQSFTFOUBUJPOTCZHSPVQBSF
planned before the final summary by two of
you on Saturday.

2.2.1. Models of Urban Growth
[Arnaud Banos]
Urban modelling has a long history and its
transformations have been linked to human
progress and the way in which urban growth
is planned. The model developed by Von
Thunen is a fundamental one as it lies at
the heart of spatial economics and urban
geography.

Diagram 20 The Urban Modelling Timeline

Source: Batty, 2014.
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Diagram 21 Von Thunen Model

Source: Von Thunen, 1842.

Von Thunen was a landowner who
observed regularities in the way cities were
organised in relation to the surrounding
DPVOUSZTJEF *O UIF th century, cities were
supplied by the countryside. Von Thunen
put forward the idea of concentric circles
of agricultural activity surrounding the city
characterised by a progressive passage

Box
-

GSPN JOUFOTJWF BDUJWJUJFT UP FYUFOTJWF POFT
XJUI XJMEFSOFTT MZJOH BU UIF DJUZT GBSUIFTU
limits. At this period, the agricultural value of
MBOE XBT MJOLFE UP JUT GFSUJMJUZ )PXFWFS 7PO
Thunen based his theory on the idea that
land value depended on its distance from
UIF̓ NBSLFUQMBDF )F EFöOFE B UIFPSFUJDBM
NPEFMGSPNUIFGPMMPXJOHIZQPUIFTFT

11 Construction of the Von Thunen Model

The city-countryside system is autonomous (isolated);
The physical environment is flat (no natural obstacles);
Soil quality and climatic conditions are homogeneous;
Producers minimise distance-related costs;
Producers maximise profits.
P = profit from a given crop on a market P
Di = distance from a point i to the market
ß = transport cost by distance unit
Ri = rent of a crop at a point i
Ri = P - ßDi
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The model tells us that, at a given place,
the land rent is a function of the profit
from the produced crop minus the cost of
transporting it to market. In concrete terms,
UIJTFRVBUJPOBMMPXTVTUPBDDVSBUFMZQSFEJDU
land use according to distance from the city.

Graph

2

This model inspired the land rent theory
of the Argentine economist Alonso that
is still today the cornerstone of urban
economics.

Alonso Bid-Rent

Source: Torrens, 2000.

5IF UIFPSZ FYQMBJOT XIZ NPOPDFOUSJD 
European cities are organised around a
business centre that in turn is surrounded
by industrial zones and then by residential
POFT5IF OPUJPO PG BDDFTTJCJMJUZ JT FTTFOUJBM
access time to the centre allows us to
understand how the city is constructed and
how it develops.
Walter Christaller, who further developed
this issue, proposed a theory that concerns
the domains of economics, geography
and urban planning. Christaller demons-

trated that the distribution of cities – small,
medium or large – is not random as each
urban entity corresponds to particular
FWFOUT DJUJFT BSF JOEFQFOEFOU BOE
BVUPOPNPVT )PX̓ DBO XF UIFO FYQMBJO
that by a locally centred process, we can
observe a macroscopic regularity in their
TQBUJBM EJTUSJCVUJPO  5IF /PCFM 1SJ[F XJOOFS
JO̓ FDPOPNJDT  1BVM ,SVHNBO  XIP JT POF PG
the most influential figures in economics in
the world, considers that this is one of the
most difficult research issues.
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Diagram 22 Central Places Theory

Source: Christaller, 1933.

Walter Christaller was inspired by Von
5IVOFO̓ UIFSF JT IPNPHFOFJUZ PG TQBDF
consumers all seek to buy at the lowest
QSJDF UIFSF JT QFSGFDU DPNQFUJUJPO )F BMTP
considers that the transport cost of goods
is shouldered by the consumer – who
often lives outside of the city. The cost of
transport is thus included in the sale price.
Christaller defines an urban hierarchy – if
you live in a small city, you will purchase
ordinary produce (vegetables, fruit, clothes,
etc.), the rarer the product (or service), the

Image

1

CJHHFS UIF DJUZ XJMM̓ CF 'PS FYBNQMF  JG̓ ZPV
need administrative documents, you will
go to a big city on which medium-size
DJUJFT EFQFOE /PX UIF QSFNJTFT BSF MBJE
PVU  UIF DPOTFRVFODFT BSF SFMBUJWFMZ TJNQMF
consumers will seek to minimise transport
DPTUTBOEQSFGFSUIFOFBSFTUDJUJFTQSPEVDFST
will tend to spread out in a regular manner.
:PVDBOJOUSPEVDFBMMUIFTFIZQPUIFTFTBOE
CFIBWJPVSBMSVMFTJOUPBNVMUJBHFOUNPEFM

Central Places Theory 2

Source: Banos et al., 2011.
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Small cities will seek to position themselves
TP BT UP NBYJNJTF QSPöU NFEJVNTJ[F DJUJFT
have a larger field of influence. Every city
operates according to the Christaller Model.
The surprising thing is that, in reality, cities
do not position themselves so easily in
SFMBUJPOUPPUIFSTUIFJSMPDBUJPOJTUIFGSVJUPG

Graph

3

a long, historically rooted process. And yet,
this regularity can be observed.
A considerable amount of research thus
EFBMT̓ XJUI UIF FYUSFNFMZ SFHVMBS EJWJTJPO
of cities and their distribution according to
size.

Zipf Law

f(P) = a . P  ß
Where:

f(P) is the frequency of different city
sizes P

a is a constant of proportionality

ß is the scaling parameter
= Zipf law: ß = 2

Source: http://geodivercity.parisgeo.cnrs.fr/blog/

5IF FDPOPNJTU ;JQG XBT UIF öSTU UP
demonstrate that if you consider the
population of a city in logarithmic scale
and according to its rank, you will identify
a statistical signature. In the case in point,
all cities are organised according to a straight
MJOF XIPTF FYQPOFOU JT PGUFO DMPTF UP UIF
WBMVF  ;JQG -BX  5IF BTUPOJTIJOH UIJOH
is that the behaviour of a city is linked to a
VOJRVF DPOUFYU BOE ZFU ZPV DBO PCTFSWF
regularities with signatures that are almost
always identical.

Let us return to the model proposed by
1BVM̓ ,SVHNBO -FU VT JNBHJOF B TJNQMF 
MJOFBS̓ DJUZ UIBU JT DPNQPTFE PG BEKBDFOU
cells. At the outset, each cell possesses
an identical number of enterprises. Each
place presents a location interest for these
enterprises that takes into account two
opposing forces, one attraction, the other
SFQVMTJPO CZ CFJOH DMPTF UP FBDI PUIFS 
the enterprises can reduce certain costs
(economies of scale) – a collective electric
TVQQMZ GPS FOUFSQSJTFT XJMM SFEVDF FYQFOTFT
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GPSFYBNQMF CVUBMTPBUUSBDUNPSFDMJFOUT UIF
QSJODJQMF PG DPNNFSDJBM [POFT  )PXFWFS  JG
they are too near each other, they will also
be in competition. The location dynamic is

Image

2

thus based on a subtle balance between
these two forces, which are not symmetrical,
as the force of repulsion diminishes more
slowly than the force of attraction.

Krugman Model: Results

Source: Author’s construction.

From an initial situation where all the enterprises are localised in a space, the trend is
towards a grouping together. In this image,
ZPV DBO DPOTJEFS GPS FYBNQMF UIBU UIFZ BSF
DPNNFSDJBMDFOUSFTPSDJUJFT
- The commercial centres group together
shops that benefit from economies of
scale but, at the same time, it is in their
interest that the other shops be sufficiently
GBSBXBZTPBTUPBWPJEDPNQFUJUJPO
 $JUJFT FYJTU CFDBVTF FDPOPNJD QMBZFST GFFM
the need to be close in order to benefit
from agglomeration economies while at
the same time being far from other cities
and competitive factors.

It is nevertheless difficult to speak about a
model of urban growth by simply working
on one city. This growth implies that
the city is open to its environment and
has relationships with other cities in the
system – competitive but also cooperative
relationships. It is a fundamental mechanism
of economic growth.
On the other hand, models of morphogenesis
MJCFSBUF UIFNTFMWFT GSPN UIF DPOUFYU  BOE
we only work on the urban form. Let us take
a look at a category of models used in the
T
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3

Diffusion-Limited Aggregation (DLA) Models

Source: Acevedo et al., 1997.

These models are observation based. Let
us take the case of the growth of the city of
Las Vegas (United States). Only urban areas
are considered. We are very far from the
DJSDVMBS GPSN PG 7PO 5IVOFOT NPOPDFOUSJD
city. The surface of the city is finite, and yet,
if you seek to calculate its perimeter, it is
JOöOJUF XF̓ DBOOPU DBMDVMBUF UIF EJTUBODF
BSPVOE UIF̓ DJUZ )PX DBO XF FYQMBJO UIJT
QBSUJDVMBS UZQF PG HFPNFUSZ 5IF QSPQPTBMT 
XIJDI XFSF WFSZ GBTIJPOBCMF JO UIF 
T  ESFX JOTQJSBUJPO GSPN DSZTUBMMPHSBQIZ  B
discipline that studies the creation of crystals.
#Z BOBMPHZ  XF DBO DPOTJEFS UIBU UIF OFX
arrivals are perhaps going to fall by chance

upon a city being built and are going to settle
UIFSF 5IF NFDIBOJTN JT UIVT JOEJWJEVBM B
random movement that leads to the creation
of the surface of the developing city. The
result is determined by the random process
of the new arrivals (particles). If you apply this
to urban genesis, this means that the cities
are self-organised and that nobody decides
anything at the collective level. The city is a
group of individual decisions.
Let us now concentrate on the models of
land use and transport that we are going to
seek to develop during this workshop.
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Graph

4

Land Use / Transport Models

Source: Emberger, 2005.

The work of a modeller consists in seeking
to establish a link between a model that is
UIF FYQSFTTJPO PG POF PS TFWFSBM UIFPSJFT
and the theories that are at the origin of the
model. This graph presents a classification
of the models that are currently most in
VTF BDDPSEJOH UP UIFJS DPNQMFYJUZ o MFWFM

Image
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PG EFUBJMT JOWPMWFE OVNCFS PG TVCTZTUFNT
JO UIF NPEFM *U JT  GPS FYBNQMF  QPTTJCMF UP
construct a simple model that will calculate
the generalised urban cost of any city by
taking the variables of surface, average
transport time and number of enterprises.

Land Use Models, Cellular Automata

Real
situation
1994
Situation
réelle enin1994

Situation
simulated
in 1994
Situation simulée
en 1994

Source: Langlois, 2008.
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We are going to dissociate the evolution
of the land use of transport and mobility,
and then we shall superimpose the files.
Often, land use models are based upon a

formalism referred to as “cellular automata”
UIBU XF TIBMM FYBNJOF UIJT XFFL *O UIF
present case, it involves an application to the
DJUZPG3PVFOJO/PSNBOEZ 'SBODF 

Diagram 23 Cellular Automata

CA= ({Cells, Neighbors}, {State, Transition Functions})
Structure

Processes

Source: Moreno et al., 2009.

Fundamentally, a cellular automaton combines a structure with processes. The
structure corresponds to the cells and to
B OFJHICPVSIPPE FBDI DFMM JT EFöOFE JO
relation to its neighbourhood. The processes integrate the state of the cell. For

FYBNQMF  B DFMM NBZ CF PDDVQJFE CZ UIF
forest, water or buildings. The transition
functions give you the probability of a cell
changing state – at a given moment T, a
GPSFTUBUBHJWFONPNFOU5 BCVJMEJOHXJUI
a certain probability.

Diagram 24 Cellular Automata (2)

a. 2D Automata with definition of neighbors

b. Underlying Neighboring graph

Source: Moreno, op. cit.
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c. Underlying Neighboring graph

&BDI DFMM JT DIBSBDUFSJTFE CZ B TUBUF )FSF
the state is the colour black and each cell is
capable of identifying its neighbours. “b” is a
representation of “a” with graphs. Each cell
becomes a node and all the neighbouring
nodes of the representation are linked.
:PV UIFO PCUBJO UIF HSBQI “b” or “c” in
function of what you retain as a definition of
neighbourhood.
Cellular automata have had a lot of success
BT UIFZ BMMPX VT UP SFQSPEVDF DPNQMFY
processes using simple rules – each cell
changes its own state in a dynamic way in

function of the state of the neighbouring
DFMMT0OFPGUIFNPTUXFMMLOPXOFYBNQMFT
JO UIF iBSUJöDJBM MJGFw EPNBJO JT $POXBZT
“Game of Life” which allows us to engender
a large diversity of patterns according to very
simple rules.
*O BO VSCBO DPOUFYU  IPX DBO XF FYQMBJO
that a cell will change state at a given
NPNFOU  5IF̓ NPTU VTVBM XBZ PG EPJOH TP
is by using data, such as satellite images for
FYBNQMF  JO PSEFS UP DPOTUSVDU USBOTJUJPO
matrices.

Diagram 25 Example of Transition Matrices

Land use
thematic

Matrix

Neighborhood
Situation
réelleinen1994
1994
Real situation

Situationsimulated
simulée en
Situation
in 1994
1994

Markov
Chain

Land use change
transition

analysis

Source: Demirel et al., 2010; Langlois, op. cit.
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From classification, the number of land
use class categories is limited. Then we
define the (dynamic) changes for the cells
JO GVODUJPO PG UISFF -BOTEBU JNBHFT  
    "̓ USBOTJUJPO NBUSJY JT DSFBUFE
– several thousand cells have a state at a
HJWFO EBUF BOE UIF USBOTJUJPO NBUSJY JOEJ
cates a change of state with the probability
of moving from a forest state to a built-up
TUBUF  GPS̓ FYBNQMF 8F TFFL UP SFEVDF UIF
combinations by using a statistical regularities model (Markov chains). This model
identifies the transition probabilities in a
huge system. We compare the predictions
of the automata for the same dates. Contrary
UP̓ 7PO 5IVOFOT NPEFM  UIF BQQSPBDI
focuses on data (“Data-Driven”) and the
model produced is capable, in certain
configurations and over a short period of

time, of producing accurate predictions.
On the other hand, this model is not well
BEBQUFE UP FYQMBJO IPX UIF DJUZ HSPXT
learning takes place through a model that
is not causal but which works on a base
of statistical regularities. Conversely, the
“Concept Driven or Theory Driven” models are
NPSFFYQMBOBUPSZCVU CFDBVTFPGUIFJSNPSF
general character, they may have a weaker
power of prediction – although this depends
on how we define a “good” prediction.
Let us take a look at the mobility calculation
associated with the evolution of urban
growth. The easiest and most common way
of doing this is to work on macroscopic
models that will reason in the form of zones.
Urban space is divided into the zones and the
flows between these zones are estimated.

Diagram 26 Four Step Model

Source: Southworth, 1995.

The most widely used model throughout
the world is the four-step one. We first seek
to define the emission potential of each
[POF o GPS FYBNQMF  UIF OVNCFS PG QFPQMF

who live there – and its potential to attract
BDDPSEJOH̓ UP XPSLQMBDFT GPS FYBNQMF 
On this basis, we introduce a “Trip distribution” stage that naturally depends on
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the emission and attraction potential of the
zones. We then determine how individuals
move around (transport mode) and their
itineraries, which we shall allocate to the
USBOTQPSU OFUXPSL i/FUXPSL "TTJHONFOUw 
" MBSHF OVNCFS PG FRVBUJPOT DPNF JOUP
play in the four-step model but these may
CF HSPVQFE UPHFUIFS JOUP UXP CJH GBNJMJFT
NBDSPTDPQJD FRVBUJPOT DBTFT PG HFOFSBUJOH
TUFQT BOE EJTUSJCVUJPO PG øPXT  BOE FRVB
tions that are linked to individual behaviour
(cases of modal choice or itinerary, which
often come under the category referred to as
“discrete choice” models).
It should be noted that the macroscopic
NPEFM̓ TVCKBDFOU UP UIF HFOFSBUJPO
EJTUSJCVUJPOPGøPXTJTJOTQJSFECZ/FXUPOJBO
physics. The number of people moving
(flow) between the zones “i” and “j” is thus
a function of the “weight” of zones “i” and
“j”. Furthermore, this number is inversely
proportional to the distance that separates
UIFTF UXP [POFT 8F öOE IFSF /FXUPOT
model of universal gravitation, on the basis
of an analogy that continues to stimulate
debates within the research community.
$POUSBSZUPUIFQIZTJDBMNPEFMPG/FXUPOJBO
UIFPSZ XIJDIJTBVOJWFSTBMBOEFYQMBOBUPSZ
DBVTBM  POF UIF FYQPOFOU PG EJTUBODF JT
constant), the flow generation model is a
statistical model that is both descriptive
UIF̓ iXFJHIUw PG UIF [POFT JT TVCKFDU UP
indirect indicators such as their population
GPS̓ FYBNQMF  BOE SFMBUJWF UIF EJTUBODF
FYQPOFOU JT BEKVTUFE UP UIF EBUB BOE WBSJFT
CFUXFFO QMBDFT BOE QFSJPET  )PXFWFS  UIF
analogy on which it is based makes sense
when we reason at a macroscopic level and
UIJTNPEFMPGUFOBMMPXTVTUPNFBTVSFRVJUF
accurately flows between urban zones or
cities within a system of cities.

On the other hand, it is necessary to introduce behaviours when we have to decide
how individuals travel and through which
points they will transit. These behaviours
are indeed a lot more variable. The
construction of a model therefore involves
a series of simplifications – very similar
to those mentioned in the models of
7PO 5IVOFO̓ PS $ISJTUBMMFS 'PS FYBNQMF 
hypothesising that the agents are in a
perfect information situation, are capable
of comparing the “utility” of all possible
alternatives and of systematically choosing
UIBU XIJDI XJMM NBYJNJTF UIFJS VUJMJUZ  BMMPXT
VT UP FYQSFTT UIF NPEFM NBUIFNBUJDBMMZ 
in a compact and practical form. Generally
speaking, if we assume that everyone is
EJòFSFOU  JU CFDPNFT EJóDVMU UP FYQSFTT
(formalise) a model and even more so to
resolve it using the tools we have at hand
NBUIFNBUJDT GPS FYBNQMF  5IF BEWBOUBHF
of agent-based models is that you can – to
BDFSUBJOFYUFOUoEJTDBSEUIFTFBTTVNQUJPOT
#VU ZPV XJMM TFF EVSJOH UIF XPSLTIPQ
that this possibility has both upstream
and downstream constraints. Upstream
because the idea that all individuals and
UIFJS CFIBWJPVST BSF EJòFSFOU JT EFCBUBCMF 
especially in a specific and clearly defined
DPOUFYUTVDIBTUIBUPGNPCJMJUZ'VSUIFSNPSF 
we should not lose sight of the fact that
microscopic fluctuations may produce
regularities at a macroscopic level, hence the
EVBM OFDFTTJUZ PG BTLJOH UIF SJHIU RVFTUJPOT
beforehand. And downstream because a
model composed of too large a number
PG QBSBNFUFST XPVME RVJDLMZ CFDPNF UPP
difficult to understand and control.
We should also note that the four-step model,
JO UIF WFSTJPO UIBU * IBWF KVTU QSFTFOUFE UP
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ZPV  JT MBSHFMZ TUBUJD *U MBDLT  GPS FYBNQMF  BO
FTTFOUJBMQJFDFPGEBUBSPBEUSBóD
This piece of data is important, as you will
include it during the group work phase.
The interest of doing this is to draw up
hypotheses and simplify the situation, for
FYBNQMF TJOHMF MBOF SPVUFT DBST BSF OPU
BMMPXFE UP PWFSUBLF UIFSF BSF OP BDDJEFOUT 
etc. In this case, you can outline a model in
a purely mathematical form. For a segment
of road, you know the concentration – the
number of vehicles at a given moment
“t” – and the flow – the number of vehicles
that pass through a segment during
a given period. In simple cases, traffic
theory tells us that there is a fundamental
SFMBUJPOTIJQ̓ CFUXFFO EFOTJUZ BOE øPX JG

you increase the number of vehicles on
the road, flow increases until it reaches a
critical level that corresponds to the capacity
PG B̓ TFHNFOU PG SPBE GSPN UIJT NPNFOU
onward, each time you add a vehicle, the
flow diminishes (congestion).
If we wish to come down to the level of
the car, we observe the behaviour of each
vehicle that takes into account the legal
NBYJNVN TQFFE MJNJU BOE PG UIF DBS JU
QSFDFEFT BTJOUIF̓/B4$INPEFMoXIFUIFS
we place ourselves at the microscopic level of
individual vehicles with specific behaviours,
or at the macroscopic level where only the
flow of the vehicle is considered.
"UEJòFSFOUQFSJPET EJòFSFOUGPSNBMJTNTIBWF
been used.

Diagram 27 Models Coupling

Dynamic
spatial interaction-based
models
1950 – 1975

High-resolution
Spatially-dynamic
Net growth = gains - losses

1990

GIS – Geographical
Information Systems
1980

Source: Engelen, 2006.
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This approach
TT̓ *U
introduction of
systems (GIS) that

was typical of the
DPSSFTQPOET UP UIF
geographic information
allowed us to feed more

accurate data into the models. We then
coupled with rasterised information on
UIF̓ QJYFM MFWFM  XIJDI JT MJOFBS GPS UIF SPBE
network.

Diagram 28 LUTI Models

Source: Engelen, op, cit.

)FSF JT B -BOE 6TF BOE 5SBOTQPSU *OUFS
BDUJPO -65*  &WFSZUIJOH JT MJOLFE UIFSF
is no beginning or end. Accessibility is a
NBKPS DPODFQU BMM UIJT FWPMWFT JO SFMBUJPO UP
accessibility (distance, cost).

I shall finish with the key issue of the
dynamics of coupling.

Diagram 29 Slow-Fast Dynamics

Source: Southworth, op. cit.
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8IBUTIPVMEXFCFHJOXJUI )FSFJTBUZQJDBM
HSBQI UIBU JT TVQQPTFE UP UFMM ZPV FYBDUMZ
how this functions in the preceding model.
5IFQFSJPETBSFUIVTEJWJEFE
 "SSPX  UIF QFSJPE PG DIBOHF JO UIF
USBOTQPSUNPEVMF
 "SSPXUIFQFSJPEPGDIBOHFJOMBOEVTF
 "SSPX  UIF JNQBDU QFSJPE PG MBOE VTF
DIBOHFTPONPCJMJUZ
 "SSPXUIFJNQBDUQFSJPEPGNPCJMJUZPO
land use.
Land use has a rapid impact on mobility.
If I take away buildings, this will have an
immediate impact on mobility. On the other
hand, the development of mobility has a
longer impact on land use – individuals have
to have difficulties moving about over a long
period before eventually deciding to move
house.

Image

5

2.2.2. Case Study: Types of Question,
Approach and Model
[Benoit Gaudou]
The first model is static (cf *NBHF   JU
represents a satellite image of the city of
Cần Thơ – a vision at a given instant T of the
VSCBOTUBUF5IFTFDPOEFYBNQMFJTBEZOBNJD
model – the description of the evolution
in time of a phenomenon. It is illustrated
by the typhoon that moved up towards
+BQBO JO +VMZ  %ZOBNJD NPEFMT PG UIF
NFUFPSPMPHJDBM UZQF BMMPX QSFEJDUJPOT UIFZ
give the evolution of a system by simulation.
"OPUIFS QSJODJQBM PCKFDUJWF PG NPEFMMJOH JT
to provide support to a decision by testing
EJòFSFOUTDFOBSJPT

Static and Dynamic Models

A map is a static model. Here of the urban area
of C n Th in 2010.

Meteorologic dynamic models allow
a typhoon evolution to be predicted over 48h.

Source: Konings, 2012 ; http://lesbrindherbes.org/2014/07/06/l-enorme-typhon-neoguri-se-dirige-japon/
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5IJT EJBHSBN SFQSFTFOUT UIF EJòFSFOU TUBHFT
of modelling and simulation.

Diagram 30 Modelling is a Multi-Step Cycle

st ep 1 : define
the modelling
questions

st ep 7 :
explore the
model

st ep 2 : identify the
elements (entities,
dynamics) to model
st ep 3 :
collect data

st ep 6 :
calibrate the
model

st ep 4 : define
the agents
(characteristics,
dynamics)

st ep 5 :
implement the
model

Source: Author’s construction.

" NPEFM JT EFöOFE CZ UIF RVFTUJPO UP
which it is supposed to provide an answer.
Our workshop is interested in models
focused on the understanding of urban
HSPXUIBOEJUTFYQMBOBUPSZGBDUPSTCZUBLJOH
UIF DJUZ PG $˿O̓ 5Iˌ BT PVS TVCKFDU 8IBU
are the mechanisms and rules that allow
us to produce urban growth similar to real
HSPXUI  " XJEF SBOHF PG RVFTUJPOT NBZ CF
raised regarding the transformation of urban
TQBDF UIF BEEJOH BOEPS UIF FMJNJOBUJPO PG
roads, modifications in public and waterway
transport, the impact of the construction
of commercial centres, reflections about
public service needs (hospitals, schools,
hydrological networks, etc.), etc.
*O UFSNT PG UFDIOJRVFT  XF BSF HPJOH UP
focus on agent-based modelling that allows

VT UP JODMVEF TQBUJBM IFUFSPHFOFJUZ JO B
simple way, induce spatial data, describe
the phenomena at the microscopic level
that are going to generate macroscopic
behaviour
and,
finally,
carry
out
FYQFSJNFOUT̓XJUIUIFIFMQPGTDFOBSJPT
We are going to identify at the same
time important entities in the system and
their dynamics. The entities are individual
elements in the system and their state is
characterised by variables or attributes. The
dynamic, or process, is what allows us to
NPEJGZ UIF TZTUFN GPS FYBNQMF UIF BDUJPOT
attached to the entities – movements,
interactions between agents or indeed, the
dynamic of agents such as financial markets,
flooding, etc.
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Model 1: Entities, Dynamic and Scales

Mekong Delta
70 km
Spatial scale
Area that covers C n Th city and the nearby
suburbs
Time scale
Duration: 15 years from 1999 to 2014

45 km

Dynamic to take into account:
The construction of buildings
Entities to take into account:
 Buildings;
 Roads;
 Rivers.
Considered area

Source: Author’s construction.

Image
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Model 2: Entities, Dynamic and Scales

Spatial scale
The An Bình ward of C n Th

3 km

C n Th

Time scale
Duration: 5 years from 2005 to 2010

Dynamic to take into account:
The construction of buildings

3 km

Entities to take into account:
 Buildings
 Roads
 Rivers
Considered area

Source: Author’s construction.
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In this first model (cf *NBHF   UIF TQBUJBM
scale in which we are interested is the
HSFBUFS SFHJPO TVSSPVOEJOH $˿O 5Iˌ UIF
targeted dynamic is the appearance of new
VSCBO FOUJUJFT  OFX IPVTJOH GPS FYBNQMF
For our purposes, the movement of entities
is done by road or waterway. The considered
temporal scale is fifteen years.
In the second model (cf *NBHF   JOTUFBE
of taking an interest in the urban growth of
the entire city, we shall now consider the
"O#JOIOFJHICPVSIPPE5IFNPEFMJTNPSF
QSFDJTF BOEBUUIFTBNFUJNFFYBNJOFTUIF
same dynamic.
The first stage is the constitution of a set
PG EBUB  FJUIFS UISPVHI öFME JORVJSJFT XJUI
government agencies or by free access on
Internet. For the city of Cần Thơ, the data
DPNF GSPN UIF %FQBSUNFOU PG /BUVSBM
Resources and the Environment.
The following stage corresponds to the
construction of a GIS. The data are going to
VOEFSHP EJòFSFOU USBOTGPSNBUJPOT JO PSEFS
to homogenise the format, correct the
attribute table, establish links between the
EJòFSFOU TPVSDFT JO PSEFS UP QSPEVDF OFX
data, etc.
8IBUBSFXFHPJOHUPJODMVEFJOUIFNPEFM 
What are the agents that are defined in the
TZTUFN
The definition of the type of agent depends
B MPU PO UIF DIPTFO TDBMF BOE UIF RVFT
tion formulated. The implementation will

CF̓ EJòFSFOU  JG PCTFSWFE BU UIF MFWFM PG
the entire city, the neighbourhood or the
household – it is possible to represent
individually the inhabitants, the households or the entire house. For Cần Thơ, we
are interested in the production of new
buildings. These agents have for attribute
a form, a position and a residential or
commercial type. An agent represents a
physical entity in the system. In the model,
UIFCVJMEJOHTBSFUIFQSJODJQBMBHFOUTJUJTPO
them that the dynamics and rules of urban
FYQBOTJPOBSFEFTDSJCFE
We are going to get close to the cellular
automata type models presented by Arnaud
#BOPT 4QBDF JT UIVT EJWJEFE JOUP HSJET JO
XIJDIFBDIDFMMJTBOBHFOUXJUI GPSFYBNQMF 
an attribute of demographic density. Each
agent combines a certain number of
buildings.
Benoit Gaudou concludes his presentation
on the issue of dynamics and the implementation of the model. For this, he presents
three platforms: NetLogo, Repast and
GAMA that will be used for the training.
Calibration objectives are also addressed.
The end of the day is devoted to the
methodological aspects for the constitution of a set of data. The following points
are developed by Trương Chí Quang:
introduction of GIS; raster and vector data;
conversion of different data formats; etc.
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Day 2, Friday 25th

2.2.3. Brain-Storming

[Alexis DROGOUL]

[Arnaud Banos]

This day will be devoted to purely
methodological aspects in which we
shall take a look at the conception and
implementation of these models in the
("." QMBUGPSN 0VS PCKFDUJWF JT OPU GPS
ZPV UP CFDPNF BVUPOPNPVT BOE FYQFSUT
in GAMA (!), but for you to become
confident enough to tackle as a group the
collective task of conceiving models and
FYQFSJNFOUJOH

Let us take the time to clarify what we have
seen this morning.

Huỳnh Quang Nghi presents the GAMA
platform and introduces “GAMA Modeling
Language” (GAML) that allows models to
be written. A second section, developed by
Vơ Đức Ân, introduces the cellular automata
based model whose objective is to reproduce
the urban development of the city of Cần Thơ
for the 1999-2014 period. Some elements of
presentation were developed in the 2012
edition of the JTD; we here refer the reader
to preceding publications (Drogoul and
Goudou, 2012; Drogoul et al., 2012). Finally,
Alexis Drogoul sets out the different stages
of construction presented the previous day
by Benoît Goudou (cf. Diagram 30) in the
framework of an exercise concerning the
reproduction of the phenomenon of the
densification of buildings in the An Binh
district of Cần Thơ between 2005 and 2010.

8F BTLFE UIF EJòFSFOU HSPVQT UP QSPQPTF
UISFF̓ FYBNQMFT PG SVMFT GPS UIF VSCBO
EFWFMPQNFOU PG $˿O 5Iˌ :PVS SFøFDUJPOT
can be summed up in simple words
TVDI BT DFOUSBMJUZ  OFUXPSLT  GVODUJPOBM
specialisation, land value, densification, etc.
These words refer to fundamental concepts
of urban planning. Urban legislation imposes
constraints and the work of planning
NPEJöFT BOE QSPQPTFT OFX QSPKFDUT UIBU
are factors of urban dynamism. Furthermore,
topographical constraints influence the
transformation of the city.
)PX DBO XF NPWF GSPN B HFOFSBM DPODFQU
UP B NPEFM  8F IBWF FYBNJOFE IPX UP
define simple rules and include them in
("." #VU UIJT JT OPU TVóDJFOU CFDBVTF B
model is an intellectual construction and
not simply a computerised or mathematical
representation. It is important to establish
this construction in order to feed the model
as a mathematical or computerised concrete
PCKFDU
Firstly, it is necessary to carry out the task of
implementing a system of concepts.
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Diagram 31 Conceptual Model
Networks
(Roads, rivers, electricity?, water?...)

Centrality

Accessibility

Amenities (parks, services, leisure…)

Functional specialisation

Land Rent

Densification
Demography

Urban legislation
Urban planning
Topographic constraints

Urban sprawl

Source: Author’s construction.

:PVS EFTDSJQUJPOT PNJUUFE UIF DPODFQU PG
accessibility that allows us to connect many
other concepts. The notion of centrality
is fundamentally a notion of accessibility.
The idea of road networks or electricity
OFUXPSLT  GPS FYBNQMF  JT MJOLFE UP UIF
concept of accessibility. It is the same for
parks and leisure areas or even functional
specialisation – activity venues and commercial zones. We saw with the theory of Von
5IVOFO BOE UIBU PG "MPOTPT MBOE SFOU
that accessibility is a central concept for
FYQMBJOJOH̓ MBOE WBMVF BU B HJWFO NPNFOU
What counts is not only what is happening
in a place but the way in which this place is
accessible from the rest of the city.
Land rent leads to planning. All the economic
players who seek to locate themselves in
the city are in competition to settle in the
best places in relation to their economic
capacities. The land rent theory tells us that
if the value of land was identical everywhere

in a city, this city would not be dense. Land
rent engenders the densification of the city
and, in return, urban densification reinforces
land rent as the players are in competition.
Densification also has an impact on
BDDFTTJCJMJUZUISPVHIUSBóDUIFTFUXPGPSDFT
BSFPQQPTFE-FUVTCFBSJONJOE,SVHNBOT
model and his forces of attraction and
repulsion. Individuals are attracted to each
other, to activity venues, the city centre and
JUTOFUXPSLT)PXFWFS BGPSDFSFQVMTFTUIFN
far from the city because of difficulties in
accessibility. Within this mechanism, there
JT BMTP B GPSDF PG SFQVMTJPO DPNQFUJUJPO
via the market increases land rent and the
economic players who are unable to assume
the costs must distance themselves from
the centre.
#Z BEEJOH SFMBUJPOTIJQT CFUXFFO UIFTF
concepts, we construct a model of urban
development based upon attraction and
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SFQVMTJPO #VU JO PSEFS UP PCUBJO VSCBO
growth, we must include demography
– a factor that is both endogenous and
FYPHFOPVT
We now have to implement the model
in GAMA in order to test its capacity to
reproduce urban growth. We are going to
place ourselves in the position of urban
developers (use of cellular automata then
vector models). We are confronted by
UISFF̓DIBMMFOHFT JOUSPEVDJOHDPNNFSDJBM
spaces into the model so as to reproduce
GVODUJPOBM̓ TQFDJBMJTBUJPO   JODMVEJOH
NPCJMJUZ   SFQSPEVDJOH MPX QPQVMBUJPO
density areas.
Group work implies social interactions that
are fundamental to research. It is necessary
UPFYQSFTTPVSJEFBT CFDBQBCMFPGMJTUFOJOH
and debating so as to arrive at something
coherent. This is something that is absolutely central to the scientific method. One
PG UIF̓ PCKFDUJWFT PG HSPVQ XPSL JT UIVT UP
BMMPX ZPV UP FYDIBOHF JEFBT BOE MJTUFO UP
arguments in order to construct common
proposals.

Benoit Gaudou concludes the day by talking
about issues of simulation, the exploration
of different parameters and the different
solutions provided by a model within the
framework of an example of urban growth.
In relation to the preceding presentation,
two projects are suggested:
- Use of the cellular automata model
provided in order to observe the different
results according to change in GIS
data: modification of GIS data (adding
and elimination of roads, bridges, etc.);
simulation on the new data and with the
original data (in GAMA); comparison of
results and understanding of the impact of
urban planning on urban growth;
- Use of the agent-based model provided
in order to observe and understand the
spatial growth of geographical units:
adding of traffic density indicators in order
to observe the impact of the phenomenon
on development; adding of rules in order to
construct commercial activities and observe
their impact.
The technical character of the sessions
developed during the rest of the week cannot
be included in the simple framework of this
publication. In order to specify their content,
we invite the reader to contact the trainers of
the team constituted by Alexis Drogoul and
also refer him/her to the different research
programmes described in the biographies at
the end of this publication.
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Surname and
first name

Establishment

Domain/Discipline

Research theme

Email

Bùi Châu
Trường Thọ

Institute of
Development
Research

Town Planning

Urban development

buichautruongtho@
gmail.com

Loïc Boisseau
(auditor)

PADDI

Transport, Town
Planning

Transport, town planning

paddi.lboisseau@
gmail.com

Town Planning

Town planning

dangquang16.5@
gmail.com

Geography

Land use dynamics and
society

dinhdieu86@gmail.
com

Computer Sciences

Data mining

dtnghi@cit.ctu.
edu.vn

Computer Sciences

Multi-agent, simulation

httha@yahoo.com

Institute of
Development
Research
International Centre
for Advanced
Đinh Thị Diệu
Research on Global
Changes
University of
Đỗ Thanh Nghị
Cần Thơ
Hoàng Thị
University of
Thanh Hà
Đà Nẵng
Chu Phạm
Đăng Quang

Lê Thị Bảo Yến

University of
Đà Nẵng

Multi-Agents

Nguyễn Ngọc
Ánh

École Normale
Supérieure, Hà Nội

Geography

Nguyễn Ngọc
Doanh
Nguyễn Thị
Hà Mi
Nguyễn Thị
Hoàng Anh

Simulation of traffic flow
around the administrative
baoyenkt@gmail.
building centre of Đà Nẵng
com
city based on a multiagent system
Geographical information
anh.hnue@gmail.
systems, planning and
com
environment
Modelling and complex doanhbondy@gmail.
systems in ecology
com

Polytechnic
Modelling and
Institute, Hà Nội
Complex Systems
University of
Land Management
Urban environment
nthmi@ctu.edu.vn
Cần Thơ
National Centre of
Geography
Dynamic of the Red River nthanh@vnsc.org.vn
Satellites, Việt Nam
International Centre
Tools and models for the
Nguyễn Quốc
for Advanced
huyquoc2311@
analysis of urban spatial
Huy
Research on Global
gmail.com
dynamics
Changes
University of
Nguyễn Thị Vân
Hydrological
Mathematics
Ecological models
van@wru.vn
Resources
University of Human
tdminh@hcmussh.
Trần Duy Minh and Social Sciences,
Geography, GIS
Spatial dynamics
edu.vn
Hồ Chí Minh City
Trần Nguyễn
University of
tnmthu80@gmail.
Computer Sciences
Data mining
Minh Thư
Cần Thơ
com
Mathematical Models
University of
Webgis application, water
Trần Thị Lệ Hằng
and Management of
ttlhang@ctu.edu.vn
Cần Thơ
in urban zones
Natural Resources
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Surname and
first name
Phạm Duy Tiễn
Nguyễn Lê
Vi Huỳnh
Ket Pinnara

Establishment
University of
An Giang
Centre Hồ Chí Minh
City-GIS
Institute of
Technology,
Cambodia

Domain/Discipline

Research theme

Land Planning, GIS

Urban and rural planning

GIS

GIS applications

Water Resources

Irrigation techniques in
Cambodia
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Email
pdtien.agu@gmail.
com
levihuynh@gmail.
com
ket.pinnara@gmail.
com

5IF$JUZBOE4PDJP4QBUJBM
*OFRVBMJUJFT"DDFTTUP1VCMJD
4FSWJDFT 8PSLBOE)PVTJOH
Axel Demenet – Doctorate student IRD-DIAL,
Danielle Labbé – University of Montreal, Xavier Oudin – IRD-DIAL,
Gwenn Pulliat – Consultant, Mireille Razafindrakoto – IRD-DIAL,
François Roubaud – IRD-DIAL,
Jean-Michel Wachsberger – University of Lille 3-DIAL

(Transcript)

BWFSBHFBHF  HJWFTVTDBVTFUPIPQFUIBU
you all have solid professional and research
FYQFSJFODF5IJTXJMMCFWFSZVTFGVMEVSJOHPVS
debates.

Day 1, Thursday 24th
Presentation of trainers and trainees (cf. list
of trainees at the end of the chapter and
trainers’ biographies).
[Xavier Oudin]
I am happy to observe that your research
themes are very diverse, so there is no doubt
that the debates during this workshop will be
all the more interesting. Furthermore, your

[François Roubaud]
8F BSF HPJOH UP UBLF B MPPL BU UIJT XFFLT
XPSLQSPHSBNNF+5%QIJMPTPQIZGPDVTFTPO
UISFFQSJODJQBMEJNFOTJPOT
- Methodology. Throughout the workshop,
we shall seek to transmit elements of
NFUIPE UIBU BSF CPUI RVBOUJUBUJWF BOE
RVBMJUBUJWF UIBU XJMM FOBCMF ZPV UP BTTFTT
the scope and processes of spatial
TFHSFHBUJPO
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 5IFEFNBOETPGNVMUJEJTDJQMJOBSJUZ
- Interactivity between trainers and trainees,
as well as between the work groups that
we are going to form.
%VSJOHUIFXFFL XFTIBMMHJWFZPVBOFRVBM
NJY PG QSFTFOUBUJPOT BOE HSPVQ XPSL UIBU
XJMM̓CFUIFTVCKFDUPGFYQPTÏTUPCFQSFTFOUFE
to the whole workshop.
We shall start right now by forming four
groups and defining together the work
themes for each one.
The groups must select a research issue
MJOLFE UP UIF TVCKFDU PG UIF XPSLTIPQ BOE
then develop it. The principal stages of group
XPSLBSF
 %FöOJOHUIFSFTFBSDIJTTVF
 'PSNVMBUJOHUIFSFTFBSDIRVFTUJPOT
 'PSNVMBUJOH BO JORVJSZ QSPUPDPM UP
implement in order to answer these
RVFTUJPOT
Allow me to insist upon the importance of
this last stage, which should be at the heart
PGZPVSDPMMFDUJWFSFøFDUJPO:PVSXPSLNVTU
MFBE UP UIF DPODFQUJPO PG B RVFTUJPOOBJSF
that is adapted to the research issues that
you have formulated. Concentrating on the
methodology and constructing it together
is the best way to make you converge
towards a common approach concerning
the diversity of the disciplines that are
presented within the workshop.
During the workshop, we shall reflect
upon the formulation and the challenges
PG JNQMFNFOUJOH B RVFTUJPOOBJSF PO B
QBSUJDVMBS̓ TDBMF UIF OFJHICPVSIPPE 8F
TIBMM QSFTFOU UIF EJòFSFOU BDDFQUBUJPOT PG
the notion of neighbourhood, as well as the

EJòFSFOU UZQFT PG VTBCMF JOEJDBUPST JO PSEFS
to give form and support to your research
QSPUPDPM )PXFWFS  CFBS JO NJOE UIBU UIF
protocol will not allow you to answer all the
RVFTUJPOT BOE UIBU TPNF PG UIFN XJMM OFFE
to be addressed through the implementation
PGPUIFSQSPUPDPMT5IFöOBMPCKFDUJWFPGUIJT
UIJSETUBHFJTUPQSPQPTFBRVFTUJPOOBJSFBOE
not to implement it as such, owing to a lack
of time.
Finally, we shall give you some time to
QSFQBSF B TVNNBSZ PG UIJT XPSL #FGPSF
you get to this stage, each group will have
presented on several occasions the state of
QSPHSFTTPGJUTXPSL XIJDIXJMMCFUIFTVCKFDU
of commentaries from the other groups and
the trainers, so that we can help you in the
preparation of your research protocol. Then,
on Tuesday morning, the representatives of
our workshop will present all the work carried
PVUUPUIFSFTUPGUIF+5%USBJOFFT
)FSFJTUIFXFFLTQSPHSBNNF
- This morning we are going to introduce
the constituted groups. We have associated
UXPQSJODJQBMDSJUFSJBPOUIFPOFIBOE XF
have taken into account your profiles so
that the groups testify to the diversity of the
EJòFSFOUEJTDJQMJOFTZPVDPNFGSPNPOUIF
other hand, we have considered linguistic
criteria so that you can communicate with
each other as efficiently as possible. Then,
the day will be devoted to a presentation
BCPVU TPDJPTQBUJBM JOFRVBMJUJFT JO
contemporary cities. A moment will be
reserved for – and this will be on a daily
basis – your work. Today, we shall ask you
to use this time to define together the
SFTFBSDIJTTVFZPVXPVMEMJLFUPXPSLPO
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- Friday morning will begin with a
QSFTFOUBUJPO PG FBDI HSPVQT SFTFBSDI
issue. This will be an opportunity for us to
give you your first feedback about your
QSPQPTBMT/FYU ZPVXJMMCFQSFTFOUFEXJUI
the challenges of access to urban public
TFSWJDFT JO GPVS DJUJFT "OUBOBOBSJWP JO
.BEBHBTDBS 0VBHBEPVHPVJO#VSLJOB'BTP 
3VöTRVFJO4FOFHBMBOE1BSJTJO'SBODF
- Saturday morning will be devoted to a
presentation about the labour market in
an urban environment, which will focus
on the issues of residential segregation
and access to the labour market, but also
on the possible indicators of measure
UP BTTFTT UIJT 5ISFF FYBNQMFT XJMM CF
DPOTJEFSFE“Zones Urbaines Sensibles” ;64 
JO 'SBODF UIF JNQBDUT PG TFHSFHBUJPO PG B
residential location in a peri-urban zone
JO5FM"WJW *TSBFMBOEUIFIFUFSPHFOFJUZPG
FNQMPZNFOU TFDUPST JO )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ
5IFTF FYBNQMFT XJMM BMMPX ZPV UP UBLF B
look at the ins and outs of preparing a
RVBOUJUBUJWFRVFTUJPOOBJSF
 4VOEBZT öSTU TFTTJPO XJMM CF EFWPUFE UP
the presentation by the groups of their
state of progress. In order to do this, we
TIBMM BTL ZPV UP SFBE UIF UFYUT UIBU XFSF
transmitted to you at the beginning of the
XPSLTIPQ BOE JEFOUJGZ JO UIFTF UFYUT UXP
key concepts in order to link them to your
own research work. In the afternoon, we
shall show you the principal stages in the
QSFQBSBUJPO PG RVBMJUBUJWF RVFTUJPOOBJSFT 
CZTIPXJOHZPVUXPFYBNQMFT UIFiøPBUJOH
QPQVMBUJPOw PG )Ë /̘J BT XFMM BT UIF
SFTJEFOUJBM USBKFDUPSJFT PG UIF IPVTFIPMET
UIBU MJWF JO UIFi/FX 6SCBO ;POFTw /6; 
During this presentation we shall also
come back to the principal concepts of
socio-spatial segregation. Finally, we will

ask you to prepare, in groups, a series of
UISFFRVFTUJPOTPGBRVBOUJUBUJWFOBUVSFJO
SFMBUJPOUPZPVSSFTFBSDITVCKFDUBOEUIFO
QSFTFOUBOEFYQMBJOUIFN
- Monday morning will be devoted to the
TBNQMJOH UFDIOJRVFT OFDFTTBSZ GPS UIF
JNQMFNFOUBUJPO PG BO JORVJSZ QSPUPDPM
BOEUIFOUPHSPVQXPSL5IFTFUFDIOJRVFT
will allow you to identify the “target
populations”, which is an indispensable
stage for any type of research in so much
as it is practically impossible and concretely
UPP̓ FYQFOTJWF UP TVSWFZ UIF XIPMF
population on a given territory. Finally, the
group work presentations will give you
the opportunity to hear a final series of
DPNNFOUBSJFTGSPNVT XJUIUIF PCKFDUJWF
of suggesting a summary of the whole
workshop.

3.3.1. Inequalities and Socio-Spatial
Segregation: Defining, Identifying
and Measuring
[Jean-Michel Wachsberger]
In the plenary sessions, I dealt with several
FYBNQMFT PG UIF NBOJGFTUBUJPO PG TPDJP
spatial segregation. In spite of the generic
character of the notion, it is indeed necessary
to bear in mind that it manifests itself and
DBOCFEFöOFEJOTFWFSBMXBZTXIFUIFSJUCF
in terms of urban and spatial forms, such as
the phenomenon of “Gated Communities”
that constitute physical enclaves within
the urban fabric, or whether it be in terms
of populations, such as ethnic or socioprofessional based segregation. Socio-spatial
segregation may thus vary from one city to
another and it is thus relevant to approach it
through measure – it manifests itself in many
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#SB[JMJBODJUJFTCVUEPFTOPUTFFNUPCFHSFBUMZ
NBSLFE JO 7JFUOBNFTF DJUJFT  GPS FYBNQMF *G
we wish to give full account of socio-spatial
TFHSFHBUJPO UISFFRVFTUJPOTNVTUCFBTLFE
 8IPXIBU  "SF XF EFBMJOH XJUI TPDJP
TQBUJBM TFHSFHBUJPO UIBU BòFDUT UIF XIPMF
population or a specific population that is
identifiable by its ethnicity, its culture, and
the socio-professional group to which it
CFMPOHT 5IJTRVFTUJPOBJNTBUEFUFSNJOJOH
the characteristics of the population that
we wish to observe in order to give a full
BDDPVOUPGUIFTFHSFHBUJPO
 8IFSF  5IJT RVFTUJPO EFBMT XJUI UIF
space, or territory, on which we seek to
observe the forms of segregation. This
necessitates determining the global scale
of the observation and the limits of the
city. It entails determining the sectors to
be compared with each other, that is to
say the degree of precision with which
we intend to work. This “where” will be of
particular interest to us in the framework
of our workshop and we will approach it
QSJODJQBMMZPOUIFOFJHICPVSIPPETDBMF
 )PX  5IJT RVFTUJPO BJNT BU DPOTUSVDUJOH
and selecting some indicators of measure
for socio-spatial segregation.
5IF BOTXFST UP UIFTF RVFTUJPOT EFQFOE
on the assumptions we have formulated
beforehand, as well as the general research
issue.
Defining and Observing Segregation:
Between Objectivity and Subjectivity
Let us address the issue of ethnicity as
BO FYBNQMF PG TFHSFHBUJPO 5IJT FOUBJMT
elucidating the challenges of measuring a
phenomenon of segregation. If you had to

BTL B RVFTUJPO UP EFUFSNJOF BO JOEJWJEVBMT
FUIOJDJUZ IPXXPVMEZPVHPBCPVUJU 
Phạm Thái Sơn
We could ask them about their family origins
or their social cultural environment.
Đỗ Phương Thúy
*O7J̏U/BN UIJTJTOPUBTFOTJUJWFRVFTUJPO JU
may be directly asked.
[Jean-Michel Wachsberger]
5IF BOTXFST BSF TQFDJöD UP FBDI DPVOUSZ
JGUIFSFBSFOPUBCPPT UIFRVFTUJPONBZCF
BTLFEEJSFDUMZ)PXFWFS JUJTJNQPSUBOUUPBTL
RVFTUJPOTBCPVUUIFOFDFTTJUZBOESFMFWBODF
PGBTLJOHTVDIBRVFTUJPO"TLJOHBQPQVMBUJPO
about which ethnic minority it belongs to is
also a way of contributing to its identification
as such and, implicitly, contributing to a
form of stigmatisation vis-à-vis this ethnic
minority. That is why the researcher must be
prudent about the eventual impacts of his/
IFSSFTFBSDIPOTPDJBMSFBMJUZIFTIFNVTUBTL
RVFTUJPOTBCPVUUIFSFMFWBODFBOEOFDFTTJUZ
of the categories created.
*O1FSV JOBOJORVJSZJOUPTFHSFHBUJPO XIFSF
UIF RVFTUJPO JT NPSF EFMJDBUF  XF BTL BCPVU
BO JOEJWJEVBMT NPUIFS UPOHVF JO PSEFS UP
indirectly obtain their ethnic belonging.
In France, where it is a sensitive issue, we
BTL BCPVU UIF QBSFOUT QMBDF PG CJSUI *O
the United States or in Canada, we can ask
directly about information that is considered
UBCPP JO̓ PUIFS DPVOUSJFT  TVDI BT SBDF
$BVDBTJBO #MBDLPS8IJUF FUD
-FU VT QSPDFFE XJUI UIF TBNF FYFSDJTF GPS
poverty.
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[François Roubaud]
In relation to poverty and issues of sociospatial segregation, could you identify one
iPCKFDUJWFw BOE POF iTVCKFDUJWFw NFBTVSF PG
QPWFSUZ 8IJDIRVFTUJPOTTIPVMECFBTLFEUP
EFUFSNJOFUIJT 
Mai Thị Thanh Hoa
8FDPVMEBTLBCPVUUIFBWFSBHFEBJMZJODPNF
[François Roubaud]
" WFSZ HPPE FYBNQMF DPODFSOJOH TPDBMMFE
iPCKFDUJWFw QPWFSUZ 8F NFBTVSF JODPNF  PS
consumption, and then establish a threshold
that allows us to distinguish poor and nonpoor households. We might then observe in a
city, neighbourhood by neighbourhood, the
concentration of rich and poor populations
by using average daily income as an indicator.
)PXFWFS JUJTBDLOPXMFEHFEUIBUQPWFSUZJT
OPUPOMZBRVFTUJPOPGJODPNFBOEUIBUPUIFS
EJNFOTJPOT NVTU CF UBLFO JOUP BDDPVOU
health, education, the fact of feeling happy
or free, etc. There are measures of poverty
SFGFSSFE UP BT iTVCKFDUJWFw POF RVFTUJPO
might be “Do you feel yourself to be more or
less poor?”*NBHJOFUIBU*BTLUIJTRVFTUJPOJO
UIFJORVJSJFT BOEUIFOFYBNJOFUIFEJWJTJPO
by neighbourhood of populations that have
identified themselves as being poor. Are the
OFJHICPVSIPPETHPJOHUPPWFSMBQ 
Nguyễn Thị Thu Hà
5IF TVCKFDUJWFMZ QPPS OFJHICPVSIPPET BSF
OPU OFDFTTBSJMZ UIPTF UIBU BSF PCKFDUJWFMZ
poor.
Lê Hồ Phong Linh
Although there is a high chance that the
OFJHICPVSIPPETBSFEJòFSFOU UIFZNBZBMTP

overlap. This depends finally on the indicator
VTFE JODPNFGPSBOiPCKFDUJWFwJOEJDBUPSBOE
the perception of poverty of the populations
GPSBiTVCKFDUJWFwJOEJDBUPS
[François Roubaud]
Indeed, the neighbourhoods will certainly
CF EJòFSFOU CVU NBZ BMTP PWFSMBQ 8IBU
is important is that you begin to see
UIF EJTUJODUJPO CFUXFFO iPCKFDUJWFw BOE
iTVCKFDUJWFwNFBTVSFT
In certain poor neighbourhoods, there may
be strong networks of solidarity and the
populations may feel less poor as they know
they can count on their neighbours. On the
PUIFS IBOE  JO SJDI RVBSUFST  XF HFOFSBMMZ
remark that these networks are weak. The
important thing is to remark that the big
EJòFSFODF JT CFUXFFO UIF QIFOPNFOPO
measured and the one perceived.
Territories of Segregation: On the Frontiers
Between Conceived and Perceived Space
[Jean-Michel Wachsberger]
-FU VT OPX UBDLMF UIF RVFTUJPO PG iXIFSFw
0ODF UIF RVFTUJPO PG MJNJUT IBT CFFO EFBMU
with, we have to set about determining the
size of the spaces that we wish to compare.
0OUIJTTVCKFDU UIFSFTVMUTXJMMPGDPVSTFWBSZ
according to whether we compare small
or large spaces. A priori, the segregation will
increase as we measure smaller and smaller
TQBDFT UIF NPSF XF EJWJEF UIF TQBDFT BOE
work on a smaller scale, the greater the
probability that segregation will manifest
JUTFMG 5IF RVFTUJPO PG EJWJEJOH UFSSJUPSZ
JT BMTP B RVFTUJPO PG MPHJD 8IBU UZQF PG
EJWJTJPO EP XF XJTI UP VTF  "ENJOJTUSBUJWF 
arithmetical – that is to say dividing territories
JOUP HSJET PS TIPVME XF JOEFFE DPOWFSU UIF
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neighbourhoods into defined entities from
the point of view of their social and cultural
SFQSFTFOUBUJPOT  PS EBJMZ QSBDUJDFT  -FU VT
imagine the scenario where you are carrying
out research independently of any material
PS̓ öOBODJBM DPOTUSBJOUT UIBU NJHIU FYJTU *O
this ideal world where you are not limited,
what type of division would you use and for
XIJDISFBTPOT
Morgane Perset
We worked on social housing neighbourhoods that were defined according to
administrative criteria. In the field, we
observed big disparities. I would use the
öFMEBTBCBTJTGPSMJNJUJOHUIFJORVJSZTFDUPS 
the way in which the people live in their
neighbourhood.
Nguyễn Tuấn Minh
8F DPVME UBLF UIF EJòFSFOU EFHSFFT PG
urbanisation of the sectors of the city as a
basis for division. Often, in the city centre,
population density is higher and there are
more and better public amenities than on
the outskirts.
[Jean-Michel Wachsberger]
Segregation consists in comparing areas, why
OPUUIFDJUZDFOUSFBOEUIFPVUTLJSUT 8F̓DBO
also make use of administrative entities that
BMSFBEZ FYJTU o DPNNVOFT  EJTUSJDUT  FUD o
XIFO XF EJWJEF UIF UFSSJUPSZ JO RVFTUJPO
/FWFSUIFMFTT  UIFTF BENJOJTUSBUJWF UFSSJUPSJFT
do not necessarily cover the everyday
territories of the populations that live there.

In certain cases, administrative divisions may
JOEFFE DPJODJEF XJUI UIF JOIBCJUBOUT MJWJOH
spaces. In other cases, these divisions remain,
in the final analysis, artificial.
The other problem that arises is when we
wonder whether the poor populations are
confined in such or such an area. There is
a great possibility that we will find a high
concentration of poor populations in a
bigger neighbourhood. This is one of the
reasons for which we may find artificial
divisions of a city of an identical size. In France,
GPS FYBNQMF  UIFSF BSF DFOTVT CMPDLT Îlots
Regroupés pour l’Information Statistique [IRIS])
that were created by the Institut National
de la Statistique et des Études Économiques
*/4&&  XIJDI DPOTJTU PG B EJWJTJPO PG UIF
territory into grids that are homogeneous in
TJ[Fo JOIBCJUBOUT5IJTUZQFPGEJWJTJPO
NBZ OPU DPSSFTQPOE UP UIF JOIBCJUBOUT
practices or to their perceptions of the
territory, but it proves to be an interesting
tool for comparing territories with each
other. When we move towards more
RVBMJUBUJWF BQQSPBDIFT  XF PCTFSWF UIBU
OFJHICPVSIPPET BSF øFYJCMF FOUJUJFT BOE
UIBU FBDI POF NBZ CF BUUSJCVUFE EJòFSFOU
significations and attributes.
“Correct Usage” of the Indicators of Measure of
Segregation: From Reading to Interpretation
-FU VT OPX UVSO UP UIF RVFTUJPO PG UIF
measure of segregation, in other words the
i)PX w (FOFSBMMZ TQFBLJOH  öWF QSJODJQBM
JOEJDBUPSTPGTFHSFHBUJPONBZCFJEFOUJöFE
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Box

12 The Five Principal Types of Segregation Indicators

t &WFOOFTT *OEFY UIJT JT UIF TFHSFHBUJPO PS EJTTJNJMBSJUZ JOEFY UIBU JT UIF TVN PG
the differences between the proportion of a group considered as living in each
neighbourhood and the proportion of the rest of the population (or of another
population) living in the same neighbourhoods. It can be interpreted as the proportion
of people of a group having to move house in order to ensure an equal distribution of
this population in the different neighbourhoods.
t &YQPTVSF*OEFYUIJTJTUIFJOEFYPGJTPMBUJPOPSJOUFSBDUJPOUIBUJTUIFTVNPGUIFQSPEVDUT
of a considered group living in each neighbourhood by the proportion of the inhabitants
of the neighbourhood who are not of the same group. It may be interpreted as the
probability of a given individual entering into contact, within his/her neighbourhood,
with an individual from another group.
t $PODFOUSBUJPO *OEFY UIJT JOEFY DBMDVMBUFT UIF EJòFSFODF CFUXFFO UIF SBUJP PG UIF
population of a group in the spatial unit and that of the city. It varies from 0 to 1 and may
be interpreted as the proportion of a group that would have to move house in order to
obtain a uniform density throughout all the spatial units.
t $MVTUFSJOH*OEFYUIJTJOEFYFYQSFTTFTUIFBWFSBHFOVNCFSPGJOEJWJEVBMTJOBTQBUJBMVOJU
of a group as a total proportion of the surrounding spatial units. The absolute clustering
index varies from 0 to 1 and may be interpreted as the proportion of a considered group
that is grouped together in high-density zones.
t $FOUSBMJTBUJPO*OEFYUIJTJOEFYFYQSFTTFTUIFQSPQPSUJPOPGBHSPVQSFTJEJOHJOUIFDJUZ
centre. The absolute concentration index may be interpreted as the part of a group that
would have to move house in order to obtain a uniform density of the group around the
centre of the inquiry zone.

Source: Massey and Denton (1988).
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-FU VT FYBNJOF UPHFUIFS UIF TFOTF BOE
VUJMJUZPGUISFFPGUIFTFJOEFYFTEJTTJNJMBSJUZ 
interaction and spatial grouping. Let us

Graph
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QSPDFFEXJUIBRVJDLFYFSDJTFPOUIFEBUBCBTF
GSPNUIF·MFEF'SBODFSFHJPO
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This graph shows us the ethnic dissimilarity
JOEFYCZDPNNVOFJOUIF1BSJTSFHJPOBOEJUT
FWPMVUJPOPWFSTFWFSBMEFDBEFT)PXEPZPV
SFBEUIFQPJOUGPSUIFZFBSPOUIFDVSWF
GPSUIFTVC4BIBSBO"GSJDBOQPQVMBUJPO 
Phạm Thái Sơn
The immigrants from African countries are
very concentrated in relation to immigrants
as a whole.
[Jean-Michel Wachsberger]
Indeed, but you are anticipating. What does
UFMMVTBCPVUUIFQPQVMBUJPOTGSPNTVC
4BIBSBO"GSJDB 

Nguyễn Thị Thu Hà
PG"GSJDBOTNVTUNPWFIPVTFJOPSEFSUP
FOTVSFBOFRVBMEJWJTJPOPGUIFQPQVMBUJPOPO
UIFUFSSJUPSZPGUIFDPNNVOFTPGUIF·MFEF
France.
[Jean-Michel Wachsberger]
"CTPMVUFMZ5IFSFBSFTFWFSBMRVFTUJPOTUPCF
BTLFEXIFODPOGSPOUFECZTVDIBHSBQI%P
XF TVóDJFOUMZ VOEFSTUBOE JU  8IBU EPFT JU
TBZ 8IBUDBOXFNBLFJUTBZ 
The graph does indeed tell us that the
dissimilarity
of
sub-Saharan
African
populations has diminished with the passage
PGUJNFJOPUIFSXPSET UIFTFQPQVMBUJPOTBSF
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better distributed across the territory. At the
same time, we also see that the segregation
of the populations of Southeast Asia, which
was weaker at the outset, has remained stable
over the years and is finally more pronounced
than that of the sub-Saharan African
populations. This interpretation is obtained
by cross-referencing horizontal – evolution in
UJNFoBOEWFSUJDBMJOGPSNBUJPOoUIFEJòFSFOU
origins of the populations. On average, these
two categories of population remain more
VOFRVBMMZ EJTUSJCVUFE PO UIF UFSSJUPSZ UIBO
the other immigrant populations.
)PXDBOXFPCUBJOBESPQJOUIFEJTTJNJMBSJUZ
JOEFYXJUIPVUQFPQMFIBWJOHUPNPWFIPVTF 
Phạm Thái Sơn
Other ethnic groups could come and live in
the same commune and thus help lower the
proportion of sub-Saharan Africans.
[Jean-Michel Wachsberger]
Absolutely, migratory trends have changed
and the proportion of African populations
has thus diminished. In other terms, if the
FRVJEJTUSJCVUJPOPGJTOPUUIFTBNFBTJO
 UIJTNJHIUCFUIFSFTVMUPGNBOZGBDUPST
A city is not a closed circuit. Its population is
mobile and it evolves as it becomes home
to new populations, such as migrants from
SVSBM[POFTGPSFYBNQMF*UBMTPDIBOHFTBTB
DPOTFRVFODFPGCJSUITBOEEFBUIT

Vũ Hoàng Đạt
5IF DVSWF JT NPSF TUBCMF UIF TPDJPTQBUJBM
segregation of Southeast Asian populations
became more pronounced than that of sub4BIBSBO"GSJDBOQPQVMBUJPOTBGUFS
[François Roubaud]
Let us suppose that a city is composed of
UISFF EJòFSFOU OFJHICPVSIPPET XIFSF UXP
EJòFSFOU FUIOJD NJOPSJUJFT MJWF NJOPSJUZ  JT
BQPPSQPQVMBUJPOXIFSFBTNJOPSJUZJTSJDI
(cf̓%JBHSBN 
 /FJHICPVSIPPE  JT DIBSBDUFSJTFE CZ B
globally under-privileged situation in so
NVDIBTJUJTDPNQPTFEPGPGNJOPSJUZ
BOEPGNJOPSJUZ
 /FJHICPVSIPPE  IBT B NPSF CBMBODFE
profile and could be likened to a “middleDMBTTwTJUVBUJPO XJUIPGUIFQPQVMBUJPO
SJDIBOEQPPS
 /FJHICPVSIPPE  JT DIBSBDUFSJTFE CZ B
very under-privileged situation that forms
B̓TPSUPGiHIFUUPwBTJUJTVOJRVFMZJOIBCJUFE
CZNJOPSJUZ
$POTFRVFOUMZ JOUIFDBTFPGOFJHICPVSIPPE
 JOPSEFSGPSJUUPBUUBJOBNFEJBOMFWFM UIBU
JTUPTBZCFDPNQPTFEPGPGNJOPSJUZ
BOEPGNJOPSJUZ JUXPVMECFOFDFTTBSZ
GPSPGNJOPSJUZUPNPWFFMTFXIFSF GPS
FYBNQMFUPXBSETOFJHICPVSIPPE5IFTVN
of these percentages gives us the dissimilarity
JOEFY

What can you tell me about the Southeast
"TJBOQPQVMBUJPOT
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Diagram 32 Illustration of the Dissimilarity Index
Q1 Poor

Q3 Very Poor

Q2 Middle Class

Minority 1 – Poor Population

Minority 2 – Rich Population

Population Movement

Source: Authors’ construction.

Comparing Segregated Populations:
the Relativity of a Threshold
[Jean-Michel Wachsberger]
We can define segregation as the separation
PG UIF DJUZ JOUP EJòFSFOUJBUFE BSFBT  TPDJBMMZ
PS FUIOJDBMMZ GPS FYBNQMF $POTFRVFOUMZ 
we can assert that a city is segregated if all
the minorities are not present everywhere
in the city but only in certain specific
neighbourhoods. In the same way, we
can say that a population is segregated
if it finds itself concentrated in certain
neighbourhoods of the city rather than
distributed throughout the whole territory.
These elements of definition are easy to grasp.
The measure of socio-spatial segregation
JT NPSF̓ DPNQMFY %VSJOH UIF QMFOBSZ
TFTTJPOT  POF MFDUVSFS BTLFE JG UIFSF FYJTUFE

a “percentage” to define segregation. From
a geographical, economic and sociological
QPJOU PG WJFX  JU JT UIJT WFSZ RVFTUJPO UIBU
JOUFSFTUTVT5IFJOEFYFTUIBU*BNQSFTFOUJOH
you with here seem to be a priori neutral visà-vis UIJT RVFTUJPO 5IF EJTTJNJMBSJUZ JOEFY
SBOHFT GSPN    BOE    o  NBSLT
UIF BCTFODF PG TFHSFHBUJPO  NBSLT UPUBM
segregation. At what moment can we speak
BCPVU TFHSFHBUJPO     PS   $BO
XF öY B UISFTIPME CFOFBUI XIJDI XF DBO
esteem that segregation is negligible and
BCPWF XIJDI JU JT QSPCMFNBUJD  6TJOH UIF
FYBNQMF PG UIF 1BSJT SFHJPO  BSF 4PVUIFBTU
"TJBOQPQVMBUJPOTTFHSFHBUFE
Ly Sokrithea
5IFFWPMVUJPOCFUXFFOBOETIPXT
a marked increase.
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[Jean-Michel Wachsberger]
The populations of Southeast Asia are indeed
segregated, notably in relation to the rest of
the immigrant population. The comparison
allows us to assess the segregation of
a population. We can also observe that
the segregation of the Southeast Asian
populations holds steady, as a trend, at
FRVJWBMFOU MFWFMT  XIFSFBT UIF TFHSFHBUJPO
of the sub-Saharan African populations is
GBMMJOH o GSPN  JO  UP  JO 
8IBU DBO ZPV TBZ BCPVU UIF EJòFSFODF JO
segregation between these two populations
CFUXFFOBOE
Ly Sokrithea
*O   UIF TFHSFHBUJPO PG TVC4BIBSBO
African populations was higher than that of
Southeast Asian populations. The relation
TXJUDIFT GSPN  POXBSET  BOE JO  JU
becomes evident that the populations of
Southeast Asia are more segregated than
those of sub-Saharan Africa.
[Jean-Michel Wachsberger]
The evolution of the two curves does
indeed show that there was a turnaround
that needs to be interpreted. What interests
us is to know whether the Southeast Asian
immigrants are more segregated than the
PUIFSQPQVMBUJPOT
On this matter, allow me to open a little
aside. There is a political problem in France
that we refer to as the tolerance threshold.
5IJT FYQSFTTJPO EFTJHOBUFT UIF UPMFSBODF
threshold of the French of the immigrant
populations, that is to say the number of
immigrants on a given territory beyond

XIJDI UIF 'SFODI BEPQU YFOPQIPCJD
CFIBWJPVS BOE̓ SFKFDU JNNJHSBOUT  XIJDI
SFTVMUT JO WPUFT GPS UIF FYUSFNF SJHIU #VU
JO SFBMJUZ UIJT RVFTUJPO JT NPSF SFMBUFE UP
political arguments than to a proven social
reality. To my knowledge, there has been no
sociological research that has determined
a percentage above which there would be
socio-spatial segregation and the systematic
PDDVSSFODF PG B TBNF FòFDU  BOE CFMPX
which there would be no socio-spatial
TFHSFHBUJPO BOE OP FòFDU 5IJT FYBNQMF
TIPXT VT UIBU TFHSFHBUJPO JT B RVFTUJPO PG
more or less high degrees. The threshold is
relative and necessarily arbitrary. We have to
DPODFOUSBUF PO UIF DPOTFRVFODFT PG TPDJP
spatial segregation, particularly through the
TUVEZPGJUTFòFDUTXIFOJUWBSJFT*O XF
DBO PCTFSWF UIBU UIF EJTTJNJMBSJUZ JOEFY GPS
TVC4BIBSBO"GSJDBOQPQVMBUJPOTJTBOE
 GPS 4PVUIFBTU "TJBO QPQVMBUJPOT 5IF
EJòFSFODF JT  8IBU EP ZPV UIJOL BCPVU
UIJTEJòFSFODF $BOXFBTTFSUUIBU4PVUIFBTU
Asian populations are a lot more or a little
more segregated than sub-Saharan African
QPQVMBUJPOT
.ZBJNJTUPFODPVSBHFZPVUPRVFTUJPOUIJT
notion of threshold beyond which there will
be segregation and below which there will
be no segregation. In reality, and when we set
BTJEFUIFRVFTUJPOPGUISFTIPME TFHSFHBUJPO
is simply the fact that certain particular
populations are concentrated in specific
UFSSJUPSJFT BOE OPU JO PUIFST )PXFWFS  UIJT
definition should not leave out a measure
of segregation. To do this, and after this
öSTU FYFSDJTF BCPVU UIF EJTTJNJMBSJUZ JOEFY 
I propose to then deal with the integration
JOEFYBOEDBSSZPVUBDPNQBSJTPO
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Ethnic Interaction Indexes in the Paris Region
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5IF JOUFSBDUJPO JOEFY DBMDVMBUFT UIF
probability of an individual with particular
DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT o TFY  FUIOJDJUZ  TPDJP
professional status, etc. – meeting in his/her
OFJHICPVSIPPE BO JOEJWJEVBM XJUI EJòFSFOU
characteristics. First of all, let us be sure that
XF GVMMZ VOEFSTUBOE UIF HSBQI )PX EP XF
JOUFSQSFU UIF WBMVF  UIBU DIBSBDUFSJTFT
UIFJNNJHSBOUTGSPN4PVUIFBTU"TJBJO 
)PX EP XF PCUBJO JOGPSNBUJPO BCPVU UIF
FWPMVUJPOPGTFHSFHBUJPO 
Lê Hồ Phong Linh
5IJT TJHOJöFT UIBU JO   UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG
an immigrant from Southeast Asia interacting
JO IJTIFS OFJHICPVSIPPE XJUI B EJòFSFOU
JOEJWJEVBM XBT  5IF MFWFM PG JOUFSBDUJPO
between the Southeast Asian populations
XBT IJHI JO   BOE UIFO JU EJNJOJTIFE
PWFS UIF ZFBST $POTFRVFOUMZ  * XPVME TBZ

that segregation increased in so much as the
probability of interaction has diminished.
[Jean-Michel Wachsberger]
-FU VT OPX DPNQBSF UIF JOEFYFT PG
dissimilarity and interaction. The first seems
to tell us that segregation remains globally
JEFOUJDBMJOUIFMPOHUFSNUIFTFDPOETIPXT
us on the contrary that segregation increases.
)PX TIPVME XF VOEFSTUBOE UIJT QBSBEPY 
)PX TIPVME XF DPNQBSF UIF FWPMVUJPO PG
UIFTFJOEFYFT 
Morgane Perset
We could hypothesise that the Southeast
Asian populations are maybe more
concentrated in certain neighbourhoods
BOE  DPOTFRVFOUMZ  IBWF MJUUMF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG
meeting other populations.
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[Jean-Michel Wachsberger]

Roeungdeth Chanreasmey

Indeed, the bigger the population in a given
neighbourhood, the less space there is for
other populations, and the less probability
there is of interaction.

For us, in Cambodia, segregation is first ethnic
BOE JT FYQFSJFODFE BT TPNFUIJOH QPTJUJWF 
notably because it allows us to affirm our
identity.

5IF UXP JOEFYFT EP OPU NFBTVSF UIF TBNF
QIFOPNFOPO 5IF EJTTJNJMBSJUZ JOEFY
measures socio-spatial segregation in terms
of process and distribution on the territory,
XIFSFBT UIF JOUFSBDUJPO JOEFY BEESFTTFT
UIFNJOUFSNTPGQSPDFTTBOEFòFDUT

[Jean-Michel Wachsberger]

The Consequences and Effects of Socio-spatial
Segregation
-FUVTOPXSFøFDUVQPOUIFDPOTFRVFODFTBOE
QPTTJCMF FòFDUT PG TPDJPTQBUJBM TFHSFHBUJPO 
in terms of ethnicity, socio-professional
status, level of income, etc. Could you
TVHHFTU B DFSUBJO OVNCFS PG DPOTFRVFODFT
linked to socio-spatial segregation, for
immigrant populations, for poor populations,
but also for other populations and for the
XIPMFPGTPDJFUZ *JOWJUFZPVUPHJWFVTUIF
QPTJUJWF BOE OFHBUJWF DPOTFRVFODFT JO UIF
QFSTQFDUJWFPGJEFOUJGZJOHBTNBOZFòFDUTBOE
DPOTFRVFODFT̓BTQPTTJCMFPGTFHSFHBUJPO
Nguyễn Thị Lành
The higher the degree of segregation, the
more difficult it is to find work and the lower
the levels of education are. I am thinking
BCPVUUIF,IPSNJOPSJUZ GPSFYBNQMF UIBUJT
MBSHFMZDPODFOUSBUFEJOUIFthEJTUSJDUPG)̕
Chí Minh City.
Đàm Thị Đào
Segregation can help preserve the
transmission of an ethnic identity or a
particular culture.

The concentration of poor populations in a
QPPSRVBSUFSDBOSFTVMUJOUIFBQQFBSBODFPG
a vicious circle where the populations do not
have access to sufficient social capital and
do not succeed in forming solid networks
of mutual aid. This phenomenon can be
TVNNFEVQCZUIFFYQSFTTJPOiQPWFSUZUSBQw
[François Roubaud]
I should like to add that neighbourhood social
OFUXPSLT DBO IBWF QPTJUJWF DPOTFRVFODFT 
whether it be through the maintenance
and transmission of a cultural identity, or
through the establishment and development
of mutual aid networks.
Let us simplify things somewhat. When I am
poor in a rich neighbourhood, there is a big
chance that I will be stigmatised and that my
socio-economic condition will deteriorate.
On the other hand, if I am poor among a
poor population, it is possible for me to
establish mutual solidarity networks with my
neighbours. Through these social networks,
we can identify some negative and positive
FòFDUT PG TPDJPTQBUJBM TFHSFHBUJPO -FU VT
UBLF BOPUIFS FYBNQMF FEVDBUJPO 8F UFOE
to think that the children of poor populations
do not succeed at school and that, because
they are grouped together, this creates a
EPXOXBSEUSFOE#VUDBOXFOPUBMTPJEFOUJGZ
QPTJUJWFFòFDUT
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Vũ Hoàng Đạt
* UIJOL UIBU UIF QPTJUJWF DPOTFRVFODFT PG
segregation would be to increase confidence
within groups. When we find ourselves with
individuals who globally have an identical
MFWFM  JU JT QPTTJCMF UP BDRVJSF DPOöEFODF JO
our own capacities. This confidence can be
a driving factor in learning and educational
success.
[François Roubaud]
In an even more direct way, the concentration
of certain ethnic groups in areas or schools
NFBOTUIBUUIFZDBOCFUBVHIUJOUIFHSPVQT
mother tongue, which greatly facilitates
learning. The other possibility is that if pupils
with a relatively weak level are grouped
together, well-adapted, more efficient
educational programmes, which target their
level, can be developed.
By Way of a Summary: the Effects of
Socio-spatial Segregation: Territories,
Neighbourhoods and Individuals
[Jean-Michel Wachsberger]
I should like to remind you of three types of
QPTTJCMF FòFDUT PG TPDJPTQBUJBM TFHSFHBUJPO
those linked to the characteristics of
the territory, those linked to the social
composition of the territory, and those linked
to social capital.
5IF öSTU FòFDUT PG TFHSFHBUJPO BSF MJOLFE UP
the characteristics of the territory.
'PSFYBNQMF UIFQPPSQPQVMBUJPOTJODFSUBJO
neighbourhoods are far from public services
and employment areas, and sometimes,
these neighbourhoods are badly served by

public transport. To these elements, which
globally consist of challenges of distance and
access to urban advantages, we have to add
elements that concern the morphology of the
territory. Certain poor neighbourhoods are
indeed located in areas that are particularly
FYQPTFEUPSJTLTøPPEJOHBOEQPMMVUJPO5IF
DPNCJOBUJPOPGEJTUBODFBOEFYQPTVSFUPSJTL
HFOFSBMMZFOHFOEFSTOFHBUJWFFòFDUTPOUIF
populations in terms of health, employment
and education.
4FHSFHBUJPO BMTP IBT FòFDUT UIBU BSF MJOLFE
to the social composition of the territory. We
think of the phenomenon of stigmatisation
UIBU DPOTJTUT PG QFKPSBUJWF KVEHFNFOUT CZ
society vis-à-vis a territory where a certain
QPQVMBUJPO JT DPODFOUSBUFE 'PS FYBNQMF  JO
France, in the large housing estates, located
on the outskirts of the metropolises that
have a relatively higher unemployment
rate than other cities, reside populations
that are stigmatised on the basis of
their place of residence. In other words,
belonging to certain neighbourhoods of
the city can reduce the possibility of access
to employment and also be harmful to
FEVDBUJPOBM QFSGPSNBODF )PXFWFS  UIFTF
OFHBUJWFFòFDUTUIBUBSFMJOLFEUPUIFTPDJBM
make-up of the territory must not hide the
QPTTJCJMJUZ PG QPTJUJWF FòFDUT 5IF HBUIFSJOH
together of a same population within a
territory can result in the implementation of
TQFDJöD FEVDBUJPOBM QSPHSBNNFT )PXFWFS 
the sociology of education has also shown
that the sociological diversity of a class can
favour the chances of the pupils succeeding,
and thus increase the possibilities of
integrating children from impoverished
neighbourhoods. Finally, when we take into
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account the social make-up of the territory
and when we use educational success as
BO FYBNQMF  XF TFF UIF DPFYJTUFODF PG UXP
DPOUSBSZDPOTFRVFODFTPGTFHSFHBUJPO
5IF UIJSE FòFDU PG TPDJPTQBUJBM TFHSFHBUJPO
is linked to social capital. We generally
distinguish a positive social capital that puts
JOEJWJEVBMTJODPOUBDUXJUIPUIFSTo#SJEHJOH
Capital – from a negative social capital that
MFBETUPFODMPTVSFo#PVOEFE4PMJEBSJUJFT8F
can also speak about sub-cultures that are
TQFDJöDUPBOFJHICPVSIPPE GPSFYBNQMFUIBU
of poverty, which maintains populations in a
situation of poverty – cf. “poverty trap”. The
sub-culture may also result in the emergence
of criminal gangs who contest the established
social order. Conversely, it may also be the
TPVSDFPGQPTJUJWFFòFDUTUIFNBJOUFOBODFPG
traditional cultures, development of individual
esteem within the group, establishment of
mutual aid networks and solidarity between
individuals. Certain studies have shown that it
is better to be poor in a poor neighbourhood
UIBOQPPSJOBSJDIPOF 8BDITCFSHFS b).
)PXFWFS  NVUVBM BJE BOE TPMJEBSJUZ BSF OPU
self-evident either, and we cannot suppose
that the homogeneity of a neighbourhood,
from an ethnic or cultural point of view or
in terms of income, necessarily results in
solidarity between individuals. Often, in poor
neighbourhoods, insecurity remains more
pronounced.

#Z XBZ PG B TVNNBSZ  * TIPVME MJLF UP
insist upon an essential element of socioTQBUJBM TFHSFHBUJPO JU JT OFJUIFS QPTJUJWF OPS
negative per se. We have seen together that
UIF FòFDUT PG TPDJPTQBUJBM TFHSFHBUJPO DBO
often go in either direction, that is to say
reproduce and increase social and territorial
JOFRVBMJUJFT PSPOUIFDPOUSBSZ DPOUSJCVUFUP
the improvement of the living conditions of a
population on the territory.

The trainers remind the workshop of the
instructions for the first group work:
- Define a particular population (the poor,
the young, informal sector workers, people
with a low level of education, etc.);
- Formulate hypotheses about the effects of
the concentration of this population within
a territory;
- Identify the mechanisms and processes
through which these effects are manifested.
The principal objective is to show that the
effects and consequences of socio-spatial
segregation are not only tricky to anticipate,
but also that the channels of transmission
through which they are produced and
manifested are diverse and can operate in a
complementary, concurrent or parallel way.
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Day 2, Friday 25th
The morning begins with a first presentation
of the research issue that each work group
has chosen for the week:
Group 1. Ethnic minorities and access to
work;
Group 2. Migrant workers and access to
essential services;
Group 3. Access to employment among the
young;
Group 4. The challenges of rehousing
populations (city of Đà Nẵng).
Each group exposes a research issue, the
hypotheses and the methods used. A
dialogue follows with the trainers in order to
complete the reflection and specify some of
its points.
Principal requests made: specify the
hypotheses and widen the research issue to
the labour market, as well as the possible
consequences of the research; develop
the notion of ethnic minority; define the
challenges of the localisation of populations.

3.3.2. Accessing Essential Services in
the Urban Environment
[Mireille Razafindrakoto]
8F BSF HPJOH UP EFBM XJUI UIF RVFTUJPO
of access to public services in the urban
environment. This will allow us to come
CBDL̓ UP UIF EVBM FòFDUT PG TPDJPTQBUJBM
TFHSFHBUJPO BDDFTT UP QVCMJD TFSWJDFT JT B
GBDUPSPGTFHSFHBUJPOTFHSFHBUJPOJOøVFODFT
access to public services. The reason
for which we are focusing on access to
essential services in the city is linked to the
phenomenon that we refer to as “urban bias”

o DJUJFT BSF HFOFSBMMZ CFUUFS FRVJQQFE XJUI
public services than rural areas.
In a certain number of countries, access to
public services is not necessarily better, in
UFSNTPGRVBOUJUZPSRVBMJUZ JOUIFDJUZUIBO
in rural areas (Vlahof et al   5IJT TUVEZ
shows that infant mortality is lower in the
city than in the countryside, but this results
from the fact that incomes are higher in the
DJUZ"UFRVBMJODPNF UIFSFJTOPiVSCBOCJBTw
)PXFWFS  XF HFOFSBMMZ PCTFSWF B HSFBUFS
concentration of public services and, of
course, population in the city. For our analysis,
JUJTOFDFTTBSZUPUBLFJOUPBDDPVOU
− The distribution of public services within
the territories of the city. This reveals
JOFRVBMJUJFT JO BWBJMBCJMJUZ BOE QSPYJNJUZ 
QBSUJDVMBSMZ XIFO XF EJòFSFOUJBUF QPPS
and rich neighbourhoods, with certain
FYUSFNFTTVDIBTUIPTFPCTFSWFEJOTIBOUZ
towns where the poor mobility of the
populations – often for reasons of security
oFYBDFSCBUFTUIFQSPCMFNPGBWFSZMJNJUFE
PòFSJOQVCMJDTFSWJDFT
− The rhythm of urbanisation. Cities in
developing countries (DCs) are home to
more and more immigrants, there is often a
mismatch between the demands of urban
QPQVMBUJPOTBOEUIFPòFSPGQVCMJDTFSWJDFT
− The characteristics of individuals and
IPVTFIPMET 8IFO XF BSF FYBNJOJOH
the “urban poor”, we are really speaking
about populations that do not have
access to public services because the
neighbourhoods they live in are globally
lacking infrastructures and they do
not have sufficient income – the “poor
OFJHICPVSIPPE FòFDUw JT BEEFE UP UIF
iJODPNFFòFDUw
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We also have to add another phenomenon
that you did not bring up in your
QSFTFOUBUJPOTUIFOPUJPOTPGIFBMUIBOEXFMM
being. When we speak about planning and
urban management, we generally emphasise
the challenges of social and economic
EFWFMPQNFOU )PXFWFS  JU JT BMTP JNQPSUBOU
to take into account environmental issues,
notably the impacts of urban morphology or
the availability of public amenities (including
sports centres, green spaces, etc.) on public
health. This approach allows us to consider
public services in broader terms, as essential
FMFNFOUT GPS UIF QPQVMBUJPOT XFMMCFJOH
Even though these research issues are
very recent, they place great emphasis on
the notion of “double burden”. On the one
hand, the poor populations are, on average,
NPSFHSFBUMZFYQPTFEUPJOGFDUJPVTEJTFBTFT 
because of the lack of public services, but
also because of their living conditions
and income and education levels. On the
PUIFS IBOE  UIFZ BSF NPSF BòFDUFE CZ UIF
BQQFBSBODF PG EJTFBTFT UIBU VTFE UP BòFDU
so-called “rich” countries – heart disease
notably – as they do not have access to the
leisure infrastructures and green spaces that
would allow them to reduce their stress
MFWFMT 4UVEJFT IBWF TIPXO UIBU JO )POH
,POH  TVJDJEF SBUFT BSF IJHIFS JO UIF OFX
housing that lacks green spaces than in the
old neighbourhoods that have green spaces
#VSEFUUet al  
We are going to take a look at four concrete
FYBNQMFT UIBU JMMVTUSBUF UIF EJóDVMUJFT PG
access to services on urban territory and
which show how these difficulties can be
JEFOUJöFE BOE NFBTVSFE 5IF FYBNQMFT
DPODFSOGPVSDJUJFT
- Antananarivo (Madagascar) where a phenomenon of neighbourhood polarisation

BOE HSFBU JOFRVBMJUJFT JO BDDFTT UP QVCMJD
TFSWJDFTIBWFCFFOCSPVHIUUPMJHIU
 0VBHBEPVHPV #VSLJOB 'BTP  XIFSF
UIF FWPMVUJPO JO UIF PòFS PG IFBMUI
infrastructures has been assessed over the
QBTUZFBST
 3VöTRVF 4FOFHBM XIFSFUIFEJSFDUJNQBDU
of access to public services on the health
conditions of the population has been
EFNPOTUSBUFE
 1BSJT 'SBODF  XIFSF UIF RVFTUJPO PG
accessibility has been studied in order to
go beyond the simple research issue of
the spatial distribution of services on the
territory by taking a look at the behaviour
of the inhabitants.
Polarisation of Neighbourhoods, Inequalities
and Expectations with Regard to Public
Services: Antananarivo
What are the first readings we can take from
UIF5BCMF 
Lê Hồ Phong Linh
This table shows the levels of poverty
and wealth of the neighbourhoods in the
DJUZ PG "OUBOBOBSJWP 'PS FYBNQMF  UIF
OFJHICPVSIPPE JO RVBSUJMF  DPODFOUSBUFT
the greatest number of poor households
PO UIF UFSSJUPSZ o   XIFSFBT UIF OFJHI
CPVSIPPE JO RVBSUJMF  DPODFOUSBUFT UIF
richest households, that is to say are situated
JOUIFthRVBSUJMFJOUFSNTPGVOJUo
[Mireille Razafindrakoto]
*OEFFE "NPOH UIF QPPSFTU   PS
UIF st RVBSUJMF   MJWF JO UIF QPPSFTU
OFJHICPVSIPPET BOE POMZ  JO UIF SJDIFTU
neighbourhoods. Conversely, for the richest
  PS UIF th RVBSUJMF   MJWF JO UIF SJDI
OFJHICPVSIPPET BOE  JO UIF QPPSFTU
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Table

10 Antananarivo: Polarisation of Neighbourhoods.
Distribution of Individuals by Neighbourhood
according to Level of Wealth

Average income
of
neighbourhoods
Poor
Neighbourhood Neighbourhood Neighbourhood Total neighbourhood
of quartile 2
of quartile 3
of quartile 4
with a high
(rich)
concentration
of poverty

Rich
neighbourhood
with a high
concentration
of wealth

Household
income per
CU

Neighbourhood
of quartile 1
(poor

1st quartile

47

31

15

8

100

34

0

2nd quartile

42

26

18

14

100

36

1

3rd quartile

30

28

24

17

100

26

4

4th quartile

14

22

22

42

100

10

17

Together

33

27

20

20

100

26

6

Reading key: Among the persons in the 1st quartile (poor) with incomes by consumption unit (CU), 47% live in the poor
neighbourhood (that is to say a neighbourhood whose average income is part of the lowest 25%, and 8% live in a
rich neighbourhood (that is to say one whose average income is part of the highest 25%). The neighbourhoods with a
high concentration of poverty (or wealth) are those where the variation coefficient is lower than the average variation
coefficient.
Source: Wachsberger (2009a).

RVBSUFST 8F TQFBL BCPVU QPMBSJTBUJPO &WFO
though I know this city well, I can assure you
that this phenomenon of polarisation is far
GSPN PCWJPVT UIJT UZQF PG JORVJSZ BMMPXT VT
to go beyond simple observation or intuition.
Let us now focus on commenting the
second part of the table, that concerning the
concentration of poor populations within the
poor neighbourhoods and rich populations
within the rich neighbourhoods.
Vũ Hoàng Đạt
The poorer the neighbourhoods, the
greater the variation in incomes within the
neighbourhoods.

[Mireille Razafindrakoto]
The table also shows that in the poor
neighbourhoods, there is a very high
concentration
of
poor
populations.
Conversely, in the rich neighbourhoods,
there is a greater variability of incomes. In the
poor neighbourhoods, there is a relatively
high concentration of poor households
o̓   XIFSFBT JO UIF SJDI RVBSUFST  UIFSF
is a low concentration of rich households
o  *O TIPSU  UIF SJDI OFJHICPVSIPPET
are home to poor populations, whereas the
poor neighbourhoods are composed more
FYDMVTJWFMZPGQPPSQPQVMBUJPOT
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On this concentration can be superimposed
another phenomenon that concerns
HFPHSBQIJDBM JOFRVBMJUJFT 5IF QPPS
neighbourhoods are generally located on
the outskirts and at the foot of the central hill
in Antananarivo that is home to the richest
populations. These “slum neighbourhoods”
BSFHFOFSBMMZMFTTFRVJQQFEUIBOUIFDFOUSBM
neighbourhoods in terms of administrative
institutions or public schools. They are also
NPSFFYQPTFEUPøPPEJOH

Table

5BCMF  TIPXT VT UIF DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT PG UIF
neighbourhoods according to their levels
PG BWFSBHF JODPNF  BT NVDI GPS iPCKFDUJWFw
data – access to electricity, water connections
o BT GPS iTVCKFDUJWFw EBUB o JOIBCJUBOUT
appreciation of the level of cleanliness of their
neighbourhood, satisfaction vis-à-vis public
transport or medical services.

11 Antananarivo: Characteristics of the Neighbourhoods
According to the Neighbourhood’s Average Income

Quartiles of neighbourhood quartile quartile quartile quartile Q1 with
incomes
1
2
3
4
a high
con
(Q1)
(Q4) centra
tion of
poverty

Q4 with
a high
con
centra
tion of
wealth

Total

Housing conditions (% of individuals who have…)
Access to electricity

57

77

83

91

50

97

76

Running water

8

18

36

53

7

85

28

Appreciation of inhabitants (% of individuals faced with problems linked to…)
Lack of cleanliness in
the neighbourhood

39

26

18

17

42

6

30

Far from place of work

18

20

17

18

19

12

18

Far from health centres

26

12

12

13

27

9

16

Far from schools

15

9

10

12

15

9

12

!"#$"%&'()*"&+,(%-./0")1+2*+(3+*")#"4+"&.**%).*5+&"6.)1")1+*+"%*7+,)*"#$")1+"/+.014#'-1##&"
Public transport

24

15

8

2

25

9

15

Medical services

47

30

34

35

50

50

37

Schools, educational
establishments

36

18

21

25

38

32

25

Source: op. cit. (2009a).
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The poor populations are less well
endowed in terms of infrastructure than
UIF SJDI QPQVMBUJPOT POMZ IBMG IBWF BDDFTT
UP FMFDUSJDJUZ BOE POMZ  IBWF SVOOJOH
water in the neighbourhoods with a high
DPODFOUSBUJPOPGQPWFSUZJOOFJHICPVSIPPET
with a high concentration of rich inhabitants,
 PG IPVTFT IBWF FMFDUSJDJUZ BOE 
SVOOJOHXBUFS5IFTFJOFRVBMJUJFTNBZJOEFFE
CF FYQMBJOFE CZ UIF QPQVMBUJPOT MFWFMT PG
JODPNF CVUOPUPOMZUIFSFJTBMTPBQIZTJDBM
problem of infrastructures and access to
neighbourhoods,
the “neighbourhood
FòFDUw 8IJMF UIJT UBCMF QSPWJEFT VT XJUI
information about the infrastructure
FOEPXNFOU JO EJòFSFOU OFJHICPVSIPPET 
it above all prompts us to confront this
iPCKFDUJWFw JOGPSNBUJPO XJUI UIF JOIBCJUBOUT
appreciation.
When individuals are asked about their
degree of satisfaction vis-à-vis medical
services, we remark that there are no
NBKPS EJòFSFODFT CFUXFFO UIF SJDI
and poor populations. Thus, in the
neighbourhoods with a high concentration
of poor populations, as in those with rich
populations, the degree of satisfaction vis-àvisNFEJDBMTFSWJDFTJTJEFOUJDBM"TJNJMBS
observation can be made vis-à-vis schools
and other educational establishments.
5IJT QIFOPNFOPO DBO CF FYQMBJOFE CZ
UIF OPUJPO PG iQSFGFSFODF BUUSJUJPOw UIF
populations internalise their difficulties and
lower their aspirations for a better residential
environment and better services. These
elements show us the interest of taking into
BDDPVOU CPUI iPCKFDUJWFw JOGPSNBUJPO  TVDI
BTGPSFYBNQMFUIFHFPHSBQIJDBMEJTUSJCVUJPO
of infrastructures and urban services, and
iTVCKFDUJWFwBQQSFDJBUJPOT

Public Policies and the Offer of Health
Infrastructures: Ouagadougou
-FU VT UBLF UIF FYBNQMF PG UIF DJUZ PG
Ouagadougou where research work has
studied the evolution of the distribution of
health structures over a period of time. This
FYBNQMFBMMPXTVTUPJMMVTUSBUFDPODSFUFMZUIF
impact of public health policies on the local
population (cf..BQ 
Lê Hồ Phong Linh
The rhythm of urbanisation seems to
CF SBQJE UIF TVSGBDF BSFB PG UIF DJUZ IBT
EPVCMFE JO  ZFBST " MBSHF QBSU PG UIF
IFBMUI TUSVDUVSFT FYJTUFE CFGPSF  XF
can note the absence of health structures
in certain neighbourhoods, particularly in
the neighbourhoods that were recently
urbanised.
[Mireille Razafindrakoto]
A “parcelled” area corresponds to a serviced
area (including roads, sewers, electricity).
#VU UIFTF NBQT EP OPU QSPWJEF VT XJUI
information about the chronological
FWPMVUJPO PG UIF OPOQBSDFMMFE BSFBT UIFZ
TJNQMZJOEJDBUFUIFJSEFNBSDBUJPOJO
 6OUJM UIF T  XF DBO SFNBSL B
concentration of health structures in the
DFOUSBMDPMPOJBMDJUZ
- With the regime of Thomas Sankara, these
structures developed on the outskirts of
UIFDJUZ
 4JODF UIF T  UIFSF IBT CFFO BO
FYQMPTJPO JO UIF PòFS PG IFBMUI TUSVDUVSFT
in the city. The operators are private, which
poses not only a problem of accessibility
for the populations but also that of an
VOFRVBMEJTUSJCVUJPO POUIFUFSSJUPSZ TJODF
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Map

17 Ouagadougou. Distribution of Health Structures

City divided into
plots in 1931
City divided into
plots in 1961
City divided into
plots in 1983
City divided into
plots in 1998
City nondivided in 2003

According to the considered periods:
Already existing health structures
Newly opened health structuress
Principal axes
Urban barrages

Source: Cadot and Harang (2006).

the non-parcelled areas and the outskirts
are not served. We can also observe at
the same time that the private health
infrastructures are more concentrated
and more numerous than the public
infrastructures.
The private sector seeks first and foremost
a solvent demand. All the private health
structures are located near the urban poles
where the relatively rich populations reside,
which are served by transport infrastructures
and integrated into the rest of the city.

The Impact of the Neighbourhood’s
Characteristics (Access to Water and Hygiene)
on the Health of the Populations: Rufisque
This case study is particularly interesting as it
concerns an old port city near Dakar, where
there are still several open canals that used
to serve for the circulation of individuals
and goods. Today, this city is confronted
with several problems of insalubrity. A multidisciplinary team from the IRD measured,
neighbourhood by neighbourhood, the
impact of public health policies on the
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QPQVMBUJPOTCZVTJOHUIFIZHJFOFJOEFY GSFTI
water supply, wastewater disposal, disposal
of household waste, population density, type

Average
Average

Graph

7

PGIPVTJOH FUD 5IJTIPVTJOHIZHJFOFJOEFY
JT DSPTTSFGFSFODFE XJUI UIF JOEFY GPS UIF
prevalence of consultations for diarrhoea.

Average Incidence according to the Housing’s
Level of Hygiene

9.0
8.0
7.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0

Healthy
Average Situation
Unhealthy

Year
Seasonal and annual incidence
./"+'-"*$"-0$"--1"*$)-2)0/-2/

Source: Sy (2006).
Notes: WDS Warm Dry Season; RS Rainy Season; CDS Cold Dry Season.

The greater the insalubrity in the neighbourhoods, the more cases of diarrhoea
there are – with some variations according
to season. The most vulnerable populations
are households that do not have access to
water – kitchen, bathrooms or toilets. Finally,
rather than favour one factor to the detriment
PGBOPUIFS XF IBWFUPFYBNJOFJOUIJTDBTF
B DPNCJOBUJPO PG GBDUPST CFUXFFO FòFDUT
PG DPOUFYU QMBDF PG SFTJEFODF  BOE JODPNF
(level of poverty).
From Access to Accessibility, Availability,
Proximity and Mobility: Paris
First of all, I should like to draw your attention
to the interest of not using administrative
demarcations in the analyses. Are they really
SFMFWBOU  8F DBO JOEFFE NBLF VTF PG UIF

BDUVBM FYQFSJFODF PG UIF JOIBCJUBOUT JO UIFJS
OFJHICPVSIPPE UIJT FOUBJMT DPOGSPOUJOH
iPCKFDUJWFwEBUBoUIFBENJOJTUSBUJWFEJWJTJPO
PG OFJHICPVSIPPET o XJUI iTVCKFDUJWFw
data – the perception of the inhabitants
(cf̓5BCMF̓ 
When we wish to measure the impact of
QVCMJD QPMJDJFT GSPN UIF QMBOOFST QPJOU PG
view, we can indeed adopt administrative
divisions. On the other hand, how do we
approach, in terms of methodological
UPPMT  UIF QFSDFQUJPOT PG UIF QPQVMBUJPO  "
study was carried out in Paris to tackle this
RVFTUJPO 7BMMÏF et al    8F IBWF UIF
administrative data about the number of
doctors and chemists located on the territory
of the Paris region, but also neighbourhood
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Table

12 Demarcation of the Neighbourhood and Inequalities
in Access to Local Resources in the Paris Agglomeration
In the Paris
agglomeration
( n= 653)

In the large
communes
(n= 157)

In the small
communes
(n= 300)

Ratio
between Paris
and the small
communes

3.2

3.7

4

30.7

3.8

2.1

15

6.9

1.5

1.7

4

13.1

1.6

0.9

14

In Paris
(n= 196)

Average number of general practitioners in the neighbourhood
…defined using a fixed radius
7.0
15.0
(= 367 m)
… defined from the
neighbourhood as perceived by
11.1
the inhabitants
Average number of chemist’s shops in the neighbourhood
…defined using a fixed radius
3.2
(= 367 m)
…defined from the
neighbourhood as perceived by
the inhabitants

4.8

Source: Vallée (2012).

by neighbourhood. As the latter do not
all have the same administrative size, an
average was calculated in order to make
UIFN DPNQBSBCMF  NFUSFT  8F BTLFE
individuals about the number of doctors and
chemists located in their neighbourhood
without however defining its limits.
Nguyễn Thị Phương Yến
Globally, the number of doctors by
neighbourhood according to the perception
of the inhabitants is higher than the number
of doctors according to the administrative
division. The perceived neighbourhood
can appear bigger than the administrative
neighbourhood.
[Mireille Razafindrakoto]
The “administrative entity” neighbourhood
and the “lived in” neighbourhood do not
necessarily overlap. We have to take into
account the perception individuals have of
their neighbourhood, but also behaviours

GPS UIF iOFJHICPVSIPPE FòFDUTw PS iDPOUFYU
FòFDUTw 5IF TUVEZ UIVT UPPL JOUP BDDPVOU
UIF̓ TJ[F PG UIF JOEJWJEVBMT BDUJWJUZ TQBDF 
his/her practical and everyday territory,
and the image and representations of the
neighbourhood. We have the characteristics
of the individuals (education, socio-economic
and cultural status) and of the neighbourhood
QIZTJDBM FOWJSPONFOU  PòFS PG VSCBO
services). The approach allows us to highlight
that there is indeed a “neighbourhood
FòFDUw PO CFIBWJPVS  CVU  BU UIF TBNF UJNF 
behaviours fashion the neighbourhood.
Certain everyday activities are concentrated
on the territory of the neighbourhood such
as it is perceived. What is interesting in the
case of Paris is that the availability of health
infrastructures in the neighbourhoods
EJE OPU TFFN UP FYQMBJO UIF BDDFTT PG
individuals to preventative medicine. The
availability of health infrastructures in a given
neighbourhood has a positive influence on
behaviour concerning preventative medicine,
but this is only true for individuals who already
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carry out a certain number of activities in their
neighbourhood. For those individuals whose
everyday activities are generally carried out
outside their residential neighbourhood,
UIFSF JT OP DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO UIF PòFS PG
health infrastructures and consultations for
preventative medicine.
5IF RVFTUJPO PG NPCJMJUZ JT DFOUSBM 8IBU
it is necessary to assess is the relationship
between availability in the area studied and
the mobility behaviours of individuals. We
XJMM̓ TQFBL BCPVU FYDMVTJPO PS TFHSFHBUJPO
XJUI SFMBUJPO UP JOEJWJEVBMT CFIBWJPVST  PG
their capacity to be mobile and have access
UPUIFEJòFSFOUUFSSJUPSJFTBOEJOGSBTUSVDUVSFT
of the city.

Day 3, Saturday 26th
3.3.3. Inequalities on the Labour
Market in the Urban Environment
[Xavier Oudin]
We are going to focus on the factors that
NBZ FYQMBJO JOFRVBMJUJFT JO XPSL JO UIF DJUZ
access to employment, working conditions,
USBOTJUJPOCFUXFFOKPCT CVUBMTPJOUFSBDUJPOT
with the city such as residential constraints
BOENJHSBUPSZUSBKFDUPSJFTi 5IF4JHOBM5IFPSZw
(Tilly et al    FYQMBJOT GPS FYBNQMF UIBU
employers are little interested in the education
BOE USBJOJOH PG KPC TFFLFST BOE BSF NPSF
interested in the reputation of the schools
attended. This theory, when transposed to
the city, highlights the discriminating role of
the place of residence.
The Labour Market: Concepts, Tools and
Situational Analysis
6SCBOJTBUJPO SVOT QBSBMMFM UP UXP NBKPS
QIFOPNFOBPGMBCPVSNBSLFUTJO%$T

- The relative fall in the number of agricultural
KPCTJOFNQMPZNFOUBTBXIPMF
- Demographic growth and the increase of
working age population.
Analysis of the labour market is principally
QBSU PG B RVBOUJUBUJWF BQQSPBDI *U JT DBSSJFE
PVUBUTFWFSBMMFWFMTBOBMZTJTPGUIFTUSVDUVSF
of the labour market – as the distribution of
KPCT CFUXFFO TFDUPST  BOBMZTJT PG XPSLJOH
DPOEJUJPOToBTKPCRVBMJUZBOEUIFEJTUSJCVUJPO
of incomes – and finally, transition analysis.
The principal tools and concepts of the labour
market concern above all the working-age
QPQVMBUJPOBOEJOEJWJEVBMTBHFEBOEPWFS
among whom we distinguish the active and
inactive population.
The active population includes the occupied
population – those in employment and the
unemployed. It groups together declared
KPCT  CVU BMTP BOZ QFSTPO IBWJOH XPSLFE
at least one hour during a determined
period (the preceding week or month,
BDDPSEJOH UP UIF JORVJSJFT  XIBUFWFS UIF
form of remuneration received. Three criteria
BSF VTFE UP EFöOF UIF VOFNQMPZFE OPU
being occupied, being available for work
and actively seeking employment. The
employed population is generally divided
JOUP BDUJWJUZ TFDUPST BOE BDDPSEJOH UP KPC
status. Furthermore, consideration may
also be given to the institutional sectors of
individuals by distinguishing the state sector
from the private sector, the sectors of foreign
enterprises from those of domestic or family
enterprises. Finally, a specific case covers the
distinction between the formal and informal
sectors.
These elements of definition allow the
calculation of indicators.
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Box

13 Methods of Calculation of Different Economic Indicators

The activity rate: used to measure integration into the labour market; active population
(occupied workers + unemployed) / working-age population.
The employment rate: used to measure the capacity of an economy to create jobs; occupied
workers / working-age population.
The unemployment rate: used to measure the performance of an economy; unemployed/
active population.
Source: Authors’ construction.

The activity rate varies over time but also according to gender, ethnicity, and rural or urban
environment.

Graph

8

Activity Rate by Age and by Social Environment
in Việt Nam
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"UUIFBHFPG PGUIFSVSBMQPQVMBUJPO
XPSLTDPNQBSFEUPMFTTUIBOJOUIFVSCBO
environment. The dotted curve illustrates the
VSCBOSVSBMEJòFSFODFBDDPSEJOHUPBHF5IF
EJòFSFODFGPSUIFZPVOHQPQVMBUJPOTDBOCF
FYQMBJOFE CZ NPSF FEVDBUJPO JO UIF VSCBO
environment. We can also remark a rise in the
inactivity rate among the young in the urban
environment owing to a lengthening of the
time spent studying.
The unemployment rate has a strong political
dimension as it reflects the performance of
the labour market and its ease of accessibility.
There are nonetheless certain nuances in DCs
where declared rates are globally low and do
not correspond to the social reality – absence

PG VOFNQMPZNFOU CFOFöUT *O   JO 7J̏U
/BN  UIF VSCBO VOFNQMPZNFOU SBUF XBT

Activity Sectors and Types of Employment:
the Frontiers between Formal and Informal
*O7J̏U/BN UIFTUSVDUVSFTPGUIFVSCBOBOE
SVSBMMBCPVSNBSLFUBSFTJHOJöDBOUMZEJòFSFOU
5IF SVSBM TFDUPS JODMVEFT  PG GBSNFST
and fishermen, whereas the urban sector
POMZJODMVEFT5IFVSCBOMBCPVSNBSLFU
JT̓ DIBSBDUFSJTFE CZ B NBKPSJUZ PG XPSLFST
in the tertiary sector. Thus, there are more
workers in the rural environment because of
the localisation of numerous industries.

Diagram 33 Distribution of Employment by Main Sectors
in Urban and Rural Environment
Rural

Urban

Services
and trade
16%

Agriculture
13%

Services and
trade
55%

Industry &
Construction
32%

Industry &
Construction
18%

Agriculture
66%

Source: Authors’ construction.

0VUTJEF UIF BHSJDVMUVSBM TFDUPS  UIF NBKPSJUZ
of individuals work in the sector of individual
and family domestic enterprises – nonTBMBSJFE XPSL 5IF 4UBUF FNQMPZT  PG
workers in the urban environment. In spite

of an intricate administrative network
throughout the country, the state sector
remains principally urban. Finally, the private
sector, domestic and foreign, employs only
PGUIFBDUJWFVSCBOQPQVMBUJPO
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[Axel Demenet]
The radical reform of State-owned Enterprises
(SOE) that took place in China at the end of
UIF T QSPWJEFT BO JOUFSFTUJOH DPOUFYU
UP JNQMFNFOU UIF EJWJTJPO PG KPCT CZ TFDUPS
UIBU XF IBWF KVTU QSFTFOUFE  TJODF JU NBLFT
it possible to assess the impact on the urban
labour market of the sudden and massive
contraction of the institutional sector (public
FOUFSQSJTFT  4FWFSBM TUVEJFT OPUBCMZ 9JB
Song et al    IBWF EFNPOTUSBUFE UIBU
UIF SFEVDUJPO JO UIF OVNCFS PG KPCT JO UIF
QVCMJD TFDUPST IBT JODSFBTFE JOFRVBMJUJFT JO
wages on the urban labour market and the
XBHF HBQ CFUXFFO QVCMJD TFDUPS KPCT BOE

Box

KPCT JO PUIFS TFDUPST -FU VT UIVT SFNFNCFS
that all the elements presented until now
allow us to characterise the structure of the
labour market in general, and the urban
[POFT JO QBSUJDVMBS *G ZPV UBLF UXP EJòFSFOU
labour markets – two neighbourhoods – you
can remark that the unemployment rate is
FRVBM CVU UIBU UIF RVBMJUZ PG UIF KPCT JT OPU
UIF TBNF +PC RVBMJUZ SFGFST UP BO FTTFOUJBM
component in the analysis of labour markets.
Generally, individuals put forward wage levels
BT BO JOEJDBUPS PG KPC TBUJTGBDUJPO  CVU NPSF
BEWBODFE JOEJDBUPST FYJTU 5IF *OUFSOBUJPOBM
Labour Organization (ILO) has proposed a
TFSJFT PG JOEJDBUPST DPODFSOJOH KPC RVBMJUZ
that characterise “decent work”.

14 Indicators for Defining “Decent Work”
According to the ILO

t 4PDJBM1SPUFDUJPOTPDJBMDPWFSBHFMJOLFEUPUIFKPCUIBUDPODFSOTBDDJEFOUT NBUFSOJUZ
leave or medical insurance.
t 3FNVOFSBUJPOJUTIPVMECFiBQQSPQSJBUFwXJUISFHBSETUPUIFDPOUFYU BCPWFUIFQPWFSUZ
threshold and include overtime rates and bonuses.
t +PC4UBCJMJUZJUDPODFSOTMPOHUFSNDPOUSBDUTBOEQSPUFDUJPOBHBJOTUEJTNJTTBMTBOEMBZ
offs.
t 8PSLJOH &OWJSPONFOU JU NVTU SFTQFDU IZHJFOF BOE TFDVSJUZ OPSNT  NVTU OPU FYQPTF
the worker to danger or harm and be without stress and moral harassment.
t 8PSLFST 3JHIUT UIFZ DPODFSO UIF SFTQFDU PG UIF MBCPVS DPEF BOE UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ PG
forming unions.

Let us now turn to the informal sector. In
7J̏U/BN JOPSEFSUPEFUFSNJOFXIFUIFSBO
enterprise is informal or not, the criterion
VTFE JT JUT SFHJTUSBUJPO #VU XF DBO BMTP
define informal employment by other
internationally recognised criteria. According

UP UIFTF DSJUFSJB  OFBSMZ  PG FNQMPZFFT
JO UIF 7JFUOBNFTF QVCMJD TFDUPS JO 
BSF̓ DPOTJEFSFE UP IBWF BO JOGPSNBM KPC *O
)Ë̓/̘JBOE)̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZ PGXPSLFST
are classified in this sector.
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Box

15 The Five Possible Criteria for a Job to be Considered
as Being Informal

- Absence of a written contract;
- Absence of a pay slip;
- Absence of social protection;
- Having insecure working status;
- Absence of legal and union protection.

Discrimination, Mobility and Access to
the Labour Market
[Xavier Oudin]
In the city, labour mobility is an essential
challenge. In theory, the market functions in a
perfect fashion, that is to say that supply and
demand should meet without any hindrance
or barrier. Mobility on the labour market
consists in the circulation of workers between
EJòFSFOUKPCT XJUIJOBOFOUFSQSJTF GSPNPOF
enterprise to another, from one territory to
another, from the countryside to the city, etc.
Mobility is considered as a “natural” process
since the market is in constant evolution.
From a theoretical point of view, mobility
should also be perfect, that is to say that it
should result in the optimum allocation of
human and economic resources. In reality,
the obstacles to mobility are multiple and
markets are neither pure nor perfect. Several
theories seek to account for the imperfect
functioning of the labour market. It is notably
the case of the segmentation of labour theory
UIBUEFöOFTUXPTFHNFOUT
 "O iVQQFSw TFHNFOU UIF XPSLFST BSF
RVBMJöFE BOE NPCJMF +PCT BSF TUBCMF BOE
have better social protection, are better
QBJEBOEPòFSDBSFFSQSPTQFDUT

 "iMPXFSwTFHNFOUUIFXPSLFSTBSFOPUXFMM
RVBMJöFEBOEOPUWFSZNPCJMF UIFZBSFJOB
position of dependence vis-à-visUIFJSKPC
*O 7J̏U /BN  UIF VQQFS TFHNFOU XPVME CF
UIBUPGUIFDJWJMTFSWJDFBOE4UBUFFOUFSQSJTFT
the lower segment would identify the
informal sector and migrant labour.
Let us also refer to the “insiders-outsiders”
theory developed by Lindbeck and Snower
  DPODFSOJOH XPSLFST CFIBWJPVS 5IF
insiders aim to protect and secure their
position on the labour market by hindering
access to outsiders.
"OPUIFS FYBNQMF UIFSF BSF DPTUT MJOLFE
to information asymmetry – the employer
never truly knows the real competences
of the candidate, he thus takes a risk by
employing him/her. This asymmetry also
FYJTUTGPSFNQMPZFFTXIPEPOPUOFDFTTBSJMZ
know the working conditions, the reality of
their mandate or even the social relations
within the enterprise. In short, this theory
emphasises the remoteness of the centres
that do not have access channels or do not
succeed in decoding them – “neighbourhood
FòFDUTw 5IJT DBO OPUBCMZ CF WFSJöFE JO %$T
where family and social networks allow us to
access information.
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These barriers to a fluid functioning of the
labour market concern its economic and
JOTUJUVUJPOBM DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT 5IFSF BMTP FYJTU

Graph
M

9

QPMJUJDBM BOE DVMUVSBM BTQFDUT EJTDSJNJOBUJPO
phenomena.

The Wage Gap in the United States
in Function of Ethnicity and Gender
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Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics (2008), http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=125998232

This graph shows that in the United
States the white population is better
remunerated than the black one. There is a
EVBM EJTDSJNJOBUJPO HFOEFS EJTDSJNJOBUJPO
BOE BO FUIOJD POF :PV XJMM SFNBSL UIBU
discrimination according to gender is more
pronounced in the categories that earn the
most – the Asians – than in the categories
UIBU FBSO UIF MFBTU o UIF )JTQBOJDT 0O UIF
other hand, the discrimination that is not
visible in this data is that men generally have
access to management posts that are better
paid than for women.
Let us now approach the theories about the
segmentation of the labour market in DCs.
Generally, we distinguish between a rural
and agricultural labour market and a modern

and industrial one, or again, the formal and
informal sector. All these dichotomies are
used to understand labour in DCs. When
we speak about several sectors, this signifies
UIBU̓UIFSFBSFCBSSJFSTCFUXFFOUIFEJòFSFOU
zones. The level of education remains a
EFUFSNJOJOH DSJUFSJPO 'PS FYBNQMF  UP XPSL
GPS 4BNTVOH SFRVJSFT B NJOJNVN MFWFM
PG OJOF̓ ZFBST TDIPPMJOH #FDBVTF PG UIFTF
barriers, many researchers have defined the
JOGPSNBMTFDUPSBTBiSFGVHFwTFDUPSJOEJWJEVBMT
wish to work in the formal sector but have no
access to it. The informal sector is considered
to be easy to access because it does not
SFRVJSF BOZ QBSUJDVMBS USBJOJOH PS FDPOPNJD
DBQJUBM UIFSF JT OP DPTU UP FOUFS JU "SF UIF
migrants who arrive in the city going to
OFDFTTBSJMZTFFLSFGVHFJOUIFJOGPSNBMTFDUPS
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Nguyễn Tuấn Minh

Vũ Hoàng Đạt

Certain migrants who arrive already have a
KPCBOEPUIFSTöOEXPSLJOUIFGPSNBMTFDUPS

In India, the fact of living in a slum or being
UIFNFNCFSPGBQBSUJDVMBSDBTUBòFDUTZPVS
chance of finding work.

[Xavier Oudin]
"CTPMVUFMZ UIJTJTBQSFKVEJDFXFIBWFUPöHIU
against. In many factories, the workers belong
to the formal sector even though they are
migrants. We often associate the informal
sector research issue with that of migration,
CVUUIFUXPJTTVFTBSFEJòFSFOU3FTFBSDIFST 
who refute dualist analyses, argue that the
advantages of the formal sector are not
OFDFTTBSJMZ TP CJH :PV NBZ CFOFöU GSPN
social protection in the framework of your
KPC  CVU ZPV IBWF UP SBJTF RVFTUJPOT BCPVU
UIF RVBMJUZ PG UIJT QSPUFDUJPO 0O UIF PUIFS
hand, the informal sector can be considered
a space of freedom and mobility. Working
conditions are sometimes hard and below
UIPTFPGUIFGPSNBMTFDUPSoNPSFUIBO
of workers in the formal sector receive a pay
TMJQ BOE  CFOFöU GSPN QBJE IPMJEBZT GPS
UIFJOGPSNBMTFDUPS UIFTFöHVSFTBSFBOE
 SFTQFDUJWFMZ'JOBMMZ SFNVOFSBUJPOMFWFMT
in the informal sector compared to the formal
sectors – private and public – are lower.
Socio-spatial Segregation and Work in the
Urban Environment: Mechanisms of “Distance”
[Axel Demenet]
$BO ZPV FYQMBJO XIBU BSF TVQQPTFEMZ UIF
principal factors of segregation in access to
FNQMPZNFOU

[Axel Demenet]
There may be a specific impact of the
position of the neighbourhood on finding
employment. This concept is evoked in
4QBUJBM.JTNBUDI ,BJO  UPDIBSBDUFSJTF
a spatial mismatch between the place of
residence and the place of employment.
The concentration of working opportunities
in certain sectors (often central ones), far
from the places of residence of the poor
populations, results in reduced accessibility.
/PUFUIBUUIJTSFBTPOJOHDBOBMTPCFSFWFSTFE
it is also because a person has a lower income
that he/she cannot reside in the area near
where there are employment opportunities.
.PSF TQFDJöDBMMZ  UISFF NFDIBOJTNT FYQMBJO
socio-spatial segregation on the labour
NBSLFU
 5SBOTQPSU DPTUT 5IFTF BòFDU CPUI UIF
RVBMJUZPGKPCTFFLJOHBOEUIFQSPCBCJMJUZPG
BDDFTTJOHUIFNBSLFU
- Absence of information. In certain
neighbourhoods where the labour market
is mainly informal, it is difficult to gain
access to information concerning the
GPSNBMTFDUPS
 'SPNUIFFNQMPZFST QPJOUPGWJFX DFSUBJO
OFJHICPVSIPPETIBWFBKPCSFQFMMJOHFòFDU
as they are stigmatised, too far away and
associated with negative characteristics.
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These mechanisms are based upon
UIF OPUJPO̓ UIBU iEJTUBODFw CFUXFFO KPC
opportunities and individuals, understood
JO UIF CSPBE TFOTF PG UIF UFSN OPU POMZ
geographical, but also from the point of view
of competences, social network and the
segmentation of occupations.
6SCBOQPMJDJFTQSPQPTFDFSUBJOTPMVUJPOTBOUJ
discrimination laws, low-cost public transport,
information dissemination agencies, etc.,
which function more or less well.
This potential spatial mismatch is illustrated
CZ UBLJOH UISFF FYBNQMFT JO UISFF EJòFSFOU
DPVOUSJFT UIF RVFTUJPO PG Zones Urbaines
Sensibles in France, peri-urban zones in Tel
"WJW BOE öOBMMZ UIF EJòFSFODFT CFUXFFO
SFTJEFOUJBM[POFTJO)̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZ

Territorial Stigmatisation and Ethnic
Discrimination: ;POFT6SCBJOFT4FOTJCMFT
(ZUS) in France
France has defined geographical zones that
are deemed to be economically penalised
and are thus a priority target for public
QPMJDJFT5IFTF;64BSFTFMFDUFEBDDPSEJOHUP
EJòFSFOU DSJUFSJB  POF PG UIFN CFJOH IBCJUBU
degradation, and, a priori, combine several
penalising characteristics (badly served,
vulnerable populations). In certain French
DJUJFT  UIF ;64 NBZ SFQSFTFOU VQ UP  PG
the total population – Marseilles, Rennes,
5PVMPVTF  FUD " ;64 PCTFSWBUPSZ FYJTUT UIBU
compares the average unemployment rate
inside and outside these zones.

10 Observatory of Zones Urbaines Sensibles
and the Rest of France
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In these zones, unemployment is higher
UIBO JO UIF SFTU PG 'SBODF UIF EJòFSFODF
seems to have increased over a period
PG UFO ZFBST *O̓   OFBSMZ  PG ;64
inhabitants were unemployed. This captures
BHFPHSBQIJDBMFòFDU CVUBMTPBOFUIOJDPOF
employment discrimination has been tested

Graph

#VOFM̓ et al ̓   CZ TVCNJUUJOH JEFOUJDBM
KPC̓ BQQMJDBUJPOT  FYDFQU GPS UIF iFUIOJDw
variable. Several hundred applications
were submitted for the posts of waiter and
BDDPVOUBOU UIF TVSOBNFT XFSF NPEJöFE
'SFODI .PSPDDBOBOENJYFETVSOBNFT

11 ZUS and Job-Hiring Discrimination,
Access to the Labour Market
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For the post as waiter, the ethnicity
FòFDU JT QSFTFOU CVU SFNBJOT XFBL GPS
UIF BDDPVOUBOUT QPTU  XIJDI SFRVJSFT
RVBMJöDBUJPOT  UIF FUIOJDJUZ FòFDU JT DMFBS
and pronounced. There might therefore be
B TQFDJöD HFPHSBQIJD FòFDU PO BDDFTT UP
employment, which is combined in the case
PG FUIOJDBM TFHSFHBUJPO XJUI QPUFOUJBM KPC
hiring discrimination.

The Undesirable Effects of Residential
Segregation on Gender Relationships:
Tel Aviv (Israel)
5IFTUVEJFTPG4FNZPOPWBOE&QTUFJO  
TIPX UIBU UIF FòFDUT PG TFHSFHBUJPO DBO
CF BNQMJöFE *O UIF DPOUFYU PG B QFSJVSCBO
BSFB XIFSF UIF PòFS PG FNQMPZNFOU JT MPX 
an individual is obliged to travel a longer
distance at a greater cost to go to work than
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in other areas. In Israel, women tend to selfTFMFDUXIFOUBLJOHBKPCOFBSUIFJSIPNFTBT
UIFZ BSF TVCKFDU UP EPNFTUJD DPOTUSBJOUT *O
other terms, we can observe that segregation
mechanisms according to place of residence
and gender are interconnected.
Employment Access Possibilities Gap:
Hồ Chí Minh City (Việt Nam)
The third and final illustration describes the
characteristics of employment according

Table

UP SFTJEFOUJBM BSFBT JO )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ
We can observe here a wide employment
access possibilities gap when the smallest
TUBUJTUJDBMVOJUJTNPCJMJTFEUIFFOVNFSBUJPO
area (about one hundred households).
5IF̓ PCKFDUJWF JT UP DBQUVSF UIF WBSJBCJMJUZ PG
UIF JOEJDBUPST CFUXFFO UIF EJòFSFOU BSFBT
this does not entail geographically placing
the areas, but only observing the variability
of the downscaled positions on the labour
market.

13 Scale of Analysis and Heterogeneity of Employment
Access: The Enumeration Area in Hồ Chí Minh City
Obs

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

Employment rate

5272

.493

.0841

.296

.897

Informality
(% employed)

2598

.457

.185

0

.833

Public employment

2598

.158

.144

0

.846

Ethnic minority
(%)

5272

.0816

.176

0

.891

Source: Authors’ construction – derived from an employment survey (2013).

On the scale of the smallest spatial unit in
statistical terms, the city reveals itself to be
B NVMUJUVEF PG WFSZ EJòFSFOUJBUFE BSFBT BT
far as access to employment is concerned.
Although the average employment rate is
  WBSJBUJPOT BSF DPOTJEFSBCMF o GSPN B
NJOJNVNPGUPBNBYJNVNPG'PS
UIF JOGPSNBM TFDUPS  UIF BWFSBHF JT  UIF
NJOJNVNJTBOEUIFNBYJNVN

Methodological Introduction to the
Construction of a Quantitative Questionnaire
8IFO XF DBSSZ PVU BO JORVJSZ  XIFUIFS
RVBMJUBUJWF PS RVBOUJUBUJWF  JU JT OFDFTTBSZ UP
know beforehand the type of information
UIBU XF XJTI UP PCUBJO #FGPSF XF BSF BCMF
UP QSFQBSF B XFMMBEBQUFE RVFTUJPOOBJSF 
we need to have a good knowledge of the
population.
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'PS B RVBOUJUBUJWF RVFTUJPOOBJSF DBSSJFE PVU
PO MBSHF TBNQMFT XF VTF DMPTFE RVFTUJPOT
– the range of responses are provided in
UIF RVFTUJPOOBJSFT UIFZ BSF FYDMVTJWF PG
each other. In order to construct an efficient
RVBOUJUBUJWFRVFTUJPOOBJSF XFSFGFSUPBöSTU
RVBMJUBUJWF RVFTUJPOOBJSF PQFO RVFTUJPOT
in order to determine the possible field
of responses. The order in which the
RVFTUJPOOBJSF JT TFU PVU JT JNQPSUBOU  BT
there is a bias for the first responses that are
QSPQPTFEJGXFBTLTPNFPOFUPKVEHFUIFJS
standard of living, it is necessary to adapt the
scale in order to avoid the response “middle
DMBTTwGPSTFMGQFSDFQUJPOSFBTPOTGPSFYBNQMF
*OUIFTBNFXBZ UIFGPSNVMBUJPOPGRVFTUJPOT
EFQFOETPOUIFUZQFPGJOUFSWJFXDBSSJFEPVU

face-to-face, telephone, self-administered,
FUD 5IF GPSNVMBUJPO PG RVFTUJPOT TIPVME
be simple and directly comprehensive. The
RVFTUJPOOBJSF NVTU CF CBMBODFE " CBEMZ
GPSNVMBUFERVFTUJPOBOEBRVFTUJPOOBJSFUIBU
is too long do not allow us to obtain relevant
responses. The other challenge lies in the
construction of your population.
In order to determine whether someone
belongs to the employed active population,
GPVSRVFTUJPOTBSFOFDFTTBSZ5IFTFRVFTUJPOT
GVODUJPO BT B iUSFFw 5IF öOBM PCKFDUJWF JT
to be able to envisage all the possible
configurations and catch at each stage the
employed active population that might
have passed through the filters of the
RVFTUJPOOBJSF

Diagram 34 The “Tree” Questionnaire: Breaking Down
the Questions to Obtain Information
Q1. Over the last seven days have you
worked in exchange for wages?

YES

NO

Q2. Over the last seven days have you worked
for your family or in another context without
receiving wages?
YES

NO

Th
nd
ei
d
ivi

Q3. Even though you have not worked
over the last seven days are you
continuing to receive wages or an
income from a previous professional
activity?

l is
ua
t
ar
tp

no
ve
cti
“a
the
of

YES

NO

dp
ye

plo
em

Q4. Have you a job or professional activity to
which you will return after a temporary period
of not working?

n”
ti o
ula
op

YES

NO

The individual is part of the “active
employed population”

Source: Authors’ construction.
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In order to determine whether an individual
may be considered to be unemployed
or not, we must be in a position to know
whether the person combines the three
DSJUFSJBOPUIBWJOHBKPC CFJOHBWBJMBCMFGPS
XPSL  BDUJWFMZ̓ TFFLJOH B KPC5P LOPX UIFTF
three criteria, we have to break down the
RVFTUJPOT
Nguyễn Thị Lành
)PX DBO XF UFTU B RVFTUJPOOBJSF UIBU XF
IBWFEFWFMPQFE
[Axel Demenet]
0ODF XF IBWF FTUBCMJTIFE UIF RVFTUJPOT
BOETUSVDUVSFPGUIFRVFTUJPOOBJSF XFDBSSZ
out a test with selected households or
JOEJWJEVBMT 5IF PCKFDUJWFT BSF UP WFSJGZ UIBU
UIFRVFTUJPOOBJSFJTBEBQUFE UIBUJUJTOPUUPP
MPOHBOEUIBUUIFJORVJSFSJTJOBQPTJUJPOUP
collect the information he/she wants.
Nguyễn Thị Lành
)PX NBOZ JOEJWJEVBMT  IPVTFIPMET PS
FOUFSQSJTFTEPXFOFFEGPSUIFUFTU 
[Axel Demenet]
The number varies according to the time you
have, your financial and human resources,
CVUBMTPUIFDPNQMFYJUZPGZPVSRVFTUJPOOBJSF
It also depends on the innovative character
PG̓UIFRVFTUJPOOBJSF

Day 4, Sunday 27th July
After three days of training and debate, the
work groups that were constituted at the
beginning of the week give a progress report
on their research subject:
Group 1. Segregation and access to the
labour market; Cham minority in the 8th
district of Hô Chí Minh City;
Group 2. Impacts of segregation on access
to child care facilities for the migrant workers
of Linh Trung in Hô Chí Minh City;
Group 3. Segregation and access to first
employment among the young in Phnom
Penh (Cambodia);
Group 4. Impacts of rehousing on
expropriated populations (Đà Nẵng).
Beyond the specific commentaries made to
each group, the trainers remind the trainees
of the importance of clearly stating the
research issue and hypotheses made in order
to distinguish the individual characteristics
of the “neighbourhood effect” and develop a
realistic questionnaire.

3.3.4. The Principal Concepts
and Challenges of Residential
Segregation: Reading Texts
This session is facilitated by Danielle Labbé
and Gwenn Pulliat.
Reading texts were distributed to the
workshop before the training – the
references are included at the end of this
chapter, the texts are available on the
site www.tamdaoconf.com; using the
groups constituted at the beginning of the
workshop, the exercise consists in preparing
a summary of the texts and presenting the
concepts that emerge in order to identify
forms of segregation.
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Group 1. Impacts on the health of the
populations of desegregation policies; text
by Rebecca Cohen (2011).
Group 2. “Gated Communities” and selfsegregation; text by Edward J. Blakely and
Mary Gail Snyder (1997).
Group 3. Impacts of residential segregation
on the health of populations; text by Emily
Badger (2012).
Group 4. Evolution of the favelas in Rio de
Janeiro and the phenomenon of relegation;
text by Janice Perlman (2007).

Danielle Labbé and Gwenn Pulliat continue
with their presentations by taking a look at
residential trajectories and practices in the
city. The complementarity of quantitative
and qualitative approaches is emphasised,
qualitative inquiries carried out among the
floating population in Hồ Chí Minh City
and the residents in the new urban zones in
Hà Nội serve to throw light upon the analysis.
Finally, the methods of the semi-structured
interview are explained. Concerning these
issues, we refer the reader to the preceding
editions of the JTD and particularly to the
2010 training where the complementarity
of quantitative and qualitative approaches
was the subject of a specific workshop
(Razafindrakoto et al., 2011).

Day 5, Monday 28th July
The workshop implements the methodological principles explained the previous day:
their research subject for the week including
questioning related to the carrying out of a
qualitative interview.

3.3.5. “Target Population” and
“Sampling Strategy” in the Survey
Protocols of Quantitative Inquiries
[François Roubaud]
8FBSFHPJOHUPUBLFBMPPLBUUIFRVFTUJPO
PG TBNQMJOH JO RVBOUJUBUJWF JORVJSJFT  BOE
NPSF HFOFSBMMZ UIF JORVJSZ QSPUPDPM UP CF
implemented. In order to this, we are going
to present to you the construction stages of
a “sampling strategy”.
5IF DPOTUSVDUJPO PG B RVFTUJPOOBJSF JO UIF
GSBNFXPSL PG RVBOUJUBUJWF SFTFBSDI NVTU
CF JO SFMBUJPO UP B TQFDJöD QPQVMBUJPO UIF
iUBSHFU QPQVMBUJPOw )PXFWFS  JO NPTU DBTFT
and for reasons of feasibility, it is not possible
to survey the whole population. We can
EJTUJOHVJTIUXPUZQFTPGJORVJSZ
¦&YIBVTUJWFJORVJSJFTUIFXIPMFPGBUZQFPG
population is surveyed – all the members
of an enterprise, a village, a neighbourhood
or even a specific population such as the
ZPVOHBHFEUP GPSFYBNQMF
¦*ORVJSJFT CZ TBNQMF HSPVQ B SFQSFTFOU
ative sample of the “target population” is
surveyed. We are going to present you with
UIJTUZQFPGJORVJSZ
*O TBNQMF HSPVQ JORVJSJFT  XF EJTUJOHVJTI
BHBJOUXPUZQFTPGTVCJORVJSJFT
¦/POSBOEPN JORVJSJFT  PS JO PUIFS XPSET
those referred to as “reasoned choice”
JORVJSJFT XJUIJO UIJT DBUFHPSZ XF JODMVEF
POUIFPOFIBOEiTOPXCBMMwJORVJSJFTXIFSF
we survey an individual from the same
population, etc., and on the other hand,
JORVJSJFT CZ RVPUB 5IF MBUUFS SFRVJSF UIF
knowledge of the socio-demographic
characteristics of the population (which
JODMVEF GPS FYBNQMF B UPUBM PG  PG
NFO BHFE CFUXFFO  BOE   JO PSEFS
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for them to be respected in your sample
– without, however, being able to claim
to be representative of the diversity within
UIJT̓DBUFHPSZ
¦3BOEPNJORVJSJFTUIFZBSFNPSFDPTUMZBOE
trickier to implement than non-random

JORVJSJFT CVUQSFTFOUCFUUFSQSPQFSUJFT-FU
us focus on this category.
We seek to avoid errors (bias) and be precise
(minimise variance). To gain a better grasp of
these imperatives, it is possible to view these
JORVJSJFTBTBTIPPUJOHFYFSDJTFBUBGVOGBJS

Diagram 35 Survey Plan, Sampling Method

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Without bias
Random errors
Low precision

Bias
Systematic errors
High precision

Without bias
Random errors
High precision

Source: Authors’ construction.

*O DBTF   UIF TIPUT BSF XJEFMZ TDBUUFSFE
without any precise direction in relation to
UIFDFOUSF CVUBSFHFOFSBMMZXJEFPGUIFNBSL
there is no bias and the errors are random,
CVUUIFJORVJSZJTOPUWFSZQSFDJTF*ODBTF 
the shots are well grouped and precise, but

GBSGSPNUIFDFOUSFUIFJORVJSZJTWFSZQSFDJTF 
but there is bias and the errors are systematic.
'JOBMMZ  DBTF  JT UIF CFTU CFDBVTF UIF TIPUT
are concentrated and grouped around the
DFOUSBMUBSHFUUIFSFJTOPCJBT UIFFSSPSTBSF
SBOEPNBOEUIFJORVJSZJTWFSZQSFDJTF
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Box

16 Types of Quantitative Inquiry
According to Sampling Strategies

1. Exhaustive inquiries
-

-

2. Inquiries by sample

Survey;
List of enterprises;
Directory of students;
Register.

2A. Non-random inquiries
“Random” sampling;
Systematic sampling;
“Snowball” sampling;
Sampling by quotas.

-

2B. Random inquiries
Simple random sampling;
Systematic sampling;
Sampling with probability proportional
to size;
Stratified sampling;
Cluster sampling;
Sampling at different degrees;
Sampling in different phases.

Source: Authors’ construction.

The simplest and most well-known
RVBOUJUBUJWF̓ JORVJSZ JT UIF TJNQMF SBOEPN
survey (without replacement). We identify
the “target population” and at the time
SBOEPNMZ̓ FYUSBDU B OVNCFS “X”. Then, we
BENJOJTUFS UIF JORVJSZ UP UIJT SBOEPNMZ
selected population. The second case
concerns systematic sampling. We start
with a list and select individuals using the
TBNF̓ HBQ̓ CFUXFFO UIFN o GPS FYBNQMF 
NZ MJTU̓ DPOUBJOT ̓ JOEJWJEVBMT * TUBSU XJUI
OVNCFS̓BOEUIFOTFMFDUFWFSZth individual.
5IF UIJSE UZQF PG RVBOUJUBUJWF JORVJSZ
corresponds to the probability proportional
to the size of the “target population”. This
UFDIOJRVF JT WFSZ JOUFSFTUJOH XIFO XF
IBWF EJòFSFOU TJ[FE TBNQMFT o UIF DBTF PG
neighbourhoods whose populations are not
the same, and where we would run the risk,
in the case of random sampling, of selecting
more individuals in the larger sized samples

UIBO JO UIF TNBMM POFT "OPUIFS UFDIOJRVF
is the cluster survey. We randomly pull out
groups of individuals and survey all the
individuals who compose the randomly
TFMFDUFE DMVTUFS 5IJT UFDIOJRVF IBT UIF
BEWBOUBHF PG SFEVDJOH DPTUT )PXFWFS  JG BMM
the individuals are alike in this selected cluster,
UIFJORVJSZXJMMOPUSFøFDUUIFEJWFSTJUZPGUIF
QPQVMBUJPO "OPUIFS TBNQMJOH UFDIOJRVF
concerns so-called “stratified” samples. In the
case of a random selection, there is a risk
that a part of the population will be totally
BCTFOU NFO GPS FYBNQMF  *O PSEFS UP BWPJE
this, stratified sampling consists in dividing
the population beforehand – women are
TFQBSBUFE GSPN NFO GPS FYBNQMF  PS QPPS
populations from rich ones, and we then select
a significant number of individuals in each of
UIF TUSBUB PG QPQVMBUJPO *O PVS FYBNQMF XF
are thus sure to obtain a “sufficient” number
of men and women.
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5IF MBTU DBTF JT EJòFSFOU EFHSFF TBNQMJOH
It is this that we are most interested in.
*O B EJòFSFOU EFHSFF TVSWFZ  XF CFHJO CZ
randomly selecting a certain number of
households in each of the geographical areas.
Since we randomly select the geographical
areas on a given territory, we only obtain a
QBSUPGUIFXIPMFPGUIFUFSSJUPSZ5IJTFYQMBJOT
XIZDFSUBJOBSFBTPGUIFUFSSJUPSZJORVFTUJPO
EP OPU QSFTFOU BOZ EBUB UIFZ IBWF OPU
been randomly selected at the first stage of
EJòFSFOUEFHSFFTBNQMJOH'PSUIFUIFNFPG
PVSXPSLTIPQ POMZJORVJSZCZTBNQMJOHBMMPXT
us to obtain spatial data because it selects
at the outset a group of geographical areas.
If we had chosen a simple random survey,
we might have only selected one household
for one neighbourhood and ten for another.
One household per neighbourhood is not
enough to characterise the neighbourhood,
and certainly not enough to assess sociospatial segregation.
The end of the day is devoted to the fourth
and final presentation by each of the work
groups and to the final summary, which will
be given the next morning during the final
restitution in the plenary sessions.

Working documents
Glossary of the principal terms used in
statistical work.
&YBNQMF PG JOEJDBUPST PG TQBUJBM TFHSFHBUJPO
and their interpretation.
*ORVJSZ BCPVU TFHSFHBUJPO  JUT EJNFOTJPOT
BOEJNQBDUT -JNB  

Reading texts
(www.tamdaoconf.com)
"MNFJEB7BTDPODFMPT EF 1  1SPDFTTVT
FU GPSNFT TPDJPTQBUJBVY EFT WJMMFT  VOF
contribution au débat, in Ségrégation
et fragmentation dans les métropoles :
perspectives internationales, Carrel, M.,
1̓$BSZBOE+.8BDITCFSHFS &ET 1SFTTFT
VOJWFSTJUBJSFTEV4FQUFOUSJPO FYUSBDUGSPN
a chapter).
#BEHFS  &   Living in Some Parts of
Chicago Can Take More Than a Decade Off
Your Life. Invariably, the Impact Falls the
Hardest on Low-income Minorities,
 IUUQXXXDJUZMBCDPNIPVTJOH
living-some-parts-chicago-can-take-moreEFDBEFZPVSMJGF
#MBLFMZ &+BOE.(BJM4OZEFS  Putting
up the Gates,
 IUUQXXXOIJPSHPOMJOFJTTVFT
gates.html
$PIFO  3   The Impacts of Affordable
Housing on Health: A Research Summary,
 IUUQXXXOIDPSHNFEJBGJMFT*OTJHIUT@
)PVTJOH"OE)FBMUI#SJFGQEG
1FSMNBO +&  Marginality from Myth to
Reality – The favelas of Rio de Janeiro 19682005,
 IUUQXXXBEWBOUSPOTBNQMFDPN
.BSHJOBMJUZ@GSPN@.ZUI@UP@3FBMJUZQEG
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PADDI

Phạm Thái Sơn
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Domain/Discipline

Research theme

Email

Risk management

-

reasmey@itc.edu.kh

Urbanisation

Urban development of Hà
Nội and Vientiane since
2003

damdao2@gmail.
com

Urban planning

Urban transport

paddi.hcm@gmail.
com

Private law, civil law
Sustainable
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Gender parity in access
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migration

yenhyh@yahoo.com
lhphonglinh@gmail.
com
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Migrant work in
Hồ Chí Minh City

myha.hids@gmail.
com

Urban anthropology

Development of
social housing in
Hồ Chí Minh City

ngocthaoluong@
gmail.com

Urban development

Urbanisation

sokrithea016@gmail.
com

Urban economics
Urban sociology and
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Law
History, economics,
gender

Construction of a model of
hoamai183@gmail.
urban development, city of
com
Đà Nẵng
The informal economy in
nguyentuanthe urban environment minh80@gmail.com
kimoanhnt@ftu.
Consumer protection law
edu.vn
phuongyen7@gmail.
Gender, urban poverty
com
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Finance

ngthuhuong.1985@
gmail.com

Law

ASEAN

vichetny@gmail.com
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trannhungvnh@
in Việt Nam
gmail.com
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Vũ Hoàng Đạt
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Research theme

Email

Urban means of existence
vhdat@yahoo.co.uk
in Việt Nam
Development process of
vungocthanh2112@
the historical urban centres
gmail.com
in Việt Nam
Impact of migration
on urbanisation in
Hồ Chí Minh City
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5SBJOJOHGPS'JFME*ORVJSJFT
1SBDUJDFT /FUXPSLTBOE
Strategies Linked to Market
Gardening in Peri-Urban Areas
Pierre-Yves Le Meur – IRD, Emmanuel Pannier – Contract Researcher,
CNRS, Olivier Tessier – ÉFEO,
Trương Hoàng Trương – University of Thủ Dầu Một

The aim of this workshop is to introduce
the trainees to the methods and tools for
UIF JORVJSJFT UIBU BSF TQFDJöD UP RVBMJUBUJWF
research in social sciences. The first stage
GPDVTFT PO JOUSPEVDJOH UIF UFDIOJRVFT
BOE NFUIPET PG öFME JORVJSJFT UIF TFDPOE
involves a concrete application involving
UIFFYFDVUJPOPGBTIPSUöFMEJORVJSZ XIJDI
encompasses and follows the principal
stages of a scientific approach from the
EFWFMPQNFOU PG B SFTFBSDI PCKFDUJWF UP UIF
processing and analysis of the collected data.
5IFöFMEJORVJSZJTDBSSJFEPVUPOUXPEJTUJODU
TJUFTUIFDPNNVOFPG-JÐO/HIǡB UIFNBJO

town of the Đức Trọng district, and the village
PG2V˽OH)J̏QJOUIF)J̏Q5I˼OIDPNNVOF
5IF XPSLTIPQ JT SFRVJSFE UP DBSSZ PVU B
comparative study of two systems of market
HBSEFO QSPEVDUJPO BO JOUFOTJWF TZTUFN
DPNQPTFEPGTJYCJHGBSNT FBDIPOFDPWFSJOH
several hectares and combining soil-less
QSPEVDUJPO NFUIPET B TQFDJBMJTFE  TFNJ
intensive, family-based system covering an
area of several hectares.
The initial crosscutting research themes are
UIFGPMMPXJOH
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t "OBTTFTTNFOUPGUIFJOEJWJEVBMPQFSBUJPOT
PGUIFUXPQSPEVDUJPOTZTUFNT
t *EFOUJöDBUJPO PG UIF MJOLT CFUXFFO UIF
UXP̓ TZTUFNT "SF XF EFBMJOH XJUI UXP
hermetic, linked or interdependent
TZTUFNT  "SF UIF TVQQMZ BOE USBEJOH
networks compartmentalised or do they
JOUFSTFDU 
t *EFOUJöDBUJPOPGUIFMJNJUJOHPSDPNQFUJUJWF
factors concerning commercialisation,
market access, water management, inputs,
labour, etc.
The trainees are divided into three subgroups, which are then sub-divided into four
pairings. Each sub-group is accompanied over
the three days by a trainer and an interpreter.
5IFUSBJOJOHGPSUIFöFMEJORVJSJFTQSPDFFETBT
GPMMPXT
 0OF TVCHSPVQ XJMM XPSL BU -JÐO /HIǡB
5IJT HSPVQ XJMM FYBNJOF UIF JOUFOTJWF
NBSLFU HBSEFOJOH QSBDUJDFT JO UIF TJY CJH
iQSPEVDUJPOGBSNTwJOUIFEJTUSJDUTNBJODJUZ
o̓JORVJSJFTJOUPUIFJSNBOBHFNFOU XPSLFST 
suppliers of inputs and agricultural material,
members of the flower and vegetable
DPPQFSBUJWF UIF NBSLFUJOH DIBJO o
GVODUJPOJOH PGUIFEJTUSJDUT XIPMFTBMF BOE
TFNJXIPMFTBMF NBSLFU UZQF PG QSPEVDF 
purchase price paid to producers, product
labelling, collection and sorting centres,
EJTUSJCVUJPO OFUXPSLT  DMJFOUT JOUFSWFOUJPO
and role of public authorities (support,
regulations, monitoring) – surveys of
UIF EJTUSJDUT MPDBM BVUIPSJUJFT  GBSNFST
BTTPDJBUJPO XPNFOTBTTPDJBUJPO FUD
- Two sub-groups will work in the village of
2V˽OH)J̏Q5IFZXJMMCFEJWJEFECFUXFFO
the two housing zones located on the two
TJEFTPGUIFNBJOSPBEJORVJSJFTJOUPGBNJMZ
economies entirely devoted to commercial
market gardening – farmer producers

IJTUPSZ BOE GBNJMZ USBKFDUPSZ  BHSJDVMUVSBM
input suppliers, collectors of market garden
produce, households having abandoned
agricultural activities in order to focus
QBSUJBMMZPSFYDMVTJWFMZPOUIFTFSWJDFTFDUPS
PS PUIFS TFDUPST JORVJSJFT JOUP UIF SPMF
and intervention of public authorities at a
communal and village level.
The first day of training is devoted to the
presentation of a few concepts and key
OPUJPOTBOEUPUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGBOJORVJSZ
iTUSBUFHZw o UPPMT  UFDIOJRVFT BOE JORVJSZ
methods. Attention is paid to the elaboration
PG UIF NFUIPEPMPHZ  JORVJSZ QSPUPDPM BOE
interview grids. It finishes with a presentation
PGUIFTPDJPFDPOPNJDDPOUFYUPGUIFJORVJSZ
zone (cf. reading material distributed to the
workshop).
The fifth day is devoted to the summarising
and organisation of the gathered data with
a view to preparing the presentation of the
XPSLTIPQTSFTVMUTPO5VFTEBZth+VMZ
 *O QBJST i) JOWFOUPSZ PG HBUIFSFE EBUB
ii) collating of data according to a grid used
CZUIFGPVSQBJSJOHTJOUIFTVCHSPVQ
 #ZTVCHSPVQi)EBUBTZOUIFTJTii) ordering
of data sets according to the research
theme.
5IF USBJOFST XPSL JT PSHBOJTFE JOUP UISFF
QIBTFT
  #FGPSF UIF UISFF EBZT PG UIF JORVJSZ
identification of the concepts, the analysis
framework and the theories-debates linked
UPUIFSFTFBSDI
  %VSJOH UIF UISFF EBZT PG UIF JORVJSZ
observations and support for the workshop
JOUIFDBSSZJOHPVUPGUIFJSJORVJSJFT DIPJDF
BOE FYQFSUJTF PG TVSWFZ UFDIOJRVFT 
JOUFSBDUJPO XJUI UIF QFPQMF RVFTUJPOFE 
etc.). The daily monitoring of one or several
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pairing(s) and the end of the day meeting in
order to allow a progressive construction/
SFDPOTJEFSBUJPO PG UIF SFTFBSDI PCKFDUJWF
according to the progress of the interviews
and cross-checking of information from
the daily feedback of each pairing. The
PCKFDUJWF JT UP TIPX UIF USBJOFFT UIBU UIF
fieldwork phase includes the simultaneous
task of processing gathered information
according to an iterative logic combining
production and interpretation. During the
evening meetings, the gathered elements
lead to the evolution of the research
PCKFDUJWF XJUIPVU IBWJOH UP XBJU GPS UIF
QPTUöFMEXPSLQIBTFUIFSFMFWBODFPGUIF
initial results and the survey patterns may
UIVT CF BTTFTTFE 5IF SFTFBSDI PCKFDUJWF
develops as the work progresses according
UPBEZOBNJDJOEVDUJWFBQQSPBDI
  6TF PG SFTVMUT UIJT FOUBJMT FYQMPJUJOH UIF
fieldwork results by having the pairings
interact within a group in order to make
the participants familiar with a cumulative
approach.

(Transcript)

One of the particularities of the fieldworkshop thus consists in making the trainer
an active member of the sub-group and not
only a simple observer. Interaction between
sub-groups is not a priority during the
öFMEXPSL QIBTF  CVU JT UIF PCKFDUJWF PG UIF
preparation day for the presentation of results
– seeking to establish links between the
data and analyses of the three sub-groups.
&BDI TVCHSPVQT QSFTFOUBUJPO PG SFTVMUT
XJMM FYQMJDJUMZ JODMVEF UIF QIBTFT PVUMJOFE
above. The result is a real-time rendering of
UIF USBJOFFT BQQSFDJBUJPO PG UIFJS NFUIPE
and progression over the days spent in the
öFME JOUSPTQFDUJPO BOE BTTFTTNFOU PG UIFJS
VOEFSTUBOEJOHPGUIFJORVJSZTNFUIPETBOE
UFDIOJRVFT

We shall take our time discussing the content
and form of these presentations, by insisting
upon the specificities of the relationship
between the researcher and the field. Then,
we shall split up into three sub-groups of
GPVS UP TJY USBJOFFT JO PSEFS UP EFWFMPQ UIF
UFNQMBUFPGUIFJORVJSZBOEUIFDPOUFOUPGUIF
study that we shall be developing over the
OFYUXFFL5IFTFTVCHSPVQTXJMMCFEJWJEFE
JOUPQBJSJOHTJOPSEFSUPDBSSZPVUUIFJORVJSJFT
on-site from tomorrow morning. We shall
spend three days in the field. Each sub-group
will meet every evening in order to discuss
the information gathered that day. It will be
BO PQQPSUVOJUZ UP BEKVTU UIF IZQPUIFTFT
made and discover new avenues of research
according to the information collected. At
UIJTTUBHF UIFPCKFDUJWFJTOPUUPDPNQBSFUIF

Day 1, Thursday 24th July
[Olivier Tessier]
For seven years now, we have been
organising this training workshop for field
JORVJSJFTXJUIJOUIFGSBNFXPSLPGUIF+5%0VS
workshop will be facilitated by four trainers.
*̓TIBMMCSJFøZQSFTFOUUIFXPSLTIPQTTUSVDUVSF
and then each of us around the table will
introduce ourselves.
The challenge consists in introducing you
UP BMM UIF QIBTFT PG B öFME JORVJSZ JO B GFX
days. This thus involves introducing you to
BO FYFSDJTF UIBU OPSNBMMZ EFNBOET TFWFSBM
NPOUITXPSL
This morning, there will be three
presentations/discussions by Emmanuel
1BOOJFS  1JFSSF:WFT -F .FVS BOE 5SˍˌOH
)PBOH5SˍˌOHDPODFSOJOHöFMEJORVJSJFTBOE
our specific field in a peri-urban area.
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results obtained by each group. Indeed, this
XPSLXJMMCFEPOFVQPOPVSSFUVSOUPåË-˼U
*UXJMMCFUIFOCFBRVFTUJPOPGTZOUIFTJTJOH
the collected data, assessing the part of them
that remains hypothetical or have become
certainties, of comparing the results obtained
by each of the sub-groups and organising the
principal elements that feed into and enrich
our initial research issue.
5IFNBJOPCKFDUJWFJTUPMFBSOUPEFWFMPQBOE
BEKVTUUIFSFTFBSDIPCKFDUJWFBTUIFJORVJSJFT
QSPHSFTT  UP BDRVJSF B DFSUBJO BVUPOPNZ visà-vis PVS SFTFBSDI PCKFDUJWF OPU UP UIJOL
twice about transforming it or enriching it
according to what we have learned during
the day.
Presentation of the trainers and trainees
(cf. trainers’ biographies, list of trainees added
at the end of this chapter)

2.4.1. The Stages of a Qualitative
Study Based on Field Inquiries
[Emmanuel Pannier]
The Research Cycle
.ZQSFTFOUBUJPODPODFSOTUIFEJòFSFOUTUBHFT
PGBSFTFBSDIDZDMFBOEBEESFTTFTBGFXNBKPS
theoretical and practical principles.
What are the principal stages of socioBOUISPQPMPHJDBMSFTFBSDI
- Definition of a research theme and an initial
research issue – this basis for reflection will
FWPMWFUISPVHIPVUUIFSFTFBSDI
 %FWFMPQNFOU PG UIF SFTFBSDI TVCKFDU
pre-field, theoretical and bibliographical
reading, assessment of the scientific
SFMFWBODF PG UIF SFTFBSDI TVCKFDU BOE JUT
GFBTJCJMJUZ BYFTPGSFøFDUJPOBOEIZQPUIFTFT

 $IPJDFPGNFUIPET
 'JFMEJORVJSJFTJNQMFNFOUJOHUIFUPPMTBOE
UFDIOJRVFTPGEBUBQSPEVDUJPO
 1SPDFTTJOH BOE BOBMZTJT PG EBUB
JOUFSQSFUBUJPOBOEUIFPSJTBUJPO
- Presentation of results, scientific writing.
"MUIPVHI UIF QSFTFOUBUJPO PG UIF EJòFSFOU
stages of research is chronological, the
QSPDFTT JT OPU TP MJOFBS UIF öFME DBVTFT UIF
SFTFBSDITVCKFDU  IZQPUIFTFT SFTFBSDIJTTVF 
FUD UP FWPMWF " RVBMJUBUJWF TUVEZ XPSLT CZ
going to and fro between empirical reality,
UIFPSZ  SFTFBSDI TVCKFDU  SFTFBSDI BYFT 
methods and interpretations.
Let us specify from the outset four classical
terms employed in the wide domain of
science and which sometimes create a certain
DPOGVTJPONFUIPE BQQSPBDI UFDIOJRVFBOE
methodology.
Method. Method is a logical procedure of
a science implemented in order to clarify
the demonstration and theorisation. It is a
group of organised intellectual rules and
PQFSBUJPOT UIBU WBMJEBUF UIF EJòFSFOU TUBHFT
of scientific research in order to corroborate
the hypotheses developed within the
framework of a research issue and research
TVCKFDU*ONPSFDPODSFUFUFSNT NFUIPEUIVT
encompasses all the operations and strategies
that a researcher implements to gather
information, produce data, demonstrate,
verify and establish interpretations.
-FUVTUBLFUXPWFSZHFOFSBMFYBNQMFT
- The deductive method is grounded in
general laws and moves towards specific
MBXT
- The inductive method proceeds in the
PQQPTJUF EJSFDUJPO VTJOH DPODSFUF DBTFT
as a basis, it is a case of constructing a
hypothesis of more general scope.
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5IFTF UXP EJòFSFOU NFUIPET BSF OPU
FYDMVTJWFBOEDBOCFDPNCJOFEJOBTZTUFN
that goes to and fro between the case study
and generalisation.
Approach is an intellectual process that
does not involve any particular stage or
QBUI JU JT B TDIPPM PG UIPVHIU  B QBSUJDVMBS
way of understanding perceived reality
o̓BQQSPBDIJOUFSNTPGOFUXPSLTGPSFYBNQMF 
XIJDI EJòFST GSPN Rational Actor Theory UIF
former places social relationships between
individuals at the heart of the reflection,
whereas the latter focuses on individuals and
their rational calculations.
5FDIOJRVF UIF UPPM  JEFOUJöFT B TQFDJöD
NFBOTPGBUUBJOJOHBQBSUJBMSFTVMUUFDIOJRVFT
are developed in the service of the method
in order to attain global results about the
SFTFBSDI TVCKFDU o QSPEVDUJPO PG EBUB PS
gathering of information through interviews,
RVFTUJPOOBJSFT  PCTFSWBUJPOT  BOE DFOTVTFT
We can also talk about modes of data
production.
*U JT JNQPSUBOU UP EJòFSFOUJBUF CFUXFFO
method and methodological tools (or modes
of data production). Method is the way of
QSPDFFEJOH JO PSEFS UP BUUBJO PCKFDUJWFT
BOE TFFL BOTXFST UP RVFTUJPOT UPPMT BSF
UIF UFDIOJRVFT VTFE BOE DPNCJOFE UP
implement the method – open, semi-open
BOEDMPTFEJORVJSZHSJETBSFPOMZUPPMTJOUIF
service of method.
Methodology is the study of the proper use
PG NFUIPET BOE UFDIOJRVFT UIF SFøFYJWF
EJNFOTJPO BOE OFDFTTBSZ PCKFDUJWJUZ PG UIF
researcher in the spirit of critical thinking and
BEKVTUNFOUT

Development of the General Research Issue
The research issue is composed of the
SFTFBSDI TVCKFDU  UIF HFOFSBM DPOUFYU PG
XIJDI JU JT QBSU  BOE UIF QSJODJQBM RVFTUJPOT
asked and hypotheses made. It answers a
EVBM RVFTUJPOJOH XIBU XF LOPX BCPVU UIF
TVCKFDUBOEXIBUXFEPOPU5IFTFRVFTUJPOT
are indispensable to the construction of the
HFOFSBMSFTFBSDIJTTVF
- “What we know”
 5IJTFOUBJMTQSFTFOUJOHUIFHFOFSBMDPOUFYU
JOXIJDIUIFSFTFBSDIQSPKFDUJTQMBDFE
 t5IFDVMUVSBM FDPOPNJD QPMJUJDBMBOETPDJBM
FOWJSPONFOU SFMBUFE UP UIF TVCKFDU PG
TUVEZ
 t 5IF OBUJPOBM BOE JOUFSOBUJPOBM TDJFOUJöD
DPOUFYU JO XIJDI UIF SFTFBSDI TVCKFDU JT
QMBDFE
 t 5IF UIFPSFUJDBM DPOUFYU UIF BWBJMBCMF
literature, meetings with specialists,
JORVJSJFTUIBUIBWFBMSFBEZCFFODBSSJFEPVU 
theories already elaborated, etc.
On this basis, it is always useful to clarify
iXIBU XF LOPXw QSFQBSF B ESBGU  PSHBOJTF
the data found in the literature by theme and
sub-theme, establish a plan of the known
elements (which will help to identify the
missing elements).
- “What we do not know”
 5IJT DPWFST BMM UIF RVFTUJPOT UIBU BSF OPU
satisfactorily answered in the literature
(scientific, “grey areas”) or in previous
JORVJSJFTBOEöFMETUVEJFT
This perspective ultimately allows us to
demonstrate the relevance and legitimacy
PGUIFJEFOUJöFESFTFBSDITVCKFDU5PBDIJFWF
UIJT  EJòFSFOU BSHVNFOUT NBZ CF BEWBODFE
the research theme is innovative because
it has not yet been addressed from the
QSPQPTFE BOHMF UIF TVCKFDU IBT BMSFBEZ
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been addressed but in an unsatisfactory
NBOOFS QSFWJPVT TUVEJFT BSF PVUEBUFE BOE
UIFFWPMVUJPOPGUIFDVSSFOUDPOUFYUSFRVJSFT
OFXSFTFBSDIXPSLPOUIFTVCKFDUBDDFTTJT
available to previously unknown sources, for
FYBNQMFDFSUBJOBSDIJWBMIPMEJOHT FUD
The formulation of the scientific and
UIFPSFUJDBM DPOUFYU NVTU XPSL UPXBSET
identifying the theoretical frameworks, the
DPODFQUT PS FYJTUJOH TDJFOUJöD DVSSFOUT PG
XIJDIZPVBSFHPJOHUPVTFGPSZPVSJORVJSZ
(even if this means abandoning them
according to your discoveries in the field).
)PXFWFS JOOPWBUJWF JU NBZ CF  B TDJFOUJöD
approach is in part the product of earlier
research and progress that constitutes the
GPVOEBUJPO VQPO XIJDI MJFT B UIFTJT QSPKFDU
GPS FYBNQMF *U JT UIFSFGPSF FTTFOUJBM UP
proceed with a bibliographical inventory of
the specialised literature before launching
yourself into the actual research work itself.

Box

The aim of this indispensable preliminary
stage is to develop a cumulative approach,
UIBU JT UP TBZ CVJME BO BOBMZTJT GSPN FYJTUJOH
scientific work and literature. Establishing
a bibliographical inventory creates an
ethical scientific posture – a barrier against
BO FWFOUVBM RVFTUJPOJOH PG UIF PSJHJOBMJUZ
of the results obtained – and raises the
method, which is based upon a foundation
of knowledge and scientific achievements,
to the rank of premises that will no longer
have to be demonstrated. This also means
positioning your study and method in relation
UPFYJTUJOHTDJFOUJöDUIJOLJOHBOEBQQSPBDIFT
Finally, the formulation of the general
research issue is a synthesis of the previously
FYBNJOFEEVBMRVFTUJPOJOH*UJTBDDPNQBOJFE
by hypotheses that take the form of general
RVFTUJPOT  XIJDI BSF SBJTFE  FNQJSJDBMMZ 
during the first field phase in order to test
their relevance.

17 Formulation of a Research Issue

t 5IF HFOFSBM UIFNF BOE DPOUFYU TPDJBM  QPMJUJDBM  FDPOPNJD  DVMUVSBM  FUD  JO XIJDI UIF
subject is placed;
t 5IFHFOFSBMRVFTUJPOJOHRVFTUJPOJOHBCPVUBHJWFOTVCKFDUJOBTQFDJöDDPOUFYU
t 8IBUMFEZPVUPEFBMXJUIUIJTTVCKFDU 
t 5FNQPSBMBOETQBUJBMGSBNFXPSL
t 0UIFSSFTFBSDIMJOLFEUPUIFTVCKFDU UIFPSJFTBOEDPODFQUTJOSFMBUJPOUPUIFUIFNF&WFSZ
theory is based upon a coherent assembly of concepts specific to the domain;
t 5IFRVFTUJPO*UJOWPMWFTQVUUJOHUIFQSPCMFNJODPODSFUFUFSNTJOUIFGPSNPGBDMFBSBOE
precise question. A research problem may lead to a multitude of research questions; wellconstructed research does not directly address only one question at a time;
t 5IFIZQPUIFTFToUIFQSFTVNFEBOTXFSTUPUIFRVFTUJPOTSBJTFE
t 5IF NFUIPE *O UIF GPSNVMBUJPO PG UIF SFTFBSDI JTTVF  JU JT JNQPSUBOU UP JOEJDBUF UIF
operations involved in the research and test hypotheses.
Sources: Authors’ construction; Tremblay and Perrier (2006).
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Construction Process of the Research Object
5IFPCKFDUoPSUIFTVCKFDUoJTUIFDPODSFUF
aspect that will be studied, assessed and
on which the survey will focus and provide
JOGPSNBUJPOUPBOTXFSUIFJOJUJBMRVFTUJPOJOH̓o
which implies practices, situations, places,
people, etc.
5IF SFTFBSDI TVCKFDU BOTXFST UIF HFOFSBM
RVFTUJPOiXIBUBSFXFMPPLJOHGPS w (JPSEBOP
BOE +PMJCFSU    iunlike the research
theme that defines a general field of study
(women, media, sport, money in sport, etc.),
the research subject for its part is a more precise
definition of the envisaged project, with
a constructed research issue that questions how
the theme should be addressed.” – cf̓ IUUQ
TUBQTVOJWMJMMFGS5IFGVOEBNFOUBMQSJODJQMF
JTUIBUUIFSFTFBSDIFSTQPJOUPGWJFXDSFBUFT
UIFTVCKFDUBOEOPUUIFPQQPTJUFUIFSFTFBSDI
TVCKFDU JT BO JOUFMMFDUVBM DPOTUSVDUJPO UIBU
tends towards a synthesis of the scientific
BOE DVMUVSBM DPOUFYU  UIF SFTFBSDI JTTVF  UIF
hypotheses, the available resources, etc.
The first precision is to measure the feasibility
BOE SFMFWBODF PG UIF TVCKFDU BDDPSEJOH UP
the empirical reality. This is done by the
conducting of a pre-field phase.
5IF PCKFDUJWF JT UP BTTFTT UIF SFMFWBODF PG
UIF SFTFBSDI TVCKFDU JO SFMBUJPO UP SFBMJUZ
This entails adopting an open attitude in
order not to be restrained, from the outset
of the research cycle, in an ideological and
NFUIPEPMPHJDBMTUSBJUKBDLFU"UUIFFOEPGUIJT
QIBTF JUJTOFDFTTBSZUPCFBCMFUPRVFTUJPO
the initial hypotheses, and even the research
TVCKFDU

The pre-field phase shows that certain
RVFTUJPOTBOEIZQPUIFTFTXFSFOPUSFMFWBOU
or useful for understanding the research
TVCKFDU BOE OFX RVFTUJPOT UIFO FNFSHF
There are no precise rules for assessing the
SFMFWBODF PG TVDI PS TVDI B RVFTUJPO  UIJT
EFQFOET VQPO UIF SFTFBSDIFSTiLOPXIPXw
and the rigour with which the research
issue was elaborated and the pre-survey
phase carried out. The scientific relevance
PG UIF SFTFBSDI TVCKFDU JT IPXFWFS MJOLFE
UP DFSUBJO̓ SFRVJSFNFOUT PG TPDJPBOUISPQP
MPHJDBMQSBDUJDF
 5IFDPOUFYUVBMJTBUJPOPGTPDJBMHSPVQTBOE
QSBDUJDFT QMBDJOH TPDJBM GBDUT BOE TPDJBM
behaviour in their right place in the period
and social framework where they are
observed and studied. The method thus
consists in interpreting individual practices
by relating them to their social and historical
DPOEJUJPOTPGQPTTJCJMJUZBOETFRVFODF
 5IF DPOTUSVDUJPO TUBHF PG UIF TVCKFDU
should refer to the identification and taking
into account of the categories of thought.
It is necessary to avoid any ethno-centrist
ideology by bearing in mind that the
thought categories of the studied group
(emic  BSF QPUFOUJBMMZ EJòFSFOU GSPN PVST
(etic).
This also involves assessing the concrete
feasibility of the study. This assessment is
EFQFOEFOU PO UIF NBKPS DPOTUSBJOUT UIBU
BòFDU UIF SFTFBSDI QSPDFTT  GPS FYBNQMF
available time, financial means, number of
surveyors, access conditions to the field and
TPVSDFT-FUVTFYBNJOFUIFTFMBTUUXPQPJOUT
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%FöOJOH UIF TVCKFDU JOWPMWFT FTUBCMJTIJOH
a prospective inventory of available
sources. All research and work of scientific
EFWFMPQNFOUJTCBTFEVQPOUIFFYQMPJUBUJPO
of raw materials, primary and secondary data,
BOE XSJUUFO BOE PSBM TPVSDFT #Z UIFJS WFSZ
nature, the sources and fields that may be
VTFE BSF FYUSFNFMZ WBSJFE BDDPSEJOH UP UIF
disciplinary field in general and the research
TVCKFDUJOQBSUJDVMBS5XPUZQFTPGTPVSDFNBZ
CFEJòFSFOUJBUFE
¦'PS QSFFYJTUJOH TPVSDFT HFOFSBMMZ XSJUUFO
PS öYFE TPVSDFT o öMNT  QIPUPHSBQIT 
audio-visual recordings), we should
BTL RVFTUJPOT BCPVU UIFJS BWBJMBCJMJUZ 
BDDFTTJCJMJUZBOEWPMVNF'PSFYBNQMF UIF
bank of village archives produced during
UIF DPMPOJBM QFSJPE JO7J̏U /BN JT TP WBTU
that it would be unrealistic to embark upon
BOFYIBVTUJWFQSPDFTTJOHPGJU5IFTFMFDUJPO
of a fraction of the archives is made on the
basis of geographical, chronological and
UIFNBUJDDSJUFSJB FUD
− For original sources – created by the researcher through interviews, observations,
systematic surveys, the compilation
of dispersed data series, photographs,
cartography, etc. – it is necessary to
SBJTF RVFTUJPOT BCPVU UIF DPOEJUJPOT
and possibilities of their production. This
FòFDUJWF MJNJU JT öYFE CZ PVS QSPEVDUJPO
capacity and area of freedom linked to the
material – institutional, political and social
environment. For an anthropologist who is
interested in the agrarian rites that precede
rice transplanting, the capacity for direct
observation will be limited by the number
of annual rice harvests.

Time management is another fundamental
point.
The chronogram consists in breaking down
JO UJNF UIF EJòFSFOU TUBHFT PG UIF SFTFBSDI
DZDMF 5IJT FYFSDJTF JT EJóDVMU CFDBVTF JU JT
of a prospective nature and must include
EJòFSFOUGBDUPST
- The imposed global time limit or that which
UIFSFTFBSDIFSEFWPUFTUPUIFTUVEZ
 5IFGSFRVFODZBOEEVSBUJPOPGöFMEUSJQT
- The succession of certain key events in the
global research programme in which the
study is included – notably conferences
BOETFNJOBST UFBDIJOHQFSJPET FUD
- The availability of the person in charge of
UIFQSPHSBNNF
- Periods of low activity in universities and
JOTUJUVUJPOT
 5IF SFTFBSDIFST QFSTPOBM BOEPS GBNJMZ
constraints.
In short, both scientific relevance and the
concrete feasibility of the study must allow
VTUPGSBNF UIFSFTFBSDITVCKFDUJOPSEFSUP
BWPJEWFYBUJPVTEJTDSFQBODJFT
 5PPWBTUBSFTFBSDITVCKFDUUIBUJTEJóDVMUUP
FTUJNBUF
 "UPPQBSUJBMPSOBSSPXSFTFBSDITVCKFDU
8IFO EFöOJOH UIF SFTFBSDI BYFT BOE
hypotheses, it is also important to pay
BUUFOUJPO UP UXP NBKPS SJTLT UIF TFBSDI
GPS FYIBVTUJWFOFTT  XIJDI JT B NJSBHF BOE
SFOEFSTUIFQSPKFDUJNQPTTJCMFUIFDIPJDFPG
EJTQBSBUFSFTFBSDIBYFTXJUIPVUBOZSFBMMJOL
CFUXFFO UIFN UIF JOUFSEFQFOEFODF PG UIF
BYFTBOEUIFJSMPHJDBMTFRVFODFBSFUIFTUSPOH
QPJOUPGBSFTFBSDIQSPKFDU
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In order to avoid these pitfalls, you should
BTTPDJBUFUPFBDIQSPQPTFESFTFBSDIBYJTPOF
or several hypotheses that your research work
will confirm or disprove.
The metaphor “avenue of research” is
RVJUF öUUJOH 8F FYQMPSF iBO BWFOVFw BOE
throughout their progression the researchers
are confronted by choices. In the final analysis,
we may have to abandon one avenue
(insurmountable obstacles, straying too far
from the initial direction we wanted to take)
and open a new one.
'JOBMMZ  UIF SFTFBSDI TVCKFDU BOE JUT BOBMZTFT
develop throughout the study thanks to
GFFECBDL PS B SFøFYJWF MPPQ  XIJDI DPOTJTUT
in observing oneself thinking in order to step
back and continually adopt a critical regard
PGPOFTIZQPUIFTFTBOEJOUFSQSFUBUJPOT5IF
NBKPS DIBMMFOHF GPS ZPVOH SFTFBSDIFST BOE
students is to carry out this introspective
task and thus accept to continually develop
UIFJS SFTFBSDI TVCKFDU *O QSBDUJDF  UIF
EFWFMPQNFOUPGUIFTVCKFDUEFNBOETHPJOH
constantly to and fro between the theoretical
field and a practical grasp of the problem.
"T̓1̓#PVSEJFV  TBJE XFNVTUSFKFDUUIF
division and opposition theory/field such
BT JU JT PGUFO QSBDUJTFE JO UPEBZT SFTFBSDI
XPSL JU JT CBTFE VQPO B GBMTF QFSDFQUJPO
of the relationship between the “theory”
PCUBJOFE CZ B DPNQJMBUJPO PG UFYUCPPL
knowledge and the field approach conceived
PVUTJEF PG BOZ EFWFMPQNFOU PG UIF TVCKFDU
*O DPODSFUF UFSNT  UIF öFME JORVJSZ QIBTF
includes a simultaneous task of processing

and interpreting the gathered information,
a task that already mobilises the conceptual
BOEUIFPSFUJDBMGSBNFXPSLTithe empirical and
the interpretive continually overlap, intertwine
and respond to each other” (Olivier de Sardan,
 5IFSFJTUIVTBQFSNBOFOUFòPSUUPCF
made at the very moment of data production
of which we must be aware and regard
critically in order to avoid interpretative bias
0MJWJFSEF4BSEBO  4VCTFRVFOUMZ CBDL
in the “office” during the intermediate phases
of data processing, the end of the survey
work (transcripts) and gathered elements
(data and interpretations) are cross tabulated
and placed in relation to each other and then
brought face to face with the theoretic and
DPODFQUVBMGSBNFXPSLT*UJTIFSFBRVFTUJPO
of a second level of analysis that allows us
to put a greater distance between the field
and ourselves. Through this process, where
theories and field intertwine without getting
DPOGVTFE  UIF SFTFBSDI TVCKFDU QSPHSFTTFT
without our having to await the final phase
PG QPTUöFME QSPDFTTJOH BOE BOBMZTJT UIVT 
the relevance of the initial hypotheses, the
survey and analysis grids are assessed and,
if necessary, progressively redefined as our
knowledge becomes greater. This is why we
believe that “the data production phase may
thus be analysed as a continual restructuring
of the research issue when in contact with this
data, and as a permanent development of
the interpretative framework as the empirical
elements are gathered” (Olivier de Sardan,
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Diagram 36 The Research Issue in the Field
General Research Issue

Initial Hypotheses
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Cultural Context
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Research Subject
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oral, written.

Axis 1
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Methods

Inquiry
Methods

Inquiry
Methods

Inquiry
Tools

Inquiry
Tools

Inquiry
Tools

Common Tools of Inquiry

Feed
back

FIELD
Data Processing
Exploratory Interpretations
Source: Culas and Tessier (2008).

Choosing and “Creating” Our Method
As we have already seen, method refers to
the logical process of constructing the survey
so as to answer the hypotheses developed

within the framework of a clearly defined
SFTFBSDI TVCKFDU BOE JTTVF *U DPODFSOT KVTU
as much the methods employed to produce
data as those used to process and analyse the
data.
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Whatever the case, there is no methodoMPHJDBM SFDJQF UIFSF BSF OP QSFFTUBCMJTIFE
methods before research that can be applied
“as such”. It is thus necessary to develop and
BEBQU PVS NFUIPE BDDPSEJOH UP UIF TVCKFDU
TUVEJFE  UIF RVFTUJPOT UP XIJDI XF TFFL
answers and the type of data we need and
which are accessible. Finally, we need to be
BCMF UP KVTUJGZ UIF NFUIPET XF BSF HPJOH
UP JNQMFNFOU JO UFSNT PG UIF TVCKFDU BOE
FNQJSJDBMSFBMJUJFT/FWFSUIFMFTT FWFOUIPVHI
FBDIDPODSFUFNFUIPEJTVOJRVFJOUIFXBZ
JU JT JNQMFNFOUFE  UIFSF EP FYJTU HFOFSBM
NFUIPEPMPHJDBM BQQSPBDIFT 4JY QSJODJQBM
methods in social sciences may be thus
EFöOFE
 5IF BCPWFFYBNJOFE EFEVDUJWF BOE
inductive methods. These first two methods
BSFOPUFYDMVTJWFUIFZNBZCFDPNCJOFEJO
a system that goes to and fro between the
DBTFTUVEZBOEHFOFSBMJTBUJPO
- The analytical method consists in breaking
EPXO UIF TVCKFDU CZ HPJOH GSPN XIBU JT
most complicated to the most simple. The
most evocative image is that of the chemist
XIPUBLFTBOPCKFDUBOECSFBLTJUEPXOJOUP
molecules and then atoms and particles in
PSEFSUPBSSJWFBUUIFPCKFDUTWFSZFTTFODF
- The chemical method is generally used
in sociology and anthropology. It consists
in directly and continually observing
UIF TVCKFDU TUVEJFE BT JU FWPMWFT BOE
USBOTGPSNT JUTFMG *U JT BMXBZT B RVFTUJPO PG
direct observation, there is no interface or
intermediary, the researcher is generally
EJSFDUMZDPOGSPOUFECZUIFTVCKFDUTUVEJFE
This method is founded on the combined
use of the principles of the inductive and
EFEVDUJWFNFUIPE
 5IF FYQFSJNFOUBM NFUIPE JT SBSFMZ VTFE
in sociology-anthropology because it is

difficult to place populations in a
“laboratory” situation. This method is used
JOQTZDIJBUSZBOEQTZDIPMPHZ
- The statistical method that is more
MBSHFMZ VTFE JO RVBOUJUBUJWF TPDJPMPHZ BOE
demography.
These methodological approaches may
be understood and implemented in a
wide range of ways, among which we find
öFME TVSWFZT BOE UIF RVBMJUBUJWF NFUIPE 
which “(…) refers to a research method that
is interested in the sense and observation of a
social phenomenon in the natural milieu. They
process data that are difficult to quantify. They
do not reject numbers and statistics but do not
simply give them prominencew #FBVE BOE
8FCFS  
For our workshop, we are going to carry out
BOJOTJUVJORVJSZUIBUGPDVTFTPOBQBSUJDVMBS
TVCKFDU UIF QSPEVDUJPO BOE TBMF PG NBSLFU
produce in two places, which are part of a
wider phenomenon – the market gardening
TFDUPSJOåË-˼U UISPVHIBDPNQBSJTPOPGUIF
two production systems.
-FU VT OPX BEESFTT UIF TVCKFDU PG EBUB
QSPEVDUJPOTPVSDFTBOEöFME
“The field inquiry, or ethnographical inquiry, or
socio-anthropological inquiry, is very broadly
based upon the combination of four important
forms of data production: participatory
observation (the prolonged presence of the
surveyor in the living environment of the
interviewees), interview (discursive interaction
that is deliberately triggered by the researcher),
data gathering processes (use of constructed
systems for systematic investigation), and the
collection of written sources.” (Olivier de Sardan,
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Box

18 Field Inquiries and the Qualitative Method:
Objectives, Interests and Principles

Objectives:
- Produce precise data about the concrete practices of a population, understand a
phenomenon from its effective manifestation, take note of actions, relationships and
interactions in particular and real situations;
- Gain a detailed understanding of attitudes, behaviour, motivations, logics and
exchanges between players in a particular context;
- Convey the point of view of the interviewees.
Interests:
- Refine the analysis of the subject studied;
- Bring to the forefront the mechanisms at work and the diversities of all that is possible;
- Propose action that is adapted to this reality because it is based on it.
Principles:
- Immerse oneself in the reality;
- Long presence in the field;
- Establish a close relationship with certain interviewees and gaining their confidence;
- Share moments in the life of the interviewees;
- Participate in the interviewees’ activities.
Source: Author’s construction.

− Participative observation
“By spending a prolonged period in the field
(and often by learning the language), the
anthropologist “brushes against” the reality
that he/she wishes to study (…). We can
break this basic situation down into two
types of distinct situation: those that belong
to the field of observation (the researcher is
witness) and those that belong to the field
of interaction (the researcher is a co-player).
Ordinary situations combine different doses
of the two components.”
The researcher proceeds by “taking notes
in the field or a posteriori, and attempts to
organise data conservation in the form of
written descriptions or recordings (audio,
visual) – the production of a basic corpus
that can be dealt with later or indeed

partly recycled as descriptions in the final
text. These corpuses are not like those of
an archive historian, they are in the form
of field notes where the anthropologist
systematically catalogues everything he/she
sees and hears.”
“Far from being a simple witness, he/she is
permanently immersed in verbal and nonverbal social relationships: conversations,
chat, games, requests, etc. The anthropologist
progresses in the register of everyday
conversation, ‘he adopts the forms of
ordinary dialogue’, he meets local players
in everyday situations, in the world of their
‘natural attitude’. However, many of the
words and acts in the register of everyday
conversation of which the anthropologist
plays an active part concern his/her
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professional curiosity, that is to say that they
directly or indirectly concern the research
theme.” (…) “The researcher strives (…) to
transform these relevant interactions into
data, (…) organise their trace, description
(…).”
- The interviews
“The production of data based upon the
indigenous discourse that the researcher
has solicited is a central element of any field
research. Participative observation does
not allow us to access a lot of information:
to do this it is necessary to resort to the
knowledge and memories of local players.
Furthermore, the representations of local
players are an indispensable element of any
understanding of the social situation. Giving
an account of the player’s ‘point of view’ is
in some way the anthropologist’s greatest
ambition. The interview remains the favoured
means, and often the most economical,
of producing discursive data that gives us
access to emic, native, indigenous and local
representations. The interview notes and
transcripts make up an essential part of
corpus data.”
Emmanuel Pannier presents certain interview techniques: consulting and making an
account; the interview as interaction; the
interview as conversation; the recursiveness
of the interview; the interview and length of
time.
5XP UZQFT PG RVFTUJPO NVTU CF DMFBSMZ
EJTUJOHVJTIFE5IFTF RVFTUJPOT EFNPOTUSBUF
UIF USBOTGPSNBUJPO PG B SFTFBSDIFST
RVFTUJPOT o GSPN iPóDF RVFTUJPOTw UP
those actually asked in the field – “field
RVFTUJPOTw i(…) the questions asked by the
researcher are specific to his/her research issue,

to his/her subject and discourse. They are only
relevant in his/her universe of meaning. They
do not spontaneously make sense for the
interviewee. It is thus necessary to transform
them into questions that make sense for the
latter. It is here that the informal ‘know how’
that has been acquired through participative
observation (just like through the difficulties
and misunderstandings of the first interviews)
is ploughed back, often unconsciously, in
the ability to converse in the very field of the
interviewee by using his/her codes” (Olivier de
4BSEBO  
The challenge is therefore to translate
BOE SFGPSNVMBUF UIF UIFNFT  TVCKFDUT BOE
RVFTUJPOJOH UIBU IBWF CFFO EFöOFE CZ UIF
researcher, that is to say outside the reference
VOJWFSTF PG UIF JOUFSWJFXFFT  JOUP RVFTUJPOT
adapted to the interviewees, to their
FYQFSJFODFT BOE VOJWFSTF PG NFBOJOH 5IJT
PQFSBUJPOSFRVJSFTBNJOJNVNLOPXMFEHFPG
the field.
 *ORVJSZQSPDFTTFT
“Within the framework of either observation
or guided interviews, it is sometimes
necessary to use special data production
operations referred to as ‘data gathering
processes’: the systematic production of a
finite number of intensive data – inventories,
nomenclatures, map plans, genealogies, etc.”
The data gathering processes provide
RVBOUJöFE EBUB  UIFZ UIVT JOUSPEVDF
B iRVBOUJUBUJWFw EJNFOTJPO JOUFOTJWF
RVBOUJUBUJWFEBUBBCPVUTNBMMHSPVQT
“The data gathering processes are
observation or measuring systems that
anthropologists construct in their field by
calibrating them to their (constantly evolving)
research issue, their (continually renewed)
questioning, and their (relatively cumulative)
field knowledge.”
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- Written sources
“Although they are more classical, and
are not specific to the field inquiry, written
sources must not be (…) minimised”:
scientific literature, “grey literature” (reports,
assessments, master’s studies, etc.) press
reports, archives, local written productions
(pupils’ school books, letters, accounting
books, etc.), etc.

Certain data are gathered before the field
inquiry and the development of exploratory
hypotheses and specific questioning; others
are indissolubly connected to the field inquiry
– the players’ written productions, local
archives, local press reports, etc. – or indeed
the subject of autonomous corpuses that are
distinct from and complementary to those
produced by the field inquiry – press reports,
archivesw 0MJWJFSEF4BSEBO  

Diagram 37 Data Production
Theoretical References and Scientific Culture
Hypotheses,
Exploratory
Concepts

Research Questions
Research Issue
Immersion
Interviews
Observations
Data Gathering
Written Documents

Case Studies

“Trips to and from”

Reality

Sources
Data Production Modes

Source: Authors’ construction.
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Data
Produced

Diagram 38 The Reality of the Scientific Product
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Audio
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Source: Olivier de Sardan (2008).

Data Processing and Analysis: Classification,
Interpretation and Theorisation
What are the concrete operations that must
CFBQQMJFEUPUIFDPMMFDUFEEBUB
- Classifying the material, establishing an
JOWFOUPSZPGUIFEJòFSFOUHBUIFSFENBUFSJBM
data from observations, interviews,
discussions, written sources and scientific
UFYUT

- Shaping and study of each piece of
NBUFSJBMHPJOHPWFSFBDIJOUFSWJFX BTXFMM
as the notes and commentaries written
in the field notebook, the observations of
situations, practices and events, written
sources. It is then necessary to transcribe in
digital form all the important material – a
TJNQMFöMFGPSFBDIDMBTTPGNBUFSJBM
- Organising, classifying and selecting
information according to the themes
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%BUBCBTF EFWFMPQJOHBUIFNBUJDHSJEGPS
data classification and inserting the data
GSPN FBDI TPVSDF FYUSBDUJOH JOGPSNBUJPO
from each class of material and classifying
JUBDDPSEJOHUPUIFNFT
 $PNQBSJOH BOE DPOUSBTUJOH UIF NBUFSJBM
comparing and contrasting of data.
The cross-tabulation of data (triangulation)
JT FTTFOUJBM EVSJOH öFME JORVJSJFT JU JOWPMWFT
comparing and contrasting information from
the same source (information about the same
TVCKFDU HBUIFSFE GSPN EJòFSFOU JOUFSWJFXT 
PS EJòFSFOU TPVSDFT EJSFDU PCTFSWBUJPOT PG
practices, written sources, data from census
operations, discourse). This ensures that
we are being rigorous and is a means of
producing reliable data to understand reality
in all its diversity. Information from one person
or one source is rarely sufficient to produce
TPMJE EBUB JU NVTU CF DPNQBSFE XJUI PUIFS
sources and verified.
&YBNQMF3FDVSSFOUFMFNFOUTPGUIFEJTDPVSTF
concerning agricultural mutual support have
B UFOEFODZ UP JEFBMJTF UIF TZTUFN XPSL
FYDIBOHFJTEFTDSJCFEBTCFJOHEJTJOUFSFTUFE
BOEHFOFSBMJTFE)PXFWFS EJSFDUPCTFSWBUJPO
of practices and the systematic recording of
mutual support groups carried out during
rice transplantation and harvest gives a
more nuanced picture of the practice, which
is not generalised and greatly pressurised,
and allows us to obtain reliable data about
the local social networks (close relatives and
neighbours) in which it is rooted.
Following the same logic, iteration, the
practice of visiting the field several times, is
an efficient way of producing relevant data
and formulating critical analysis. Going to and
fro between the office and the field allows
us to efficiently combine immersion and

distancing and thus carry out “(…) a continual
restructuring of the research issue through
contact [with data] and (…) a permanent
reworking of the interpretative framework as
empirical elements are gathered” (Olivier de
4BSEBO  
A Methodological Process is a NonReproducible, Original Construction
One of the essential challenges of successfully
DBSSZJOH PVU B öFME JORVJSZ JT UP EFWFMPQ B
relevant methodological process in order to
QSPEVDFTPMJEEBUBBOEBOTXFSUIFRVFTUJPOT
raised. This development is always an original
production that is developed from an array of
assumptions and hypotheses with regard to
UIFSFBMJUJFTBOEDPOEJUJPOTPGUIFöFME
  "MM JORVJSJFT BSF TQFDJöD UIF SJTL PG UIF
FYFSDJTFJTUPUSBOTGPSNUIFQSFDFQUTPGUIF
NFUIPE JOUP iDPPLJOH SFDJQFTw JO TPDJBM
sciences, there can be no methodological
processes conceived as tools that are
independent of the research issues that
they serve and the empirical reality in
XIJDIUIFZBSFQMBDFEUIFDPOTFRVFODFPG
this is that a technical operation can never
be identically duplicated.
Let us again remember the importance of
EJòFSFOUJBUJOHCFUXFFOUIFiNFUIPEPMPHJDBM
process” and the “methodological tools” – the
tools are there to serve the methodological
process. In concrete terms, saying “I am
going to proceed with a field inquiry and do
some interviews” does not constitute the
presentation of a methodological process,
but the presentation of a general approach
and the identification of a tool. The method
will be the strategies adopted to carry out
UIF JORVJSZ BOE UIF TQFDJöD XBZT JO XIJDI
the methodological tools have been used
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(and combined) to produce data and
interpretations.
Finally, it is important to bear in mind
that “the choice of method does not only
depend on technical considerations. Each
method corresponds to an approach mode,
to a representation of social reality and
consequently to the choices the researcher
makes to favour a certain type of conduct”
5PVSBJOF    BMM UIFTF BSF FMFNFOUT XF
OFFEUPPCKFDUJGZTPBTOPUUPHFUMPTUJOPVS
own scientific representations. The researcher
always approaches social reality from the
point of view of a particular standpoint,
which must not be denied, and of which he/
TIFNVTUCFBXBSF
 5IF JMMVTJPO PG OFVUSBMJUZ UIF DIPJDF PG
TPVSDFTJTOFWFSVOFRVJWPDBM
“Quite clearly, the data, in the sense of the
word that we understand here, are not
‘pieces of reality’ gathered and conserved
as such by the researcher (positivist illusion),
no more than they are the pure constructions
of his/her mind or consciousness
(subjectivist illusion). The data are the
transformation into objectivised traces of
‘pieces of reality’ such as they have been
selected and perceived by the researcher”
0MJWJFSEF4BSEBO  
5IF JEFB PG UIF JOUSJOTJD PCKFDUJWJUZ PG SBX
data is thus an illusion because they have
been stamped by the inevitable bias that
comes from the filter of the observer. It is
indeed the observer who chooses the criteria
of classification, by dividing into conceptual
categories the reality that he/she wishes to
describe and analyse. This is valid as much
for the production as for the analysis of the
EBUB 5IF EFWFMPQNFOU PG UIF RVFTUJPOJOH
and hypotheses influences and guides
the process of gathering information, any

reasoning inevitably transforms the facts by
encoding them and the choices concerning
the use of such or such a group of data in the
BOBMZTJT EP OPU FYJTU PVUTJEF UIF SFTFBSDIFS
and his/her conceptual framework.
.PSF HFOFSBMMZ TQFBLJOH  UIF TVCKFDUJWJUZ
of the ethnologist, who seeks to give a
scientific account of a cultural reality mostly
from the personal impressions of what he/
TIF IBT FYQFSJFODFE JO UIF SFBMJUZ TUVEJFE 
thus becomes part of the scientific method,
within which the researcher acts as an
“instrument for collecting dataw "LUPVG  
8FNVTUUIVTUIJOLPGUIFJORVJSZ JOTQJUFPG
all the distance it is necessary to take, not as
B QSPDFTT PG PCKFDUJWF PCTFSWBUJPO  CVU BT B
relationship between particular social players
and the observation, from a point of view
that is always specific, of this relationship. This
is why we believe that there is no such thing
BT PCKFDUJWF BOUISPQPMPHJDBM GPSNVMBUJPO 
but interaction between the researcher and
the social players that has to be taken into
BDDPVOUBTBOJOUFHSBMQBSUPGUIFJORVJSZ PS
even as one of the points that needs to be
analysed in order to understand or at least
represent social reality. Rather than deny this
TVCKFDUJWJUZ  JU TFFNT UP VT NPSF SFMFWBOU UP
FYQMPJUJU

2.4.2. General Framework of Action
in the Field
[Pierre-Yves Le Meur]
Developing action for the field implies
making choices, firstly in terms of the
RVFTUJPOT UIBU BSF SBJTFE 8F BMTP IBWF UP
listen to what the field tells us, place ourselves
in a situation of discovery. This is an open
BOE QSBDUJDBM OPUJPO 5IF BJN JT UP FYQMPSF
the reality that we progressively discover.
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When preparing the field, and during the
JORVJSZ  SFTFBSDIFST DBO SFMZ PO B TNBMM
OVNCFSPGFYQMPSBUPSZDPODFQUTUIBUDBOCF
VTFE CPUI GPS VOEFSTUBOEJOH BOE FYQMPSJOH
social realties. These are notions of the social
player, strategic group, social interaction,
and mediation and intermediation. These
FYQMPSBUPSZUPPMTBSFTJUVBUFEBUUIFJOUFSGBDF
of the general theoretical framework and the
UFDIOJRVFTBOENFUIPETPGUIFöFMEJUJNQMJFT
establishing a framework of operational
reflection with a view to constructing an
BQQSPBDIUIBUJTBEKVTUFEUPUIFöFME XIJDI
is itself made up of the interaction between
social reality and the research issue.
Social Players
&WFOJOFYUSFNFDPOEJUJPOT FWFSZQFSTPOIBT
UIFDBQBDJUZUPBDUDPNQFUFODFT LOPXMFEHF 
DBQBDJUZ UP KVEHF BOE SFøFDU  WBMVFT BOE
norms. Every person has competences and
capacities that allow him/her to reflect on
QFSTPOBMFYQFSJFODFTBOEFWPMWF BOJEFBUIBU
JTTVNNFEVQJOUIFOPUJPOPGSFøFYJWJUZ
" öFME JORVJSZ BJNT UP DBUBMPHVF UIF QPJOUT
PG WJFX PG UIF EJòFSFOU TPDJBM QMBZFST BOE
their logics of action, which are both
anchored in representations of the world
(“representational” logics) and in their
PCKFDUJWFT BOE TUSBUFHJFT iTUSBUFHJDw MPHJDT 
We must therefore listen to the points of
view and reasons given, and take seriously,
OBSSBUJWFT LOPXMFEHF KVEHFNFOUTBOETPDJBM
QMBZFSTFYQFDUBUJPOT
)PXFWFS  JU JT BMTP OFDFTTBSZ UP DPNQBSF
these with other discourses, and especially
confront discourse and practices, which
is difficult to do in the short time of this
workshop.

Strategic Groups
“Strategic groups appear (...) like social groups
(...) empirical and of varying scale, which
defend common interests, particularly through
social and political action” (Oliver de Sardan,
 
The notion of a strategic group is based
VQPOBTJNQMFIZQPUIFTJTHSPVQTPGQMBZFST
share common points of view in relation to
a given issue (but they do not necessarily
constitute organised communities that are
BXBSF PG UIFNTFMWFT 5IJT JT BO FYQMPSBUPSZ
IZQPUIFTJT UIBU JT WFSZ EJòFSFOU GSPN BO
analytical framework that would be posed
a priori  GPS FYBNQMF  JO UFSNT PG TPDJBM DMBTT
5IJT̓ FYQMPSBUPSZ IZQPUIFTJT XJMM IBWF UP CF
SFöOFE BT UIF öFME JORVJSZ QSPHSFTTFT *O
order to do this, we will take an interest in
UIF QMBZFST USBKFDUPSJFT  UIFJS TPDJBM PSJHJOT 
the forms of capital they have at hand (land,
economic, physical, political, social, etc.), in
order to identify common characteristics
shared by the players and/or the internal
EJòFSFODFT XJUIJO B iTUSBUFHJD HSPVQw 8F
will then see if any organisational modes
(associations or diverse groupings, etc.)
appear that give a specific organisational and
institutional form to a strategic group.
*O UIF GSBNFXPSL PG PVS JORVJSZ JOUP QFSJ
urban market gardening, we can a priori
JEFOUJGZUXPTUSBUFHJDHSPVQTDBQJUBMJTUGBSNT
with salaried workers and rural family farm
PQFSBUJPOT JO BOPUIFS DPOUFYU PG JORVJSZ
o JO UFSNT PG UIF QMBDF BOEPS RVFTUJPO o
we might have started out with strategic
HSPVQT ,JOINJHSBOUTversus autochthonous
QPQVMBUJPOTGPSFYBNQMF 
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Two groups of interviewers will be trained
PO UIJT CBTJT UIF öSTU HSPVQ XJMM XPSL PO
the intensive market gardening production
QSBDUJTFE JO UIF TJY CJH iQSPEVDUJPO GBSNTw 
the second group will concentrate on
family agriculture. The situation of our
öFME JT BMTP DIBSBDUFSJTFE CZ UIF FYJTUFODF
of an autochthonous population from
UIF )JHIMBOET BOE B HSPXJOH JOøPX PG
,JOI NJHSBOUT GSPN UIF MPXMBOET 8F TIBMM
TFF EVSJOH UIF JORVJSZ JO XIBU XBZ UIJT
distinction between natives and newcomers
interacts with the capitalist/family operation
configuration.
8FTIBMMTFFLUPDIBSBDUFSJTFUIFEJòFSFODFT
between the members of each of the two
groups, according to the criteria of operation
size (land and workforce), specialisation,
degree of commercialisation and multiactivity (in relation to the possible functions
of the producer, collector, trader, input
supplier, creditor, etc.). We shall also have
to study the internal organisation of the
operation (family/salary workers) and thus
the roles, responsibilities and socio-economic
EJòFSFODFTJOFRVBMJUJFT CFUXFFO QMBZFST
(boss/salaried worker, gender, generation,
etc.).
As well as the farmers, we shall also have to
take into account other categories of player
– traders, various intermediaries, authorities
BU EJòFSFOU MFWFMT  UFDIOJDBM TFSWJDFT  FUD o
according to what the respondees tell us. We
shall also have to remember the peri-urban
BTQFDU PG UIF XPSLTIPQT UJUMF BOE DBSSZ PVU
PVSJORVJSZBNPOHVSCBOQMBOOFST SFBMFTUBUF
agents, etc.
'PS UIF EJòFSFOU QPTTJCMF TUSBUFHJD HSPVQT
o GBSNFST JOUFSNFEJBSJFT  USBEFST o XF TIBMM

also have to verify whether or not certain
players in the chain combine several activities
and/or functions, and wear “several hats”.
Does remuneration come from the family
PSPVUTJEFTPVSDFT 8IPJTSFBMMZQBJE 8IP
DPOUSJCVUFT UP UIF FOUFSQSJTFT GVODUJPOJOH
and is paid by the enterprise according to
UIFJSOFFET
Social Interaction
Social interactions are the fabric of everyday
life. They may be spoken about by the players
who are interviewed or observed (meeting,
demonstration, transaction, etc.). Clearly, it is
BMXBZTFYUSFNFMZSJDIUPPCTFSWFUIFiOBUVSBMw
interactions of daily life – within the family,
BUXPSL JOTPDJBMQMBDFT FUD CVUPVSJORVJSZ
time here is too limited.
We shall concentrate on a specific group of
interactions that allow us to see moments
of negotiation, alliance, transaction, conflict,
sanction (infringement of a regulation),
arbitration, etc. The aim is to understand the
position of the players in relation to each
other in the framework of interaction.
Conflict analysis presents a specific interest
BT JU JT QSFTFOU FWFSZXIFSF CVU JO EJòFSFOU
forms) and may serve as an “entry gate”, or
iSFWFBMw EJWJTJPOT PS EJòFSFOU QPTJUJPOT BOE
BMTP EJòFSFOU USFBUNFOUT BDDPSEJOH UP UIF
TJUVBUJPOT DPOUFYUT QMBZFST FUD 
Special attention will be paid to the specific
social interactions that make up commercial
SFMBUJPOT QVSDIBTFTBMF PG QSPEVDF  XPSL
GPSDF TBMBSJFE TUBò PS EJòFSFOU UZQFT PG
QSPWJTJPO PG MBCPVS MBOE GPS MBCPVS  DSFEJU 
etc. The distinction between commercial
BOE NPOFUBSZ USBOTBDUJPOT XJMM CF FYQMPSFE
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BT XFMM̓ BT UIF RVFTUJPO PG OPONBSLFU
relationships within the framework of
an agricultural economy that is widely
merchandised. We shall have to take a look
at the links between agriculture and land
– what modes of action concerning land lie
CFIJOE GBSNJOH TUSBUFHJFT  "OE BHSJDVMUVSF
and credit – how do the players negotiate
DSFEJUBDDFTT
As well as particular or repeated social
actions, we shall also take a look at social
OFUXPSLT BT DIBJOT PG SFMBUJPOTIJQT )PX
are these social networks, these chains
PG JOUFSBDUJPO PSHBOJTFE  8IBU DJSDVMBUFT
(information, money, knowledge, produce,
FUD  JO UIFTF OFUXPSLT  5IF RVFTUJPO
DPODFSOJOHUIFFYUFOTJPOPGUIFTFOFUXPSLT
and their territoriality is also raised (thus
SBJTJOH RVFTUJPOT BCPVU OFUXPSLT PG iMPDBMw
neighbouring farmers or larger ranging
networks). From a commercial point of view,
who is involved, who are the key players in
UIFUSBOTBDUJPOT
*OUIJTFYFSDJTFXFTIBMMIBWFUPEFDJEFIPX
GBS UIF DPNNFSDJBM TQIFSF FYUFOET o EPFT
the local network only involve a circle of
OFJHICPVST
Mediation
We must bear in mind that the fields of
action do not necessarily correspond to
UIF MPDBMJTBUJPO PG UIF JORVJSZ BOE UIBU UIF
interactions between the players sometimes
take on an indirect form, when they go
through the mediation of a third party. It
is also the case when we observe forms
of high discontinuity (normative, social,
JOTUJUVUJPOBM  FUD  CFUXFFO UXP iXPSMETw
between the state and local society, between
the development programme and the

community, etc. Certain social players have
developed specific competences that they
use to act at the interface of these two
separate worlds, as well as with players with
TQFDJöD GVODUJPOT  GPS FYBNQMF CFUXFFO
buyer and seller in a commercial relationship
(cf UIF DMBTTJD FYBNQMFT PG UIF DPNNFSDJBM
intermediary and the real estate broker).
*O UIF DBTF PG DPNNFSDJBM FYDIBOHFT 
intermediation is a specific relationship that
JOWPMWFT UISFF QMBZFST UIF CVZFS  UIF TFMMFS
and the intermediary. We must therefore
JEFOUJGZ UIF QMBZFST QSFTFOU TPDJPMPHJDBM
QSPöMF  EJòFSFODFT JO SFTPVSDFT  FUD  UIF
DPOUFYU PG UIF USBOTBDUJPO NPSF PS MFTT
GPSNBM NPSFPSMFTTIJFSBSDIJDBMPSVOFRVBM 
the intermediaries, about whom several
RVFTUJPOTNVTUCFBTLFE
 8IBUBSFUIFJSGVODUJPOT 
- What type of player fulfils these intermeEJBSZSPMFT 
 8IBUBSFUIFJSUSBKFDUPSJFT
 8IBUBSFUIFJSDPNQFUFODFT 
- What capital (social, economic, political,
MJOHVJTUJD FUD EPUIFZIBWFBUIBOE 
 )PXBSFUIFZSFNVOFSBUFE
Intermediaries are generally characterised
by the fact that they have a monopoly on
information that they may seek to block or
disseminate according to their own interests.
The information that an intermediary may
monopolise/disseminate could concern legal
rules and norms related to a given sector,
such as the decrees that the administration
does not succeed in disseminating to their
presumed recipients. Intermediaries may
also combine the function of mediation
XJUI PUIFS GVODUJPOT  QSPWJEJOH GPS FYBNQMF
interaction between the buyer and the seller
BOE BMTP DSFEJU BDDFTT UP UIF CVZFS UIFZ
may also be the direct provider of this credit.
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Intermediaries often operate in a “grey zone”,
at the edge of formal institutions and are
often part of the so-called informal economy,
or they may well provide the link between
the formal and informal dimensions of the
economy and its institutional environment.
Trương Hoàng Trương gives a presentation
of the socio-economic environment of the
region using a synthesis of the reading texts
transmitted to the workshop (cf. reading
texts given at the end of this chapter and
available at the site www.tamdaoconf.com).
The workshop separates into three distinct
groups according to the two inquiry sites:
intensive market garden production at
Liên Nghĩa; two groups sent to the village
of Quảng Hiệp to identify the living zones
separated by the main road.

Days 2, 3 and 4
The workshop moves to the Đức Trọng in
order to carry out inquiries on the selected
sites according to the three favoured axes:
- The group monitored by Pierre-Yves Le Meur
examines family ties in the migrant families
– How and by using which networks did
these families come to settle in the province?;
aspects of urbanisation; market garden
crops (Liên Nghĩa commune);
- The trainees accompanied by Trương Hoang
Trương and Emmanuel Pannier concentrate
on agricultural and livestock production
activities and farming environmental issues
(networks and the distribution modes
associated with them; quality control).
(Quảng Hiệp village);

- The trainees under the supervision of Olivier
Tessier work on the network of players:
current producers; ties between the migrants
and their region of origin (Quảng Hiệp
village).
Interviews are carried out with the people’s
committees of Liên Nghĩa and Quảng Hiệp
(president and vice-president, administrative
services), with rural family farms, salaried
workers employed on the farms and the
cooperatives to which they are attached.
Thanks to the monitoring of the information
collected, readjustments and the first
elements of synthesis emerge during the
evening meetings.

Day 5, Monday 28th July
The workshop gathers on the campus of the
University of Đà Lạt. This fifth day of training
is devoted to a summarised consideration of
the key issues from the field inquiry.
Pierre-Yves Le Meur reminds us of the
importance of the notion of network, as
a part of the system of production and
commercialisation of the market gardening
activity, and the central relationship between
producers and clients, which is based
upon intermediaries. He also emphasises
the theme of risk, whether it be linked to
price fluctuations or bad weather, and the
necessity of identifying the way in which
players operate between risk and the norm.
Olivier Tessier then brings to the attention of
the workshop the following points in order
to prepare the “field” summary that will be
presented the next day.
- Characterisation of the producers.
A migrant population from the lowlands
where rice farming dominates.
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In the highlands, primacy of coffee until
the end of the 1980s then the development
of market gardening, an essential factor of
migration to the region.
The migrants are from the provinces of
Central Việt Nam but especially the north
of the country: Hà Nội, the Red River Delta,
middle and upper regions. The migrations
are recent, the populations are young.
The men settle here because of land resources
(bachelors, military).
The new settlers retain links with their native
village.
- Situation since 2000.
Access to land is through purchase (but the
shortage of land is a big constraint: high cost,
lack of plots) or by rent.
Water quality is a limiting factor.
The farming of land is done above all
through the hiring of a workforce.
- The collectors
First stage collectors: direct buying from
the producer, with their own money or for
another producer.
Second stage collectors: buying from first
stage collectors.
Three different types of initiatives: advances,
choice of treatments, freedom to choose
type of crop. The collectors are present from
the production to market stages – vertical
integration.
- Circulation of information
The information is in the hands of the
intermediaries, it circulates – or not –
according to the context, the current
interests. The farmers do not systematically
apply the recommendations given by the
local authorities and suppliers.
Production sale prices must be regulated in
order to avoid bad practices.

Based on the results of the confrontations
and exchanges between the trainees, a first
plan for the presentation of the results is
proposed:
- The historical and geographical context of
the region;
- The family-based system of production and
the collectors;
- The network and associated farms;
- The question of norms.
The objective is to begin a process of collective
analysis for the final presentation of results.

Reading texts
(www.tamdaoconf.com)
$BCJOFU (SFTTBSE $POTVMUBOUT  
Évaluation des moyens potentiels de
développement de la filière et cadrage de la
stratégie, Association des agriculteurs de la
province de Lâm Đồng Q
$FOUSFBHSJDPMFEFåË-˼U  Étude sur le
système de production famiale à Đà Lạt et les
environs  1SPKFU EF TPVUJFO Ë MFYQPSUBUJPO
EFT DVMUVSFT GSVJUÒSFT FU NBSBÔDIÒSFT EF MB
SÏHJPOEFåË-˼U Q
%ZOBNJDT 7JTJPO DPOTVMUBOUT -5%  
Étude des opportunités à l’exportation
pour les produits frais de Đà Lạt  1SPKFU EF
renforcement des capacités commerciales
EFTDVMUVSFTGSVJUJÒSFTFUNBSBÔDIÒSFTEFMB
SÏHJPOEFåË-˼U SBQQPSUöOBM Q
&SJEBOÏUVEFöMJÒSF  Rapport officiel de
l’étude de filière fruits et légumes à Đà Lạt,
1SPKFU EF SFOGPSDFNFOU EFT DBQBDJUÏT
DPNNFSDJBMFT EFT DVMUVSFT GSVJUJÒSFT FU
NBSBÔDIÒSFTEV-ÉNå̕OH Q
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List of Trainees
Surname and
first name

Establishment

University of
Bùi Phương Linh Resources and the
Environment
Bùi Thị Thy
Đinh Như Hoài
Hoàng Văn Việt
Lê Thị
Hồng Nhung
Lương Duy
Quang

University of Hoa
Sen
Central Vietnam
Institute of Social
Sciences
University of
Economics
South Vietnam
Institute of Social
Sciences
Open University
Development
Research Centre

Mai Minh Nhật University of Đà Lạt

Nguyễn Thị
Kiều Tiên

Department of
Culture, Sports and
Tourism, Lào Cai
Thái Nguyên
University of
Economics
and Business
Management
Investment and
Development Fund

Nguyễn Thị
Thu Phương

Centre of Analysis
and Prevention

Nguyễn Hùng
Mạnh
Nguyễn Thị
Lan Anh

Thái Nguyên
University of
Nguyễn Thị Yến
Economics
and Business
Management
University of Human
Nguyễn Thị Yên
and Social Sciences
Department of
Nguyễn Thanh
Culture, Sports and
Đồng
Tourism, Lào Cai
South Vietnam
Phạm Thị
Institut of Social
Mỹ Trinh
Sciences

Domain/Discipline
Sciences and
environmental
management
Management of
environmental
resources

Research theme

Email

Environmental managebplinh@hcmunre.
ment for sustainable
edu.vn
development
Management of urban
thy.buithi@hoasen.
environment and industrial
edu.vn
spaces

Ethnology

Urbanisation and culture

phongqlkhvtb@
gmail.com

Economics and
society

Agricultural economics

viet.hoangvan@uch.
edu.vn

Legal sciences,
economics

Communication and development economics

lenhungisl@gmail.
com

Development
economics

Sustainable development,
banking finance

quang_0013000@
yahoo.com

Socio-cultural
anthropology

Culture and society of
nhatmm@dlu.edu.vn
Highland ethnic minorities

Sociology,
anthropology

Impact of urbanisation on
the Tay culture

manhnguyenvn@
gmail.com

Development
economics

Urban development

ctminhanh@gmail.
com

Finance

-

tienntk@cadif.com.
vn

Informal migrations

Living conditions of
phuong.thunguyinformal female migrants
en2011@gmail.com
(Hà Nội)

Develoment
economics

Planning, economic
development, inequality
and poverty

nguyenyenlinh03@
yahoo.com

Gender and urban
migrations

Migrant workers

yen123knh09@
gmail.com

Sociology,
anthropology

Impact of urbanisation
on the lives of ethnic
minorities

thanhdong1007@
gmail.com

Economic
anthropology

Urban development

pmtrinh59@gmail.
com
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Surname and
first name

Establishment

Central Vietnam
Institute of Social
Sciences
National University
Phạm Văn Trọng
of Economics
Trần Bảo Quyên Investment and
(auditor)
Development Fund
Trần Thị Châu University of Bình
Phương
Dương
Trương Thị Hiền Highlands Institute
Lương
of Social Sciences
Highlands Institute
Trần Thị Thu
of Social Sciences
Trần Thị Thúy
University of Huế
Hằng
University of
Võ Thành Tâm
Economics
Phan Thị Hoàn

Vũ Thị Thu
Hương

Domain/Discipline

Research theme

Email

Anthropology

Poverty and development

phanhoan.na@gmail.
com

pvtrongxhh@gmail.
com
quyentb@cadif.
Urbanisation
Urbanisation
com.vn
Ethnic minorities and
tranthichauphuAnthropology
urban development
ong@gmail.com
Agriculture, rural develop- hienluong39ptnt@
Economics
ment
gmail.com
Rural-urban
tranthu.tl88@gmail.
Urban planning
economics
com
Migration to the city of
thuyhang.husc@
Urban sociology
underage workers
gmail.com
Public policies and
Population and develop- vothanhtam@ueh.
social issues
ment
edu.vn
Opportunities and chalInstitute of Research
vuthuhuong03@
Urban anthropology lenges in the face of urban
and Development
gmail.com
development in Việt Nam
Sociology

Urbanisation, household
living conditions
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#JPHSBQIJFT
of Speakers
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"SOBVE#"/04
Email:BSOBVECBOPT!QBSJTHFPDOSTGS
TITLES AND DIPLOMAS
 "DDSFEJUBUJPOUPTVQFSWJTFSFTFBSDIJO
(FPHSBQIZ 6OJWFSTJUZ1BSJT
 1I%UIFTJTJO(FPHSBQIZ 6OJWFSTJUZ
of Franche-Comté.
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
 3FTFBSDI EJSFDUPS BU UIF $/34 %JSFDUPS
of the UMR Géographie-cités $/34
1BSJT̓ 1BSJT   %JSFDUPS PG UIF &VSPQFBO
OFUXPSL 4 4QBUJBM 4JNVMBUJPO GPS 4PDJBM
Sciences. Member of the steering
committee of the Institut des systèmes
complexes 1BSJT*MFEF'SBODF 614$/34 
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
For fifteen years now, I have been
interested in the interlinked development
of cities, everyday mobility and transport
TZTUFNT  BT XFMM BT OFHBUJWF FYUFSOBMJUJFT
engendered by these developments (road
congestion, accidents, pollution, noise).
'SPN JOEJWJEVBM USBKFDUPSJFT JO UIF DJUZ JO
movement, I plot a wide spectral scale,
XIJDI JT HVJEFE CZ GPVS NBKPS DPODFSOT
  DIBSBDUFSJTJOH UIF EZOBNJDT PG TQBUJBM
TUSVDUVSFT   JEFOUJGZJOH UIF QSPDFTT PG
self-organisation and the emergence
PG TQBUJBM EJòFSFOUJBUJPOPSHBOJTBUJPO
JO UIF QIFOPNFOB   EFöOJOH UIF SPMF
of interaction between societies and
environment in the emergence of spatial
TUSVDUVSFT DPOUSJCVUJOHUPUIFEFöOJUJPO
of the role of computer simulation in
geography.

My research also concerns the modelling
BOE TJNVMBUJPO PG DPNQMFY TQBUJBM
TZTUFNT .PTU PG B HFPHSBQIFST PCKFDUT
of predilection can indeed, in my opinion,
be described as such, in so far as they are
composed of a large number of located
entities, which interact with each other
according to privileged channels, on
EJòFSFOUTDBMFT'SPNUIFSVSBMWJMMBHFUPUIF
planetary one, from the simple street of a
city in movement to urban systems, a wide
range of scales is mobilised. The data that
is today used to treat such systems reflects
UIJT DPNQMFYJUZ NBTTJWF  IFUFSPHFOFPVT 
multi-source, mobile and noisy, the data
SFRVJSFTFWFSNPSFTPQIJTUJDBUFEUSFBUNFOU
and renewed capacities of visualisation and
interactivity. Furthermore, new modelling
and simulation methods that stem from
UIF TDJFODFT PG DPNQMFYJUZ  XIJDI BSF
largely used in geography, allow us to
reproduce the emergence of processes
and their structures, and their deployment
in geographical space. Agent-based
computer simulation holds a special place
JOUIJTTZTUFN CZUIFWBSJFUZBOEøFYJCJMJUZ
of the investigations it allows. Veritable
virtual laboratories may thus be created,
within which it is interesting to carry out
in silico FYQFSJNFOUBM NFUIPET 0ODF UIF
characteristics and the behaviours of the
stylised agents have been specified, they
can be placed in a situation of interaction
in dynamic environments in order to
FYQMPSF UIF FNFSHFODF DPOEJUJPOT
of processes and structures and their
deployment in space. Today, these systems
allow us to reconstruct larger and larger
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realistic systems (up to several hundreds
of thousands of entities), but can also be
VTFE GPS TFSJPVT HBNF QSPKFDUT  XIJDI
are destined to help in learning about
DPNQMFYJUZ
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1BTDBM#063%&"69
Email:QBTDBMCPVSEFBVY!FGFPOFU
TITLES AND DIPLOMAS
 1I%JO)JTUPSZ VOEFSUIFHVJEBODF
PG̓ /HVZ̎O 5I̋ "OI École pratique des
hautes études  )JTUPSJDBM BOE 1IJMPMPHJDBM
studies section, unanimous congratulations
PGUIFKVSZ 1BSJT4PSCPOOF
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
Representative of the École française
d’Extrême-Orient JO )Ù $IÓ .JOI $JUZ
4FQUFNCFS"VHVTU 
Senior lecturer at the École pratique des
hautes études &1)&  3FMJHJPVT 4UVEJFT
4FDUJPO TJODF4FQUFNCFS 
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
My first research concerned the history
PG )ÛB )˽P #VEEIJTN  BO FYQSFTTJPO
of religious modernity and southern
DVMUVSF JO 7J̏U /BN .Z öFME SFTFBSDI
OBNFMZ JO ,JÐO (JBOH QSPWJODF  BJNFE
to analyse contemporary cultural and
social particularities (popular beliefs,
#VEEIJTUSFOPWBUJPO TPDJBMTUSVDUVSFT MPDBM
traditions) in the Mekong Delta in order to
understand, on the one hand, what is the
nature of the “fluvial civilisation” (văn minh
sông nước  EFTDSJCFE CZ 4ˌO /BN BOE 
on the other, how it fits within – in the
continuum of colonial and post-colonial
situations – the framework of the nation. A
research mission to Cambodia allowed me
to study sources from the colonial period
$BNCPEJB /BUJPOBM "SDIJWFT  UIBU NJHIU
turn out useful for the cultural history study
PGTPVUIFSO7J̏U/BN

In addition to my personal research,
* QBSUJDJQBUFE JO UIF i7BMÏBTFw QSPKFDU
(Valorisation de l’écrit en Asie du SudEst “attaching importance to the written
word in Southeast Asia”  JO )Ù $IÓ .JOI
$JUZ  )Ë̓ /̘J BOE 1IOPN 1FOI * BCPWF
all took part in the elaboration and
coordination of the FSP cooperation
QSPKFDUiReligious modernity and ê̖JN̙J: of
the reconfiguration of Buddhist and Christian
landscapes in Việt Namw &1)&  Institut de
recherches sur les religions, VASS).
 5IF UFBDIJOH BOE SFTFBSDI QSPKFDU PO
XIJDI * IBWF CFFO XPSLJOH TJODF 
has resituated the study of Vietnamese
religious phenomena in the sphere of
“Southeast Asian religions”. The introducUJPO PG B NBTUFST DPVSTF IBT GVSUIFSNPSF
prompted me to work on an intellectual
and cultural history of “religious sciences”
(categories and representations of religion)
on the Indochinese peninsula.
Within the framework of my activities
XJUI̓ ²'&0 JO )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ  *
participated in a research programme
elaborated with Olivier Tessier on
the sociocultural and environmental
transformations in the Mekong Delta,
which allowed me to broaden my study
of this “fluvial civilisation” through the
prism of the history and management of
hydraulics. A second aspect concerns the
SFDPHOJUJPO PG MJUFSBSZ IFSJUBHF QSPKFDU
for the publication of a yet unpublished
JMMVNJOBUFENBOVTDSJQUCZ-̞D7ÉO5JÐO 
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Mai Linh CAM
Email:DBNNM!BGEGS
DIPLOMAS
  "EWBODFE EJQMPNB “Villes et
Territoires”, École polytechnique, Tours,
France - Department for territorial planning.
  .BTUFST EFHSFF JO 6SCBO BOE
Territorial Planning, École polytechnique,
Tours, France Department for Territorial
Planning.
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
I am a town planner specialised in territoSJBM QMBOOJOH BOE USBOTQPSU 4JODF  
*̓IBWFCFFOUIFQSPKFDUMFBEFSPGUIF-PDBM
Authorities and Urban Development DiviTJPO  CBTFE BU UIF IFBERVBSUFST PG UIF
AFD in Paris where I am in charge of the
organisation and monitoring of operations
in the domains of urban development,
housing and essential urban services
(transport, waste and sanitation) in Ethiopia,
.BMJ .PSPDDP 5VOJTJBBOE/FX$BMFEPOJB
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
For two years, at the beginning of my
professional career, I worked for a consulting firm on the preparation of the plan
for sustainable development in Mayotte,
and then on the preparation of a regional
EFWFMPQNFOU QMBO JO )Ë /̘J  JO TVQQPSU
PGUIF7JFUOBNFTF#VJMEJOH.JOJTUSZXJUIJO
the framework of decentralised cooperation with the Institut d’aménagement et
d’urbanisme *"6 ·MFEF'SBODF

öSNCBTFEJO7J̏U/BN XIJDIBMMPXFENF
to conceive and carry out, with a team of
Vietnamese urban planners/architects,
EFWFMPQNFOU QSPKFDUT  IPVTJOH  VSCBO
SFOPWBUJPO BOE USBOTQPSU QSPKFDUT JO UIF
Southeast Asia region (Cambodia, India,
-BPT 5IBJMBOE 7J̏U/BN 
 "GUFS BO FYQFSJFODF BU BO VSCBO NPCJMJUZ
consulting firm in France, my professional
career led me to think more deeply about
the link between town planning and
transport and to use this knowledge in the
GSBNFXPSL PG NPCJMJUZ QSPKFDUT öOBODFE
by the AFD. In this way, I work more
specifically on aspects of the technical,
financial and institutional organisation of
VSCBO NPCJMJUZ QSPKFDUT  OPUBCMZ JO /FX
Caledonia within the framework of the
EFWFMPQNFOUPGUIF#VT3BQJE5SBOTJU #35 
TZTUFNPG(SFBUFS/PVNÏB JO.PSPDDPGPS
UIF#35QSPKFDUPGUIF$JUZPG"HBEJS BOEJO
Ethiopia in support of the development of
B#VT3BQJE5SBOTJU #35 JOUIFDJUZPG"EEJT
Ababa.
As the person responsible for the
organising of financing, I supervise the
JNQMFNFOUBUJPO PG QSPKFDUT DPODFSOJOH
FTTFOUJBMVSCBOTFSWJDFTJO.BMJBOE&UIJPQJB
 *OUIFDBTFPG.BMJ B&63NQSPKFDUGPSUIF
development of a sanitation programme
integrated into the two pilot communes
JO #BNBLP  BT XFMM BT QSPWJEJOH TVQQPSU
for urban management in the domain
of strategic planning with the district of
#BNBLP

 'SPNUP *XBTJODIBSHFPGVSCBO
studies at an architecture and engineering
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 *O &UIJPQJB  B &63 N QSPKFDU GPS UIF
development of a centre for the technical
landfill of final waste in Addis Ababa, and
the closure and rehabilitation of the former
site in the city centre.
I am responsible for the financing granted
by the AFD to the Société Immobilière de
Calédonie (SIC), a provider of social housing,
and I am also in charge of the domains of
development and urban renovation.

Finally, I was involved for four years in the
development and monitoring of renovation
QSPKFDUT JO QPPS OFJHICPVSIPPET 
restoration operations in historical
city centres, and the modernisation of
DPNNFSDJBM JOTUBMMBUJPOT UPUBM BNPVOU
&63̓N JO5VOJTJB
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Emmanuel CERISE
Email:FNNBOVFMDFSJTF!JNWIBOPJDPN
TITLES AND DIPLOMAS
  1I% "SDIJUFDUVSF  6OJWFSTJUZ
1BSJT̓ ̓ ̓ Ecole Nationale Supérieure
d’Architecture &/4" 1BSJT#FMMFWJMMF
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
I am the permanent representative of the
*MFEF'SBODF 3FHJPO JO )Ë /̘J BOE DP
EJSFDUPSPGUIF$JUZPG)Ë/̘Jo*.7 
  5IF *.7 JT UIF NBOBHFNFOU PóDF
GPS EFDFOUSBMJTFE DPPQFSBUJPO QSPKFDUT
CFUXFFOUIF1PQVMBS$PNNJUUFFPG)Ë/̘J
and the Conseil Régional of Ile-de-France.
I am also a researcher at the IPRAUS
laboratory, Institut Parisien de Recherche:
Architecture, Urbanistique et Société (UMR
"644&3 $/34 
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
My research work bears the mark of my
EVBMTUBUVTSFTFBSDIFSBOEPQFSBUPS
The research themes I work on are linked
to the city as a planned cultural and
societal space. My research concerns the
architecture and urban planning of Asian
DJUJFT IBCJUBU  XBZT PG MJWJOH BOE IPVTJOH
policy, mapping of cities, representation
of cities and their architecture, master
QMBOT BOE VSCBO QSPKFDUT BOE VSCBO BOE
architectural heritage.

The operational part of my work is
carried out at the IMV in the domains
of urban planning, public transport, the
development of heritage buildings, and
touristic and environmental development.
With the IMV team and the technical and
scientific help of agents from the Ile-de'SBODF3FHJPO *"6*E' &/4"EFWFMPQNFOU
unit, Agence des espaces verts, etc.), we
carry out surveys, evaluations, training,
BOE UIF JNQMFNFOUBUJPO PG QJMPU QSPKFDUT
XJUI UIF TFSWJDFT PG UIF )Ë /̘J 1PQVMBS
Committee (Department of architecture
and town planning, transport, tourism,
Institute of town planning, etc.)
 4PNFFYBNQMFTPGQSPKFDUT
 1SFPQFSBUJPOBM TUVEZ PG BO FYDMVTJWF
CVT MBOF PO UIF SJOH SPBE O¡ JO )Ë /̘J 
development of a bus interchange on the
)PËOH2V̔D7J̏UCPVMFWBSE EFWFMPQNFOU
PGBOFYDMVTJWFCVTMBOFBMPOHUIF:ÐO1I̞
boulevard and an urban and architectural
study of a multi-modal station at the
UFSNJOVTPGUIFGVUVSFMJOFPGUIFNFUSP
- Town planning, advice and support to the
team led by the IAU-IdF and the VIUP for
the revision of the regional master plan of
)Ë /̘J  USBJOJOH JO UPXO QMBOOJOH GPS UIF
)61*
- Cultural heritage and tourism, heritage
renovation of the main road at Đường Lâm,
restoration of a villa in the former French
RVBSUFS  EFWFMPQNFOU PG WJMMBHFT JO UIF
QSPWJODFPG)Ë/̘J
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"YFM%&.&/&5
Email:BYFMEFNFOFU!FOTBFGS
TITLES AND DIPLOMAS
Graduate of the École Normale Supérieure.
Ranked second in the competitive
FOUSBODFFYBNJOBUJPO &DPOPNZBOE
Management department (Cachan).
 'JSTU QMBDF JO  JO UIF &DPOPNZ BOE
Management Agrégation 0QUJPO#
 (SBEVBUF PG UIF &/4"& École Nationale
de la Statistique et de l’Administration
Économique).
Graduate of the École d’Économie, Paris
.BTUFST  i1VCMJD 1PMJDJFT BOE
Development”.
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
I have been a Ph.D. student at the DIAL
MBCPSBUPSZ NJYFEVOJU*3%%BVQIJOF VOEFS
the guidance of Mireille Razafindrakoto
and François Roubaud (IRD/DIAL) since
4FQUFNCFS BGUFSBZFBSJOUIFQPTUPG
SFTFBSDIBTTJTUBOUJO)Ë/̘JGPSUIF*3%0(4
QSPKFDUJO
 *IBWFTJODFCFFOXPSLJOHJO)̕$IÓ.JOI
City, in collaboration with local researchers
BT XFMM BT UIF OFX *3% UFBN CBTFE JO )Ë
/̘J
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
My approach consists in combining the
TVCKFDUT UIBU IBWF CFFO BU UIF IFBSU
of training (Quantitative Economy,
Management and Statistics) and my
research is oriented towards decision
TVQQPSU GPS QVCMJD QPMJDZ NBLFST #BTFE
on the observation that the informal

economy is a large and persistent segment
of developing economies, and that this
phenomenon remains little known, I
EFUFSNJOFE TFWFSBM SFTFBSDI BYFT UIBU
evaluate the relevance of the most
GSFRVFOUMZSFDPNNFOEFEQPMJDJFT
Encourage formalisation
The informal sector is often considered
as a phenomenon that will eventually
disappear through a more or less rapid
process of formalisation, and that policies
aiming to encourage this process are those
most often mentioned by international
PSHBOJTBUJPOT )PXFWFS  MJUUMF JT LOPXO
about the ins and outs, as much on a global
level as for enterprises and individuals.
 5IF öSTU BYJT PG SFTFBSDI DPOTJTUT JO
determining which types of informal
enterprise wish to become formal, and
XIBU XJMM CF UIF DPOTFRVFODFT PO UIFJS
performances and working conditions.
Develop social protection
 5IF TFDPOE BYJT EFBMT XJUI UIF QSPCMFN
of the absence of protection for informal
XPSLFST5IFDBTFPG7JFU/BNJTQBSUJDVMBSMZ
interesting from this point of view as
systems of social protection and health
JOTVSBODFXFSFJNQMFNFOUFEJOBOE
SFTQFDUJWFMZ XJUIUIFBJNPGBUUBJOJOH
VOJWFSTBMDPWFSBHFJO XIJDIQSPWJEFT
B VOJRVF PQQPSUVOJUZ UP FWBMVBUF UIF
relevance of such systems. The study of the
behaviour of informal workers concerning
social protection can provide deciders with
vital information.
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Favour professional training
Enterprises operating in the informal sector
are on average less efficient than those in
the formal sector, and their workers have
less human capital. It is often argued that

training policies (“accounting literacy”) may
contribute to their efficiency.
 5IFUIJSEBYJTBJNTUPEJTDVTTUIFSFMFWBODF
of these interventions by studying in detail
the management methods of informal
enterprises.
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"MFYJT%30(06Email:BMFYJTESPHPVM!JSEGS
TITLES AND DIPLOMAS
  "DDSFEJUBUJPO UP TVQFSWJTF SFTFBSDI
work, Computer Sciences, University of
1BSJT
  1I% UIFTJT JO $PNQVUFS 4DJFODFT 
6OJWFSTJUZPG1BSJT
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
 3FTFBSDI%JSFDUPSTJODF%FDFNCFSBU
UIF *3%  "TTPDJBUF 3FTFBSDIFS TJODF  
BU UIF 6OJWFSTJUZ PG $˿O 5Iˌ 7J̏U /BN 
1SPGFTTPSPG$PNQVUFS4DJFODF  
BUUIF6OJWFSTJUZPG1BSJT -*1-BCPSBUPSZ
$PNQVUFS4DJFODF-FDUVSFS  BU
UIF 6OJWFSTJUZ PG 1BSJT   -"'03*"  -*1
laboratories.
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
My general research issue concerns the
conception of tools of artificial intelligence
to help with the modelling and simulation
PGDPNQMFYTZTUFNT XJUIBHSFBUEFTJSFUP
GBDJMJUBUFJOUFSEJTDJQMJOBSZXPSLBOEFYUSBDU
multi-domain cross-cutting concepts. On
these grounds, I was already participating
JOJOEFöOJOHDFSUBJOCBTJDDPODFQUT
of “agent-based modelling”, and at the
same time working in parallel on numerous
thematic applications (in ethnology,
hydrology, geography, road traffic, to

NFOUJPO CVU B GFX  'SPN   BU UIF
crossroads of the domains of computer
TDJFODF  FYQFSJNFOUBM FDPOPNZ BOE
participative conception, I worked more
specifically on participative simulation and
modelling methods, which allow us to
involve social players in the conception of
models which showed themselves to be
particularly adapted to the management
of conflicts concerning the users of shared
resources. They have been successfully
BQQMJFE JO UIF öFME JO #IVUBO  7J̏U /BN 
5IBJMBOEBOE.FYJDP *O *CFDBNFUIF
designer and one of the principal architects
of the modelling and simulation platform
("." IUUQHBNBQMBUGPSNHPPHMFDPEF
DPN  XIJDI  UP SFDBQJUVMBUF  ZFBST PG
research in the domain, aims to put at the
disposition of non-computer scientists
UPPMT PG DPODFQUJPO GPS TQBUJBMMZ FYQMJDJU 
multi-scale and multi-formalism models,
BTXFMMBTBMMPXBOiJOUFMMJHFOUwFYQMPJUBUJPO
(by simulation and optimisation) of the
space of their parameters. In parallel, the
UIFNBUJD QSPKFDUT JO XIJDI * IBWF CFFO
QBSUJDJQBUJOH GPS NPSF UIBO TJY ZFBST OPX 
öSTU JO )Ë /̘J UIFO BU UIF 6OJWFSTJUZ PG
Cần Thơ, involve decision support in the
policy of fighting against environmental
disasters (the rise and salinisation of
Mekong waters, biological invasions, avian
flu epidemiology, urban disasters).
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#FOPÔU("6%06
Email:CFOPJUHBVEPV!VUDBQJUPMFGS
TITLES AND DIPLOMAS
  %PDUPSBUF UIFTJT JO BSUJöDJBM
intelligence, University of Toulouse.
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
 *O   BGUFS DPNQMFUJOH UXP QPTU
doctorate years at the Institut de la
Francophonie pour l’Informatique (IFI) in
)Ë /̘J  * UPPL VQ B QPTU BT MFDUVSFS JO UIF
computer science faculty at the University
PG5PVMPVTF $BQJUPMF
I am carrying out my research within
the Institut de Recherche en Informatique
de Toulouse (IRIT) in the “Systèmes MultiAgents Coopératifs” (SMAC) team.
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
Generally speaking, my research work
concerns the formal or non-formal
NPEFMMJOH PG EJòFSFOU OPUJPOT PDDVSSJOH
in human cognition and decision-making
(particularly confidence and emotions)
and the integration of these models within
multi-agent simulations.
This research is currently part of two
SFTFBSDIQSPKFDUT
 5IF ."&-*" QSPKFDU .VMUJ"HFOU GPS
&OWJSPONFOUBM/PSNT*NQBDU"TTFTTNFOU 
supported by the RTRA STAE. The
."&-*" QSPKFDU DPOTJTUT JO NPEFMMJOH
the socio-environmental impacts of the
governance and management norms
of renewable natural resources and
the environment. It aims at developing

a modelling and simulation platform
PG UIF EJSFDUJOEJSFDU BOE FYQFDUFE
VOFYQFDUFEJNQBDUTPGOPSNTPOBUFSSJUPSZ
XIPTF SFTPVSDFT BSF̓ CPUI TVCKFDU UP
DPODVSSFOU FYQMPJUBUJPO̓ BOE EFQFOEFOU
on physic-bio-geochemical variations. The
preferred domain of application is water
NBOBHFNFOUJOUIF"EPVS(BSPOOFCBTJO
 5IF"/3&NP5&4QSPKFDU &NPUJPOTJO4PDJBM
*OUFSBDUJPO UIFPSZ  FYQFSJFODFT  MPHJDBM
and computerised studies). The aim of the
&NP5&4 QSPKFDU JT UP TUVEZ UIF TPDBMMFE
strategic emotions, such as guilt, remorse,
envy, anger, and moral satisfaction which
NBZBSJTFJOBTUSBUFHJDJOUFSBDUJPODPOUFYU
UIBUJTUPTBZ XIFOUIFVUJMJUZPGBOBHFOUT
choice also depends on what other agents
are going to decide to do) under the triple
point of view of psychological theories,
logical formalisation and simulation. The
aim is to integrate strategic emotions into
the behaviour of agents on the Soc Lab
(simulation platform of organisations based
PO UIF GPSNBMJTBUJPO PG $ 4JCFSUJO#MBOD
and P. Roggero of Sociologie de l’Action
Organisee) platform.
I am also involved in several other thematic
OFUXPSLT TVQQPSUFE CZ UIF /BUJPOBM
/FUXPSL PG $PNQMFY 4ZTUFNT  XIPTF
OFUXPSLT BSF 4JN5PPMT/FUXPSL  ."14
(Multi-Agent modelling applied to Spatial
Phenomena) and METISSE (Methods and
Theories for an Engineering of SocioEnvironmental Systems). Finally, I am
participating in the development of the
GAMA platform for multi-agent modelling
and simulation.
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$IBSMFT(0-%#-6.
Email:DIBSMFTHPMECMVN!XBOBEPPGS
TITLES AND DIPLOMAS
  "DDSFEJUBUJPO UP TVQFSWJTF SFTFBSDI
XPSL 6OJWFSTJUZ1BSJT
  %PDUPS JO UPXO QMBOOJOH BOE
EFWFMPQNFOU1I% 6OJWFSTJUZPG1BSJT
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
University professor emeritus (University
PG 1BSJT  BOE Institut Français d’Urbanisme
Paris-Est), associated researcher with
UIF *13"64 6.3 "644&3 $/34  BOE BU
the CASE (Centre Asie du Sud-Est - UMR
$/34&)&44  NFNCFS PG UIF CPBSE PG
directors (former vice-president) and of the
management board of the Groupement
pour l’étude de la mondialisation et du
développement (GEMDEV), former director
of the Institut Français d’Urbanisme.
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
For several years my research work has
DPODFSOFE RVFTUJPOT PG VSCBO EFWFMPQ
ment in cities of Southeast Asia that are
DIBOHJOHPSJOUSBOTJUJPO5IFTFRVFTUJPOT 
which are addressed in the framework
of individual research or collective
programmes, are currently determined
BDDPSEJOHUPUISFFQSJODJQBMBYFT
 "OBYJTSFMBUJWFUPVSCBOQPMJDJFT UFSSJUPSJBM
planning and development strategies,
notably relating to the aspect of the logics
PG QSPKFDUT SVO CZ DPSQPSBUJPOT BOE NPSF
widely by the internationalisation of urban
QSPEVDUJPO

 "O BYJT SFMBUJWF UP UIF NFUSPQPMJTBUJPO
processes, to the particular problem these
processes raise, notably in terms of urban
BOE UFSSJUPSJBM HPWFSOBODF JO UIF DPOUFYUT
PGUSBOTJUJPOJONJESBOLJOH"4&"/DJUJFT
 "O BYJT SFMBUJWF UPiVSCBO JEFBTw TVCKBDFOU
UPDPOUFNQPSBSZVSCBOQSPKFDUT BTNVDI
in the domain of “event town-planning” as
in that of heritage), and to the references
that these bring into play (idealised
representations of the past and figures of
urban modernity, in particular).
The first two components are notably
developed, including on a theoretical
elaborations level, within the framework
PG $/34 PS ."&& SFTFBSDI QSPHSBNNFT
in connection with GEMDEV seminars
or conferences organised with those
responsible for French cooperation
(cf. series of international conferences
PO iFNFSHJOH NFUSPQPMJTBUJPOw +BLBSUB 
0DUPCFS  BOE 7JFOUJBOF  +VOF 
BOE/PWFNCFS 5IFUIJSEDPNQPOFOU
is being principally developed within
the IPRAUS laboratory (cf. international
DPOGFSFODFi5IF"SDIJUFDUVSFPG4PVUIFBTU
"TJBO $JUJFT 5PXBSET FYQSFTTJPOT PG
modernity in relation with heritages”,
+VOF   BOE OFUXPSLT JO XIJDI UIFZ
participate (particularly the European
OFUXPSL6SCBO,OPXMFEHF/FUXPSL"TJB
6,/" 
As well as the publication of works and
articles, these research activities are
accompanied by events for training (thesis
guidance and specialised seminars),
recognition (international conferences) and
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FYQFSUJTF cf FYQFSUJTF GPS UIF FMBCPSBUJPO
PG UIF 8IJUF #PPL GPS UIF NBTUFS QMBO PG
Phnom Penh) and involve partnerships
with researchers and specialists working on
VSCBOJTTVFTJOUIFEPNBJOJORVFTUJPO
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH

Email:IROHIJ!DUVFEVWO
TITLES AND DIPLOMAS
  .BTUFST EFHSFF JO $PNQVUFS
Sciences, University Polytechnique  /BOUFT 
France.
  &OHJOFFST EJQMPNB JO $PNQVUFS
4DJFODFT 6OJWFSTJUZPG$˿O5Iˌ 7J̏U/BN
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
 5FBDIFS BU UIF 6OJWFSTJUZ PG $˿O 5Iˌ
EPDUPSBUF TUVEFOU VOEFS KPJOU TVQFSWJTJPO
with the University Pierre et Marie Curie
and the University of Cần Thơ in Computer
TDJFODFT .PEFMMJOHPGDPNQMFYTZTUFNT 

My teaching is centred on databases, basic
QSPHSBNNJOH $  +BWB  BOE NVMUJBHFOU
oriented modelling for students in the
engineering and information technology
courses.
 .Z UIFTJT BJNT UP FYBNJOF MJOLT CFUXFFO
the propagation of rice destroying insects
in the Mekong Delta and changes in land
use. This work is part of a cooperation
QSPKFDUXJUIUIF*3%BOEUIFFOWJSPONFOU
and natural resources faculty.
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%BOJFMMF-"##²
Email:EBOJFMMFMBCCF!VNPOUSFBMDB
TITLES AND DIPLOMAS
 1I%̓JO6SCBO1MBOOJOH 6OJWFSTJUZPG
#SJUJTI$PMPNCJB
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
I have been assistant Professor at the
Institute of Urban Planning and the
Faculty of Environmental Design at the
6OJWFSTJUZ PG .POUSFBM TJODF  * BN JO
charge of the teaching of international
urban planning (masters) and research
methodology (Ph.D.).
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
 .Z SFTFBSDI XPSL FYQMPSFT UIF JOUFS
relations between urban planning,
HPWFSOBODF BOE̓ TPDJBM DIBOHF JO 7J̏U
/BN * BN JOUFSFTUFE JO UIF XBZ JO XIJDI
the coming together of state intentions,
governance practices and those associated
with the everyday life of inhabitants fashion

the process of urban transition and its sociospatial manifestations. In this sense, my
current research into the new Vietnamese
VSCBO [POFT DPODFSOT UIF EJòFSFOU XBZT
in which rapidly urbanised areas are
becoming at the same time strategic
resources for government intervention
and sites of resistance against intervention
and against the discourse of those who
intervene.
I am currently working on four research
QSPKFDUTFOUJUMFE
 5IF iOFX VSCBO [POFTw JO )Ë /ÙJ i'SPN
QSPEVDUJPOUPBQQSPQSJBUJPOw
 :PVUIGSJFOEMZQVCMJDTQBDFTJOBDPOUFYUPG
SBQJEVSCBOJ[BUJPO
 #FUXFFO /FX 5PXOT BOE 1FSJVSCBO
7JMMBHFT 5PXBSET 5FSSJUPSJBMMZ *OUFHSBUJWF
1MBOOJOH"QQSPBDIFT
 /FX GPSNT PG HPWFSOBODF BOE FNFSHJOH
FYQSFTTJPOTPGVSCBODJWJMTPDJFUZJOBQPTU
TPDJBMJTUTVCVSCBODPOUFYU
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Christine LAROUSSE
TJUFTUIFSFDPOWFSTJPOPGJOEVTUSJBMTJUFTUIF
EFWFMPQNFOUPGQVCMJDTQBDFTUIFDSFBUJPO
of parks and gardens, etc.

Email:DMBSPVTTF!JOUFSTDFOFGS
TITLES AND DIPLOMAS
  "%&.& USBJOJOH  “Approche Environnementale de l’Urbanisme” (AEU).
  1PTUHSBEVBUF %&44 EJQMPNB i6SCBO
planning and development”, Institut
Français d’Urbanisme. Paris VIII.
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING

 0VSUFBNBTTJTUTQVCMJDBOEQSJWBUFQSPKFDU
MFBEFST JO EFöOJOH UIFJS QSPKFDU *U IFMQT
with feasibility studies, programming, and
UIFDPODFQUJPOBOENPOJUPSJOHPGQSPKFDUT 
by placing the landscape aspect at the
heart of its reflections.

 4JODF  * IBWF CFFO SFTQPOTJCMF GPS
the town planning division of Atelier
INTERSCENE, a consultancy firm for
town planning and landscaping that is
SFQSFTFOUFE CZ 5IJFSSZ )VBV  CBTFE JO
Paris and Marrakech, and which has been
active in France and abroad for more than
̓ZFBST

The specificity of our workshop is its
dual competence in town planning and
landscaping, which favours a crosscutting
WJTJPO UIBU JODMVEFT BMM UIF DPNQMFYJUJFT
of a site. The advantages and constraints
of a site are analysed and then evaluated
in order to reveal more accurately its
VOJRVFOFTTBOEQPUFOUJBMGPSSFOPWBUJPO

  DPOTVMUBOU GPS Île de France,
BEWJTJOHUIFQPQVMBSDPNNJUUFFPG)Ë/̘J
GPSUIFDJUZT5SBEF*OTUJUVUF

The geographical, climatic, historical and
DVMUVSBMDPOUFYU FUDTFSWFTBTBGPVOEBUJPO
GPSUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGUIFQSPKFDU5IFTJUF
CFDPNFTPVSöSTUQSPKFDUUPPM

  MFDUVSFS BU UIF Conservatoire
National des Arts et Métiers for the
operational urban planning course (Chair in
development and planning).
  QSPKFDU MFBEFS BU UIF atelier
CANTAL-DUPART, consultancy firm in urban
planning and development.
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
 5IF XPSLTIPQ QSPKFDUT JO XIJDI * BN
participating as a town planner can be
DMBTTJöFE JO EJòFSFOU TDBMFT MBSHF UFSSJUPSZ
planning through the elaboration of
NBTUFS QMBOT  HSFFO QMBOT  FUD UIF
DPODFQUJPO PG FDPRVBSUFST BOE UPVSJTU

 *ODSFBTJOHMZ DPNQMFY DPOUFNQPSBSZ DJUJFT
TVòFS BMM UPP PGUFO GSPN UIFJS GSBHNFOUFE
areas, their diluted outskirts, their neglected
citizens, etc., which provides many
possibilities to reintroduce landscaped
links, to attenuate the breakdown of scale
by placing the landscape factor at the heart
PG VSCBO QSPKFDUT  BOE UP SFJOWFOU OFX
landscapes in the city.
It is also through the elaboration of master
plans of wider territories that this approach
can be developed.
The green plan for Madagascar covering
  IB PS UIF NBTUFS QMBO PG åË -˼U GPS
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BOEDPWFSJOHLN are based
PO B NBTUFSZ PG FRVJMJCSJVNT CFUXFFO
rising urban pressure and the necessary
protection of threatened agricultural
and natural spaces, between access to
contemporary urban facilities and the
preservation of local know-how and
cultures.

As we often work on sites that are deemed
to be sensitive because of the fragility of
their natural environment or historical
architectural and urban heritage, we seek
specific solutions that try to limit impacts
and optimise costs. Management and good
use of rainwater, protection of biodiversity,
soft modes of transport, but also the
development and promotion of urban
heritage and cultural diversities, etc., are
finely tuned to each territorial particularity.
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1JFSSF:WFT-&.&63
Email:QJFSSFZWFTMFNFVS!JSEGS
TITLES AND DIPLOMAS
  "DDSFEJUBUJPO UP EJSFDU SFTFBSDI
in Ethnology and Social Anthropology,
&)&44 ̓ 1BSJT UJUMF Anthropologie de la
gouvernance. Politique des ressources,
dispositifs du développement & logiques des
acteursQVCMJTIFEJO 
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
Anthropologist, research director at the IRD,
member of the UMR Gouvernance, Risque,
Environnement, Développement (GRED),
BTTPDJBUFESFTFBSDIFSBUUIF&)&44 Centre
Norbert Elias, Marseille), posted to the
/PVNÏBDFOUSFTJODF
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
 .Z DVSSFOU öFMET PG SFTFBSDI FYQMPSF
RVFTUJPOTSFHBSEJOHUIFQPMJDZPGSFTPVSDFT
BOE PXOFSTIJQ JO /FX $BMFEPOJB BOE JO

the Pacific, concerning land, mining and
environmental issues, and issues of value
BTTPDJBUFEUPUIFTFSFTPVSDFTBOEQMBDFT
J  -BOE JTTVFT UFSSFTUSJBM BOE NBSJUJNF 
interaction between land rights, ownership
QPMJDJFT BOE QPMJUJDBM BOE KVEJDJBM
authorities, in relation to settlement history,
contemporary political transformations
BOEUIFUSBKFDUPSJFTPGMBOESFGPSN
JJ  "OUISPQPMPHZ PG UIF NJOF SFMBUJPOT
between local arenas (socio-political and
economic reconfigurations, identities),
NJOJOH BDUJWJUZ FYUSBDUJPOUSBOTGPSNBUJPO 
and production of public policies
HPWFSOBODF $43 MPDBMBHSFFNFOUT 
JJJ  &OWJSPONFOUBM JTTVFT SFMBUJPOT CFUXFFO
local knowledge, biodiversity, appropriation
and development of space and nature,
FOWJSPONFOUBMTZTUFNT FDPTZTUFNTFSWJDFT
(iv) Discourse and systems, practices and
development policy as crosscutting
themes.
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Clément MUSIL
Email:NVTJMDMFNFOU!HNBJMDPN
TITLES AND DIPLOMAS
  1I%  TVCKFDU i5PXO 1MBOOJOH BOE
the Development of Space”, University
Paris-Est, prepared at the doctoral school
Ville, Transports et Territoires.
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
Associated researcher at the laboratory
of the Institut Parisien de Recherche:
Architecture, Urbanisme et Société (IPRAUS),
attached to the UMR Architecture,
Urbanisme et Société: Savoirs Enseignement
Recherche (AUSSER), as well as to the
Institut de Recherche sur l’Asie du Sud-Est
Contemporaine (IRASEC). I am currently
a member of the international network
6SCBO̓ ,OPXMFEHF /FUXPSL "TJB 6,/" 
seconded to the Social Sciences Academy,
Shanghai and collaborating researcher
at the Centre de Prospective et d’Etudes
Urbaines̓ 1"%%* JO)̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZ
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
Within the framework of my thesis work
and in its continuation, my research has
CFFO GPDVTFE BSPVOE UISFF BYFT5IF öSTU
concerns development players (involved
in non-state bilateral and multilateral
DPPQFSBUJPOQSPKFDUT BOEUIFJSSPMFJOUIF
VSCBOJTBUJPOQSPDFTTJO7J̏U/BNBOE-BPT
The second deals with urban transport
infrastructures and evolution, particularly
JO UIF DJUJFT PG )Ë /̘J  )̕ $IÓ .JOI $JUZ
and Vientiane, by principally looking at
the planning, conception financing and
DPOTUSVDUJPO PG UIF GBDJMJUJFT " MBTU BYJT

PG SFTFBSDI EFBMT XJUI UIF RVFTUJPO PG
urban land from the angle of the interplay
between stakeholders and the conflicts
that arise in the carrying out of town
QMBOOJOHPQFSBUJPOTJO)Ë/̘J )̕$IÓ.JOI
City, and Vientiane.
Currently, within the framework of my work
JOUIF6,/"OFUXPSL BOEJODPMMBCPSBUJPO
with PADDI, I am carrying out a study
into the financing of urban transport
JOGSBTUSVDUVSFT #BTFE PO FYQFSJFODFT
JO )POH ,POH BOE 4IBOHIBJ  UXP "TJBO
metropolises that over the last decades
IBWFBDRVJSFEFóDJFOUDPMMFDUJWFUSBOTQPSU
networks, this study aims to contribute
to the development and improvement
PG UIF̓ QVCMJD USBOTQPSU OFUXPSL JO )̕
Chí Minh City. Particularly, before the
construction of collective transport facilities,
this work aims to provide reflection on
the financing and management of highlevel service underground and bus lines
#VT 3BQJE5SBOTJU  JO PSEFS UP TUSFOHUIFO
the link between town planning and
transport. The work undertaken particularly
aims to consider how land, notably the
land located near the future rapid transit
underground and bus stations, may
be used as a source of the financing of
infrastructures and how private investors
might be associated with these ventures.
The work will lead to the publication of a
report that will be handed to the PADDI
and its Vietnamese partners and will be
enhanced by the drafting of scientific
BSUJDMFTEJTTFNJOBUFECZUIF6,/"OFUXPSL
and its overseas partners.
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Email:PVEJO!EJBMQSEGS
TITLES AND DIPLOMAS
 1I%JO&DPOPNJD4DJFODFT 6OJWFSTJUZ
PG3FOOFT
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
I am a researcher at the UMR DIAL.
I worked for a long time in Thailand
(University Chulalongkorn then University
PG $IJBOH .BJ  BOE BMTP JO 7J̏U̓ /BN
where I collaborated with the Ministry
GPS-BCPVS ̓*OWBMJETBOE4PDJBM"òBJST*BN
OPX̓CBTFEBUUIF7"44JO)Ë/̘J
 *BNUIFDPPSEJOBUPSPGUIF&VSPQFBOQSPKFDU
/01003  XIJDI HBUIFST POF IVOESFE
researchers from twenty institutions in
TFWFOUFFO DPVOUSJFT JODMVEJOH 7J̏U̓ /BN 
and which aims to develop new knowledge
JOPSEFSUPöHIUQPWFSUZNPSFFòFDUJWFMZ
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
My work concerns labour in developing
countries and more particularly the
informal sector. In Southeast Asia, particular
attention is paid to the impact of the
demographical transition on the labour
markets.

 5XP DPNQMFNFOUBSZ BYFT PG SFTFBSDI BSF
CFJOHQVSTVFE
- Analysis of the functioning of the labour
market and the characteristics and role of
the informal sector through the use of an
PSJHJOBM TVSWFZ UIF DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT PG UIJT
TFDUPSBSFCSPVHIUJOUPRVFTUJPO JUTJNQBDU
on the living conditions of households,
its role in attenuating poverty, notably in
QFSJPETPGFDPOPNJDTMPXJOHEPXO
- Study of the perception of governance
by households, of the participation of
individuals in public life and their relationship with institutions. This programme
notably studies how the participation of
DJUJ[FOT PO UIF POF IBOE  BOE UIF RVBMJUZ
of services on the other, contribute to
reducing poverty.
In accordance with the missions of the IRD
BOEXJUIJOUIFGSBNFXPSLPGUIF/01003
QSPKFDU  NZ XPSL JODVEFT EJNFOTJPOT PG
research, training, and dissemination in
support of the reflection on development
QPMJDJFTDSFBUJPOPGBEFMPDBMJTFE6OJWFSTJUZ
1BSJT%BVQIJOF NBTUFST DPVSTF  QSPWJEJOH
support to students, etc.
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&NNBOVFM1"//*&3
Email:NBOVFMQBOOJFS!ZBIPPGS

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH

TITLES AND DIPLOMAS

 *IBWFCFFOJO7J̏U/BNTJODFXIFSF
I am carrying out research into the rural
populations of the Red river delta and
JOUP FUIOJD HSPVQT JO UIF /PSUI .ˍ̚OH 
5ËZ  )NPOH :BP 5IF DPNNPO BQQSPBDI
UP NZ EJòFSFOU SFTFBSDI DPOTJTUT JO
throwing light upon the manifestations
and transformations of social ties through
the study of the network of social
SFMBUJPOT̓ BOE FYDIBOHFT *O UIJT SFHBSE 
NZ SFTFBSDI FYBNJOFT TPDJFUZ OPU POMZ
from the “bottom”, at the level of separate
individuals, nor from “the top”, at the
level of structures, but from the “middle”,
at the level of the relationships and
interactions that link social players and
define society. My research particularly
focuses on non-trade goods, symbolic
services, collective sociality practices,
and systems of social regulation, statepopulation relations and social change.
My research, which is situated between
economic anthropology and political
BOUISPQPMPHZ  SBJTFT UIF RVFTUJPO PG UIF
political, to be understood as the acts,
allegiances and conflicts that contribute
to the construction, maintaining and
reproduction of society.

  1I% JO "OUISPQPMPHZ  6OJWFS
TJUZ"JY.BSTFJMMF
  %JQMPNB JO 7JFUOBNFTF GSPN UIF
Centre of Continuous Training in Languages
at the Institut Polytechnique )Ë/̘J
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
Researcher contracted to the Centre
/PSCFSU &MJBT $/34&)&44  XJUIJO UIF
GSBNFXPSL PG UIF "/3i3FWBMUFSw QSPKFDU o
i.VMUJTDBMF FWBMVBUJPO PG UIF USBKFDUPSJFT
of the development of animal production
JO 7J̏U /BNw * BN SFTQPOTJCMF GPS DPVSTFT
at the University Toulouse II (UFR Espaces
et Sociétés – Department of Sociology and
Anthropology).
I am local coordinator, trainer and
researcher in anthropology for the
QSPKFDU̓ i4UVEZ̓ PG̓ TPDJBM DIBOHF BOE
EFWFMPQNFOU
QSPKFDUT
JO
FUIOJD
DPNNVOJUJFT JO UIF /PSUI PG 7J̏U̓ /BNw
financed by the AFD.
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PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING

TITLES AND DIPLOMAS

 $IBJS PG )JTUPSZ PG 7JFUOBN BU UIF École
Pratique des Hautes Études, Department of
)JTUPSJDBMBOE1IJMPMPHJDBMTDJFODFT

Hypokhâgne   Khâgne   École
Normale Supérieure, Fontenay-Saint-Cloud
 
AgrégationJO)JTUPSZ  
 1I%POUIF$JUZPG)BOPJ  
 #BDIFMPSTEFHSFFJO7JFUOBNFTF  
 1PTUEPDUPSBMUIFTJT  
Prix Francis Garnier from the Société de
Géographie de Paris   BOE QSJY Joseph
Carroll from the Académie des inscriptions et
des belles lettres  
Professeur agrégé hors-classe; Chevalier des
Palmes Académiques   Chevalier de
l’Ordre National du Mérite  

Guest professor at the University of Geneva
  
Director of the research team États et
Sociétés en Péninsule Indochinoise.
 .FNCFSPGUIFTDJFOUJöDCPBSEPGUIF²'&0
 &YQFSU XJUI UIF .JOJTUSZ GPS 3FTFBSDI
Member of the Société Asiatique.
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Gwenn PULLIAT
Email:HXFOOQVMMJBU!HNBJMDPN
TITLES AND DIPLOMAS
  1I% JO (FPHSBQIZ  6OJWFSTJUZ 1BSJT
Ouest, very honourable distinction with
VOBOJNPVTDPOHSBUVMBUJPOTPGUIFKVSZ
  %JQMPNB GSPN UIF École Normale
Supérieure (Paris) in geography, minor in
sociology.
  .BTUFST  JO UIF FDPOPNZ PG
sustainable development and the environment, AgroParisTech.
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
Seeking a post.
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
My research work is focused on the
issue of urban development, against
B CBDLHSPVOE PG UIF RVFTUJPO PG UIF
sustainable development of territories.
The angle of approach that I have chosen
is that of food (in)security in the urban
environment, and for this, I have studied
UIFDBTFPG)Ë/̘J
My research thus completes the analysis
PG GPPE TFDVSJUZ JO 7J̏U /BN UIBU GPDVTFT
essentially on remote rural areas, and
at the same time it throws light on the
importance of taking into account the
daily practices of city dwellers in order to

understand the construction of poverty
JODJUJFT#ZBEPQUJOHBWVMOFSBCJMJUZCBTFE
approach, I am interested in the dynamics
of food insecurity and thus show that the
$JUZ PG )Ë /̘J JT OPU FYFNQU GSPN UIJT  JO
spite of a remarkable improvement in living
conditions.
 *O UIJT DPOUFYU PG SBQJE USBOTGPSNBUJPO  BT
much on the spatial level (urban sprawl,
NBKPSVSCBOXPSLT FUD BTPOUIFKVEJDJBM 
social and economic one (increased
regulation of economic activities, land
VTF FUD  UIF BOBMZTJT PG DJUJ[FOT QSBDUJDFT 
especially poor city dwellers, reveals how
choices, actions and reactions (economic
øFYJCJMJUZ  TQBUJBM NPCJMJUZ  JOEFCUFEOFTT 
maintenance of solidarity networks, etc.)
contribute to the construction of everyday
precariousness and individual resilience.
I am thus interested in the way in which
UIF DVSSFOU FNFSHFODF QSPDFTT JO )Ë /̘J
reorganises the resources and means of
FYJTUFODFT PG DJUZ EXFMMFST  BOE FWFOUVBMMZ
MFBET UP BO JODSFBTF JO FRVBMJUJFT BT NVDI
between territories as between social
groups.
 $POTFRVFOUMZ  UIF GPPE JTTVF BQQSPBDI
gives us a wider reading of the challenges
of urban emergence.
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Fanny QUERTAMP
Email:QBEEJEJSFDUJPO!HNBJMDPN
TITLES AND DIPLOMAS
 6OJWFSTJUZ PG #PSEFBVY ***   o
1I%JO(FPHSBQIZ USPQJDBMTQBDFTHanoi,
une péri-urbanisation paradoxale. Transition
et métropolisation, analyse cartographique.
Very honourable distinction with unaniNPVTDPOHSBUVMBUJPOTPGUIFKVSZ#PSEFBVY 
th+VMZ
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
Co-director of the Centre de prospective et
d’études urbaines 1"%%* TJODF *IBWF
been developing, in the framework of the
decentralised cooperation between the
3IÙOF"MQFTSFHJPO )̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZBOE
Greater Lyon, training activities, technical
assistance and studies in various fields of
town planning (urban services, urban and
land planning, governance, heritage, etc.).
www.paddi.vn
 XXXQBEEJFYQPTJUJPOTPSH
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
I have a Ph.D. in the dynamics of peri-urban
BSFBTJO)Ë/̘J  BOEIBWFQBSUJDJQBUFE
JO UIF QSPEVDUJPO PG BO BUMBT PG )Ë /̘J JO
the framework of a scientific cooperation
QSPKFDUCFUXFFOUIF$/34 UIF*3%BOEUIF

7JFUOBN"DBEFNZPG4PDJBM4DJFODFT 
 .ZSFTFBSDIUIFOGPDVTFEPOUIFNFT
PG TUSBUFHJD QMBOOJOH *.7   
and urban services via B SFTFBSDI QSPKFDU
concerning the reform of water companies
JO UIF OPSUI PG 7J̏U /BN 136%   
4JODF   * IBWF TQFDJBMJTFE JO VSCBO
JTTVFTJO7J̏U/BN*OPUBCMZDPPSEJOBUFEB
QSPKFDUPOUIFSFDPOWFSTJPOPGFYQSPQSJBUFE
GBSNFSTPOUIFPVUTLJSUTPG)̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZ
'414DJFODFT4PDJBMFT  JOQBSUOFSTIJQ
with the IRD and a study on urban poverty
JO)̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZ 3IÙOF"MQFT3FHJPO 
  4JODF   JO UIF GSBNFXPSL PG
PADDI activities, I have been interested
JO RVFTUJPOT PG VSCBO HPWFSOBODF MJOLFE
to the progress in the tools, players and
modalities of urban planning, particularly in
)̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZ
 1SJODJQBMUIFNBUJDBYFT
 4QBUJBM BOBMZTJT PG VSCBO DIBOHFT
elaboration of an urban data base GIS,
DBSUPHSBQIJDQSPDFTTJOH
- Socio-economic and institutional analysis
of urban services (drinking water and
TBOJUBUJPO QVCMJDUSBOTQPSU XBTUF FUD 
 6SCBO BOE SFHJPOBM EFWFMPQNFOU MJOLBHF
USBOTQPSUUPXOQMBOOJOH
 *OTUJUVUJPOBM BOBMZTJT PG VSCBO USBOTJUJPO
urban planning and management, etc.
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TITLES AND DIPLOMAS
  "DDSFEJUBUJPO UP EJSFDU SFTFBSDI 
University Paris-Dauphine.
 1I%JO&DPOPNJD4DJFODFT École des
hautes études en sciences sociales &)&44 
Paris, very honourable distinction with the
DPOHSBUVMBUJPOTPGUIFKVSZ
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
I am the research director at the IRD, in
UIF KPJOU SFTFBSDI VOJU Développement,
Institutions et Mondialisation (DIAL).
I am also president of the sectoral scientific
commission of human and social sciences
BUUIF*3% TJODF 
I was transferred to DIAL-Paris laboratory
JO4FQUFNCFS BGUFSIBWJOHTQFOUöWF
ZFBST JO 7J̏U /BN  XIFSF * NBOBHFE UIF
research programme “Economic and Social
5SBOTJUJPO JO 7JFUOBNw   UIBU
was led in partnership with the General
Office of Statistics. I am currently in charge
of the coordination of the multidiscipliOBSZ̓ QSPKFDUi*OTUJUVUJPOT  (PWFSOBODF BOE
Long-term Growth in Madagascar”.
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
 .Z DVSSFOU SFTFBSDI QBSUJDVMBSMZ DPODFSOT
links between well-being and household
MJWJOH DPOEJUJPOT  JOFRVBMJUJFT BOE
HPWFSOBODF KPC TBUJTGBDUJPO DPSSVQUJPO

and poverty, as well as the assessment
of the impact of public policies. I am
QBSUJDJQBUJOH JO EJòFSFOU QSPHSBNNFT 
notably concerning Madagascar and
7J̏U̓/BN5IFTFQSPHSBNNFTBSFQBSUPGB
multidisciplinary perspective that combines
RVBOUJUBUJWF BOE RVBMJUBUJWF BQQSPBDIFT
and adopts a comparative perspective
PG EJòFSFOU EFWFMPQJOH DPVOUSJFT 5IF
analyses are carried out according to three
DPNQMFNFOUBSZBYFT
- The role of the informal sector in the
labour market and its impact on the living
DPOEJUJPOT PG IPVTFIPMET #BTFE PO UIF
characteristics of this sector, we attempt
UP EJTDPWFS UP XIBU FYUFOU JU DPOUSJCVUFT
to the improvement of living standards
BOEUIFSFEVDUJPOPGJOFRVBMJUJFT8IBUBSF
the particularities of the informal sector
that must be taken into account in public
QPMJDJFT 
- The monitoring and assessment of public
QPMJDJFT QBSUJDVMBSMZJOEJTUSJCVUJWFUFSNT
- The role and performance of institutions
JOUIFUSBOTJUJPOQSPDFTT*UJTBRVFTUJPOPG
FYQMPSJOH UIF MJOLT CFUXFFO HPWFSOBODF
(role and way of functioning of public
institutions), the value system of the
society, the economic dynamic and the
living conditions of the population. These
analyses concern among other things the
NVMUJQMFEJNFOTJPOTPGQPWFSUZ TVCKFDUJWF
well-being, employment conditions, social
QBSUJDJQBUJPO BOE FYDMVTJPO  DPOEJUJPOT PG
access to public services, etc.).
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TITLES AND DIPLOMAS
  1I% JO &DPOPNJFT  1BSJT 9*
6OJWFSTJUZ/BOUFSSF 8JUI IJHIFTU IPOPVST
BOEDPOHSBUVMBUJPOTGSPNUIFKVSZ 4VNNB
cum laude), candidate for thesis prize and
publication.
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
Research Director, Institute for Development Research (IRD), DIAL (Development,
Institutions and Long-Term Analysis) Unit.
 1PTUFEJO7J̏U/BN (FOFSBM4UBUJTUJDT0óDF
(40*44  JO 4FQUFNCFS  3FTFBSDI
Programme on the Economic and Social
5SBOTJUJPOJO7J̏U/BN 
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
As a development economist, my work
GPMMPXTUXPMJOFTPGSFTFBSDI

Statistical: survey methodology, data
processing:
 %FWFMPQNFOU PG NJYFE TVSWFZ NFUIPET
(households/enterprises) and creator of
 TVSWFZT GPSTUBUJTUJDBMNFBTVSJOHBOE
BOBMZTJT PG UIF JOGPSNBM TFDUPS QSPKFDUT JO
"GSJDB -BUJO"NFSJDB BOEJO"TJB 
- Development of modules “Multiple
Dimensions of Poverty”, “Governance” and
i%FNPDSBDZw QSPKFDUTJO"GSJDBBOEJO-BUJO
"NFSJDB 
- Support for national statistics institutes in
the implementation and analysis of survey
results.
Economic:
- Functioning of labour market, informal
sector, urban dynamics and the impact on
MJWJOHDPOEJUJPOT
- Links between governance, democracy,
new dimensions of poverty and the process
PGFDPOPNJDEFWFMPQNFOU
- Analysis of public policies in developing
DPVOUSJFT TUSVDUVSBM BEKVTUNFOU QSPHSBN
mes, anti-poverty strategies, follow-up and
evaluation of impact.
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TITLES AND DIPLOMAS
  1I% JO (FPHSBQIZUPXO QMBOOJOH 
6OJWFSTJUZ1BSJT1BOUIÏPO4PSCPOOF
 Agrégation in Geography.
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
Study leader in the research division at AFD.
CURRENT MISSIONS AND RESEARCH WORK
The post of study leader at AFD includes
TFWFSBMBTQFDUT
- The guidance of research programmes, led
CZSFTFBSDIPSHBOJTBUJPOTUIBUBSFFYUFSOBM
to the AFD and which more often than
not have a multi-disciplinary dimension
HSPVQJOHT PG SFTFBSDIFST BOE FYQFSUT
that associate economists, town planners,
sociologists, engineers), on the following
TVCKFDUTTVTUBJOBCMFDJUJFT DJUZBOEDMJNBUF 
eco-neighbourhoods, essential services
JODMVEJOHXBTUFNBOBHFNFOU 
 &YQFSUJTF JO UIF EPNBJO PG TVTUBJOBCMF
EFWFMPQNFOU JOUFSOBMMZ o PQJOJPO PO UIF
PQFSBUJPOBM QSPKFDUT PG UIF "'%  PQJOJPO
BCPVU QVCMJDBUJPOT JO UIJT EPNBJO
FYUFSOBMMZ o QBSUJDJQBUJPO OPUBCMZ JO UIF

work group “sustainable cities” for the
'SFODI'BDJMJUZGPS̓(MPCBM&OWJSPONFOU
- Training activities and support for training
activities (notably student workshops
working as consultancies for the AFD in
order to identify new ways of financing
QSPKFDUT 
My past and current research topics
DPODFSOUIFGPMMPXJOHBTQFDUT
- Elaboration and challenges of urban
QPMJDJFT UPXO QMBOOJOH  SFMBUJPOTIJQT
between public and private players of
urban development, influence of political
JTTVFTPOVSCBOEFDJTJPOT
 $JWJM TPDJFUZ BOE UPXO QMBOOJOH
participation of inhabitants in the
development process, elaboration of city
dweller strategies alternative to the urban
policies of the authorities, role of nonHPWFSONFOUBMPSHBOJTBUJPOT /(0T 
- Development of natural heritage and
historic buildings, identity issues, developNFOUDIBMMFOHFT FDPOPNJDDIBMMFOHFT
- Sustainable urban development and
EFWFMPQNFOUDIBMMFOHFTJO4PVUIFSODJUJFT
specific challenges, role of international
cooperation.
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Olivier TESSIER
Email:PUFTTJFS!ZBIPPGS
TITLES AND DIPLOMAS
  %PDUPS PG "OUISPQPMPHZ  6OJWFSTJUÏ
E"JY  .BSTFJMMF   “The Native Country is
a Sweet Star Fruit”. Social Roots and Spatial
Mobility: Essay to Define a Local Social Space
in the North of Việt Nam. "DBEÏNJF E"JY
.BSTFJMMF  6OJWFSTJUÏ EF 1SPWFODF "JY
.BSTFJMMF %FQBSUNFOUPG"OUISPQPMPHZ 
"SUT BOE )VNBOJUJFT 4FDUJPO  %FDFNCFS 
 Q QBOOFYFT
  &OHJOFFS PG "HSPOPNJD 5FDIOJRVFT
JO 8BSN 3FHJPOT  TQFDJBMJ[JOH JO 4PDJBM
Management of Water, Centre National des
Etudes Agronomiques en Régions Chaudes
$/&"3$ .POUQFMMJFS
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
After studying to become a tropical
agronomic engineer and spending
four years in charge of development
QSPHSBNNFT #VSLJOB 'BTP  )BJUJ  * CFHBO
B %PDUPSBUF JO "OUISPQPMPHZ JO 
6OJWFSTJUZ PG "JY.BSTFJMMF  GPS XIJDI UIF
field work was situated in the north of
7J̏U̓ /BN QSPWJODF PG 1IÞ 5I̒  8IJMF
writing his thesis, which I defended in
 *BUUFNQUFEUPEFNPOTUSBUFUIFikinh”
PS̓ 7J̏U  SVSBM TQBDF  HFOFSBMMZ DPODFJWFE
and described as the aggregation of
UPUBM BOE FYDMVTJWF VOJUT SFQSFTFOUFE CZ
UIF WJMMBHF  XIJDI UBLFT PO B EJòFSFOU
aspect when considered through the
BOHMF PG FYDIBOHFT  PG UIF EZOBNJDT
of constitution and transformation of
TPDJBM BOE QPMJUJDBM TQBDFT 5IF QFBTBOUT
legendary ties to the “land of their

ancestors” have been replaced by a more
DPNQMFY BOE CVSHFPOJOH SFBMJUZ  UIBU
of a mobile population always ready to
move to wherever opportunities present
themselves.
Co-editor of “Le Village en question”, the
fruit of a multi-disciplinary research
QSPHSBNNF KPJOUMZ DBSSJFE PVU GSPN 
UP  CZ UIF DFOUSF ²'&0 JO )Ë /̘J
and the VASS, I also coordinated my own
SFTFBSDI BU UIF TBNF UJNF UXP TDJFOUJöD
DPPQFSBUJPO QSPHSBNNFT  
for the Catholic University of Louvain, in
the mountainous provinces of Sơn La
BOE )ÛB̓ #ÖOI %VSJOH UIF TBNF QFSJPE 
* QBSUJDJQBUFE JO FYQFSU NJTTJPOT GPS
international organisations (European
6OJPO  8PSME #BOL  'JOBMMZ  GSPN +BOVBSZ
UP4FQUFNCFS *EJSFDUFEUIF'41
QSPKFDU i3FTFBSDI 4VQQPSU PO &DPOPNJD
BOE 4PDJBM 5SBOTJUJPO *TTVFT JO 7J̏U /BNw
which was financed by the Ministry of
'PSFJHO "òBJST BOE JNQMFNFOUFE CZ UIF
²'&0DFOUSFJO)Ë/̘J
In the framework of my posting at
²'&0 BT B MFDUVSFS 4FQUFNCFS  
I pursued my research into the key
RVFTUJPO DPODFSOJOH UIF FWPMVUJPO PG UIF
relationship between the “state-peasant
DPMMFDUJWJUJFTw UISPVHIPVU UIF th BOE th
centuries by looking at them from a water
management and hydraulic viewpoint,
the omnipresence of which shaped the
countryside and permeated human
culture. In concrete terms, it is advisable
UP FYBNJOF UIF FDPOPNJD  QPMJUJDBM BOE
social conditions of the implementation
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of large-scale hydraulic infrastructure in
the Red River and Mekong River deltas,
to consider the possibilities of controlling
IVNBO BDUJWJUZ BOE MBOE PòFSFE CZ TVDI
a laying out of space, to take an interest in
UIF DPOTUSVDUJPO UFDIOJRVFT XIJDI IBWF
progressively resulted in the remodelling
of the territory, and finally to analyse
the modalities of water management
implemented by peasant collectivities on
the one hand, and by the state through
its specialised corporations, which are
veritable technical services, on the other.
 "T IFBE PG UIF ²'&07"44 BSDIBFPMPHJDBM
cooperation programme, I coordinated
EJòFSFOU QSPKFDUT JO PSEFS UP TVQQPSU UIF
Institute of Archaeology in its mission of
conservation – cultural heritage deve-

lopment of the site. At the same time, I
DBSSJFE PVU PWFS UXP ZFBST JO 7J̏U /BN
and in France archive-based research
JOUPUIFIJTUPSZPG)Ë/̘J$JUBEFMMFEVSJOH
UIF th DFOUVSZ #BTFE PO 7JFUOBNFTF
imperial annals and on the abundant
written and iconographical sources (plans,
maps, photographs) produced during the
colonial period, this historical reconstitution
work resulted in the organisation of several
MFDUVSFT BOE BO FYIJCJUJPO " XSJUUFO
publication is currently being drafted.
 'JOBMMZ TJODF4FQUFNCFS*IBWFCFFO
IFBE PG ²'&0 JO 7J̏U /BN  XIJDI HSPVQT
UPHFUIFSUIFDFOUSFPGUIFTDIPPMJO)Ë/̘J
BOE UIFiEFMFHBUJPO PG UIF ²'&0 DFOUSF JO
)Ë/̘JwJO)̕$IÓ.JOI$JUZ
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 .BTUFSTEFHSFFJO$BSUPHSBQIZ 5FMF
detection and Geographic Information
4ZTUFNT  1PMZUFDIOJD 6OJWFSTJUZ  )̕ $IÓ
Minh City.
  %JQMPNB JO $PNQVUFS FOHJOFFSJOH 
6OJWFSTJUZPG$˿O5Iˌ 7J̏U/BN
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
Teacher at the University of Cần Thơ.
Doctorate student in computer sciences
NPEFMMJOH BOE DPNQMFY TZTUFNT  VOEFS
KPJOUHVBSEJBOTIJQCFUXFFOUIF6OJWFSTJUZ
Pierre et Marie Curie and the University of
Cần Thơ.

I am a teacher in the department of field
resources (Faculty of the Environment
BOE /BUVSBM 3FTPVSDFT  BU UIF 6OJWFSTJUZ
of Cần Thơ. I give lessons on databases,
geographic information systems (GIS)
and modelling to students on the field
management course.
 *BNQSFQBSJOHB1I%.ZTVCKFDUDPODFSOT
modelling and land use in the coastal region
PG UIF .FLPOH *U JT B TVCKFDU UIBU VTFT
modelling and agent-based simulation in
PSEFSUPTUVEZMBOEVTFVOEFSUIFFòFDUPG
climate change and particularly the rise in
sea levels and the salt water flooding that
BOOVBMMZ BòFDUT UIF .FLPOH EFMUB 5IJT
XPSL JT QBSU PG UIF DPPQFSBUJPO QSPKFDU
between the IRD and the University of
$˿O̓5Iˌ "$$-*."5&1&&34QSPKFDU 
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 * IBWF CFFO XPSLJOH PO SFTFBSDI QSPKFDUT
on urbanisation and development since
  QBSUJDVMBSMZ DPODFSOJOH JTTVFT
linked to the social spaces and economic
dynamics of communities on the outskirts
of cities. My research also deals with ethnic
communities and craft work in the urban
milieu.

  1I% JO 4PDJPMPHZ  6OJWFSTJUZ PG
"JY o .BSTFJMMF *  XJUI IJHIFTU IPOPVS BOE
DPOHSBUVMBUJPOT PG UIF KVSZ  QVCMJTIFE JO
'FCSVBSZ
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
Dean of the “Urban Studies” faculty,
6OJWFSTJUZPG5I̟%˿V.̘U
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  .BTUFST JO $PNQVUFS 4DJFODF  EVBM
diploma from the Institut de la francophonie
pour l’informatique (IFI) and from the
University of La Rochelle.
  $PNQVUFS FOHJOFFS  6OJWFSTJUZ PG
4DJFODFT )V̋ 7J̏U/BN 
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
 4JODF +VMZ   * IBWF CFFO XPSLJOH JO
the MSI-IFI team as a trainee/engineer. I
am participating in the development of
the agent-based simulation and modelling
QMBUGPSN ("." IUUQHBNBQMBUGPSN

googlecode.com). The platform is used
to develop several agent-based models
JO EJòFSFOU BQQMJDBUJPO EPNBJOT  TVDI BT
epidemiology, aid management following
natural disasters, insect invasions, etc.
 4JODF 4FQUFNCFS   * IBWF CFFO
studying for a doctorate financed by the
Agence Universitaire de la Francophonie
VOEFS "MFYJT %SPVHPVM %JSFDUPS PG
Research, IRD). I am currently working in
UXP MBCPSBUPSJFT .4**'* JO )Ë /̘J BOE
BU UIF̓ *3% JO #POEZ  'SBODF 5IF BJN PG
my thesis is to propose an agent-based
modelling language in order to develop
multi-level agent-based models.
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  1I% JO 4PDJPMPHZ 8JUI IJHIFTU
IPOPVS BOE DPOHSBUVMBUJPOT PG UIF +VSZ 
&)&44
  Agrégation in Social Sciences (first
place).
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSTING
Teaching
 6OJWFSTJUZPG-JMMF
 $POUFNQPSBSZ4PDJPMPHZ"NFSJDBO̓4PDJP
MPHZ 4PDJPMPHZ PG QPWFSUZ 1PMJUJDBM
4PDJPMPHZ%BUB"OBMZTJTJO4PDJPMPHZ
Institut de Recherche Empirique en
Economie Politique *3&&1 $PUPOPV #FOJO
 1PMJUJDBM TPDJPMPHZ PG DJUJ[FOTIJQ JO "GSJDB
guidance of French-speaking schools in the
AfrobaromètreOFUXPSL  
International Training Centre of the
International Labour Organisation (ITC-ILO),
Turin, Italy.
Conception of surveys about the labour
force and modules about employment
in household surveys in order to measure
decent work and analysis of survey data
 

Research
 3FTFBSDIFS BU UIF 6.3  %*"- *3%
University of Paris-Dauphine) and member
of the UMR board.
Researcher at the GRACC-CeRIES, University
PG-JMMF
Associated researcher at the IREEP (Institut
de Recherche Empirique en Economie
Appliquée), Cotonou.
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
My research focuses on the analysis
of societies in development, principally
African, and particularly forms of
integration and marginalisation that
are seen in these societies. This broad
JTTVF UIVT MFBET̓ NF UP FYBNJOF UIF
TPDJBM FòFDUT PG VSCBO USBOTGPSNB
tion, capitalist development and also
institutional progress. Although my
favoured methodological approach is
UIF RVBOUJUBUJWF BOBMZTJT PG TVSWFZ EBUB
TQFDJöDBMMZ DPOEVDUFE PS FYQMPJUFE JO B
TFDPOEBSZNBOOFSBTUIFPCKFDUPGBTUVEZ 
I also complement my work with other
NPSF RVBMJUBUJWF NFUIPET PCTFSWBUJPO 
JOUFSWJFXT BOEUIFTFDPOEBSZFYQMPJUBUJPO
of written sources. Furthermore, I have
also developed reflection on the scope
BOE MJNJUT PG UIF RVBOUJUBUJWF BQQSPBDI JO
sociology.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
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AFD
AUF
#)/4
#35
CDF
$&'&#
CEFURD
CIRAD
$/".
$/34
DEM
DIAL
DoC
%P/3&
DoF
DoT
DPs
DPI
EDL
²'&0
&)&44
&/"
&/$
&1)&
FDI
'.4)
("."
GAML
GASS
(%/
GIS
IAU
ILO
IMV
*/&%
*/)"
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"TJBO%FWFMPQNFOU#BOL
Agence Française de Développement
Agence universitaire de la francophonie
Bus à haut niveau de service
#VT3BQJE5SBOTJU
Centre de développement foncier
Centre d’études financières, économiques et bancaires
Centre de recherche sur l’urbanisme et le développement
Centre international de recherche agronomique pour le développement
Conservatoire national des arts et métiers
Centre national de la recherche scientifique
Digital Elevation Model
Développement, institutions et mondialisation
Department of Construction
%FQBSUNFOUPG/BUVSBM3FTPVSDFTBOE&OWJSPONFOU
Departments of Finance
Departments of Transport
Developing Countries
Department of Planning and Investment
École du Louvre
École française d’Extrême-Orient
École des hautes études en sciences sociales
École nationale d’administration
École nationale des chartes
École pratique des hautes études
Foreign Direct Investment
Fondation maison des sciences de l’Homme
(*4BOE"HFOU#BTFE.PEFMMJOH"SDIJUFDUVSF
Gama Modelling Language
Graduate Academy of Social Sciences
(MPCBM%FWFMPQNFOU/FUXPSL
Geographical Information Systems
Institut d’aménagement et d’urbanisme de la région Île-de-France
International Labour Office
Institut des métiers de la ville
Institut nationale des sciences démographiques
Institut national d’histoire de l’art
Institut national de la statistique et des études économiques
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IPPC
IREEP
IRIS
IRD
+5%

LUTI
/(0 
/6;

OECD
6/0 
PADDI
PFVT
3/4$ 
4*61

SOE
TRAMOC
7"44 
;64


Institut national du patrimoine
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
lnstitut de recherche empirique en économie politique
Îlots regroupés pour l’information statistique
Institut de recherche pour le développement
Journées de Tam Đảo (Tam Đảo Days)
Land-Use and Transport Interaction
/PO(PWFSONFOUBM0SHBOJTBUJPO
/FX6SCBO;POFT
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
6OJUFE/BUJPOT0SHBOJTBUJPO
Centre de prospective et d’études urbaines
Partenariat Français pour la Ville et les Territoires
Réseau national des systèmes complexes
7J̏U/BN$POTUSVDUJPOBOE1MBOOJOH4FSWJDFT
State Owned Enterprise
Transport Management and Operation Centre
7J̏U/BN"DBEFNZPG4PDJBM4DJFODFT
Zones urbaines sensibles
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8IBUJT"'%
Agence Française de Développement (AFD), a public financial institution that
implements the policy defined by the French Government, works to combat poverty
and promote sustainable development.
"'%PQFSBUFTPOGPVSDPOUJOFOUTWJBBOFUXPSLPGPóDFTBOEöOBODFTBOETVQQPSUT
QSPKFDUT UIBU JNQSPWF MJWJOH DPOEJUJPOT GPS QPQVMBUJPOT  CPPTU FDPOPNJD HSPXUI BOE
protect the planet.
*O "'%FBSNBSLFE&63COUPöOBODFQSPKFDUTJOEFWFMPQJOHDPVOUSJFTBOEGPS
overseas France.

www.afd.fr/lang/en/home

Agence Française de Développement
SVF3PMBOE#BSUIFTo1BSJT$FEFY
5FM  oXXXBGEGS
$PQZSJHIUrdRVBSUFS
*44/
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i5BNå˽P4VNNFS4DIPPM8FFLw åË-˼U 7J̏U/BN
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*OQBSUOFSTIJQXJUI
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"EESFTT4̔OHÜ9ÍåËO /BNå̕OH å̔OHåB )Ë/̘J
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This work contains a verbatim account of the presentations and debates from the
plenary sessions and workshops that took place from 21th to 29th July 2014 at the
University of Đà Lạt on the topic of “A Glance at Sustainable Urban Development”. Four
main areas of reflection are prioritised in the framework of the thematic workshops:
(i) tools and models for urban and territorial planning; (ii) tools and models for
understanding and exploiting urban spatial dynamics; (iii) the city and socio-spatial
inequalities; (iv) training for field studies: practices, networks and strategies linked to
market gardening in peri-urban areas.

Conférences & Séminaires

The Vietnam Academy of Social Sciences (VASS), Agence Française de Développement (AFD), Institut de Recherche pour le Développement (IRD), University of Nantes,
École française d’Extrême-Orient (ÉFEO) and Agence Universitaire de la Francophonie
(AUF) have decided to give their support to the Regional Social Sciences Summer
University, referred to as “Tam Đảo Days”, in the framework of the 2014 and 2015
partnership agreement. This partnership has the objectives of developing a multidisciplinary training of excellence, creating a platform for debate, and attracting a
wide academic and non-academic audience from across Southeast Asia.
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